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Abstract
This study examines impediments to dynamic moral awareness. Following the understanding of
knowledge developed by Michael Polanyi and Bernard Lonergan, ethics is presented not as a
science of abstract norms and principles, but as a transformative science of reflection on moral
activity. Drawing from the social sciences, negative structural patterns which corrupt
transformative awareness are examined under the rubrics of self-deception, social ignorance,
ideology, dependency and social conformity. These investigations identii)' and analyze
sociological and psychological features of dynamic relationships preventing or corrupting
processes ofpersonal transformation and the building up of moral human community. At each
stage of the study, the central role of economic and political structures and conditions influencing
modern consciousness, and defining society, are taken into account. This research provides
insights and analytical tools to increase our capacity to become awareness of the subtle social
psychological dynamics which stifle human creativity and block moral and social development
within contemporary society.

Résllmé
Cette thèse examine les obstacles au développement et au maintien de la conscience morale
dynamique. Suivant le concept de la connaissance élaboré par Michael Polanyi et Bernard
Lonergan, l'éthique est ici présentée non pas comme une science abstraite de principes et de
normes mais comme une science transformationnelle de réflexion sur l'activité morale. S'appuyant
sur des études appartenant à diverses sciences sociales, cette thèse examine les structures
négatives qui corrompent la conscience morale dynamique ou empêche son développement, sous
les rubriques suivantes: l'auto-déception, l'ignorance sociale, l'idéologie, la dépendance et la
conformité sociale. Ces investigations identifient et analysent les caractéristiques sociologiques et
psychologiques des structures interindividuelles qui nuisent à la transformation personelle et qui,
d'autre part, renforcent la communauté morale. A chaque étape de la thèse, l'auteur se rend
compte du rôle central des conditions économiques et politiques dans la formation de la
conscience moderne. Ces investigations offrent des perceptions et des instruments analytiques
capables de promouvoir des réponses personelles et collectives aux processus déshumanisants qui
dans la société contemporaine étouffent la créativité humaine et le développement moral.
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Preface

The Questions

As a social organizer, often l have witnessed individual and group resistance to
ideas and actions for positive change. l have also observed - and experienced - the power
of psychological, interpersonal and social perfonnances which encourage us to avoid an
honest awareness of the central facts, patterns and operation of addictions and damaging
relationships.
Why do we resist becoming aware of the very things which are the source of our
suffering and despair? What are the impediments blocking the kind of awareness that
would improve self-esteem? How do we increase our motivation to act morally to build a
happier, tiner and fairer world? What makes us tUnt our attention away from those things
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that would generate awareness and lead to positive, self-empowered action?

What are

the societal factors which impede the effective functioning of moral consciousness within
contemporary society?
Moral and spiritual transfonnation requires a dynamic interplay of two different
types of knowing in human consciousness: one type apprehends and assimilates
knowledge from experience; the other type constructs an understanding of self and society
from that experiential knowledge. The goal of this process of infonnation gathering,
integration and knowledge construction is transfonnation. To move toward greater
tidelity to - and a greater realization of - onets inherent moral and social vision in one's
day-to-day life, it is imperative that the psychosocial requirements for moral and spiritual
transformation are not frustrated at the level of human consciousness, lived experience,
and social interaction.
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Why is it that social inequality, injustice, poverty and the breakdown of moral
human communities are increasing throughout the world at such alanning rates? Why do
masses of people participate and give support to destructive personal and social
processes? A systematic examination of the captivating capacity of various elements and
patterns of thinking and acting can generate important infonnation. When isolated
fragments ofinfonnation are viewed together in an interconnected way, people can gain
awareness of the particular social and psychological factors which constitute impcdiments
to moral action and transfonnation. Such infonnation can assist in the quest for greater
human freedom and social justice.
Questions concerning moral improvement at the individuallevel are seldom
situated within the social context which either forms or defonns people. This study of
moral consciousness, on the contrary, proceeds with both eyes on the social context. lt
develops a theoretical understanding of possible factors that can explain impediments to
dynamic moral awareness. Such an understanding can then assist in the detection of the
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actual dynamics of oppression and injustice operating in our daily lives.

Objective

This work explores the mechanics of moral consciousness to understand better
how human attenfion can be de-focussed from moral concerns, and how this de-focussing
corrupts consciousness, stifling positive personal and social change. The aim is not to
generate infonnation simply for the sake of making a contrihution to ktlowledge. The
intent is to generate understanding and power for more effective strategies for personal
and social transfonnation. To achieve this objective, a theoretica! framework is developed
to explore cotlceptually the factors and circumstances which diminish awareness, dellect
attention away from caring for ourselves and others, and decrease our motivation to
initiate, or to pursue, moral and spiritual transfonnation.
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This study identifies and clarifies the social psychological factors which constitute
barriers to moral awareness and personal and socialliberation. Il lays the groundwork for
a practical ethic of awareness able to spell out the main features of personal and social
reality in concrete terms. Il aims to increase our capacity to detect and overcome
impediments to moral awareness and transformation in our personal and social lives.

Elements of an Ethic of Awareness

An ethic of awareness seeks to explain the powers that drive human consciousness
and push us to act in certain ways. Many ethicists do not consider what keeps people
from realizing their full potential; they more often attempt to map out a vision of what that
potential is, or to prescribe moral norms and principles which they deem appropriate for
the person's particular situation or dilemma. Sorne simply engage other professional
ethicists in debate over various intellectuai issues and ethical subtleties. Few ethicists
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consider the captivating negative patterns of thinking and acting that block moral
awareness and transformation operating within the social institutions in which they live
and work. An ethic of awareness combines the insights from psychological and social
analysis to build un understanding capable of discerning impediments to dynamic moral
awareness in the individual, and in the whole human family. This approach builds on
various other well-known theological and popular movements and teachings.
Liberation and political theologians, for example, speak of consciollsness raising
as the appropriate aim of the church's pastoral ministry. They define the process as one of
leadi/lg, or calling people to an awareness of the obstacles that prevent them from being
l'esponsib/e sllbjecls oftheir lives. Christians find in the Gospel message the calI to a Iife

of seeking moral perfection based on the social vision of the Reign ofGod of which Jesus
spoke in his parables. Those who wish to follow in the footsteps ofJesus find that to do
so they must engage their consciousness and daily lives in the actual social dynamic of
their society. They experience in the Gospel message a moral and spiritual calI to imitate
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Jesus in his selfless identification with the poor and downtrodden. They believe that they
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must do juslice to demonstrate the authenticity oftheir faith in God. In trying to achieve
the Reign - which Christians acknowledge is not fully attainable within the limitations of
earthly life - their consciousness and daily lives are transformed by the power oftheir làith
and their actions.
This radical transformation in thinking and acting is not an experience limitcd to
Christians, or for that matter, followers of other religions. When a person decides - or is
challenged - la realize (awareness) the true source ofhuman suffering, and then further
decides la l'Y la do somelhing (moral action) to neutralize that source, the truth about the
world (and one's life in the world) can take a potent form, revealing the carefullycamouflaged contradictions within society, as weil as in personal consciousness: poverty
and inequality are made manifest in their rawest forms. From the awareness of the sources
of our own and other people's unnecessary suffering cornes the spiritual cali to moral
action and social solidarity to act to overcome oppression and exploitation.
Achieving moral awareness presupposes moral action. At the same time, moral
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action presupposes moral awareness. Moral power (the power to effect and participate in
positive change) cornes when insight reveals the moral significance of personal and social
change in anticipation of a better future. Setting the right course for moral action in
contemporary society requires an understanding of the circumstances and interpersonal
patterns and structures which are impeding people from living economically-stable and
morally-rewarding lives. An ethic of awareness calls us to wall/ la klU}w so that we can
choose the moral actions which produce personal growth and societal human fulfilment
based on equality and justice.
Awareness of injustice can evoke feelings of compassion for those afllicted and
victimized by domination and social inequality. When attention turns to those individuals
or structures perpetrating injustices, compassion for those enslaved or victimized naturally
leans toward actions to overcome whatever is enslaving or victimizing them. Awareness
ofinjustice gives rise to moral motivation and a social imagination upon which to plan
actions aimed at alleviating suffering and correcting social injustices. Once a persan
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becomes aware of how he or she is stuck in negative patterns, or how he or she is
v
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contributing unwittingly to social evil by participating in unjust structures, the new
awareness can give rise to increased eneq,'Y to act for positive change. And it can inspire
creative ideas and plans to move from negative patterns characterized by caughtness and

compul\'ion toward a liberating ar.d rewarding experience of mutua//ove and respect in
relationships, which are sheltered by the security ofjust and sustainable social structures
which truly protect and support moral human community.

Assumptions

Like ail inquiry into human thinking and acting, this study proceeds trom a few
basic assumptions, and was guided by a definite value perspective. The selection and
integration of social psychological information was determined by the author's ethical
vision ofhuman liberation, social justice and Christian redemption. The method ofthis
approach is non-religious in character, but relies on a foundational anthropology which
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regards the human person as a moral and spiritual being capable of transformation.
A package of assumptions can be found in every value perspective. One such
assumption for this study - which 1 believe is especially crucial given the circumstances of
the contemporary social context - is that immorality more often results not from people

knowing/y doing wl"Ong, but rather, from people knowing/y, or ullknowing/y, not doing
what is right. The greatest human sufferings and tragedies in the world today are not
being suffered by people who made bad moral choices. More often than not, our failure to
grow spiritually through moral action is not the result of choice, but cornes as a complex
consequence of our participation in society.
People are naturally inclined to aspire toward moral improvements for themselves
and socie:y. They tend to deteriorate if they fail to improve, or if they fail to contribute to
the improvement of other people in their lives. The failure to bring about meaningful
change often stems trom an inability or unwillingness to take the steps necessary to
develop moral consciousness and habits of moral action - not trom a lack of knowledge
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about what is morally-preferable and desired. The important questions to address are:
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what are the reasons that explain the interruption of moral and spiritual devclopmcnt?
What are the primary causes for the factors and circumstances which describe and explain
human deformation and immorality?
This study assumes that much human suffering and destructive behaviour cvident
in the contemporary situation is caused by unjust and fragmented social systems which
distort social information, deform moral consciousness, and manipulate and exploit
people, entrapping them in daily routines which are neither healthy nor conducive to moral
human development. The situations within our society in which individuais, tàmilies and
communities seek a just and peaceful coexistence are being supported less and less by
authorities still perceived to be legitimate. Government laws, international trade deals,
and a dominant global culture together work on people tu entrench an clhie (!f

competition into their consciousness and daily lives. Competition, and having competitive
advantage over others, has become the dominant mode of operation and form of
organization within sociallife. This situation makes the cali to live a moral and rewarding
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life, in arrangements based on principles of cooperation and caring witl! others, a
challenge. lronically, and sadly, the physical, psychological, and spiritual scars sutTcred by
people who resist adaption to unjust social institutions, coercive and dehumanizing rules,
and damaging cultural stereotypes are too often explained in ways that obscure the social
source of human deformation and destroy dynamic moral awareness.
Another assumption in this study is that there can be no escape trom moral
stagnation and captivity, and no experience of healing or liberation l'rom servitude or
oppression, without attaining insight into what is preventing such an experience l'rom
occurring. Becoming aware of the complex social factors and subtle psychological forces
which shape human consciousness, and establish the boundaries for human activity, is a
must for morally-authentic and effective action in our fragmentecl world .
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Method and Sources

Conventional ethics nonnal1y attempts to establish rational grounds to evaluate
and judge the moral worth of human thinking and acting. Positions are postulated and
defended with argumentation. Theses are either proven or disproved with a focussed
attention on predetennined c1aims which are evaluated. The c1aims which are tested
define the scope of the project. This is not the method fol1owed in this study.
This study uses an approach designed to integrate infonnation and insights that
uncover the dynamic workings ofhuman and sociallife that subvert moral awareness and
constrain human freedom. The aim is to understand better the forces and structures
influencing human consciousness. 1rely first on my own experience of oppression and
injustice in Canadian individuals, families, and groups. 1bring together insights from
personal experiences and the relevant findings of social scientists to provide possible
answers to the questions articulated in the beginning of this preface. The primary sources
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of information are psychology, sociology, social psychology and ethics. There are many
valuable avenues of inquiry for an investigation of moral awareness and dynamic personal
and social change - such as the cooperative movement andfeminism - which have not
been inc1uded in this study, which is a limitation. The study makes severa! references to
concrete situations, but is intended to be a theoretical study to equip people from a broad
spectrum of social groups, traditions and religions, (who share a common concern for
fel10w human beings who suifer unnecessarily for want of positive changes to the
organization of society) with practical insights and ideas to facilitate processes of moral
transformation and social change.
To research the interface between the human and social sciences from the
perspective of an ethic of awareness, 1rely on models and concepts from liberation
theology lmd emancipatory social science based on critical research methods. Many of
these same approaches have been adopted (and adapted) to the Canadian social reality by
social theorists and the Canadian churches.
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Scope
The scope of this study is determined by the objective and method, not a
predetermined daim or conventional thesis statement. As earlier stated, the purpose of
the inquiry is to examine systematically the factors, forces and conditions of personal and
sociallife to discover what impedes people from achieving authentic personal growth and
positive social transformation. To achieve these aims, the approach adopted is akin to
going on a fishing trip. As with a fishing trip, there are reasonable expectations of
catching certain types offish by looking in certain places and anticipating the most
appropriate tools for the task. To achieve deeper insight into the impediments blocking
the transformation of consciousness, the scope of ideas that can be gathered in the net is
vast, and the net is cast wide to gather as many illuminating ideas and insights as possible.
Relying on a specialized vocabulary ofterms from one professional discipline (such
as philosophy) restricts the scope ofinquiry, and discourages the devdopment of dynamic
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moral awareness; Le., gaining insight into the interconnected meaning ofthings through
the integration oftwo modes ofknowing (concrete and abstract) in one dynamic Iife
process. This research seeks to overcome the restricted bias within much contemporary
ethical reflection and theory by integrating information and insights from a range of social
sciences.
The language and terms used in this dissertation ensure that a proper amount of
attention is given to the essential unity of the human person as both personal and social
being. Awareness ofthis fact is central to the dynamic method which is followed: indeed,
reflecting on the interaction of personal and social is the very essence of dynamic moral
awareness and strategie ethical planning. Il is only at the important juncture of personal
and social within consciousness that a person is energized and prompted to embark (or

continue) on a joumey of moral transformation and constructive social engagement.
Unless we are continually summoned by the beauty and power of the truth, we will
not be able to maintain a commitment to pursue personalliberation and social justice (and
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thereby remain faithful to our highest moral or religious ideal). Many people will never
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decide to make any significant changes in their lives without first experiencing either a

graduai or ~1{dden moral or religious conversion - a transformation of consciousness which inspires and motivates them to become more spiritual. An ethic of awareness
proceeds on the presumption that the reader is open to transformation; (i.e., to read a
book titled ethics and awareness already indicates a predisposition or openness to
transformation). Such an attitude of the heart is conducive to moral transformation.
The most difficult challenge for ethics is to respond to the injustices of the day at
the level of the lived experience ofindividuals, families and. communities, and to respond
with practical theories and strategie information to foster transformation and to overcome
debilitating personal situations and oppressive social conditions. This ethical investigation
into the workings of human consciousness and personal and social change provides sorne
assistance.
The originality in this work lies in the manner in which a range of insights and
ideas have been organized and presented to clari!)' the social psychological requirements
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for dynamic moral awareness in contemporary society. This objective is achieved by
revealing the structural dynamics of social psychological impediments to awareness. The
hope is that this study will encourage an ethical reflection process in the reader that will
culminate in greater awareness of the possibilities for moral transformation, social action,
and spiritual growth.
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Chapter One
Moral Action and the Dynamics ofHuman Knowing

Evaluating human action is a central and ongoing task of ethical reflection. This is
especially true for an ethic investigating the social psychological dynamics of human action
and social change from the perspective of awareness. We can view ail human and social
change as a historical dynamic that we continually experience, interpret, evaluate and act
upon. This study begins with such adynamie view of the human person: individuals can
interpret information and evaluate change by transcending temporal and physical
boundaries in moral and spiritual reflection that explore new options. We can also choose
to embark on creative action paths in strategie pursuit of envisioned goals.
The capacity to envision future possibilities and make plans, and the capacity for

•

effective moral transformation and meaningful social change, depends on the degree to which
we /;,'Uide our lives based on adynamie awareness and ethical vision. Christians strive to be
fol/owers ofChrist, as they struggle to imitate his identification with, and love for, the poor

and downtrodden. Others pursue a vision oflife inherent in a certain philosophy. Aithough
not the focus of this study, the links between moral awareness and caring, caring and the
motivation to act, and transformation through action, are related integrally.
Viewing moral awareness and moral action as interdependent aspects of a person's
Iife helps us to understand better how the degree of awareness an individual has ofthe
ability to chart a life course can range !Tom continuous awareness, to periods of awareness
interrupted by occasions of ignorance or self-deception, to a perpetuai state (Jf false
consciousness and distorted identity. Different conscious states ofawareness have
corresponding consequences for the quality and character of moral action. Before
studying the actuallimits and potentialities ofhuman knowing, it is useful to begin an
inquiry into moral action and the dynamics of awareness by identifYing a fundamental

•

anthropology which serves as a starting point for this study.
6
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1. Self-reflection: The Psychological Foundation for Moral Human Action

Different people view the nature ofhuman action quite differently, offering distinct
explanations ofwhat it means to be a human being. Underlying these different views of
humanity is a more foundational anthropology that affirms the dynamic structure of human
nature and the capacity for self-awareness and self-determination.

In his book, Praxis

and Action: Contemporary Philosophies ofHuman Activity, Richard J. Bernstein
considers four contemporary philosophical approaches !fom this perspective: MarxislIl,

Existenlialism, Pragmalism and Analylic Philosophy. According to Bernstein, these
divergent approaches ail share the same beliefthat human beings are intentional creatures,
capable ofboth critical awareness and self-directed human action that, together, can
transform self and society: "Il is not only Marx who thinks that the point of understanding
is no longer just to 'interpret' but to 'change'; this basic orientation is shared by both
existentialists and pragmatists. This, of course, does not diminish their differences

•

concerning what is to be changed, how it is to be changed, and why change is so vital. ,,1
The task of constructing an ethical theory upon this common anthropological
foundation begins with our grasping the essential connection between moral awareness

(thinking) and moral transformation (action). It is helpful to recall the classic distinction
made by Aristotle between theoria and praxis to clarify what this distinction means for
moral consciousness.

1.1 Theoria and Praxis: The Dialectic of Moral Awareness

In Aristotle's distinction between theoria and praxis, theoria signifies those
sciences and activities concerned with knowingfor its own sake, while praxis designates a
particular mode ofknowing which aims at personal and social transformation. Bernstein
believes Aristotle also used the term praxis in a more restricted sense, to signify the
disciplines and activities predominant in ethical and politicallife:

•

Bernstein, Praxis and Action: Contemporory Philosophies of Human Aelivity, Philadelphia: Univc'fsity of
Pennsylvania Press, 1971, p. 316.
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'l'hose disciplines, which require knowledge and practical wisdom, can be contrasted with
'theoria' because their end is not knowing or wisdomfor ils own sake, but doing wellliving weil. When we add that for Aristalle, individual ethical activity is properly a part
ofthe study ofpolitical activily - activity in the 'polis,' we can say that 'praxis' signifies
the Iree activily (and the disciplines concerned with this activity) in the 'polis.' 2

Aristode did not consider theoria a particular form of life (contemplative) as
opposed to praxis (active). This is unfortunately the meaning often attributed to these
terms in popular culture and institutions (e.g., in the traditional classification ofreligious
vocations, contemplative and active). Theoria, for Aristode, does not represent a passive,
contemplative state of mind; theoria involves disciplined activity, both mental and
physical. As Bernstein notes, "It is not entirely accurate to calI 'theoria' and 'praxis' ways
or forms oflife, for according to Aristode they emerge as two dimensions of the truly
human and free life. ,,3
Transformative knowledge cornes only from the continuous interplay of these two
modes of knowing (abstract and concrete) in a single life process where human reflection

•

and agency struggle to bring about - at one and the same time, through a single course of
action - the transformation of self and society. This research into the social psychological
dynamics of moral transformation and social change is in fact an investigation ofthe
various dynamics that stunt or repress moral awareness as a result of either an inability, or
unwillingness, to balance and integrate two essential modes of perceiving reality, and
engaging oneselfin society.

Bernstein, Praxis alld Actioll, p. 10. Aristotle's heliefthat kllowillgfor ils OWII sake can conslitule a legitimate
te/os lllr inquiry, fails to apprcciate how ail knowledge. including (and perhaps especially) the fmdings of the
nllllU1Ù scic"ccs • hllve ethical signilicance. The value signilicance of dilferent types and methods of inquiry will
he e"Plorcd in chaptcr four.

•

Bernstein, Pra'(is and Action, p. x.
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1.2 Social Knowledge Plus Moral Responsibility: The Fuel of Praxis
The desire to comprehend and improve one's life is the fuel of transformative

action. This desire is the basis of our "need to know." Improving one's life requires a
continuous stream of decisions, work and self-directed initiative. To know in a
transformative way requires what Paulo Freire called thematic investigation:
17wmatic invesligation Ihl/S becomes a common slriving lowards awareness ofreality and
lowards self-awareness. which makes Ihis investigation a slarting point fi>r Ihe
edl/cationalprocess or for cl/Ill/rai action ofa liberating chamcler.'

Without such activity, there can be no dynamic moral awareness. Knowledge
begins and ends with the activity of the knower. The more active an approach we take
regarding the exploration of the world, the more we deepen our critical awareness of
reality. Gaining the capacity to spell out the meaning of occurrences in the social world
enables us to relate to the world and others in an open and confident way, freed from

•

debilitating negative emotions that accompany states of self-deception and ignorance.
Being unable to comprehend the origin of negative emotions can foster a dynamic of
reacting to - or perhaps following. without questioning - another initiative or influence,

rather than encourage us to act of our own initiative by taking responsibility for our
decisions and actions, thereby achieving a greater degree offreedom.
What we know cannot be sepanted trom how we know. Knowledge is the

product of an intellectual activity initiated by our active engagement in society:
"Knowledge is not innate, rearly-made in the mind, at least not the knowledge we have
and know. Nor is it acquired by passively allowing an influx of sensations. Knowledge is
constructed."s
Thematic investigation is not simply a mechanical act of information acquisition. Il
involves a searching process by which the investigator solves (often by first "dissolving")

Paulo Freire, Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed (New York: SeahlU)', 1970) p. 98.
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D. W. Gotshalk, The Structure ofAwarelless: Illtroductioll to aSituatiollat Theory ofTruth alld Kllowledge
(Chicago, Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 1969) p. 13.
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complex problems by discovering important infonnation and linking ideas and events using
meaningful models and themes. To gain a c1earer understanding of the various
components of this process, we need to reflect on the structural limitations and
psychological dynamics of human knowing.

2. Moral Awareness and the Psychology of Human Knowing
The open-ended character of human Iife, and the fiustrating social and natural
limitations experienced by the human mind and body, leave human beings with a greatlyrestricted capacity to experience thefullness ofreality. These limitations can produce
many negative social and psychological consequences, chief among which is a fixation in
consciousness that causes the person to relate to, and mentally dialogue with,
objectifications and speculations, rather than abjects and actualities (Le., the real world).

Dualism, as a pennanent mental construct or world view, is a reflection of the

•

mind's inability to do two things simultaneously: distance itselffrom concrete reality in an
attempt to construct a mental replication ofconcrete reality, or an ideal imagination of
what could be; and experience the integral unity of concrete reality or, in tenns less
technical, that which is. The dualistic split can happen easily because of the limitations of
the mind's eye or allenfion, which must invariably move back and forth between real
particular:l, and sorne abstract theoretical construct. The mind does this naturally in a
quest to piece together a meaningful and more comprehensive explanation of things. The
following sections explore the moral phcnomenon ofhuman knowing (thinking) and
becoming (acting) in the dynamic psychology of Michael Polanyi and Bernard Lonergan.
2.1 Human Attention and the Psychic Limits of Knowing

In his book Allemion, Paul Bakan notes that despite the central importance given

to human attention in early experimental psychology, most proponents ofvarious schools
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of modern psychology such as behaviourism, gestalt psychology, psychoanalysis, and
10
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stimulus-response learning theory have tended either to ignore the function of attention, or
to relegate it to a position oflittle concem. 6 Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, in his article
AI/ention and the Holistic Approach to Behaviour, believes that it was Freud's

revolutionary theory of the unconscious that was responsible for the subsequent lack of
study on human attention. He believes that because Freud devoted his life to showing that
mental processes happen below the threshold of consciousness, and attention is not always
fully in control, " ... further study of attention as the basic form of psychical energy,
which Freud clearly stated, was soon and permanently overshadowed by fascination with
unconscious processes. 'Psychical energy' became associated with the 'libido'. ,,'
Retrieving a sense of the central importance of allention for moral consciousness is
the point of departure for the development ofboth a foundational psychology and a
practical theory of knowing and acting: adynamie ethics of awareness requires both.
How are we to define attention? Quite simply, human attention is the focal
capacity ofthe mind.· When someone tells us to pay allention, they are telling us to focus

•

on what they want us to see, hear, or understand. Attention is the process that regulates
states of consciousness by admitting or excluding various experiences into consciousness.
The capacity to focus attention on one thing leaves us momentarily unaware of virtually
everything else: This selective and restrictive structure of attention is the most basic and
important psychological fact ofhuman experience. It provides the foundation for critical
psychology.

6

Paul Bakan ed.,Al/enlion: An Endllring Prob/emfor Psych%gy,(Toronlo, Ontario: D. Van Noslrand
Company, Ine., 1966), p. iii.
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, "Allention and lhe Holistie Approach lo Behaviour," t<!Und in 71.e SU'eam 01
Consciousness: Scien/ific Investigations in/a t!Je Flow a/Human Experience, Kenneth S. Popc anù Jerome 1..
Singer cds., (New York: Plenum Press, 1978), p. 338.
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There is sorne debale among p,}'cho10gb1s regarding the number ofitems tlle human mind ean allend to al one lime.
Reflection on my own experience leads me 10 agree with William James, the foundcr of modem psycho\Ob'Y, lhul
the answer is li • • • not easily more than one, unless the processcs arc very habituai; but then two, or cvcn thrcc,
without very much oscillation of the attention." William James, "Attcntion/' round in Allenlion: An Enduring
Prob/em in Psych%gy, Paul Bu1kan, ed., (Toronto, Ontario: D. Van Nostrand Company, Ine., 1966), p. 9.
Il
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It is easy to see the wide-ranging implications of William James's penetrating
insight concerning attention: "My experience is what 1agree to attend to. Only those
items which 1 notice shape my mind - without selective interest, experience is utter
chaos. ,,9 This observation appears so much Iike commonsense knowledge as to appear
trivial. It is, however, a key insight. To grasp the power and importance of attention, one
has only to give the term another name: psychic energy. This is what
Csikszentmihalyi does. He regards attention as a form of psychic energy that enables us to
control the stream ofconsciollsness. The image of consciousness as a stream stands in
stark contrast to the metaphor of the mind found in Freud. JO The finite resources of
attention - and the physical restrictions of existence from the limits dictated by place and
time - c1early narrow the scope ofwhat human beings can know and do.
It is necessary that we are both able and willing to focus voluntarily and invest our

attention to achieve valued personal and social goals. This is not always possible, with
detrimental negative psychological consequences for the mental and spiritual health of
human beings. An increase in awareness of the human capacity for intentional moral action

•

brings with it additional responsibilities and obligations to oneself and to others. But how
free are human beings? What are the natural and social constraints on human action?
Considering the dynamic ofknowing and acting in terms of who, or what, con/rois the
successive focusing ofhuman attention is enlightening. Csikszentmihalyi believes that:
"The inability to focus attention voluntarily leads to psychic disruption, and eventually to
psychopathology. ,," With such an economic view of attention it is possible, as
Csikszentmihalyi explains, to reinterpret the notion of aliena/ion developed by Marx in his

,
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WillilUTI James,Prillcip/es ofPsycilOlogy. Vol. 1. (New York: Henry Holt und Co., 1890) p. 402.

10

Portruying humun conscio== as a slream differs signifieuntly from the eompurtmentalized und relatively-fixed
image ofthe mind as a threc-Ievcl house (id, ego, superego) found in Freudiun Psyehounalysis. How we tulle about
tlle hunlun mind hus consequences 101' ethies: the metaphor of stream points to the dynamic nature und structures
of Immun eonseiousness und encourages us to think in terms of successive stages of change; the rnetuphor of a
compartmenlalizcd house ean casily contribute to an excessive concem with achieving a static reality and can
encourage ns 10 defcnd a status quo situation that should be changed.

II

Csikszentmihalyi, Allelllioll alld Ihe Halistic Approach 10 Sehaviollr, p. 348.
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ear!y manuscripts, as referring, quite !iterally, to the workers selling out control over their
attention to the employer.
A wage labourer, in effect, consents to focus attention on goals determined by the
owner of capital. He or she thereby becomes alienated by relinquishing control over
psychic energy (attention) and the direction ofhis or her life experience. Alienation is
never total, however; workers selclom need to give undivided attention to the job. Those
who are forced to alienate the focus of their psychic energy can still daydream, remember,
or engage in voluntary thinking and theoretical planning. Still, the material social reality
sets the boundaries for persona! choices: "The major social institutions - economy, law,
government, media - are ail formalized structures of attention; they define who should pay
attention to what. "12
When we decide to tum our attention to a particular thing we are exercising our
capacity for human choice. We are often also revealing by our choice, a particular interest
or preference that has moral significance for the establishment of a self-understanding and

•

identity. Although a multitude ofimposing stimuli may bombard us demanding our
attention without any explicit decision on our part tofocus our allen/ion, human attention
is, nonetheless, that unique capacity whereby human subjectivity (freedom) and human
consciousness (moral awareness) intersect. This capacity to exercise agency through the
purposefu! control of our attention suggests sorne of the requirements needed to uniry
personal and social in consciousness and in fife praxis. With the multitude of demands
being placed on people in contemporary society, it is easy to understand the difficulty for
people to gain, or to reclaim, control over their attention, consciousness, and actions.
It is important that ethics recognize that social systems draw - often coercively from the same limited human pool of attention as do individuals:
1/follows that the creation and maintenance ofsocial systems is dependent on the same
source on which individual experience dependv. What one does with one~\' attention not
only determines the content ofone '.1' Ilfe, but also shapes one~v relationship with social
~ystems, thereby afJecting the existence ofsuch .\ystems. 13
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"

Csikszentrnihalyi, Attention and Ihe Halislie Appraaeh la Behaviaur, p. 354.
Csikszentrnihalyi,Attenlian and Ihe Halislie Appraaeh la Behaviour, p. 353.
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That personal development and the maintenance of socio-cultura! systems depend on
limited supplies of psychic energy raises key ethical questions concerning how much
attention is paid to what, and under what conditions. It also points to the need for unity
between the personal and social dimensions of life, to avoid duplicity in our use of psychic
energy. It is important that ethics examine ail the influencing factors affecting human
attention. We also need to understand the psychological structure of attention. Is
attention given voluntarily or under constraint? Can we attend to the same thing in more
than one way? These questions on human consciousness have been key concems of a
number of prominent Philosophers ofMind.
2.2 Michael Polanyi: Knowing as Alternating Psychological-Social Dynamic

Michael Polanyi sheds considerable light on both the psychologicaI structure and
operations of human knowing. In a collection of philosophicaI essays titied Knowing and

•

Being, Polanyi describes how the mind functions within a physical environment. The basic

insight upon which William James based his entire psychology is also centrai to Polanyi's
philosophy of knowing and being - the human mind is restricted in its ability to focus
attention. Polanyi investigates the impact ofthis psychological restriction on
consciousness.
Polanyi explains how we attempt to compensate for our lirnited capacity to attend
to objects, and grasp the interrelated meaning ofthings, by continuously shifting our
attention between the particu/ar and genera/ aspects ofthings:
In Ihe firsl case we focus our attenlion on Ihe isolaledparticulars; in Ihe second, our
attention is direcled beyond Ihem 10 Ihe entity 10 which Ihey conlribule. In Ihe firsl case
Iherefore we may say Ihal we are aware ofIhe parliculars 'focal/y'; in Ihe second, Ihal we
nolice Ihem 'subsidiarily in lerms oflheir participatton in a whole'. 14

This key observation that particu/ars can be noticed in two different ways is
central to Polanyi's epistemology and psychology ofhuman knowing. He explains how we
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Michael Polnnyi, K1Iowillg alld Beillg: Essays by Michael Po/allyi, Mwjorie Grene ed. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1969), p. 128.
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can be aware ofparticulars uncomprehendingly (focal/y), i.e., in themselves, or
understandingly (slibsidiarily), in terms of the contribution particulars make to a more
general understanding of a comprehensive entity. The same process by which the mind
connects particulars, in the unified activity of the person pursuing a particular insight,
occurs as weil while pursuing concrete goals. Again, the movement is trom particular
actions to sorne integrated result to bring forth the fulfilment of a comprehensive unified
project: "In a skill we have a set of elementary motions, integrated in fulfilment of a joint
performance. These elements are the subsidiaries of this focal act. They possess a joint
meaning in being co-ordinated to this common purpose. We are attending 'trom' them 'to'
their integrated result." 15
Polanyi explains how focal and sllbsidiary awareness are not two degrees of
attention, but two kinds ofattention given to the same particulars. He illustrates the
distinction between focal and subsidiary awareness with concrete examples: "There is a
fundamental difference between the way we attend to the pointing finger and its object.

•

We attend to the finger by 'following ils direction' in order to look at the object. The
object 'is then at the focus of our attention,' whereas the finger 'is not seen' focally, 'but as
a pointer' to the object. "16
This example helps to clari!)' the two levels ofhuman awareness: the lower one for
the clues or other subsidiary elements, and the higher one for the focally-apprehended
comprehensive entity to which these elements point. A true act of consciousness has both
an identifiable object as its focal point, and a set of subsidiary roots that function as cilies.
Il is subsidiary awareness of a thing that endows it with meaning: a meaning that bears
somehow on an object of which we are focal/y aware. The continuous process in which
the mind fuses clues to the emerging mental image to which they point suggests how
gaining insight is not primarily the result of dedllction, but follows a process ofintegration
or construction. The process by which we Cf,me to IInderstand is driven by what G. W.

" Polanyi, Knowing and Being, p. 182.
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" Polanyi, Knowing and Being, p. 161 .
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Gotshalk calls the epistemological purpose guiding an investigation of reality: "But above
ail there is the epistemological purpose that informs the inductive act. This is the effort to
use what we know to understand what we do not yet know, and by a process of synthesis
to enlarge the frontiers ofawareness of the world that is there to be known."17
We increase our awareness of self and world through a process ofknowledge
construction. The process is akin to that ofa painter moving the brush from palette to
canvas, choosing separate colours, mixing colours, creating unique shades and hews, ail
the while set on taking action to recreate on a canvass the image he or she has in mind.
The purpose is to construct one integrated scene from many strokes of the brush. Physical
and mental activity work cooperatively in the project. This analogy offers a symbolic
description ofhow the mind strives for full understanding by continuously alternating
between the perception and analysis ofparticulars (paints), to the integration ofthat
knowledge (mixing paints), then making meaningful and insightful connections through
mental activity (painting), to create a unified understanding (a painting). In shifting
between a focus on generalities and particulars, something is always temporarily lost,

•

again, due to the limits of human attention. Polanyi explains:
... every time we concentrate Ol/r affention on the particl/lars ofa comprehensive entiry,
Ol/r sense ofifs coherent existence is temporarily weakened; and every time we move in
the opposite direction towards ajililer awareness ofthe whole, the particl/lars tend to
hecome sl/hmerged in the whole. 1B

This innate human capacity to focus our attention either on the comprehensive
entity itself, or the various particulars of which the comprehensive entity is comprised,
determines the basic mode of engagement with reality, and the moral character and
quality of personallife praxis; it also maps out the principal characteristics of our
operating world view. A fixation with one mode ofknowing generates a state of
consciousness akin to what Paulo Freire calls ~1lbmerged consciousness, astate ofmind
marked by the absence of critical awareness. Freire believes that when human beings,

17
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Gotshnlk, The Stl7/cture ofAwareueBB, p.35.

Polnnyi. Knowillg and Beillg. p. 125.
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lack a critical understanding oftheir reality, apprehending it in fragments that they do

not perceive as interacting constituent elements of the whole, they cannot truly know that
reality. n10
Polanyi points out that the ongoing alteration of the mind between particulars and
generalities is a natural cognitive process. A fixation in consciousness on one mode of
knowing is neither natural nor hea1thy. What Polanyi caUs a temporary loss (which
happens normaUy as the mind turns from particulars to generals) can take a permanent and
debilitating form. Whenever an alternating search between particulars and the emerging
comprehensive entity (ofwhich particulars make up integral parts) does not occur,
comprehension through insight becomes impossible. Becoming fixated on the analysis of
particulars leads to fogicaf disintegralion which slowly, but steadily, reduces a
comprehensive entity to its

n •••

relatively meaningless fragments. n20 The natural tendency

to shift from particulars to generals, back to particulars, and so on, can be interrupted or
impeded in any number ofways, leaving an individualjixated on one way ofrelating to

•

reality, resu1ting in a one-sided and distorted relationship with others and the world.
How is it that human beings become fixated in a one-dimensional relationship with
reality, characterized either by an uncritical gazing at the generaf, or a continuous process
of relating to particl/fars? Why does the movement back and forth between the
particulars and the emerging understanding cease? What happens with the move from
subsidiary to focal awareness? Bernard Lonergan suggests that the key to answering these
questions lies in gaining conscious control over the process of knowing, by IIl1derstallding
its psychological dynamics. A1though Polanyi and Lonergan share a very similar
understanding of human consciousness and the process of knowing, Lonergan has more
c1early articulated the cognitive operations by which the mind shifts between subsidiary
and focal attention. Eugene Webb notes this in his study Philosophers ofConsciolisness,

19
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Freire, Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed, p. 95.

" Polanyi, Knowing and Being, p. 213.
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lt is characteristic ofthe difJerence belWeen the perspectives ofLonergan andPolanyi
that Polanyi concentrates his allention on the distinction belWeen focal and subsidiary, or
distal and proximal, while Lonergan directs his allention IOward discovering the
operations by which one can move from the one 10 the other. 21

The psychological problem identified by Lonergan is that too few people are aware of the
operations ofthese two kinds ofknowing, with negative consequences for moral awareness.
2.3 Bernard Lonergan: Human Insight and the Two Modes of Knowing

At the outset ofhis mammoth study lnsight, Bernard Lonergan informs the reader
that his primary concern is not with the known, but with the human process ofknowing
which presents itself as, "... a recurrent structure that can be investigated. "22 Like
Polanyi, Lonergan begins his investigation by establishing how the limited capacity ofthe
mind to focus attention leads to two kinds of knowing: "But the hard fact is that the
psychological problem exists, that there exist in man two divers kinds of knowing, that
they exist without differentiation and in an ambivalent confusion until they are

•

distinguished explicitly and the implications of the distinction are drawn explicitly. ,,23
Understanding the mechanics of the essential psychological structure of human
knowing is necessary to control the movement of the mind and achieve awareness. This is
the same essential view as Polanyi. We see a striking similarity between Polanyi's and
Lonergan's philosophy of consciousness in the following passage trom lnsight:
lt is not difficultto set forth the di.fferences belWeen the IWo types ofknowing. The
elementary type is constiluted completely on the level ofexperience . .. On the other
hand, in jilily human knowing experience supplies no more than materials for questions;
questions are essentialto ils genesis; through questions for intelligence il moves ta
accumulations ofrelated insighls which are expressed or formulated in concepts,
suppositions, definitions, postulates, hypotheses, theories ... 24
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Eugene Webb, P/zilosop/zel~ olColIseiol/slless (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1988), p. 65.

"
"

BC'Illard Loncrgan, lllsig/zt: A Sll/dy 01HI/mail Ullderstolldillg (London: Longmans, Green and Co, 1957), p. 18.
Lonergan,/lISig/zt, p. xxii.
Lonergan,/Ilsig/zt, p. 252.
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Lonergan estabIishes a hierarchy ofvalue between these two modes ofknowing by
suggesting that the first is an e/ementary type, whereas the second isJully human
knowing. In fully human knowing, the mind works on the materials gained from human
senses to create integrated meaning and awareness. Without critical self-reflection
culminating in reasoned judgment, such awareness does not happen. That we should
naturally shift from one type ofknowing to the other is a given: the challenge is, as
Lonergan notes, to gain conscious control over the process by exercising one's criticat
awareness and developing a self-reflexive understanding of the process and oneself: "The
problem set by the two types of knowing is, then, not a problem of elimination but a
problem of critical distinction. For the difficulty lies, not in either type ofknowing by
itself, but in the confusion that arises when one shifts unconsciously from one type to the
other. ,,25
Lonergan situates his reflections on the two modes ofknowing within his general
theory ofknowledge comprised ofthree distinct and successively-ordered cognitive

•

actions which operate in every truly human act ofknowing: aUending, underslanding, and
judgment. Thejudgment oftruth or falsehood is founded upon an interpretation, an
interpretation is founded on an experience, and an experience is largely determined by the
operation of directing our aUenlion. We ail need to discern right and wrong in our daily
lives, but moral judgment is not legitimate without the dialectical interplay between the
two modes of knowing, for it is only in attending to, interpreting, and making judgments,
that knowledge (information) becomes understanding and practical insight. The end of
understanding is always sorne form of action and tra.nsformation; this requires moral
judgment, and a decision to act. This also means that two kinds of knowing are required.
The two modes of knowing only work together as a mental dynamic when individuals
engage themselves in sorne form of praxis set on personal and social improvement:

•
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Lonergan,lnsight, p. 253.
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For concrele situalions give rise la insighls which issue inlo policies and courses of
aclion. AClion Iransforms Ihe exisling situalion la give rise la further insighls, bel/er
policies, more effeclive courses ofaclion. Ilfollows l/tal ifinsighl occurs, it keeps
recurring; and al each recurrence knowledge develops, aclion increases its .l'cape, and
situations improve. 26

Here we see a understanding of the human person as both knower and agent. To be a
.l'ubject requires the performance ofintentional operations; to perform intentional

operations requires consciousness; to have consciousness presupposes a dialectical
relationship with reality, whereby the individual focuses attention, interprets what is at the
focus of attention, and renders a judgment, or otherwise cornes to sorne conclusion. The
degree ofawareness one has of this process of knowing and acting willlargely determine
one's metaphysical world view and subsequent ethical and political approach to life.
Metaphysics and ethics are simply two ways of speaking about one and the same human
process of knowing and acting: "There fol1ows a conclusion offundamental importance,
namely, the paral1el and interpenetration ofmetaphysics and ethics. For just as the
dynamic structure of our knowing grounds a metaphysics, so the prolongation of that

•

structure into human doing grounds an ethics. ,,27
Although Lonergan speaks of abstract knowing as superior to elementary knowing
in terms of attaining insight, he is careful not to confuse ideas with things in themselves,
or to denigrate the material world. Lonergan was no Idealist. Indeed, he refers to the
abstract as an impoverished replica ofthe concrete. 28 Concrete knowing is experiential in
that the particular object ofknowing is always an actual object in the world: this obvious
fact is especial1y significant for theorists, for no matte r how brilliant our theories may be,
we must not lose sight of the fact that what real1y matters in the end is their effectiveness
in bringing positive changes which al1eviate unnecessary human suffering. Only the world
is real. When individuals seek meaning in their experience - comprehending the empirical
fragments as elements of a coherent, structured whole - they gain understanding. When
Loncrgnn,/Ilsight, p. xiv.
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individuals continually go one step further to test in actions and plans, the adequacy of the
understanding they have, they attain a dynamic moral and engaged awareness.
2.4 From Experience, to TheOl"y, to Transformation, to Experience
As Anton Zijderveld suggests, the power to generalize and to engage in abstract
reflection is the source ofour power to comprehend and transform the world:
The capacity ta generalize is the sOllrce ofal! of0111' commllnication: if/lise the word
"tree" in one ofmy sentences, everyone wil! perform the act ofgeneralization with me
and, apart[rom specific sitllations, remain on the level ofthis generalization, withollt
ashng me sllch qllestions as "which tree?""

Despite the obvious advantages in being able to generalize, it is crucial to recognize that
neither the origin nor end of knowledge lies in the imaginary world of mental abstraction.
Knowledge begins not with reason, but with structured experience. Il is here that the first
intimations of the way things are dawn upon us. As knowledge grows, so too does the
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capacity for rational theory. New experiences from active engagement in the world can
open up new avenues with important new information not previously available, or
intelligible on the basis of previous information, experiences and theories. Abstract
knowledge cut offfrom the world of experience becomes meaningless:
...hllman commllnication occllrs in an ongoing movement heIWeen generalizations and
particlliarizations, heIWeen ahstraction and specification. Bllt what is more important, if
the experience ofan ahstract phenomenon (e.g. 'father~ cannat he hrollght down to an
experience ofa particlliar phenomenon (e.g. "my father'~, meaning and reality wil!
vanisb. 30

Understanding the human condition in this way helps to clariry why the foundation ofboth
metaphysics and ethics lies neither in sentences, nor in propositions, nor in judgments, but
in the dynamic structure of rational selL'Jnsciousness and purposeful action. It is the
inevitable recurrence of human experience in place and time which explains why

"
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metaphysics and ethics must be grounded in an historical dynamic. The structure of our
participation naturally tends toward the integration of the abstract and concrete modes of
knowing into a unified consciousness supporting a single process of human praxis geared
towards the transformation of self and society.
Focusing the mind requires human action. This fact ofhuman agency points - at
the level ofhuman consciousness - to the intrinsic freedom ofbeing human. With the
freedom of human agency at the core of human attending and knowing, the process
whereby we shift our attention from one thing to another denotes, in the most fundamental
sense, both the way and the extent to which we become engaged in the social reality within
which we are physically immersed.
How is ethics to take account of the psychological restrictions regarding human
attention? How are we to reconcile the two modes of knowing within a foundational
theory ofknowledge (epistemology) upon which to base dynamic ethical reflection? An
answer cornes with a more focused study of the function and role of knowledge in ethical

•

theory.

3. The Key Role of Knowledge (as Moral Awareness) in Ethics
There has been an age-old debate between emotivist ethical theories based on a
/Ion-cognitive pattèm ofrationality, and absollitist ethical theories which assume a rational

method and the existence of llniversal ethicalnorms. Both arguments, or intellectual
belief systems, have va/idily and wealmesses. The danger with emotivist ethical
approaches is that they can tend towards moral relativism; the danger with absolutist
ethical approaches is that they tend to encourage moral idealism, and abstract
consciousness. Both speak of essential elements needed in the dynamic of moral reflection
and life. The debate is not winnable by either point ofview. These intellectual systems
serve as theoretical models, or ideal types, and must not be confused with factual accounts
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or interpretations ofreality. A resolution cornes with the insight that a dynamic
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understanding of moral consciousness and morallife pra'ds requires both concrele and
abslracl knowledge, as wel1 as emolions, experiell/ial impressions andfeelings. Such a

reformulation draws attention to how concrete and abstract modes ofknowing, together
form the dynamic structure of human consciousness and life experience.
Without an appeal to abslract moral principles, we are left with no moral guide for
our lives. On the other hand, without concrete biographical and historical information of
individuals and social situations, we are unable to make those moral judgments and
decisions which properly embody (personal) and contextualize (social) abstract ethical
principles and moral norms within daily life. Ethical theories which proceed trom abstract
principles, while making no provision for the particulars of concrete human experience,
can deaden or prevent moral awareness by obscuring the dynamic nature of the process of
moral knowing. There can be no resolution of the tension between knowing and feeling
within ethics without a fundamental understanding of the morallife as transformative
praxis, and how both knowing and feeling figure in that process.

•

3.1 Abstract Ethics
Ethical theories developed over the centuries have tended to follow one of two
dominant approaches. On the one hand, there are theories which urge us to formulate and
fol1ow principles or moral rules which are regarded as being universal1y applicable. Rather
than basing ethical theory on a dynamic epistemology, which incorporates both concrete
and abstract modes ofknowing, such theories seek to identilY appropriate general
principles by which to direct and evaluate human action. Appeals to moral ideals and
principles are essential for a master Iife story; however, an excess focus on this perspective
which exc1udes the equal1y important experiential knowing trom the ethical task can be an
impediment to moral awareness.
The principle of abstraction operating excessively in sorne ethical theories
encourages us to disregard the special features ofa situation. The particular identities and
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relationships ofindividuals are viewed as having litde importance. We are directed to
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concentrate on the essence of either the act in question, or its likely consequences. Such
ethical theories can be collectively categorized as - to use Paul Lehman's expression Ahso/utist Ethics:
Ahsolutisl elhics dec/ares Ihallhe proper answer 10 Ihe question "Whal am 1 10 do?" is
supplied hy an absolU/e. And whal is an "absolule?" Ethically speaking an absolule is a
slandard ofconduci which can be and musl be applied to ail people in ail si/uations in
exactly Ihe same way. The standard may be an ideal. a value. or a law. Ils elhical reality
and significance. however. lie in i/s "absolute" characler. 31

Absolutist ethical theories regard the exclusion of concrete knowledge as necessary to
obtain untainted knowledge of moral right and wrong. Stanley Hauerwas and David
Burrell, two critics of absolutist ethics, believe absolutist ethical theories distort moral
truth by disregarding the particular features of situations, and that such theories are
dominant in contemporary ethics:
The hallmark ofcontemporary ethicallheory. whelher in a Kantian or Ulilitarian mode.
has heen lo/ree moral behaviourfrom Ihe arbi/rary and contingenl nalure oflhe agenl's
belieji·. dispositions. and character. 32
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Absolutist ethics can fall prey to the fdllacy that assumes that authentic knowledge
is discovered only by using objective methods which ignore the arhi/rary and contingent
aspects of human life. Such an approach regards human emotions as suspect, the memory
as faulty and untrustworthy, and holds that the imagination can make no clear distinction
between fact and fancy; in short, that the human body has little or nothing to offer the
person seeking accurate knowledge upon which to base moral decisions. The methods
able to offer moral guidance within absolutist ethical theories are those that claim to
provide an objective apprehension of the truth: rigorous el::pirical methods of
investigation, the logical conclusions of deductive reasoning, and the derivations of
mathematical ca1culations: moral truth is obtainable - it is claimed - only through the
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Puul Lclu11lU1. "111e Conlextuul Churucter of Christiun Ethics," found in Jumes M. Gustufson und Jumes T. Luney,
cds., On /Jeing Re.'1JOlIsibie: !.vslles in Personal Ethics (New York: Harper & Row, 1968), p. 137.
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Duvid BWTell und Stunley I-Iuuemus. "From System to StOl}': An A1tcrnutive Puttern for Rutionulity in Etlùcs,"
in Klloll'Iedge. VaIlle and /Jelie! The Forl11dalions of Ethics and ils Relalionship la Science, H. Tristrum
Engelhurdl, Jr. und Duniel Culluhull, cds., (Hustings.on·Hudson, New York: Institute of Society, Etlùcs und Life
Sciences), l'. 113.
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dispassionate and diligent use of discursive reasoning.
1s such an acquisition of objective moral truth possible? René Descartes,
1mmanuel Kant and the Logical Positivists have answered "yes." They believed that to
achieve objective knowledge it is necessary to sever ail presumed links betweenjaets and

values. Despite marked differences in their belief systems, the founders of these
philosophical traditions made it their project to demonstrate that the world ofjaets is the
world oftruth andjalsity, and the world of values is the world ofsuhjeetive emotions. 1'0
assume that the subjective experiences ofhuman beings - the moral agents - tend to cloud
and distort truth, making an honest apprehension of reality impossible, is completely
untenable. 1s ethics a science? This issue will be explored in depth in chapter four, but to
respond to the Logical Positivists in brief, the conclusion of a year-Iong project sponsored
by the 1nstitute of Society, Ethics and the Life Sciences at the Hastings Centre in New
York, which explored the relationship between science and ethics articulates the view
adopted in this study:

Va/uing the wor/d presupposes certain descriptive and exp/anatory accounts of
the wor/d. Further, descriptive and exp/anatory accounts cannot he pursued
while eschewing al/ eva/uations ofthe wor/d or appeals 10 values general/y, nor
are such accounts value-free in ei/her their perspective or their purpose. JJ
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Ethics is as much an objective inquiry as are any of the methods and approaches
used to investigate and interpret life. Il is both impossible and foolish to try to separate
values and facts in an inquiry into human and sociallife. With ethics viewed too narrowly
as a rational activity of the mind alone, Absolutist ethicaltheories tend to construe the
ethicaltask in a restricted and excessively technical way. Ethical retlection within such an
approach becomes an intellectual effort to solve prohlems, rather than to map out and
pursue the good and morallife. Without a dynamic method, the person does not work at
exposing and overcoming the impediments to morallife he or she may ideally desire.
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H. Tristram Engelhardt, Jr. and Daniel Callahan., Knowledge, Va/Ile and /Jelie/. p. 6.
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eritics of the dominant ethical approach cali this the "Standard Account."34

3.2 From Moral Prob/em-So/ving to Human Tramformation

Stanley Hauerwas and David Burrell suggest that the Standard Account ofmoral
reasoning assumes that no one faces an ethical issue until they find themselves in a
quandary.3S Is it right to steal to feed one's family? Should a sick and suffering
grandparent be allowed to die? What'lver the particular circumstances, sorne moral
dilemma or problem arises leaving ioolviduals morally perplexed. The standard account
considers it the task of moral theology and philosophical ethics to analyze such situations
and to supply an ethical solulion to moral quandaries. Such a narrow conception of ethics
is incredibly problematic.
The assumption that moral concerns are always problems suggests that " ... ethics
can be construed as a rational science that evaluates alternative 'solutions'. ,,3. This
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approach pictures the world as a static given about which we need to make largely
predetermined moral decisions. With the ethical task so defined, the primary moral
problem is to attain a verifiable account of what constitutes moral righl in a given
problematic. Such a theory regards the primary task of ethicists to be the clarification and
demonstration of right and wrong vis-a-vis any number ofareas where it is perhaps less
What exactly is tI,e Slandard Acco/me? ln a response ta Burrell and Hauerwas, Pelligrino has this ta say: "The
standard account, against whieh Hauerwas and Burrell argue, is not easily identifiahle. 1toke it ta eonsist largely
ofsorne camhination ofKantian ethieal absolutism and the scientifie and logieal forms of ethieal objeetivism. They
share lUI 'objœtive' quality in that they seek for the validity of ethieal judgments independently ofwho utters them,
,md unde" what eireumslanC<.'S." "Rationality, the Normative and the Narrative in the Philosophy of Marals," found
in Knoll'Ie{(~e, Vaille and BelieJ, cditcd by H. Tristram Engelhardl, Jr. and Daniel Callaban (Hastings-an-Hudson,
New York: Inslitute of Soeiely Ethies and tI,e Life Sciences), p. 155.

BUITell and I-Iauerwas rcly on lI,e researeh of Edmund Pineoffs, whose article "Quandary Ethies" [Mind, 80
(1971 ):552-71] diseusses lIle restrieted understanding of the ethiealtask evident in so mueh of eontemporary
ethics. Pineolls' slatement that neither Plato, Aristotle, the Epieureans, the Sloies, Augustine, Aquinas,
Shnl1csbcn-y. Brune ner Hegel conceivcd of ethics as the business of givillg 'grormds' or Justifications' for
pa,.l;clllal' difficllil ;noral chaices, should be kept in mind. These moral theorists were primarily eoneerned with
moral enlighlenment and education, and diseovering what eonstitutes a vision of the good life.
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than obvious what acting lIIorally entails. Detennining moral right and wrong requires
continuous confonnity to the absolute moral rules upon which the ethical theory is based.
This approach construes the search for knowledge as a dispassionate and rational
quest for knowledge. Once knowledge of what is tl1le is detennined, the onus is then on
the individual to act in a morally-responsible fashion, in accordance with the degree of
knowledge of right and wrong he or she has. 37 When people with such knowledge do not
act in accordance with their view of moral truth, they suifer the guilt of wrongdoing along with whatever consequences result from wrongdoing. Within the standard account,
impediments blocking the necessary power required to act morally are not examined.
Moral problems are seldom - if ever - simply issues of principle or fact.
Detennining right and wrong requires that we understand particular situations within the
entire lived context of the person. Moral judgment requires that we refer to absolute
moral principles, it also depends on the prior experiential knowledge derived from the
actual context in which particular events occur and constructed by the individual. Moral
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judgment is never simply a matter of finding the solution to moral problems; moral
judgment presupposes a complicated process of alternating shifts in mental perception,
govemed by a self-reflexive process of narrative interpretation and moral accounting.
eritics claim that he Standard Account makes the morallife take on the
characteristics of a system. To attempt to systematize life reflects a failure to appreciate
the social psychological complexity and dynamism of human existence, screening out from
consciousness whatever can not be systematized, or completely grasped by the mind;
name1y, human spirituality and the transcendent mystery of existence.

J7
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The deficiencies ofan ethical approach which regards the primaI)' ethica! task to be one of "moral problem.solving"
are by no means Iimited ta internai method and epistemo!ol,'Y. Delieieneies beeome especially evident with an
incrcasing inability for such an approach tosolve moral problems. In his book Ajier Virtue, J\lasdair Maclntyrc
bases rus entire project on the observation that, There seems /0 he 110 rational way ofsecuring moral agreemelll
in 01/1' cl/lll/l'e. In the final section ofthis ehapter wc will sec how Maelntyrc also makes a case for a narrative
pattern of rationa!ity for ethies, as a partial answer ta the impasse caused by the plurality of moral n"ITOS and
ethica! systems in eantemparaI)' culture.
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3.3 The Importance ofHuman Emotion for an Ethic of Awareness
Because morality necessarily involves the whole person, a foundational ethical
theory upon which moral retlection and action stem must be able to accommodate the fullrange of human experience. Human feelings or sentimenls must not be excluded from
ethical theory or moral retlection.
Human feeling must supplement reason so that the perceived moral good can exert
a force on our will; in other words, rational morality, which is meant to have command
over the emotions, itself relies on an emotion to move a person to act. As Hans Jonas
aptly explains: "Without our being, at least by disposition, responsive to the cali of duty in
terms offeeling, the most cogent demonstration of its right, even when compelling
theoretical assent, would be powerless to make it a motivating force. ,,3'
Bringing to mind those times when we fail to accomplish (in concrete action) what we
believed to be a morally -preferable course of action (in abstract theory) reveals the central
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role ofstrong motivating feelings in the process of moral transformation. ft seems a fact of
human experience that - because of depression, or sadness, or lethargy, or sorne other
negative feeling - we ail at times refuse to act in a way that our own beliefs and values tell us
to act: we make a moral trade-off; we shrug our shoulders saying we jusl don'I care.
How do we generate feelings of compassion and cafe for ourselves and others?
Choosing to become aware of the needs of others can elicit feelings of compassion and
concern which generate motivation and energy to engage in moral and political action.
Becoming aware of the needs of others may challenge us to make changes in our social
location and social identification; such changes can themselves create motivating
emotional energy and intentional moral activity.
Existentialist philosophers characterize the human dilemma as one of wanting 10 be
wilhoul/imils, along with being aware Ihal we can nol complelely overcome or lranscend
our/imils. This view regards the primary drive of the human person as a desire for
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HWls Jonas, The Imperative ofRespollsibility: III Seareh ofail Ethies for the Tecllll%giea/ Age (Chicago, Ill.:
University of Chicago Press, 1984), p. 170.
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unrestricted personal power, knowledge, autonomy and self-sufficiency. Paul Ricouer
focuses on the other pole in the human equation, the need to belong to others and build
community on shared social goals and moral principles; here the dilemma is the selfcondemning awareness of not actually thinking and doing in one's daily life what one
believes should be thought and done. Ricouer believed that people are driven more ITom a
sense that they are not being as good or moral as they are able to be, leading to a sense of
failure and negative feelings ofshame and guilt. As Eugene Webb notes: "Ricouer
conceives the issue primarily in moral terms: the deficiency from which man inescapably
suffers is not just lack of satisfaction, but a 'failure to love sufficiently'. "3.
This view regards the primary drive of the individual as a moral and spiritual desire
for communion with others. Human beings are not simply IIl1satisfied, they also feel
morally accountable to themselves and to others to live in accordance with fundamental
philosophical or religious beliefs and moral principles. Authentic se!f-awareness demands
integrity between one's beliefs and actions, and such authenticity takes !brm within loving
and trustworthy relationships.

•

Knowledge of moral right is insufficient by itself to sustain moral awareness and
transformative praxis. Strong desires and positive human feelings are also necessary for moral
living. Any pattern ofethical thinking which excludes human experience from the process and
pursuit of moral action and transformation is inadequate. An acceptable ethical theory will
need to utilize sorne heuristic model or conceptual framework which respects, and makes
intelligible, the ongoing dynamic oflmowing andjeefing, since they are always intrinsically
intertwined in reallife. This mode! will invariably be constructed using the literary structure
ofnarrative, which is the only literary genre and communication mode which offers a broad
enough scope to express the incorporation and integration of knowing and feeling which
happens in the historical reality of life. An ethics of awareness is always about investigating
and telling stories to understand the complex integration of real circumstances in the lives of
inrlividuals and societies - the goal, and driving push for such a pursuit is an idealized ethical
vision which contrasts with the imperfect present. The reason why an ethics of awareness is
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called adynamie ethic of awareness is because it requires engagement; narrative is the
communicative medium which makes that engagement possible and explainable: "Narrative
is essential if moral problems are really to engage our selves, rather than simply standing
before us as objects of study. ,,4"
Narrative must form the hackdrop for ail ethical theories, simply because there is
no other way we can grasp, even partially, the mystery ofthe other and grow in human
love without the benefits of communication that narrative alone can provide - even when
communicating with oneself in reflection, narrative still forms the matrix of our
consciousness. Opening oneselfto another person can only occur in a meaningful and
revealing way when we allow ourselves to hear that person's story. Human relationships
are only realized concretely through the mutual disclosure of personal stories in loving
relationships. If we are to have a meaningful relationship with another human being, we
must engage in mutual dialogue which makes possible both self-affirmation and mutual
recognition. This is the ultimate objective of ethies. Al> Burrell and Hauerwas declare, il
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is ".. .in this entry into the mystery ofbeing - another's and our own - that narrative
transcends problem solving. ,,41

4. Narrative: Language that Unifies Thinking and Acting
Narrative easily integrates both the concrete and ahstract modes of knowing and
the interpretation of experienee within consciousness - this approaeh is based on a
fundamental philosophy of human nature and eonsciousness. As Jerome Bruner suggests,
eombining diverse aspects of cognitive and physical experience into a unified system
indieates a particular philosophieal orientation: "Philosophically speaking, the approaeh 1
shall take to narrative is a constructivist one - a view that takes as its central premise that

13UITell and Hauetwas, "From System to Story ", p. 166.
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'world making' is the principal function of mind, whether in the sciences or the arts. ".,
The exclusion of concrete knowledge creates a distorted understanding of human
development, and results in a reductionist view of moral experience. Such an approach
erroneously denies the value and importance of human emotions for ethics, and the variety
of human experiences which emerge from a multitude of unique conditions and
circumstances. Perhaps more importantly, the exclusion of concrete knowledge-ofacquaintance severs ethical reflection from the historical process of identity formation,
central to the development of moral awareness. A narrative framework for ethics is
indispensable to grasp how the development ofmoral awareness, and the formation (if
identity, are two ways of speaking about one and the same process. Each represents a
perspective and language with valuable insights; both are needed to gain a deeper insight
into the negative dynamics of self-deception, ignorance, ideology, and the negative
dynamics of dependency and social conforrnity.
4.1 Narrative and the Dynamic Structure of Human Experience

•

To regard knowledge as separate and distinct from values, and to exclude
.deliberately, and systematical!y, subjective aspects ofhuman experience from the quest for
knowledge, prevents the mind from considering those aspects oflife which - a1though
subjective and diverse - contribute to the constitution ofidentity and self-reflexive
thinking. With no subjectivity, there are no human feelings, no compassion, no moral
motivation, no sense of one's limits and particular areas of blindness; the guide becomes,
rather, sorne universal moral norrn or law which applies in al! cases equal!y... as an act of
moral consciousness and decision-making. Moral action equals moral compliance.
We need to jeltison both a static world view and al! forms ofanthropological
idealism, to portray life experience accurately as the dynamic process it is. Viewing a
person's life as a .l'tory reveals an underlying dynamic me/aphysics, and phi/osophy of
his/ory, operating within human consciousness, guiding moral action. As Donald E.
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Polkinghorne states in his study Narrative Knowing and the Human Sciences:
The approach to the se/fas a story is developedIrom a metaphysics 01
potenliality and actl/alitylocl/sed on the changes that OCCl/r in organic l/fe,
rather thon from a metaphysics olsl/bstance. From this perspective the10Cl/S 01
one's identity is not centered on the sameness 01an l/nderiying sl/bstance bl/t on
one'sprocess olactl/alizing what is potentially possible in one's life. The
emphasis changesfrom "What am I?" ta "Who am I?'N3

Human experience confinns that such adynamie metaphysics is fully justified. Our
understanding of self is never static. We grow, we learn, we forget, we deceive ourselves,
we are always changing...and so too is our self-understanding. It is misleading to suggest
that our self-understanding is the same as a self-concept, for our knowledge of self is not
simply a concept, but an ",volving understanding ofwho we remember ourselves to have
been in the past, who we believe we are in the present, and who we hope we can become
in the future.
Nor is awareness of self ever complete. It oscillates back and forth from a shallow
to a deep understanding, from a trivial to a meaningful understanding; or, depending on
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the extent to which we are able to avow the full range of our experience in consciousness,
an hanest or dishonest understanding. Without both a commilment to avow ail of our
experiences - and the wisdom to integrate ail the particulars of our experience into a more
comprehensive, consistent, intelligible, and meaningful understanding of who we are - then
self-understanding is bound to be superficial, or worse still, deluded. To learn the skills
necessary to avoid self-deception, overcome soc:;)1 :gnorance, and sustain an honest
knowledge of self, we need to develop a theoretical model, as part of a process or overall
method of self-interpretation, which is capable of dealing with the full range ofhuman
experience we seek to acknowledge and integrate into our self-understanding. An
understanding of selfas narrative configuration, or story, otfers such an approach.
Narrative configuration is a unifYing interpretative and communicative approach with a
framework and scope broad enough to accommodate the requirements for authentic
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discovery and development of self-understanding.
Paul Ricouer makes reference to the pre-determining context of identity in a
discussion of what he refers to as the pre-narralive sIruclure ofhl/man experience.
Ricouer believes that what we normally understand by individl/allife, is essentially a
Iinguistic construct which moulds numerous readings and interpretations into the shape of
a story: "To this end 1 would insist on the pre-narrative capacity ofthat which we cali a
life. A life is no more than a biological phenomenon as long as it is not interpreted. "..
It is the capacity for self-transcendent reflection which makes human beings

capable of art, planning the future, religious aspirations and etemallongings. Ricouer
believes our natural inclination to find meaning in experience, and make sense of particular
events, leads us to search for the fI/II slory we naturally suspect underlies fragmented bits
and pieces of information. Ricouer follows an epistemological theory compatible with
Polanyi and Lonergan.
What we do not yet understand about ourselves and the world, we seek to
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discover by constructing meaningful stories. We are not content to know whal happened,
or what will or might happen; we seek to comprehend the meal/ing of what happened, or
what will or might happen. Because a basic human drive to attain comprehensive
understanding is part of the human condition, Ricouer suggests that we have a right to
speak oflife as an incipienl story, as an aclivily and desire in search ofan narraliw. As
he explains: "Il is not by accident or by error that we are accustomed to speak of stories
that happen to us or stories we are caught up in - or simply of the story of a Iife. ,,4S
Slory provides the essential framework for the development and articulation of

identity. What mechanisms or forces serve to unify experience into a single narrative
framework? Glynis M. Breakwell points to three constituent elements which, he believes,
are essential for this integrative task:

Paul PJcouer, "Life; A StOl)' in Search ofa NaITalor," found in Fact.' and VaIlles: Philosophicall/ej/ectiolls from
We.'tern and Non-Westem Perspectives, M. C. Doeser & J. N. Kraay, cds., (New York: Martino., Nijhon'
Publishers, 1986), p. 127.
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Ricouer, "Life in Sea/eh ofa Narrative," p. 129.
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Although the concept of"identity" -like the related concepts of"self' and "ego" - is one
which has been formulated in a variety ofdiffirent ways by diffirent writers, it should be
obvious /ha/ a complete account ofthe sense ofidentity would have ta refer ta atleast
three component characteristics. These charac/erislics are a sense ofpersonal
"dislincliveness", a sense ofpersonal "continuity", and a sense ofpersonal "autonomy".'"

Both personal distillctivelless and a sense of personal cOlltilluily are determined and
defined by the movement of the autonomous self-reflecting person through time and
place. These two dimensions ofalllife stories comprise the abstract (time) and cOllcrete

(place) components of a single autobiography, and together form the framework for
understanding the continuity, identity and meaning of an individual's life. Before
considering these dimensions ofidentity further, it is insightful to consider how the
concept of identity itself signifies a dynamic understanding.
Arthur Brittan offers a critical reading ofhow identity can be wrongly viewed as a
static property belonging to an individual. He believes that identity is a product of
symbolic integration, facilitated by a process of self-reflection; in other words, identity is
not a thillg, it is an evolving IIllderslalldillg:

•

Idenlity is, thus, a symbolic interpretation of/he individual as he {.l'he} believes himself
{herselj] ta be, and as he {.l'he} hopes ta be. The factthalthere may be a discrepancy
be/ween these two aspects ofidentity has exercised a great deal ofcomment in the
litera/ure, particularly in accOlmts ofthe repor/ed discrepancy belWeen selfand Ideal
self..·"

Which is the trlle self? That which we believe we can become? Or that which we actually
are? But is it even possible to know who we are? Perhaps we think we are worthless and
without talent, when in fact, we are quite valuable to others and possess a great deal of talent.
What is true identity is such a case? What we think ofourselves? Or what others think of
us? How much trust should we place in our narrative life account? How much should we
trust the accounts ofothers? What criteria are we to rely on to discern the moral integrity of
narratives? Should they be allowed to exert a moral force on our will, obliging us to act?
Narratives are central aspects of an ethic of awareness, but something more is required.

"
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Glynis M. Brcnkwcll, cd., T/lI'ea/elled Idellli/ies (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1983), p. 75.
Briltml, 71,e l'rivalized World (London, England: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977), p. 102.
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4.2 Do Narrative Lire Accounts Have Moral Force?
David BurreU and Stanley Hauerwas have argued that internaI coherence,
faithfulness, truth and rneaning constitute irnplicit criteria for the construction of a lire
narrative. Does this rnean that narratives can simply take the place of moral absolutes?
Do narratives have moral force in the same way that moral norrns do? E.D. PeUegrino
clarifies how the use of a narrative configuration in ethics cannot, of itself, provide the
criteria for choosing "... the final good to order aU other goods." Narrative pertains to
method; it offers a Iinguistic means for unifYing the complexity oflife experience; it also
provides a structure for ethical reflection analysis and judgment. It does not, however,
provide the normative content needed to deterrnine the plot and direction of one's Iife
story:
The moment we face the question ofwhat "ought to be" - that is ta say, when we hegin
ethical discourse proper - we must choose between narratives. Internai criteria are of
iiI/le use in trying to decide which .l'tory should shape our lives.. .. We must .l'tep outside the
narratives we are comparing and resort ta more explicit reason and more general
principles to justifY the assumption about what is "good" and "had". <H

•

Pelligrino makes an important observation regarding the degree of authority which
ethicists such as Hauerwas and BurreU should invest in what they caU a narrative pattern
ofrationality. He correctly points out that the criteria Iisted by these men to justifY

narratives (coherence, faithfulness, truth, or meaning) are aU internai to the narrative, and
can discuss only what is, or what was, or what might he. They say nothing ofwhat ollght
to be, besides helping to present theoreticaI moral options in the form of imagined social
visions. How then are moral norms to be verified?
To understand human actions, we need the frlilness ofdetailthe narrative ajJordl'; to
judge these actions and choose among them, we need to prescindfrom these
particularilies. We are compelled, therefore, ta cultivate hoth accounts - the standard
and the narrative - at least in part, for each grasps .l'orne part ofthe unhelievahly complex
fahric ofmoral reality. Each falls short ofever encompassing ail ofhuman morallife. 49

•
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E. D. Pellegrino, "Rationality, the Noonalive and the Narrative in the Philosophy of MOlals", p. 62.
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Pelligrino, "Rationality, the Noonalive and the Narrative in the philosophy of Morais," p. 167.
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Pelligrino believes that "... narrative stands somewhere between the Kantian
ethics of pure reason and the overzealous attention to personal experience of ethical
subjectivism. "so Such a statement is enlightening, but needs to be fleshed out. Basically
what Pelligrino is saying is that both systems have something important to contribute. The
somewhere hetween he alludes to, is actually a dynamic process which combines concrete

and abstract modes ofknowing in a single life process. Narrative configurations
underpinning moral consciousness allow us to uniry the particulars of our Iife experience
into a comprehensive framework of meaning - the materials of concrete experience are
sewll together with the unirying threads oftime and place. Narrative struclure is
powerless to determine what final end or moral goals should be pursued. The narrative
content of particular stories can, however, shape both identity and sociallife, as the

world's great religions clearly show.
Brittan points to a tendency in the Iiterature on narrative for theorists to rely
excessively on abstract concepts ofidenlity and selfto demonstrate autobiographical
continuity. Continuity is an ambiguous concept when applied to human beings. A

•

person's self-understanding does change over time, sometimes dramatically. Aithough
transformation creates a new person, something essential and spiritual remains that allows
us to recognize the unity of personal identity, despite successive transformations, or even
radical change.
The extent that personal identity is rooted in both time and place is significant for
ethics. As Brittan notes, "...identity is context-bound - it can never transcend the
parameters of time and place. There is no primary self or identity - oruy a multiplicity of
situations in which 'identity' language is used. "SI Time and place are central and
permanent aspects of identity. Each person is born on a certain day, in a certain place, in a
particular family. The initial social and historical matrix oflife stories is a given. From
these givens, issues a historical chronology of connected events. This is of central

•
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significance for an ethics of awareness exploring impediments to dynamic moral
awareness, for time and place are two essential factors determining the mechanics which
explain much about the limitations blocking awareness and fiustrating attempts at
meaningful and effective moral praxis.

4.3 'i'he Significance of Time in the Construction of a Life Story

Self-understanding emerges as a complex configuration, embodying information on
countless experiences and events which are unified by the mind into a single
autobiographical and historical framework of meaning. The presentation of the self to the
self, or self-reflexive thinking, has a spiritual dimension: self-understandings transcend the
boundaries and limitations oftime. Self-understandings include who we believe we hal'(!
been, how we see ourselves in the present, as weil as what we imagine we can or will

become in the juture. Both the past and future have considerable impact on one's present

•

self-understanding. As Breakwell suggests, they form a life trajectory framework for
evaluating the present reality:
These consti/uents...organize aur experiences in such a wayas ta provide us wi/h a
moment by moment sense ofidenti/y. In arderfor that sense ta unify our experienees in
lime, there must be an autobiographieal ~ystem ofbeliefi· ta whieh one rejèrs in
identifYing the present moment ofone :\. life as part ofa lifè trajeetory.!]

The time dimension of narrative offers a means whereby both intenlio/ls and actions can
be situated and connected within a single framework which plots the movement from
desire, to idea, to action in such a way that the continuity oflife experience becomes
intelligible. As Ricouer explains: "We seem to have no other way of describing lived time
save in the form of a narrative. Which is not to say that there are not other temporal
forms that can be imposed on the experience of time, but none of them succeeds in
capturing the sense of'lived' time. ,,53

•
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Breakwell, Threarened Identilies, p. 42.
Paul Rieauer, Time and Narrative (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984 J, p. 12.
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Comprehending the meaning oflife requires that we search out, and construct, the
underlying plot which unifies both abstract and concrete aspects ofhuman existence. The
nan'ated story is always more than the mere enumeration ofincidents in a simple linear
succession of events. Narration organizes past experience (memories), experiences in the
present (dynamic social reality) and intimations of the future (social imaginations) into an
interconnected whole.
A narrative structure is especially important for ethics. Single actions never happen
apart from a concrete process involving continuous movement from one thing to
something else. il is, therefore, impossible to characterize or judge people, interpreting
actions abstracted trom the situational context oftheir lives. To do

50

is - to use

Lonergan's cognitionallanguage - to render judgments before interpreting and
synthesizing the particulars into a coherent whole. The significance of this e1ementary fact
of human experience - that narrative is a precondition of moral evaluation - has too often
been overlooked in by ethicists and social theorists. Alisdair MacIntyre is among those

•

who regard narrative as an indispensable tool for interpreting both human experience and
social history.54
1ïme is only one component of a narrative life account: an equally important

component is place. The continuous succession of time is a structural dimension of
consciousness which is universal in nature, and abstract, and is easily found in both dominant
ethical theories and cultural ideological discourse as a measure of continuity and change.
Place, on the other hand, is particl/lar to individuals, and must be identified or discovered
through concrete analysis and experiential knowledge of actual people; it is less often
incorporated into theoretical methods, or even mentioned by professionals. As noted above,
without cO/lcrete a/la/ysis ofparticular situations, no experiential knowledge-of-acquaintance
will inform the process of knowledge integration, a comprehensive understanding will not
occur, and an enlightened ethical discemment and judgment for action will not be possible.

•

Alisdail' Maclnlyrc, lifter Vir/lle: A Stlldy /11 Morat TheO/y. (Noire Dame, Indiana: University of Indiana Press,
1981). Maclnlyre slalcs at one poinl, làrexample, "Narralive histol}' of a certain kind tums ouI ta be the basic and
cs~clltiul genre for the churactcrizalion ofhuman actions." p. 194.
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4.4 The Function of Place in the Construction of Life Story

While engaged in a structural analysis offour autobiographical texts, James Bruner
noticed that place played an even greater role in ensuring the continuity of
autobiographicallife accounts than did lillle: "One thing that is striking about ail four
narratives is the extent to which the spatial distinction home-real world concentrates ail
four ofthem on spatial and locative terrns in their autobiographical accounts, ,,"
The central role of place in autobiography reveals how it is the concrete, material
conditions of our lived experience which serve as the primary building blocks of identity
and self-awareness.
In thesefour life narratives tao, place is cnlCial and il shape.I' and constrains the .l'tories
that are told or, indeed, that collid be told, Place i,l' not simply a pieee ofgeo)!,raphy, 011
established ItaUan neighborhood in Brooklyn, thollgh it helps to kllow its "cllltllre" too, It
is ail intricote construct, whose language dominates the thought ofollr fi",r narrators,
For each, ils centrol axis is "home" which is placed in sharp controst to what they ail
reftr ta as "the realworld". '6

•

Bruner notes that as each individual recounts his or her story, the movement Ibrward is
not so much temporal as spatial. The transition is one of continuous movement and
action, rather than a simple time succession. Expressions such as, go 10, or, gel involved,
describe the transition trom one place to another, or from one concrete involvement to
another, and thereby uni!)' the autobiography. That such movement takes place over time
is understood, and seems almost incidental to the meaning of the story, What counts is
place.
Jim Cheney supports these observations in his intriguing article, Posi Modern

Environllleltlal Ethics: Ethics as Bio-regional Narralive, Cheney believes that personal
relations are elaborated through spatial relations that are fully contextualized, He
recognizes the singular importance of narrative in tapping and recounting contextuallife
experience, but sees a danger of ahslracling life experience, even with the use of narrative

•
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Bruner. "Lire as Narrative, p. 25.
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Bruner, "Life as Narrative," p. 25.
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structure, if the time dimension is used too exclusively to uni!)' narratives. We are
biological entities situated in living ecosystems: this constitutes the paramount reality
within which even the concept fime finds its meaning:
Narralive is the key then, but it is narrative grounded in geography rather than on a
/inear, essentia/ized narrative seif The narrative style requiredfor situating ourselves
without making essentia/izing or lota/izing moves is an elaboralion ofrelations which
for1(oes the coherence, conlinuity, and consistency insisled on by lota/izing discourse."

The importance of geography (social location) to self-awareness can hardly be
overstated. Selfand geography are always intimately bound together in one and the same
narrative. Reflections on the relation between self and geography bring us back to a
philosophical problem that remains at the centre of debate in modem philosophy; namely,
what is the nature of the relation between mind and matter? Without getting sidetracked
on this key question, it is important to affirm that mind and body do function as a dynamic
unity: there is no need to contrive a dualistic and hierarchically-structured theory which
posits mind over or againsf matter. We are our body as much as we are our mind.

•

Philosophers of Mind have made a contribution to this enigma over the unity of
knowing and being. Polanyi, Lonergan and numerous other philosophers believe that the
human spirit dwells in the material world subsidiarily in such a way that both the world
and individuals are changed as a result of this essential participation. How does the human
spirit dwell in other things? There is mystery here, which reason alone cannot fully explain.
Discussions about knowing and being point to a dynamic matrix in life wherein the
transformation of persons occurs as spiritual transformation of self and participation in
the forward movement of society. We can, however, gain a deeperunderstanding of the
importance of geography for self awareness by considering what happens when identity
construction is attempted wi/hou/ geography.
lim Cheney refers to Edith Cobb's book The Ec%gy ofImagina/ion in Childhood
where mention is made of a chiId who is left to construct her identity entirely from the
imageless space of her interior life. The result? Acute schizophrenia. Cheney suggests

•

Jim Cheney, "Postmodem Environmenlal Elhies: Elhies as Bioregional Narrative," Environmental Ethics (Vol.
Il :2, 1989), p. 126.
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that what we take to be the interior selfis not a substance at ail, but rather, an intemalized
landscape - what sorne writers refer to as mindscapes. The material fodder for these
mindscapes cornes primarily from our social situation and physical surroundings, our
place. This prompts filfther reflection on the economic and political context and dominant
culture where self-in-place resides.

4.5 The Role of Culture in the Narrative Construction of Identity

What effects do culture and social structures have on the development of selfawareness and identity? Mindscapes are contextualized both in time and place, and are
culturally restricted. This observation has central significance for identity formation and
the development of dynamic moral awareness:
Given their constructed nature and their dependence upon the cultural conventions and
language usage, life narratives obviously rej/ect the prevailing theories about "possible
lives" thot are part ofone's culture. lndeed. one important wayofcharacterizing a
culture is by the narrative models il makes avoi/able for describing the course ofa lifè."

•

Sorne philosophers and sociologists regard the impact of cultural norms, values, and ideals
as entirely restrictive; they opt for a deterministic theory which views human volition as
fictitious - we only think we have choices, in truth, the availability of choices is
predetermined by culture. We become, to use Jerome Bruner's expression, "variants of
the culture's canonical forms. ,,59
Many social psychologists speak of social idenlily in contradistinction to personal

identity. This distinction is a helpful analytical tool at times, however it is potentially
misleading. The development and widespread use of theories which conveniently separate
identity into social and privale components tend to accommodate sociological role theory,
a viewpoint which legitimates an exaggerated distinction between private and public in its
non-critical method. Breakwell himselfspeaks at times ofhuman reflection and action in

•
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terrns of the private and social dimensions of identity:
One:v social identity is, roughlyspeaking, the set ofsocial categories to which one
helongs. This notion defines only qualitative identity hecause there is nothing in
principle that prevents another human heing occl/pying a similar locus in the social order
as one occupies oneself The constituents ofsocial identity can he analytically reduced to
l'ole and categories·'

An ethic of awareness recognizes that identity is continually constructed within a social
process, and that the matrix ofthat construction is a single-life praxis. Thankfully, as
Arthur Brittan notes, this view has become weil established within mainstream human and
social sciences: "What seemed revolutionary when Cooley and Mead tirst articulated the
notion that the self is a social process, a sequence ofinteractions between society and
organism, is now established orthodoxy. ,,61
The social fact ofhumanity is so obvious and elementary it is often taken-forgranted. Yet this must be a guiding reminder for a dynamic process of ethical reflection:
identity is shaped (not forever determined) by the cultural context and relationships a
person has with others:

•

A hl/man heing leams that he or .l'he is a person from others, and in discovering a sphere
ofaction the SOl/l'ce ofwhich is treated by others as the very person they identifY as
having .l'patio-temporal identity. Thus a human heing leams that he or she is a persan
not by the empirical disclm'ure ofan experiential fact. Personal identity is symbolic of
social practices not ofempirical experiences. 62

We need to remind ourselves continually that human relationships lie at the heart
of ail ethical questions and concerns: land them, us and others, you and me. Narrative
helps paint the details of individual and collective life stories, and serves as the primary
and most universal form ofhuman self-disclosure and interpersonal communication. Ifwe
are to respect the unity of the individual person, we need to use consistent and unifying
language that overcomes distorting dualisms on allieveis. Rather than speaking of
personal idenlily and social idenllty, it is less confusing simply to say ldenllty. It is
Brcakwdl, Threatelled Idelltilies, p. 40.
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obvious that idenlifies in the concrete belong to persons, and persons in the concrele
belong to communilies and coufllries. A baby is born into a parlicular community and
initially learns the language, norms and ideals through imitation and absorbtion, in a more
or less uncritical fashion. This is as true for mundane social customs such as table
manners as it is for moral virtues:
Studies ofcullUre, however, suggest that "virtue is a thoroughly social phenomenon, "jilr
groups ofail types are distinguished by the sorts oftraits and dispositions they ji/ster in
their members. Besides recognising the "historicity" ofvirtue, then, an adequate theory
will appreciate its "sociality" as weil. This involves acknowledging that an agent'.,· social
context determines ta some degree the idealsfor character he or she will develop.
Societies promote Ideals through such means as laws, rewards and punishments, rituals
and proyers, and above ail "narratives ".63

Identities may be culturally-based; they are not permanently etched on our being.
With the passage oftime, and normal human development, there emerges the capacity for
self-transcendent reflection and critical thinking. It is at that point that culturallydetermined norms, values, and character ideals can be evaluated and changed. Selfunderstanding is malleable. We can unlearn what we once learned (without any say in the

•

matter) and, if need be, set about learning something else. It is the function of moral
awareness to initiate and guide this process of critical reflection and transformative praxis.

4.6 Collective Stories and the Legitimation of Society

Individuals not only construct private life stories, they join together to give support
to collective stories. Peoples are able to develop and promote a collective selfpresentation of, for example, what it means to be a Canadian. Many parlicular cultural
components which inform and fashion the identity of individuals originate from within this
collective narrative. Just as individuals can repress their true identity and present

themselves in a far more favourable light than the facts of their Iife experience confirm,
societies can promote a narrative understanding which disguises significant aspects of
social and historical truth. Economie and political elites can engineer and promulgate a

•
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Anne Patriek, "Narrative and the Soeial Dynamics of Virtue," Concilium, 1987. p. 69-70.
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false sense of collective identity, or suppress insightful social information. Indeed, the
entire cultural ethos and ideology upon which a collective or national identity is based can
itself be disguised. A number of theorists (Hauerwas, Habermas, Baum) have exposed the
modem slory of scientism, which attacks the very use of narrative method, holding that
stories are for children, fitting only for an earlier, infantile phase in the evolutionary
development ofhuman consciousness; a phase which humanity has since outgrown.
This anti-narrative evolutionary theory of human development was originally
conceived by Auguste Comte. Comte argued that in the development of human
consciousness, previous stages of knowing were gradually superseded by higher forms of
consciousness. There were three main stages. First came religion, a view of the world
presented as a story; then philosophy, a world view presented in the form of metaphysical
rational analysis. Then finally, science, with its exact methods. According to Comte, only
with the advent of scientific knowledge does the human person achieve the final
refinement of consciousness. Stories remain pre-scientific and juvenile. With science,

•

primitive myths and religion are dispelled as fantasies of the mind, the products offears
and ignorance. Ironically, Comte's fantastic story, which serves as the rationale for the
evolution of human consciousness, also serves as the narrative rationale for modem-day
sciell/ism. No ideology or world view can escape the need for narrative structure, not

even those attacking the use of narrative. Recognizing this subterfuge is essential for
critical awareness. If we fail to identit)' the foundational flaw in Comte's argument, we
may fall victim to this scientistic fallacy. As Jürgen Habermas notes:
Comte~·law ofthree stages provides a rule according to which the intellectual development
of both tndividuals and the species as a whole is supposed to have taken place. This
developmentallaw obviol/sly has a logical form that does not correspond to the status of
lawlike hypotheses in the empirical sciences. The knowledge that Comte invokes in order to
interpret the meaning ofpositive knowledge does not itselfmeet the standards ofthe positive
spirit."'

•

JurgC'll Habcnnns, Knowledge andHllmanln/eresls (Boston: Beacon Press, 1968), p. 71.The chapler by Habennas
titlcd, "Comte and Mach: The Intention of Early Positivism," argues that!his paradox on which Comte bnsed his
positivist cpisletnology makcs perfecl scnse - despilc the glaring contradiction - once we discern the true polilical
and cconomic inlc'lltions ofcarly Positivism. Science wns becoming the modem god, and a professional knowledge
elite was bcing born. Habcnnas believes this system has for it aim the pselldo-scientific propagation ofthe
cognitive monopoly ofscience.
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This discussion of the historical development of cultural narratives leads to
consideration of another important component ofboth individual and collective narratives:
cultural/radi/ion. It is not by accident that we hear that someone is following in his or her
parent'sjoolsleps, or what we witness collective projects which stretch over many

generations. As Alasdair MacIntyre explains:
The story ofmy life is always embedded in the story ofthose communities[rom which 1
derive my idenlity. 1 am born with a past; and to try to CII/ myseifofffrom the past, in the
individualist mode, is ta deform my present relalionships. The possession ofan hislorical
identity and the possession ofa social identily coincide.·'

Trans-generational historical projects are integral to ail cultures. It is vital to examine
these collective projects. Just as the unifying force for individuallife stories is always
sorne imagined final good or le/os, so too do cultural projects aim at sorne culminating
end; a goal which helps shape individual stories: "Within a tradition the pursuit ofgoods
extends through generations, sometimes through many generations. Hence the individual's
search for his or her good is generally and characteristically conducted within a context

•

defined by those traditions of which the individual's life is a part .... "66
An appreciation of the central role of cultural tradition in the narrative construction

of self opens up future possibilities for the self; insights from ethical retlection into the
opportunities which the past and future make available to the present. As Maclntyre
states: "Living traditions, just because they continue a not-yet-completed narrative,
confront a future whose determinate and determinable character, so far as it possesses any,
derives from the past. ,,67 This reference to the le/os, or culmination of narrative, brings us
to the next level of investigation into the relation between narrative and ethics; namely,
practical ethical considerations on the various narrative components of identity and
awareness just discussed.

•
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5. The Art of Achieving and Disclosing Self-Awareness
Subsequent chapters explore the operation of negative social psychological
dynamics which interrupt or deaden awareness and derai! the search for an integrated and
meaningfullife story.

Before exploring the psychosocial impediments to moral

awareness it is worth considering what it means to achieve and disclose self-awareness.
Human beings naturally seek meaning in their life experience, as wel1 as
consistency and intelligibility in their efforts to comprehend their experience and make
secure plans for the future. This search to find meaning and consistency requires an
ongoing project of knowledge construction through analysis and information integration.
The natural desire to know can be interrupted or deadened in a number of ways.
Reflecting on the social conditions and human skil1s necessary to ensure the proper
development of moral identity can clari!}' what, ideally, is required. Such a model can be
used to detect impediments.

•

Developing and sustaining an understanding of self, or identity, requires at least
three things: (a) a framework ofbeliefs, or ideallife story, through which we can integrate
and make sense of our life experience; (b) the wisdom, skills and conditions required to
make our experiences explicit in consciousness, thereby enabling us to map out a practical
course of action; and, (c) the motivation and power to act in accordance with the beliefs
and values contained in a master life story.
Ifwe think oflife as ajourney, we can see that the master life story embodies the
destination, the particular conditions and skills required to activate consciousness in a
continous and intentional movement toward the destination is the car en rOllte; and the
motivation and power to act is thei"el. Without a master life story, we do not know
where we are going; without the car Cil rOllte, we do not know how to move toward our
destination (we have no means); and without the motivation and power to act, we have no
ellergJ' to move toward our destination (we have no fuel).

•
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5.1 Constructed Life Story as Ethical Vision
Life stories are never ethically neutral: they operate as blueprints tor selfunderstanding and human action. They contain exp/icit or il1lplicit beliefs and values,
either openly professed, or at least privately cherished. We may not always act in
accordance with the beliefs and values inherent in a master life story, yet, at such times wc
are usually partially aware of the inconsistency between our moral ideals and the extent to
which we fall short of adherence to those ideals: "There is no present which is not
informed by sorne image of sorne future and an image of the future which always presents
itself in the form of a telos - or of a variety of ends or goals - toward which we are either
moving or failing to move in the present. "OR
A master blueprint for a life story is not something we simply have, or are born
with. Just as knowledge is constructed by the mental activity of the person, so too arc lire
stories. Life is itself a process of creating and c1arifYing in ever c1earer detail the plot and
imagined final outcome of our own story. A comprehensive and unified life story allows us

•

to make sense of our experience, and understand - to a certain degree - our place in the
grand story of life. These /ife stories are constantly being revised, refined, or perhaps,
completely abandoned in favour of other stories, following the advent of new insights or
discoveries about ourselves and the world.
Life stories always hinge on sorne intimation or image of a future, final outcome.
Just as we always anticipate the end of a narrative, so too do we ponder the end of our
own life. The kind of outcome we envisage for our personal Iife story has a great deal to
say about our present state of self-awareness and the quality of our understanding of the
world. The nature ofthis outcome greatly influences our emotional state, mental
attitudes, and consequently, our behaviour, as weil as our physical and spiritual well-being.
If an imagined Iife story has a favourable outcome, the influence on the individual will tend
to be positive: emotional stability and peace of mind. If the outcome is unfavourable, the
influence will tend to be negative: emotional turmoil and mental anguish.

•
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Clearly the most significant point of futurity which raises the question of a
favollrahle or IInfavollrahle outcome for the construction of a Iife story is the point of

death. Life stories can transcend the boundaries oftime and place: we can imagine
eternity. Something within tells us that if our existence fades into oblivion at the point of
death, then the marvellous ability to experience self-transcendence is more of a curse than
an asset. Yet, there is no intellectual certainty about life after death, only the comfort of
religious faith for those who have it.
Existential concerns which plagued the thinking and personallives of philosophers
such as Sartre and Kierkegaard are not the only anxiety-producing reflections which weigh
on the human mind, but they are real, and raise important philosophical and religious
questions about the meaning and ultimate purpose oflifè. Without sorne answer to these
grand questions (Why am 1here? Where am 1going?) life can quickly take on the
character of the absurd: "When someone complai.ns - as do sorne of those who attempt or
commit suicide - that his or her life is meaningless, he or she is often and perhaps

•

characteristically complaining that the i1arrative of their life has become unintelligible to
them, that it lacks any point, any movement towards a climax or a 'telos'. ,,6'
These reflections point to the intrinsic link between a Iife story and a religious or
philosophical world view. Before we can uni!)' our lives within the context of a narrative
account, we need to have a vision of our final good. Without sorne conception of a final
good, it is not possible to order other goods, nor integrate the different selfcharactcrizations we hoId over time into a unified and intelligible self-understanding or
identity.

5.2 The Narrative Construction of Self as Relational

Developing an authentic awareness of self not only requires a life story capable of
giving intelligibility to the entirety of one's life experience, induding making sense of
pain!ùl feelings and harsh realities, it also requires recognition of the fact that identity

•
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formation is not a purely private affair. Whatever particular wisdom and skills we acquire
to live a dynamic morallife will only prove effective if we have attained some prior sense
ofthe self as inter-dependent and relaticmal.
It is the narrative structure and inquisitiveness of human consciousness that

enables and prompts us to discover ourselves by constructing a self-understanding or
identity, as weIl as to dise/ose ourselves to other. in narrative communication. This
observation draws attention to the decisively subjective aspect ofidentif}! construction.
The other aspect of narrative identity is carrela/ive. A1asdair MacIntyre discusses the
relational character ofa narrative understanding ofselfin his book, After Virllte. He first
explains how a narrative understanding of self considers each person as the subjec/ of a
history for which he or she may be asked to give an intelligible account:
1 am not only accountable, 1 am one who can always ask othersjiJr an accO/mt, who con
put others to the question. 1 am part oftheir .l'tory, as they are part ofmine. The
narrative ofany one life is part ofan interlocking .l'et ofnarratives. Moreover this asking
ofand giving ofaccounts itselfplays an important part in constituting narrative,I·.'o

•

A sense of the self as relalional makes us aware of the social and political dimensions of
personallife; it a1so means that the particular skills required to al'o!V personal experiences in
consciousness will be, for the most part, interpersonal communication skills: "The self is
constituted by and continues to exist in relationship with others. People are social to the core.
We can neither become ourselves nor know ourselves apart from our relations with others,
and there can be no reality for us apart trom these vital relationships. ,,71 This statement points
to dependence on o/hers, and incomple/eness, as two key aspects of the human condition
which orient the self outside of itself toward union with others. This internaI dynamic tells
us that we cannot begin to recognize and realize our ideal self in isolation. We need
interaction with others. The truth about ourselves is not learned simply by being in touch with
our own inner reality, we discover ourselves primarily within the dynamic of revealing
ourselves truthfully to others and receiving their positive and, hopefully, formative responses.
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5.3 Narrative as Instrument of Empowerment

It is possible for a person to have a life story capable of accommodating the full
range of human experiences, and yet be unable to avow or consciously take ownership of
those experiences. Such might be the case if the imagined life story is not a meaningful
story, or iftrustworthy personal relationships needed in the endeavour are missing. Both a
meaningfullife story, and interpersonal relationships based on mutuallove and trust, are
essential. What is finally required, however, is the courage and strength of will to
acknowledge those threatening engagements we find difficult to bring into consciousness,
and to live in accordance with consciously acknowledged beliefs and moral values.
Moral courage is required to endure the suffering which accompanies the explicit
acknowledgement of painful truths, and moral stamina is required to go on after such
acknowledgements, to accornplish whatever such recognition may demand from us. What
is it that is lacking in a person's life when moral courage wanes? Where does moral

•

stamina come from?
Just as the ethical social vision within a life story can generate motivation to act
and work to develop meaningful relationships with others, wherein we can both reveal and
discover ourselves; so too can the act of self-disclosure and discovery, which takes place
within the context of meaningful relationships, lead to a more empowering, positive
reformulation of a life story. People who lis/en to us, who believe in us, who encourage
us to attempt sorne feat...can often empower us to accomplish far more than we would
achieve on our own.
What ifwe have a disempowering life story? No matter how tragic or meaningless
an imagined life story may be, 1believe every life story contains sorne idealized notion of
the selfwhich makes self-honesty, self-improvement, and participation in responsible
social change possible. But what if one's master life story is too tragic to generate
sufficient moral stamina to move one forward toward a greater realization of the ideal
self? Sorne suggest that the motivation to improve cornes primarily from the experience of

•

being cared for and loved: "Those who are loved are inevitably aware that it was the
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creative activity of someone else's love that held up their ideal image to them and gave
them the confidence and courage to dare to realize it. ,,72
Without the attraction and moral reinforcement that cornes trom holding the Ideal
self 111 COllSCIOIISlIess inspired by the love of an olhe/', it may not be possible, in fact, to

believe that our ideal self is very Ideal, attainable, or even worth pursuing. We may be
overwhelmed by the fact of our own prior failures, and the seemingly insurmountable
obstacles to change on the road ahead, all of which generates a feeling of powerlessness.
Many people understand trom their personal experience how the bonds oflove and tmst
established with others can rescue us, calling us to move beyond despair.
The facl IS Ihat we can only expe/'ience sorrow jilr 01/1' inconsislencies andjiJi/l/res wlwn
we see Ihem in view of01/1' ideal or mosl alllhentic selves. When we know Ihal 01/1' ideal
selves are anlicipaled by Ihose who love I/S as 01/1' al/lhentic Inllh, we can !III/sier 1/1' Ihe
cOI/rage 10 slrive 10 attain Ihis Il'lIlh, even when il appears I/nattainable. 7J

We can now see that the three essential ingredients for authenticity and continuous
moral progress in the journey oflife are really only two: a life story and human

•

relationships; the third ingredient (necessary fuel) pertains to the qllalily of our life story
and relationships. The necessary fuel (moral motivation) flows trom a life story valued as
reasollable and mea1l11lgful, as well as from interpersonal relationships that are
Intstwol'lhy and based on mutuallove and respect. These two core dimensions are unificd

in dynamic moral praxis.

Summary

Human beings cannot grasp the full meaning and mystery of life due to the
un/imited desire to know, and the Iimited capacity to know. As a consequence ofthis

limitation, human beings strive to come to a fuller understanding of self and society by
integrating and constmcting a meaningful explanation from information and insights about

•
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reality. This integrating fllnction ofmind determines the essential psychological structure
ofhuman knowing as dynamic.
It is possible that this normal process of knowing can be corrupted as the

individual fixates on either an abstract or concrete mode ofknowing, and relates to the
world with a fragmented consciousness. Such a fixation results in psychological
abberations by constraining consciousness within a static world view which stifles the
transformative capacity ofhuman beings. The dynamics ofhuman knowing reveal that
human beings are able to step back and to ponder the world. We can experience reality as
presence, or we can translate the real world into manipulable concepts and symbols in a
search for insight. Ideally a healthy process of engagement in relationships and social
processes combines these two modes of knowing and relating to the world to serve moral,
political, and spiritual ends.
The construction of identity and the deve10pment of dynamic moral awareness
both pertain to the transformation ofhuman consciousness. Neither can occllr outside the

•

context of a dynamic interpersonal project, where other people selve far more than simply
afimclional role in the formation and articulation ofindiviciual identity. Identity is not
the product oftwo histories (personal and social) which are c1everly woven together. The
identity of self is - at one and the same time - constituted by an ongoing interaction
between person and society. Each person is the subject of a single social history shared
with others. A personallife story must incorporate sorne ve~sion or interpretation ofboth
personal experience (autobiography) and collective experience (social history). Every
aspect of a personallife narrative reflects both a subjective (personal) and collective
(social) character within the context (setting) of concrete social structures and relations.
The imagined future component of an authentic personallife story, therefore, contains
sorne form of social vision.
Every individual ideally desires a more favourable and morally acceptabie self and
society. With the limitations ofhuman knowing and the central connection between
awareness, al/enliol/ and respol/sible moral actiol/, we can see that these terms are

•

e1ements of a commonsense philosophical anthropology which critical theologians,
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psychologists, sociologists, political scientists, economists and many others accept as a
common foundation and basis for dialogue.
The search for a coherent self-understanding and a meaningful and unified world
view is a life project which cannot occur without continuous reference to the particulars of
our life experience. As numerous philosophers, ethicists, sociologists and psychologists
have c1arified, the only means we have to access (and assess) continuously the particulars
of our life experience (in terms of interpreting the meaning of isolated fragments of
information) is through the use of a narrative method for ethics.
Moral praxis requires the voluntarv focusing of attention on self and society with
an aim to fostering liberating awareness and responsible social engagement. In a just
social order, the moral praxis called for is to stabilize and sustain the established order.
An unjust social order will demand a praxis of resistance and countervailing social
movements. Regardless of the particular social context or personal circumstances - and
the unique cali to action particular contexts and circumstances presented to people -
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anything that impedes awareness, or prohibits voluntary control over human attention, is
ofcentral importance to ethics.
To appreciate the intricacies and workings of social ideology in modern-day
consciousness (chapters 3 & 4) it is beneticial tirst to consider how people can be active
accomplices in processes of awareness-deadening, and how they can even initiate such
processes by engaging in self-deception (chapter 2). Unjust social situations which
impoverish and weaken people are the fuel for negative emotions, mental confusion and
conflict. Negative emotions, in their turn, fuel domestic violence, reactionary politics, and
many other tragedies played out in manifold ways on the stage oflife. We must not Jose
sight of the fact that the paramount ethical task for the contemporary era is to cali people
beyond what sorne have called, the data of de~pair.
The following chapter on self-deception concentrates briefly on the intrapsychic
and interpersonal psychology of impediments to awareness. This focus on the individual
requires a prior sensitivity to the contemporary unjust and fragmented social context

•

within which people attempt to make sense of their lives.
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Chapter Two
Moral Awareness and the Dynamics of Self-Deception
Everyone, at times, exhibits a tendency to avoid, deny, rationalize or in sorne
manner-èvade aspects of the truth about themselves and the social world in which they
live. Such a tendency impedes moral development, spiritual transformation and positive
social change. To live authentically and meet the pressing social problems facing society
with moral courage requires watching. Self-deception can represent a major impediment
to the emergence and/or operation of moral awareness even in a life praxis dedicated to
the development of a more just and humane society. Self-deception can prove a subtle
destroyer to those seeming to be wise. To avoid self-delusion and self-inflicted deceit
causing mental duplicity, it is necessary to know and understand the workings of these
enemies of moral awareness.

•

A similar core social psychological dynanùc operates both with self-deception and

identityformation, namely, the manipulation of consciousness through the selective
focusing of attention. These dynamics of knowing can create moral disorder by
corrupting consciousness and distorting identity. Thankfully, these negative factors can be
identified and neutralized. A basic comfiÙtment to be rigorously honest with oneself to
attain and maintain a c1earer awareness of the structures of defence and denial operating
within consciousness is the mark of a dynamic spirituallife, and the surest means to
transformative moral awareness.
Self-deception can be viewed as a sustained mental process oflimiting awareness.
The non-performance of human consciousness is at the centre of the dynarnics of selfdeception. The factors that explain the phenomenon of self-deception also point to the
psychological and moral conditions, wisdom, and skills required to bring about liberation
ITom debilitating states of self-deception. 1

•

The polilical and cultural significancc of self.dcceplion will be addressed in the following chapter.
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1. Moral Approaches to Self-Deception
No simple definition of the term self-deception exists to make the phenomenon any
less perplexing. The most any definition can do is to offer a general description of what
happens when an individual deceives him or herself. There is a tendency to think of selfdeception as /ying la oneself. Upon doser scrutiny, however, /ying la oneseljis an
intrinsically paradoxical enterprise. Deceiving oneself entails persuading oneself to hold a
false beliefto be true. Il involves concealing a truth, or one's view of the truth, !fom
oneself. But is this possible? How can a person simultaneously believe and disbelieve the
same thing, while apparently remaining IInaware of the fact that his or her consciousness
and life experience is marked by this basic contradiction?
The enigmatic character of self-deception has prompted philosophers,
anthropologists, psychologists, psychiatrists and ethicists to probe the complex dynamics
of self-deception in search of a deeper understanding of the human condition. Each
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discipline has approached the topic wilh ils own unique set of assumptions, perspectives
and aims.
The philosophica/ problem has been to explain when false beliefs constitute astate
of self-deception, and how self-deceivers generate and maintain these false beliefs. How
do we, in the tirst place, determine what is true or false, rational or irrational, reality or
fantasy? What is the nature and function of the human mind? Is the essential self a
IInÎ/alY or fragmenled being? These are the questions philosophers have wrestled with

when considering the seemingly paradoxical phenomenon of self deception.
The psychological problem has been to examine the structure and workings of human
cognition in an altempt to explain the underiying motivation, implicit meaning and psychic
dynamics of self-deception.

Psychiatrists, psychologists and psychoanalysts strive to

determine whether occasions of self-deception constitute particular mental illnesses or
psychological disorders.
The ethical problem of self-deception has, for the most part, been to attain a
correct understanding of the intentions and character of the self-deceiver, from a moral

•
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point ofview, to judge correctly whether - or to what extent - self-deceivers act
immorally. The problem most often posed by ethicists writing on the theme of selfdeception has been to determine the circumstances, factors and parameters which justifY
holding self-deceivers responsible for their actions.
In his book SelfDeception and Morality, Mike W. Martin reviews an impressive
body of literature on self-deception to discover whether others have found self-deceivers
to be innocent victims, culpable, or somehow both innocent and culpable:
Are self-deceivers perhaps more like innocent victims than like perpetrators ofdeceit and,
as such, deserving ofcompassion and help? Or, paradoxically, are they best viewed with
ambivalence: culpable as deceivers and simultaneously innocent as victims ofdeception?'

Martin discerns four general philosophical currents in the literature which he names the
inner hypocrisy, authenticily, moral ambiguity, and vilallie approaches. Each

explanation of self-deception contains a distinct ethical theory. Outlining the basic
e1ements of the particular philosophical world view and ethicaltheory ofself-deception

•

found in each approach provides a useful framework for further reflection on what
constitutes an appropriate ethical response to the perplexing human phenomenon of selfdeception.

1.1 Self-Deception as Moral Hypocrisy

Writers in this intellectual stream regard self-deceivers as moral wrong-doers who
betray themselves and cause harm to others. They regard self-deception as a second-order
wrong. In other words, individuals engage in self-deceit to coyer and doudfirst-order
immoral behaviour. Martin cites Bishop James Butler as a leading proponent ofthis view.
Butler believed that self-deceit allows moral conscience to be put to sleep, enabling an
individual to engage in wrongdoing with less pain.
The inner hypocrisy approach adopts a metaphysical world view with a normative
ethical system. An appeal is made to absolute moral principles and mIes. Everyone has an
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inner morallight, a conscience - so the reasoning goes - and is therefore culpable for selfdeceived behaviour. Why? Because self-deceivers choose to ignore what they know to be
true, for the explicit purpose of lessening the pain and guilt of continuing a course of
action they themselves believe to be immoral or sinful.
1.2 Self-Deception as Non-authentic Living
Those adopting the authenticity philosophical approach tend to emphasize a single
ethical ideal, alilhenlicity, which is defined in terms ofliving honestly and avoiding selfdeception. This view is based on existential philosophical principles which explain selfdeception as the mental consequence of a refusai to deal responsibly with the whole of
one's Iife.
Sëren Kierkegaard and Jean-Paul Sartre are the most prominent and best-known
representatives of this approach. Both recognized the need for individuals to have a

•

conscious sense of personal responsibility toward life and made this focus the foundation of
their philosophical approach. Authenticity means facing and accepting responsibility for what
is known la he Irlle. These two existentialists differed, however, in their belief on what
constitutes relevant significant truth. Kierkegaard held that authenticity requires the goal of
achieving full individuality and personal uniqueness, based on moral commitments and a
relationship with God. Sartre rejected beliefin objective values and God's existence, charging
that such beliefs are themselves the products ofself-deception. For Sartre the only true virtue
was faithfulness to the fundamental fact of personal freedom. In either case, self-deception
for both writers is not restricted to matters of moral right and wrong; when we deceive
ourse\ves, we corrupt human awareness and moral praxis.

•
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1.3 Self-Deception as Vital Lies to the Self

Those belonging to the vital lie approach regard self-deception as a valuable
coping technique, or psychological defense mechanism, which shields the self!fom
unbearable realities and debilitating truths. Self-deception is viewed as serving a valuable
fill/clion in the rr,aintenance and construction of identity, protecting the individual !fom

unpleasant and painful aspects of reality. This approach takes exception to the excessively
moralistic condemnations of self-deceivers found within the preceding two approaches,
and focuses on the positive benefits of self-deception. It draws attention to the possible
harm which can result !fom trying to eliminate self-deception completely !fom our lives, or
the lives of others: engaging in self-deception can also contribute to personal growth, selfrespect, love and community.
Unlike the sloic, who regards moral virtues as good in Ihemselves, proponents of
the vital lie approach regard self-deception as moraUy-nelllral. They believe the moral

•

dimension of self-deception must be assessed in terms of concrete life contexts examined
in light of the principles of a siluation ethic. 3 The ethical notion of Ihe good in this
approach, is based neither on an implicit nor explicit objective code of moral truth. Il is
derived, rather, from a silualional and ulililarian ethic which regards sllrvival, not In/lh,
as the most valued ideal. The vital lie approach does not suggest that self-deception is
always the right policy, but argues that il may sometimes be the honourable and prudent
route, whenever engaging in self-deception is deemed to be the only way to maintain a
viable human life.
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Joseph Fletcher clarifies the fOW1dational ethicalposilion upon which the vital lie approach is based when he
stutcs thal the situational cthicist, "... avoids words likc 'nevcr' and 'perfect' and 'always' and 'complete' as he
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WestMinster Press), p. 43·44.
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1.4 The Moral Ambiguity of Self-Deception

The moral arnbiguity approach regards self-deceivers as victims of forces beyond their
independent conscious control, thereby calling into question whether conduct is completely
voluntary. Martin discems two distinct branches within the moral ambiguity approach. The
tirst trend subscribes to sorne form of philosophical determinism where the self-deceiver is
regarded as having neither full knowledge nor free choice over what he or she thinks or does.
Where awareness of wrongdoing is completely absent, moral culpability for self-deceived
thinking and acting is ambiguous.
The second branch of the moral ambiguity approach engages in a psychoanalytic
reading of self-deceivers, viewing self-deception as the result of unconscious forces.
Freud is considered the originator ofthis view:

•

The most sl/stained effort to overcome this seemingparadox fofselfdeceptionj has been
that ofp~ychoanalysis. Its view ofhl/man defense mechanisms is sl/re/y ml/ch more
complex than the standard versions ofselfdeception. Frel/d~v therapy was based on Ihe
assl/mption Ihat people repress ml/ch ofwhat they .I·eem not to know, or 10 have jiJrgouen.
and that this material is capable ofbeing relrieved:

Proponents of this approach adopt a morally non-judgmental approach by
suggesting that it is only proper to hold people accountable if they have an awareness of
moral responsibility, and show a genuine willingness to accept responsibility. Such a
disposition seems lacking in self-deceivers. Self-deception is, consequently, viewed as a
type of pre-moral condition in which the absence of awareness and free choice makes
moral responsibility uncertain. This approach probes the complexities of the human
psyche in an attempt to show how theoretical models of moral evaluation fail to give
proper attention to psychological dynamics.
Despite noticeable differences between the various representatives of the four
general approaches, we notice that three of the four ethical approaches render moral
judgmenls on self-deceivers: only the moral ambiguity approach regards the behaviour of

self-deceivers as morally opaque.
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2.

Judging the Intentions and Character of Self-Deceivers
In his research on self-deception, Martin found the tendency to present

characterizations and judgements on people deemed to be self-deceivers 50 prevalent in
the Iiterature that he made it the primary interpretative device for his study:
lIegarded as deceivers, self-deceivers seem guilty for their deceplion and any harmful
ejfects; regarded as deceived, they seem to be innocent victims. Viewed as liars, they
appear insincere and dishonest; viewed as victims ofa lie, they appear sincere and
honestly mistaken. As deceivers, they seem responsible and blameworthyfor cowardly
hypocrisy; as deceived, they apparently deserve compassion and help in gainingfull
awareness ofthe guile perpetrated on them.'

A non-judgmental moral theory of self-deception can be constructed trom the
psychological insights in the writings of several representatives of the moral ambiguity
approach. First, further analysis of the ethical theories informing the moral judgments
launched against self-deceivers in the other three approaches to understand better how these

•

views are both untenable, and how they preempt moral awareness by making judgments
abstracted from the reality of the person's situation.

2.1 1nner Hypocrisy Characterization: Self-deceiver as Sinner

Representative viewpoints within the inner hypocrisy approach hold that
individuals perform CIels of self-deception to create mental shrouds that block awareness
of immoral behaviour in consciousness - the attention is deliberately kept focussed on
something else. Moral wrongdoing results trom the person failing to believe that a given
act is morally wrong, while still holding to the basic moral principle which makes the act
morally wrong. Jt's a case of convincing oneselfthat the act is morCllly righl, despite
evidence available to one's consciousness that says the contrary. With self-deception, that
awareness is prevented trom being constructed, or it is somehow obliterated if present, as
a consequence of psychosocial factors affecting the Iife and consciousness of the person.
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The dynamic works as follows: a person first thinks a certain act is, in principle, morally
wrong, but then proceeds to deceive him/herself through any number of means into
believing that - despite the violation of the moral principle - the act is nonetheless
permissable. This view serves as the basis for the judgment of hypocrite.
Such an atomized assessment of moral behaviour is always a potentially misleading
abstraction. Il is not possible to characterize an individual's behaviour - let alone judge it without knowing the ill/ell/ioll and life cOli/ex/ of the individual performing the act.
Besides being persollal, human actions are a1so always social, and they only become
intelligible when they are viewed within a historical and narrative frame of reference.
Writers belonging to the inner hypocrisy approach believe they know the meaning of
self-deceived behaviour; they daim to know both the intentions and the identity of the selfdeceiver. The intentions ofthe self-deceiver are (a) to act in violation ofwhat one knows to
be right in order to please oneself, even at the expense of others, and (b) to shirk the burden
of moral responsibility and moral guilt. The daim is that the individual has (or had)
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knowledge of right and wrong but freely chose to blur this painful and self-condemning
knowledge for the intentions cited above.
Is such a general moral assessment justified? Such would be the case if no other
intention could be found to explain self-deceived behaviour, thereby making no other
characterization of the self-deceiver possible. Others have, however, as was noted,
ascribed quite different intentions and characterizations to self-deceivers.
2.2 Se1f-deceiver as Coward: The Authenticity Approach

Kierkegaard offered a description of the intentions and characterization of selfdeceivers from the vantage point of his objective code of moral values and his fundamental
Christian theology. He believed that sin was facilitated by a self-deceptive blurring of
consciousness. To be a self-deceiver is to be a sinner and a be/rayer ofself. Kierkegaard
offers a less harsh analysis of the dynamics of self-deception than does the inner hypocrisy
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approach, however, believing that most people are simply too far removed from God to
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have much awareness of themselves as sinners. The self-deceiver suffers from a weak
spirit, and too little moral courage. The self-betrayed sinner lacks consciousness and
spirit, and consequently, does not warrant the description and malicious characterization
attributed generally by those who follow the generaJ ethical theory in the inner hypocrisy
approach. For Kierkegaard, self-deception is a psychological state of moral identity
defined by a deformation in consciousness and th.e human spirit.
Sartre made a slightly harsher judgement. He believed that to deny one's authentic
freedom is to be self-deceived. Only authentic people can identify and judge selfdeceivers. On the other hand, there is no objective basis for criticizing authe11lic persons,
in that truly authentic individuals consistently regard human freedom as the foundation of
ail other values. And how is one to judge between authen/ic and unauthen/ic individuals?
Sartre found grounds for judging self-deceivers in his concept of badlai/h. He believed
that authel/tic persons can forrn judgments on those who seek to hide from themselves the
voluntary nature oftheir existence and its complete freedom. To turn away from or deny

•

the fact of one's own freedom is to act with bad faith. People may do so for various
reasons. Sartre judged those who evaded moral responsibility by believing in determinism
to be cowards, and those who"... try to show that their existence is necessary, when it is
merely an accident of the appearance of the human race on earth," he judged even more
severely, with the derogatory designation "scum." Sartre was careful to point out that,
"... neither cowards nor scum can be identified except on the plane of strict
authenticity. ".
Adherents of both the inner hypocrisy and authenticity approaches offer negative
characterizations of self-deceivers based on fundamental religious and/or philosophicaJ
belief systems containing moral principles and values which they hold to be universally
available to human beings.
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2.3 Self-deceiver as Survivor: The Vital Lie Approach

The vital lie approach demonstrates that it is also possible to give a positive
characterization to the self-deceiver. Adherents of this approach regard the selt:dcceiver
as prudent, or even heroic. Whatever the particular characterization given, individuals
who engage in self-deception with the intention offurthering their own survival - or the
survival of others - are to be commended for increasing the viability of life. This ethical
perspective is founded on neither an evidence-based nor truth-centred pattern of
rationality, but on a utilitarian mode of reasoning for ethics and a practical theory of
human development.
The particular intentions ascribed to self-deceivers by the inner hypocrisy, authenticity
and vital lie moral approaches are based neither on concrete historical data, nor specifie
biographical information; each characterization is either inferred or deduced from thc
underlying philosophical beliefs systems and ethical theories operating in each approach.
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There can therefore be no verification of any moral theory of self-deception based on an
abstract analysis of human intention. The most a general theory can do is to oulline a
typology of possible characterizations, based on the variety of particular experiences of
individuals. The contextual experience ofthe self-deceiver can be morally assessed only aller
the discovery or disclosure of a sufficient degree of significant information to make such sel!:
deceived experience intelligible within a narrative framework. Il is never acceptable to render
moraljudgments (positive or negative) on self-deceivers as a c1ass or group.
No c1ear verification can be found for the particular ethical understanding of selfdeception found in either the inner hypocrisy, authenticity or vital lie streams. This leaves
us with one remaining option: to develop a non-judgmental understanding of the social
psychological dynamics of self-deception, beginning with insights from a more general
literature supportive of the moral ambiguity approach to understanding and responding to
the self-deception.

•
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3. Self-Deceiver as a Metaphor for the Human Condition

Research on self-deception has tended to focus on the abstract problem of
determining culpability for self-deceived behaviour. Within this approach, researchers
look for whatever they believe will help to establish a set of working criteria to determine
under what circumstances moral responsibility for self-deception exists. When is it
appropriate to hold others morally accountable for self-deception? The tendency to assess
culpability for self-deception relies on the prevalence of the dominant epistemology
discussed in the preceding chapter. It is the problem-so/ving approach to ethics: the
problem here being to ascertain guilt. As John Martin Rich notes, however, this
widespread tendency within ethics fails to appreciate the complex social psychological
dynamics of moral action, and has, consequently, tended to overlook the more
fundamental problem of determining the extent to which a person may be rendered
power/ess to act in accordance with cherished moral values:

•

Belief.lyslems do nol c1arifY whal is aclllaUy enlai/ed in moral decision and "moral
development". Thal is la say, poplliar crises in morality have lended la diverl energies
awayfrom more critical andfimdamenlal inqlliry inlo hllman na/lire, bolh hllman
capabilities and limilalions. Anyfair assessment ofmoral accollnlability reqllires Ihal
Ihe hllman being be capable ofdoing Iha/ for which he [sheJ is jlldged. 7

This means that it is appropriate to view self-deception as a metaphor to
understand the human condition better. But how are we to understand self-deception in
the particular? We can ail attach a particular face to the concept self-deceiver - perhaps
an alcoholic brother who flatly denies that he has a drinking problem when confronted
with overwhelming evidence to the contrary, or a patient who has no conscious
recollection of news that he or she has a terminal disease only days after being told. How
are we to understand and characterize such individuals? Are they liars? Moral cowards?
Suffering from sorne mental disorder? Or for sorne obscure reason, simply unable to face
the truth about their situation?

•

John Marlin Rich cl al. Theories ofMoral Develapmell/ (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas. Publisher,
1985), p. 3.
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In those many cases where self-deception and denial is associated with addiction
the overwhelming conclusion ofboth the medical establishment, twelve-step recovery
programs, and the general population is that self-deception and denial are integral
elements of sorne mental illness or disease! The danger in characterizing an individual as
menta/ly il! or diseased is that such judgments may be based on partial and perhaps

completely erroneous information. A great deal ofattention must be given to ail the
details of the individual's entire life experience in order to understand concrete experiences
of self-deception.
Concepts such as self-deception,

~plit

self, badfaith,fa/se conscio/lslless and

defense mechanisms are compelling metaphors. They point to internaI conflicts and self-

imposed defeats that we recognize as potentially debilitating. As Sissela Bok emphasizes,
however, metaphors are only metaphors.

•

We cannat easi/y do wilhollt these metaphors; the danger cames when we begin /0 take
them for exp/anattons. As metaphors, they he/p Il.1' ta see the paradoxes ofhllman jai/lire
ta perceive and react; as explanations ofhow the paradoxes are overcome, theyshorlcircllillinderstanding and become misleading in their own right- one more way in which
we avoid trying ta IInderstand the complexily that IInderlies ollr experience ofparadox.
They jimctton then as what I.A. Richards cal/ed 'prematllre IIltimates, ' bringing inqlliry to
an end tao sllddenly!

The moment we equate a me/aphor with an exp/ana/ion, we block the
development of awareness. When we attach a metaphor to an individual as a label, we
wrongly judge that individual, which may prevent us from ever getting to know the real
person, and perhaps - if the individual happens to trust and believe our judgment - we may
prevent that person trom getting to know him or herselfbetter. Unsubstantiated
characterizations or labels, offer simplified explanations which often bring a necessary and
moreinsightful process of self-reflection or clinical diagnosis to an abrupt end:
investigations which would Iikely, in time, bring to the surface core problems or
The notion that addictions are diseases in the mediea! sense ofthe tenD is problemotie. Chopter lour considcrs
sorne m'the negotive impacts on moral awareness and human development thot con be couscd Iram
characterizing individuo!s sulfering fram addictions, or various fOnDS ofneuratic or p''Ychatic bchoviaur, os
diseased.

•

Bok, Secrets, p. 64.
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unresolved conflicts - conflicts which may make intelligible the social origin and
psychological function ofaddiction, neurosis, and psychosis in the individual's life.
Detecting and understanding the source of these conflicts is needed to understand how
social contradictions operate in human consciousness, distort and debilitate moral living,
and frustrate legitimate human needs.
An ethics of awareness seeks to discover what has interrupted or blocked moral

transformation, and to olfer ways and means to prevent or escape such pitfalls. The
following three sections consider the subtle workings of the human mind in terms of a
commOfl human propensity to deal with the harshness of reality, at certain times, under
certain circumstances, by deadening awareness.
The most important moral problem concerning self-deception is not the need to
determine how to judge culpability, a much more fundamental moral problem stems from
the simple fact that self-deception exists. Even ifit was possible to' determine culpability,
we need to ask what is gained by confronting the self-deceiver and holding him or her
responsible? What possible good would simple knowledge be to ourselves or to the self-

•

deceiver if the initial knowledge of right was not sufficient to motivate the self-deceiver to
act morally in the first place?
When philosophers refer la 'Ihe prohlem ofweakness ofwill' and Ihe prohlem of
sel;:deceplion', Ihey usuaUy have in mind Ihe queslion how Ihese phenomena are
al al! possihle.... When non-philosophers rejer la Ihese prohlems, Ihey are more
likely la have in mind Ihe question how weakness ofwill and self-deceplion can he
overcomc. 1O

The ambiguity approach holds that self-deception occurs either because of an
IIl1lvil/ingness or inabi/ily on the part ofindividuals to face certain painful and threatening

truths. What does it take to confront these frightful aspects oflife? 15 it even a wise thing
to try to do 50? Before providing an answer to these fundamental questions, it is
important to recognize that whatever the appropriate response to self-deception might be,
it is unfair to assume that self-deception is solely the responsibility of a given individual. 1
agree with Joseph Culliton's observation that,

•

10
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Elster, 11,e Mlliliple Self()<ew York: Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. 6.
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Most oflls are consciolls ofthe fact that we cannat transform ollrselves .1·iIllP!.\, by being
made aware of0111' fallits. Nor are we capable ofexperiencing sorrow filr 0111' jàilllr,·s.
simply becallse they are revealed to ilS. JI

Ifindividuals should have been loved and encouraged by others, and they were
not, they may lack the ability to initiate self-transformation. They may still be waiting to
he encouraged to strive for something; they may need to see someone else's faith in them,
if their faith in themselves has waned. The correct stance to be taken vis-a-vis selfdeception, until finding evidence to justity a different stance, is obviously to regard the
alleged self-deceiver as a person in need of compassion and help, keeping ever in mind
that we are more than likely not free from having purposely evaded significant aspects of
truth in our own lives.

3.1 Consensus on the Core Phenomenon of Self-Deception

The inner hypocrisy. all/hen/ici/y. vi/allie, and ambigui/y approaches agree that

•

the dynamic process of self-deception tends to follow a certain course. An individual
evades aspects of what is known to be true to feel better while acting contrary to what he
or she values and knows to be true. To accomplish this, the individual utilizes various
psychological techniques which (a) help the person ignore, repress, or distort true values.
and (b) help the person think of, or manufacture, reasons which justity the self-deceived
course of action. 12 In ail cases, the individual deliberately turns attention away from those
features of his or her behaviour that make it wrong. Wrong is here defined as whatever a
person thinks or does contrary to what he or she truly values and desires to do ideal/y.
Why do we act against our own judgment and cherished moral beliefs by engaging in self-

•

"

Joseph T. Cullitoll. Presence: /1 Elfecls on/loneslY ond TI1II/ifll/ness (Lanham. Md: University Press ,,1'
America. 1985). p. 91.

12

There are numerous ways in whieh this ean happen. According to Martin. sell'-deecivers might (a) evade
understanding by blurring their own grasp ol'what they know. (b) evade allention through systemalie
distraction, (c) evade beliel'via wilful ignorance or rationalization. (d) evade eogent argument by disregarding
evidenee, diseounling relevant faets. or refusing to let oneself sec clearly what Ibllows l'rom what. or (e) evade
appropriate aelion using self-pretence or any of the preeeding strategies. Self-Deceplion and Moralily. p. 15.
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deception? Perhaps because we sense that something unpleasant would be uncovered if
we exercised our attention, reasoning, or information-gathering skills in a certain
direction. To avoid pain, we engage i:J awareness-avoidance tactics.
The primary motivation preceding the entrance into self-deception is the avoidance
of truth - the acknowledgement of which would result in a troublesome awareness and an
experience of painful feelings. The inner hypocrisy approach explains self-deception as an
attempt to evade self-acknowledgement of moral wrongdoing to avoid painful moral
emotions: guilt and remorse for harming others; shame for betraying moral ideals; and selfcontempt for not meeting moral commitments. The authenlicity approach explains how
self-deception enables the moral and spiritual selfto betray itselfby refusing to
acknowledge - with varying degrees of awareness - its own particular potentials,
limitations, realistic options and actual characteristics, to avoid either the painful
awareness of human limits, or the difficult decisions and challenges resulting from an
acknowledgement of human potentialily. This approach offers the insight that self-

•

deception can easily take the form of self-deprecation as a result of an unwillingness or
inability to appreciate the fundamental dignity ofbeing human, and having valuable talents
and intrinsic worth. As Martin notes: "People who display drastically low estimates of
themselves, suffering from inferiority complexes, may do so because of self-deception
about their own positive attributes and self-worth... 13
The vi/allie approach also recognizes that self-deception serves to shield the
person from those painful feelings which would accompany the acknowledgement ofharsh
realities and dehilitating tfU":hs.

•

"

MlU1in, Se!f-deceptiol/ al/d Moraliry, p. 46.
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3.2 Psychic Numbing as Coping Strategy

Psychologists have pointed to a particular phenomenon which often occurs when
human beings are subjected to considerable pain or stress. Individuals employ
psychological mechanisms of defense which protect themselves from the negative feelings
which stress produce, whenever the sources of stress are kept inlllillli. Psychological
defence mechanisms are used to minimize or destroy such awareness.
Robert Jay Lifton, who studied the survivors of Hiroshima and other disasters,
refers to these techniques and mel'hanisms as tools individuals use in a process of psychic
nllmbing. In his book People ofthe Lie, Scott Peck discusses how psychic numbing is a

typical and usually quite normal human response:
Il is a simple sort oflhing. The sighl ofa single hloody. mangled hody horrifies liS. Bill if'
we see sllch hodies ail arolllld liS every clay, clay ajier clay. Ihe horrihle hecomes normal
and we lose ollr sense ofhorror. We simply Illne il 011I. Ollr capacily jbr horror hecomes
hlllnled. We no longer Indy 'see' Ihe bloocl or 'smell' Ihe slench or 'jee/' ils agony.
Unconsciollsly we have become anaeslhelizecl. [;

•

This virtually automatic recourse to psychic numbing intrigued psychiatrist Victor
Frank!. While imprisoned in a Nazi concentration camp at Auschwitz, Frankl observed
how the prisoners denied themselves explicit awareness of the surrounding horror to
deaden the pain of camp life, maintain sanity, and to survive: "Cold curiosity
predominated even in Auschwitz, somehow detaching the mind from its surroundings,
which came to be regarded with a kind of objectivity. At that time one cultivated this
state ofmind as a means ofprotection."ls Far from being morally reprehensible, Frankl
considered such a process of awareness deadening to be a necessary mechanism of
survivai. Only in this way could morale be maintained, and limited supplies of courage
and energy be channelled into the ali-important task of, "... preserving one's own life and

•

14

Scolt Pcck, People oflhe Lie: The Hope for Healing /IlIlIIan Evil (New York, N.Y.: Sim(," & Sehusler,
1983), p. 221.

"

Victor E. Frankl, Man's Searchfor MeanÎllg: Alllmroclllclioll la Logolherapy (Boslon, Mass.: Beacon Press,
1959), p. 25.
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that of the other fellow."16
These experiences which Peck and Frank! discuss, make the process of psychic
numbing more understandable. The moral significance of this psychologica1 process is not
always so innocent, however, and others have drawn our attention to how we can undergo
a similar process of desensitization without necessarily being subjected to horrifie images
or experiences. Psychologist Charlotte Kasl explains how the same underlying
psychological dynarnics operating in experiences of psychic numbing such as those
described by Peck and Frankl, can easily be manipulated by others, with disastrous moral
and political consequences:
Images that pair merehandise with sexual arousal andfulfilment are everywhere. And
images lie to us. To proteet ourselvesfrom the meaning ofwomen-hating ads, we ail
engage in p~yehie numbing, a term originally used to deseribe our massive cultural
denialto the threat ofthe nuelear holoeaust, the most extreme form ofself-abuse. 17

Others have argued that psychic numbing can occur on a widespread scale without c1ear
reference to either horrifie images, which bring immediate emotional pain (Peck and

•

Frankl ), nor pleasant images, which distort reality and foster selfish and abusive attitudes

and practices (Kasl). According to Philip Wexler, in his book Critical Social Psychology,
members of society avoid the anxiety and confusion which accompanies becoming aware,
or remaining aware, of social contradictions by deadening awareness: "Reified social
relations create the psychological conditions for the development of schizophrenia. The
majority of the population is spared from this madness only at the cost of numbing their
awareness. Those who refuse to be numbed fall prey to the viciousness ofthe social
labelling process. ,,18

•

"

Sec Victor Frankl, Man's SearchJor Meaning, p. 44. Psyehologists and social workers involved with
survivors of ineest and ehildhood sexual abuse diseuss a similar process of psychic numbing. This fonu of
psychie numbing can obviously have a far greater impact on an individual's identity. In sorne cases, the
disassocialion from the reaiity as a resu!t of being brutally abused is radical enough to lead to mulliple.
personality disorders, wherc the individua! survives by splitting or compartmentalizing psychic experience.
More will be said about this in chapter four in the contcKl of a discussion ofnegalive dependency.

17

Charlotte Kasl, WOlllen, Sex and Addiction: The Search/or Love and Power (New York, N.Y.: Hmper &
Row, 1989), p. 197.

"

Philip Wcxler, Crilical Social Psychology, (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1983), p. 124.
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The following chapter makes the connections between social knowledge, ideology,
and deadened awareness central to a study of social ignorance. 1here refer to the relation
between social context and deadened awareness as a reminder that what the moral agent
thinks and does a1ways has social and political significance.

3.3 Deniai and the Psychic Mechanisms of Defense
Ofail the responses that seem clearly self-deceptive, to many. denial is most striking.
Doctors find,for example, that among seriously il! patients that learn thot death is near.
at least 20 percent have no memory after afew days ofhaving received such news. Faced
with Intolerable anxiety, they have blocked out the news. 19

Anna Freud's work The Ego and the Mechanisms ofDefel/ce, proposed a
tremendously influential theory ofdenial. Various interpretations of this theory have
become firmly entrenched in psychoanalysis and popular self and group therapy
approaches. Interpretations of her theory not always remained true to her teaching.
Dr. Avery Wiseman believes Anna Freud gave the term denial a meaning which has

•

since become confused with particular psychological defense mechanisms to such a degree
that the foundational insight intû the dynamic nature of denial has largely been lost. Anna
Freud held that psychological defense mechanisms of ail types are themselves grounded on
a fundamental human response to danger; this response is what she termed del/ial. Here
denial is presented as a metaphor for a human situation and process, it is not itself a
mechanism ofdefence. We again come up against the seemingly inescapable tendency

among professionals to transform metaphors into explanations: "In general, denial has
been used as a fictitious 'mechanism,' an 'as if' entity that can be triggered promptly by a
threatening event or perception, as weil as a hypothetical 'explanation' for different kinds
of psychopathology. "20

•

19

Eok, Seerels, p. 70.

20

Avery D. Weisman, MD. On Dying and Denying: A Psychiatrie Sludy ofTermina/ity (New York: Behavioral
Publications, Ine., 1972), p. 59.
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A c1ear distinction must be made between the human process of denying and the
fact of denial. Deniai is not a mechanism nor is it an explanatory concept. DeniaI is

something human beings do. As Dr. Weisman explains,
Deniai is a total process ofresponding within a specifie psychosocial context. Negation
i.l· only one ofthe consequences ofthis process; denial is afinalfact, not the process
itself 1'0 confuse a total process with one ofits defensive aims is like saying that the
purpose ofdriving an automobile is to avoid accidents. 21

Weisman believes it is an error to view denial solely in terrns of aversion and
negatio/l of something unpleasant. Adynamie interpretation of denial refuses to accept

negation and aversion as static products of a process. They are, rather, incomplete
interpretations ofa variety ofrelated acts. Weisman out1ines four successive steps which
precede the fact ofdenial: (a) acceptance ofa primary and public field of perception, (b)
repudiation of a portion of the shared meaning of that field, (c) replacement of the
repudiated meaning with a more congenial version, and

•

(d) reorientation of the individual within the scope of the total meaning to accommodate
the revised reality.
Why do human beings deny what they should acknowledge? Dr. Weisman
believes there is a positive function to denial. He tells us that denial helps us to do away
with a threatening portion of reality so that we may then participate more fully in
contending with problems - a position similar to the vital lie moral response to selfdeception. The challenge for ethicists is not to 10se sight ofthe entire dynamic life process
of the individual, continually recalling that denial is but one characterizing feature of a
master life story.
The great insight Dr. Weisman offers into this perplexing process of denial is that
the phenomenon is never simply an inlrapsychic occurrence, but always takes place within
the context of illlerperso/lai relationships. DeniaI is selective thinking with the aim of
evading painful knowledge; denial is also the manipulation of attention geared to
protecting or enhancing self-esteem, positive identity and value in relationships:

•

Wcisman, 01/ Dyil/g al/d Del/yil/g, p. 60.
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Allhough a pOlential danger is api la evoke denial (as 1.I·hall calilhe combined acl and
facl), a commonlhrealened danger is ajeopardized relationship with a signijicant key
person. Hence, Ihe purpose ofdenial is nol simply la avoid a danger, bill 10 prevent loss
ofa significant relationship. This explains why patients lend la den)' more 10 certain
people than ta olhers."

To grasp the psychological dynamics of denial, we need to consider what is 1101
takillg place when an individual is engaged in a process of denial: at the most basic level,

we can simply say that he or she is not accepting (in the sense of l'eceivillg) aspects of
experience into consciousness. What is meant by Ilot acceptillg or not receiving
experiences into consciousness? Not accepting signifies either an ullwil/illglless or
inability to attend to, and consciously avow, the inferred meaning of isolated statemenis,

circumstances and events which are part of experience, and available naturally to
consciousness.
Previous considerations on processes of psychic numbing and denial suggest why it
may be necessary and prudent to accept certain experiences, memories, etc., into
consciousness gradually, or, in certain cases, perhaps not to attend to them at ail. Until

•

acknowledgment is possible in a manner that leads to life-enhancing and meaningful
consequences, individuals tend to drift in that vague m;::ntal space Dr. Weisman calls
middle knowledge; a cognitive place somewhere between open acknowledgement and

utter repudiation. To come to a full understanding ofhuman denial it is probably wise to
adopt Dr. Weisman's beliefthat, "The roots of denial are planted in the biological, social,
and emotional soil of life, not in the rules oflogic. "23 Further reflection on the dynamics of
self-deception will make the apparent paradox less perplexing.
We can deaden our awareness of reality without necessarily engaging in selfdeception. Insights from the writers cited reveal how it is possible to view self-deception
as a common human experience where certain kinds of life experiences make selfdeceptive mental strategies understandable, and in cases like those cited by Frankl,
morally-legitimate. These reflections give a measure ofcredence to the vital lie approach.

•

"

Weisman, On Dying and Deny;ng, p. 63. Autha/'s emphasis.

23

Weisman, On Dying and Denying, p. 66-67.
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What does it require to become willing or able to acknowledge truth and act on
knowledge of moral right, thereby either overcoming or avoiding an engagement in selfdeception? An answer to this basic question begins with key insights on the dynamics of
self-deception found within the non-deterministic branch of the moral ambiguity approach.

4. The Ambiguity Approa«;h: Collingwood, Fingarette, Hurrell
The second branch of the moral ambiguity approacbis concemed with how selfdeception causes, constitutes, or manifests unhealthy adjustments to reality. Freud is
considered to be the primary shaper of this approach. R. G. Collingwood and Herbert
Fingarette developed related perspectives, holding that the presence of unconscious
influences makes blameworthiness for self-deception ambiguous.
In his treatise, The Princip/es ofArt, Collingwood presents his understanding of

•

self-deception as corrllpt or fa/se consciousness. Collingwood believed consciousness to
be the explicit awareness ofour emotions and the specifie object of our emotions. We
may feel had, but not be conscious of either the feeling or the origin or reason for the
feeling. Through the linguistic or symbolic activity of consciousness, feelings are
transformed into particular emotions coupled with corresponding ideas. It is in this way
that we come to understand their meaning. We not only feel had, but we come to
understand our bad feeling as a particular emotion; sad, or depressed, or /one/y, and we
understand to what the emotion is connected (i.e., grieving the death ofa loved one).
Corrupt consciousness, on the other hand, is the mis-performance - or the purposeful nonperformance of acts of expression within consciousness. Rather than diligently working to
understand ourselves, we simply tum our attention elsewhere. In this way, self-deception
can operate to deaden moral awareness.
Collingwood regards self-deceivers as attending only f1eetingly and indistinctly to
alarming feelings or impressions. The self-deceiver quickly tums attention away from the

•

feeling, thereby avoiding developing the feeling into an idea or emotion. Self-deceivers do
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not really know the truth they f1ee because, according to Collingwood, such selfknowledge entails consciousness. Self-deceivers corrupt their own consciousness at a
level prior to the intellect's formation ofbeliefs. This results in a lack of explicit awareness
within consciousness. Collingwood believes that to express feelings in consciousness is to
affirm ownership ofthose feelings. To disown feelings is to corrupt consciousness.
Disowning feelings can lead to a loss of control over them because they continue to exert
an unsupervised influence for which the individual does not assume responsibility, nor
Iikely even detect.24 Collingwood does not classitY corrupt consciousness as either an
involuntary mishap or voluntary wrongdoing. It is the result of one's own activity, yet it is
not exactly the product of a choice. He reserved such terms for activities initiated with
full consciousness.
Collingwood's way of understanding and evaluating self-deception shares striking
similarities with the approach Herbert Fingarette takes in his book Self-Deceptio/l.
Prominent in both accounts are the ideas of psychological disowning, fear of being unable

•

to psychologically integrate what is disowned, refusaI to focus explicit attention on certain
aspects ofreality, rejection ofpersonal responsibility and control, and the resultant moral
ambiguity.
According to Fingarette, self-deceivers can be described as persuading themselvcs
to believe what they know deep down, or in their hearts, to be false. Rather than grapple
with the paradoxîcal problem of explaining how it is possible to cOI/vince oneselfthat
what one knows to be true is false, Fingarette redescribed the phenomenon of self-

deception. Instead of relying on such cognitive terms as believe and kl/ow, he used the
language of action, volition and personal identity. Self-deceivers, he suggested, pursue
engagements that they disavow - that is, they refuse to claim as part of their identity or
self-image. To avow an engagement is to commit oneselfto treating il as an aspect of
onese1f~

In undertaking such identity-forming commitments, people authoritatively create

their own sense of who they are. Self-deceivers, however, pursue engagements which are

•

Here wc eannot help but reeall a similar viewpoint from Max Scheler; a perspective which lorrncd the basis of
his now·famous philosophicallpsychologieal trcatise Res.,entiment.
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inconsistent with their avowed values, while simultaneously refusing to avow those
engagements
Avowing an engagement2S has two primary dimensions: (a) a willingness to focus
explicit attention on the engagement, a process which Fingarette referred to as spelling

out; and (b) the integration ofthe avowed engagement into the set of other avowed
engagements that together constitute our identity from our own point ofview. Ifan
engagement conflicts with moral principles and values which the individual does indeed
cherish, then avowing the engagement not only brings painful emotions such as anguish,
guilt, or shame, it also confronts us with the need to reshape a new identity in the midst of
inner turmoil - we suddenly realize that we are not who we thought we were and wanted
to be. Self-deception enables us to pursue a disavowed engagement without having (a) to
experience emotional turrnoil and mental conflict, and (b) to reshape identity. Implicit in
this view is a dynamic rather than static understanding ofhuman consciousness. As David
Burrell explains, consciousness is never automatic, but requires human agency and
personal effort:

•

Our rudimenlary view ofconsciousness as awareness will nol suffice la offer a plausible
accounl ofselfdeceplion. / con be conscious ofwhal / am doing wilhoul perceiving
myselfdoing il and / con be aware ofwhal/ am up la yelfaillO lake il inlo acco/ml. /1
would nol be amiss la say Ihal we musl be Irained la be conscious.'6

To act intentionally requires that we act knowingly; but this does not mean that to
act intentionally we need to attend constantly to that knowledge. Burrell believes that
self-deceiving forrns of ignorance are most often spontaneous. The intentions involved are
typically not deliberately thought about with mental concentration, nor are they attended
to with any degree of awareness.
To become explicitly conscious of something requires exercising a certain skill. It
is inaccurate to characterize consciousness as a kind of mental m/rror. It is more the
exercising of a learned skill where we spell out the features of the world to make sense of

-J-----
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Engagements eun be un aetivity, pwpose, emotion, perception, belief, experience, or any other aspect ofhow
wc discover, interpret, or tukc account of ourse!ves und the world uround us.

"

l3urrcl1, Selfdeceplioll, p. 84·85.
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experience. At times we ail sense it to be a more reasonable policy not to spell out sorne
of our engagements to others. At other times we do not spell out our engagements to
ourselves. By adopting such a policy, however, we not only avoid becoming explicitly
conscious of what we are doing, we also set up a situation"... that allows us to avoid
becoming explicitly conscious that we are avoiding becoming explicitly conscious!"27
A distinctive orientation within psychoanalytic theory and clinical psychology
reflects a similar view ofhuman consciousness. William G1asser, the originator ofRel/lity
Therapy, challenges basic assumptions of conventional psychoanalysis by arguing that
what is really below the level of consciousness are not obscure aspects of previous life
experience, but rather, what the individual is doing in the presell/:
In a sense the patient is aware ofhis present behaviour, but il is only a meagre
awareness. Incorrectly assuming that the patient isfilily eonseious ofhis present
behaviour, the conventional therapist emphasizes the past; in so doing he misses the
extent to whieh the patient lacks awareness ofwhat he is doing now. 7ïw Reality
Therapist insists that the patient face his present behaviour.'H

Psychiatrist Scott Peck olfers a similar analysis of human consciousness when he

•

suggests that individuals often deceive themselves and avoid dealing with many of the
realities of Iife by remaining so busy thinking and talking about obsessions and
compulsions, that no time is left to become aware of basic prohlems underlying more
obvious symptoms. 29 Because symptoms often serve as signs for what we would rather
not see, there is a similar tendency to trel/t or annihilate symptoms instead offacing them
squarely to discover their meaning.
Proponents of this psychoanalytic approach olfer important insighls into the social
psychological dynamics ofhuman consciousness. A narrow - and at times - exclusive
focus on the present, with an accompanying exclusion of the significance of both the pl/st
and thefuture, can certainly, however, create its own form ofblindness.

Burrell, Self-deceptiolJ, p. 85.
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William Glasser, Rea/ity TiJerapy: A New ApproaciJ 10 l'sychialry (New York: Harper and Row, 1965), p. 55
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Peck, l'eople of/he Lie, p. 25.
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5. Overcoming and Preventing Engagement in Self-Deception
Col1ingwood, Fingarette and Burrel1 agree that self-deception enables us to pursue
a particular course of action (or a manner ofliving) without having to suffer inner conflict
and emotional turmoil: the self-deceiver does not simply avoid truth; the self-deceiver
flees awareness ofpainful truth. Like the other approaches, proponents of the moral
ambiguity approach also recognize that - by virtue of the very definition of the term selfdeception - awareness of moral right does indeed exist at sorne point prior to engagement
in self-deception. Rather than speculating on the particular intentions or motives of the
self-deceiver, however, this approach is satisfied that the avoidance ofpainfulfeelings
constitutes an adequate explanation for why an individual enters into self-deception. The
focus admirably shifts to the problem of preventing or overcoming self-deception.
An understanding of self-deception as the disavowal from consciousness of those

engagements which conflict with our values and ideals shows how preventing or

•

overcoming self-deception requires the avowal of these engagements. This presupposes
that we are both willing and able to bring into explicit consciousness painful emotions
such as anguish, guilt, shame or fear. It is entirely possible that a person may be sincerely
willMg to avow engagements, but lack the wisdom and skil1s necessary to effect a

transformation of conscÎousness. To be able to explain - to ourselves or to others - what
we are doing, or experiencing, (or what we have done or experienced) is not as simple as
we might first think. Especial1y if the motivation underlying actions is not ful1y
comprehended.
Being able to spe/l out engagements presupposes a readiness to reshape identity.
It is this intrinsic link between self·deception and identity formation which offers the

c1earest insight into what conditions must exist, and what skills are required to overcome
or prevent entrance il:':> self-deception. Within a framework for understanding the self as
story, self-deception can be described as both (a) the purposeful avoidance ofpainful

information (which we know in our heart, but refuse to make explicit in consciousness),

•

as weil as (b) an attempt to preserve a partial or false identity.
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To leam the skills necessary to overcome or avoid self-deception, and to sustain an
honest knowledge of self, we need a method suitabie for an ongoing process of selfinquiry, capable ofincorporating into a unified framework the full range of hllman
experience we seek to avow in consciousness, acknowledge to others as part of who we
are, and integrate into our self-understanding and master life story.

5.1 Meaningful Self-Disclosure: The Antidote for Self-Deception

In order to form and sustain a coherent understanding of self, or construct an
integrated identity, three fundamental things are required. These were spelled out in the
previous chapter as: (a) a master life story by means ofwhich we can integrate information
and make sense of Qur experiences; (b) the wisdom, conditions and skills required to make
our experiences explicit in consciousness, and (c) the motivation and power to act in
accordance with the beliefs and values contained in a master Iife story. These three

•

general requirements for achieving an integrated identity are also the key illgredients in the
recipe for an antidote to the poison of self-deception

5.1.1 SELF-DECEPTION AS A MISS/NG OR MEAN/NGLESS MASTER LIFE STORY

As was mentioned in chapter one, the type of outcome we envisage in our master
life story has a major impact on our present emotional state, mental attitudes, and
consequently, our behaviour and physical well-being. If a life story has a favourable
outcome, the influence on the self will tend to be positive; if the outcome is unfavourable,
the influence will tend to be negative. As David Burrell states, "Our ability to 'step back'
from our deceptions is dependent on the dominant story, the master image, that we have
embodied in our character. ,,30
We need a story that allows us to recognize our failings and enables us to accept
responsibility for those failings in a non-destructive way. But what if we can not find

•
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Burrell. Se/f-deception, p. 95.
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sufficient meaning and order in our lives? What if the outcome we envision for our life
story is wholly negative? Burrell suggests that it makes perfect sense to view a process of
denial or self-deception as a normal consequence of not having a master story capable of
making one's experiences intelligible: "Self-deception is correlative with trying to exist in
this Iife without a story sufficiently substantive and rich to sustain us in the unavoidable
challenges that confront the self. ,,31
With an understanding of self-deception as the disavowal of painful feelings from
consciousness, and the insight that identity formation and self-understanding require a
narrative structure, we can see that without a meaningful master life story capable of
rendering emotional pain intelligible, a degree of denial or self-deception seems
unavoidable. Being aware of the negative consequences ofnot having a meaningful
master story, and recognizing our basic cognitive predisposition to be selective regarding
what we choose to attend to, makes self-deception less perplexing.
Reading the inner hypocrisy, authenticity and vital lie approaches from the

•

perspective of a dominant life stOlY is revealing. The commitment to the goal of survival
in the vital lie approach not only serves as the rational moral justification for selfdeception, it may also point to the absence of a master story with the power to make the
painful and tragic realities of one's Iife intelligible and ~lIrvivable. Without a meaningful
Iife story, one can grasp how engagement in self-deceptive, yet seif-maintaining,
strategies may be viewed as the morally-preferable course of action.
The inner hypocrisy approach, on the other hand, assumes that a master story with
the power to make sense of the painful and tragic realities of one's life is virtually
constitutive ofbeing human: self-deceivers chose not to rely on their inate life story for
selfish and sinful reasons.

•

"

BUlTCn,

Self-decepliolJ, p. 88-89.
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5.1.2 SELF-DECEPTIONAND MISSING OR CORRUPT RELATIONSHlPS

Developing the necessary skills to embrace the reality of one's situation and avoid
engagement in self-deception requires a dominant life story capable of giving intelligibility
to painful feelings and harsh realities. Il requires us to recognize and respect the tàcl thal
identity formation is not a purely personal affair. Viewing the human person as relaliollal
establishes the social character of a master story. Il predetermines that the particular skills
required by the individual to avow personal experiences wiii be primarily illlel7Jersollal
skills. Overcoming or preventing self-deception cannot be separated trom the proccss
whereby we both reveal and discover ourselves in personal communication with othcrs:
And it seerns ta be anotherfact that no man [wolllan] con caille to know hilllselfIher.l·eIJ7
except as an Olitcollle ofdisclosing hilllself[herself] ta another permn. 'l'hi.' h' the le.l'son
we have learned in the field ofp.lychotherapy. When a per.l·on has heen ahle to tlisc/ose
hilllself[herself] IItterly ta another person, he (l'he]learn., how to increase his Iherl
contact with his [her] real self, and he [.l'he] may then he hetter able to direct his Iherl
destinyon the basts ofthis knowledge."

•

Any theory of knowledge or self-awareness which overlooked the basic human necd to
engage in dialogical relationships with trusting others would fail to perceive how sclfdeception can result from the absence or corruption of such relationships. Coming to a
truthful awareness of our limits and capabilities requires the affirmation and recognition of

self and olher within the context of human relationship: "The selfis constitutcd by and
continues to exist in relationship with others. People are social to the core. We can
neither become ourselves nor know ourselves apart from our relations with others, and
there can be no reality for us apart from these vital relationships. ,,]3 But somcthing elsc is
required. Il is not easy to trust ourselves to others:

32

Sidney M. Jourard, The Transparem Self(New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, 1971), p. 6.

"

Cullilon, Personal Presence: Its Effecls on 1I0nesly and Truth/lIlness, p. 5.
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Selfd!sclosure, however, requires courage. Not sole/y Ihe courage la he. as l'aul 'lïllieh
wrole ofit. bUllhe courage 10 be known, 10 be perccived hy olhers as one kno\l's hill/selfta
be. We can paraphrase Ihe Delphic oracie \l'ho advised, "kno\l' Ihyselj", and dec/are,
"make Ihyselflmo\l'n. and Ihou.,·halilhen kno\l' thyselj"."

This brings us to a consideration of the third requirement for a healthy process of
idcntity formation and r..ùral grJwth which avoids engagement in self-dcception: 1//oral

courage.

5.1.3 SELF DECEPTION AND THE ABSENCE OF MORAL COURAGE

Il is conceivable that we have both a master story capable of accommodating the
full range of our experiences and still remain unable to avow thase experiences. Such
might be the case ifwe lack a meaningful master story, or ifwe find ourselves without

tl'l1stworthy personal relationships to aid in this endeavour. A meaningful master story,
and interpersonal relationships based on mutuallove and care, are both essential if we are

•

to prevent, or to overcome, engagement in ffivareness-avoidance strategies. What we
need finally, is the courage and strength ofwill (a) to acknowledge those threatening
engagements we find difficult to bring into consciousness, and (b) to live in accordance
with our avowed beliefs and moral values. Avoiding the dynamics of self-deception
requires a degree of moral courage to endure the suffering which invariably accompanies
the acknowledgement of painful truths. And we need moral stamina to motivate us to go

on to accomplish whatever such recognition may demand from us: "What the selfdeceiver lacks is not integrity or sincerity but the courage and skill to confront the reality
of his or her situation. ,,3S
Our view of the final outcome of our master story lies at the heart of our ethical
and spiritual lives, and operates as a key motivating factor for moral action. If the
outcome is tragic, if our master story concludes with an epilogue that life is meaningles.\',

•
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Jouard, The Transparenl Self, p. 6-7.
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Martin, Se!J-deceplion and Moralily, p. 88.
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then the moral stamina w act in accordance with our knowledge of what is truthful and
morally preferable will be greatly diminished, and may significantly reduce our ability to
endure suffering and pain, and hence, to escape the urge to engage in strategies of
avoidance which can lead to, or constitute, self-deception.
Just as the character of a master story can motivate us to develop meaningful
relationships within which we can discover both ourselves and others in mutual selfdisclosure, so too can the act of self-disclosure and discovery in meaningful relationships
lead to a more empowering, positive reformulation of our master life story. Overcoming
or preventing self-deception requires such a dialogical process.

Summary

Developing and sustaining an honest understanding of self requires at least three

•

things: (a) a master story through which we can integrate and make sense of our life
experience; (b) the conditions and skills required to make our experience explicit in
consciousness; and, (c) the motivation and power to act in accordance with the beliefs and
values present in our master story. Self-deception can be understood as a normal
consequence of not having a meaningful master story capable of making life experiences
intelligible or the necessary wisdom, conditions, and skil/s to avow the full range of human
experiences.
Self-deception must be understood as a dynamic process of knowledge and
awareness evasion, which can only be properly identified and morally assessed in concrete
situations using a theory formed around the centrality of narrative. Four approaches were
examined. Each response attributed certain intentions and characterizations to the selfdeceiver which were not empirically verifiable, but were inferred or deduced trom the
underlying philosophical beliefs and ethical theories present in each approach. There can
be no verification of a general theory of self-deception trom an abstract analysis ofhuman

•

intention; moral judgments on seif-deceivers are, therefore, not verifiable.
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Ali tneories based on a metaphysics focused on the samelless i!f ail ({lIder~l'illg
substance must be rejected. We need experielltiallmoll'Iedge as weil as abstract
knowledge, which no theory can offer by itself: knowledge about self which is grounded
in personal and historical experience. It is necessary to view the self not as a static
substance, but as a configuration of personal experiences and events woven together by
the mind into a unified identity. The historical and contextual experience of the self·
deceiver can, therefore, only be assessed within the structure of narrative.
The relational character of a narrative configuration of self (identity formation)
predetermines that the particular skills and life changes we need to al'lIlI' our experiences
will be primarily interpersonal skills. Overcoming or preventing self-deception cannot be
separated from the process whereby we reveal and discover ourselves in interpersonal
communication. A meaningful master story and interpersonal relationships based on
mutuallove and care are both essential for generating the moral sentiment necessary to
overcome or avoid entrance into self-deception. Just as the character of our master life

•

story can motivate us to develop meaningful relationships, wherein we can both reveal and
discover ourselves; so too can the act of revelation and discovery within the context of
meaningful relationships lead to a more positive and power-giving reformulation ofthat
story. Overcoming or preventing self-deception requires just such a dialogical process.
Deception can easily interrupt or prevent moral growth. The challenge is to
uncover the fundamental psychological dynamics of self-deception and gain insight into
what conditions or skills are needed to avoid or overcome engagement in evasive and selfdeceived behaviour to thereby facilitate moral transformation and subsequent engagement
in politically-responsible social change.
When cultural, economic and political conditions are such that facing certain
truths results in emotional pain and psychological confusion for many people, it then
becomes necessary to undertake a broader analysis of the dynamics of social ignorance in
order to uncover the root source of much of what might - upon first glance - seem to be
solely the persona! faults and failures of individuals. This observation leads naturally to

•

the study of social ignorance in the following chapter.
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Chapter Three
Ignorance and the Coherence of Fragmented Society
1'0 say we do not understand or that we are ignorant ofthe contemporary political
situation is ta say that we are not individually or collectively responding to it in a liftenhancing way ... Rather than learning, in the sense ofdiscovering new ways of
remaking our social andphysical environment, we are pathologically and dejensively
learning natta jeel, notto see, and natta touch. J

You have dressed the wound ofmy people without concern; peace, peace you say, but
there i.i no peace. (Jeremiah 8: 11)

Discovering new ways of remaking our social and physical environrnent requires a
thorough examination ofthe social structures and mental patterns of consciousness which
help to explain social ignorance in contemporary society. A critical analysis of the
different forms which ignorance takes in modern consciousness provides a practical means

•

of exposing social contradictions and damaging myths within culture. It is important to
expos(l contradictions and debunk damaging myths. Social ignorance can have serious
moral consequence. It can contribute to the legitimation of an unjust and dehumanizing
social order. This situation offers a decisive challenge to an ethics of awareness.

1. Society as a Construct of ümscionsness

Russell Jacoby credits Sigmund Freud as the source for the radical insight that
social revolutions must happen within human consciousness as weil as social history:
IfFrelldwas "conservative"in his Immediate disregard ofsociety, his concepts are radical
in their pllrsuit ofsociety where il allegedly does not exist: in the privacy ofthe individual.
Freud undid the primai bourgeois distinction between private andpublic, the individual and
society; he Imearthed the objective roots ofthe private sllbject- ils social content.'

Larry D. Spcncc, The Politics ofSocial Kllowledge, (University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania Statc
University Press, 1978), p. 290.
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Russell Jacoby, Social Amllesia: A Critique ofColllemporary PsycllOlogyfrom Adler 10 Laillg (Boston:
Bcacon Press, 1975), p. 26.
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The confelll of consciousness is social infonnation. Freud alerts us to the
powerful force of social influence on psychic fonnation, despite his restrictive conservative
political world view and repressive cultural philosophy. More recent social science
research makes it possible to make relational and structural links between the defonnation
of personal consciousness and the social mechanisms that generate and mediate damaging
social symbols. Discovering the social roots of psychic phenomena is important. It is also
crucial to discover the various methods and techniques that privileged and powerful
members of political and corporate elites employ to manipulate social infonnation and
produce ignorance. Gunnar Myrdal, writing on the issue of international economics and
underdevelopment nearly forty years ago, spoke of the convenience ofignorance, where
... people who are better ojJhave usually done their best to keep their mind,' ojJthe
equa/ity issue. ln the jirst place they have tried to remain ignorant ofthe poverty and
distress ofpoor people. ... Ignorance is seldom random but instead highly opportunistic.
ln every country there have been whole sytems ofp.ychological and ideological barriers,
protecting the weil-ta-do classesfrom knowledge ofsocialfacts which would be
embarrassing ta them. 3

•

The pervasiveness of powerful and subtle psychological manipulations and social
deceits in contemporary capitalist society makes a frank approach to a study of social
ignorance essential. Deception, as Christopher Lasch notes, is not benign, although it may
present itself as such: "By using accurate details to imply a misleading picture of the
whole, the artful propagandist ... makes truth the principal form of falsehood. ,,' It takes
a great deal ofwork to detect, name, and eliminate these distortions and falsehoods,
especially with the increasing secrecy of economic and political affairs. Uncovering the
ways in which the human mind is foOlled, infonned or deformed by social information,
symbols, ideas, images, and signs fosters awareness, empowering people to rcclaim
control over the reflective process in personal consciousness, and the economic and
political processes in their daily lives.

3
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Gunnar Myrdal, Economie Them'Y and Underdeveloped Regions. (Bombay, India: K. K. Vora, 1958), p. 135.
Christopher Lasch, The CU/Iure ofNarcissism: American Life in an Age ofDiminishing ExpeClalion.., (Nc'W
York,N.Y.: WarnerBookslnc., 1979)p. 143.
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Awareness ofhow social ignorance obscures thefragmented character of
consciousness and social reality in contemporary society can help to identify those
particular skills and conditions needed to displace sccial ignorance with accurate and
insightful knowledge. This effort is formidable given the shear magnitude ofimpediments
preventing such a state of social awareness and engagement in contemporary society.
Many people feel compelled to adjust to damaging social trends for want of
alternative ways of acting and surviving within society. People fear the death of democracy
and freedom, as so-called international economic realities supplant democratic decisions to
attract transnational corporations to invest in the economy and money markets. Il seems to
be a time of kairos, a point in social history where an entire people are called to an awareness
ofone fundamental moral choice: uncertain and perhaps painful freedom - or slavery and the
final death of alternate social dreams? A tough moral choice indeed; often easier dealt with
by turning attention to the many diversions our culture offers. The ethical task under these
conditions and circumstances seems c1ear: to actively encourage a creative alternative (and

•

practical) political imagination togeth~r with various caunter cultural movements to build a
culture of hope for future improvements to create moral community.
A critical social imagination can motivate individuals and groups to collectively
construct life-enhancing alternatives to negative social conditions and unjust institutions.
The requirements for sustaining a life praxis guided by a moral and social vision can be
difficult to achieve. Il is necessary to form habits through repeated commitments and
actions. By so doing, one's lifestyle and identity are increasingly shaped by a movement
toward one's moral and ideal social vision, to whatever extent that is possible in the
particular circumstances ofindividuals. The development of moral awareness in today's
world requires a commitment to investigate continually onc's personallife and
contemporary political situation, to identify hidden influences and structures operating
within consciousness, producing ignorance, and influencing (and perhaps direcling) one's
daily life. Social ignorance can exist as a barrier to moral insight and human
transformation: revelatior.s and events can signal a shift in consciousness (frorn a state of

•

social ignorance to awareness) which can, in turn, lead to shifts in centraI life activities,
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habits, associations, etc.
Becoming aware of the extent of our ignorance involves searching out the
contradictions within self and society; contradictions which often exist firsl within the
structures of society, and manifest themselves secolldarily in the life experience and
consciousness of society's members. Social ignorance can easily pose as knowledge until
we are able to locate missing pieces of the social puzzle or identii)' fundamental factual or
logical inconsistencies which expose the distortion, rationalization or ideological deception
lirst believed to be hlOwledge. The wisdom in acquiring and integrating social information
is knowing how to organize new information using the tools of critical thinking to discem
the psychsocial dynamics of ignorance operating outside the normal scope ofawareness:
The real power oflanguage la ejJect social change implies a lot more than heing ahle to
create a rational discourse where justificatory elaims are respected. llle real power of
language is in ils capacity to organize irrationality. ta hring to the surface incampletely
repressedpreconscious awareness and ta rause the hlocked wishes andfantasies which move
hetween private delusion and collective il/usian.'

•

As noted at the outset, sorne believe Freud made a major contribution to the
search for tools to understand or make raliollal the unconscious conflicts and
irrationalities submerged in human consciousness. This is also the challenge of a critical
ethical inquiry into the dynamics of ignorance: to investigate personal delusion and
collective i1lu~ion to bring to the surface what exists at the level of the pre-conscious, or
what Paulo Freire refers to as sllbmerged consciousness. But is it true that ignorance is a
moral problem in developed societies?

2. The Moral Problem of Social Ignorance
Tremendous technological strides are taking place in developing a global
information knowledge base and communication network. Never has there been such a
rapid f10w ofinformation around the world. Libraries and computer databases are
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Philip Wexler, Cri/ical Social Psychology (Boston: Routledge & Kcgan Paul, 1983), pp. 139-! 40.
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brimming with vast stores of information, and daily news stories tell of evermore amazing
technological discoveries. 1s it appropriate to speak of social ignorance as a serious moral
problem? The modem world's massive storehouse of information has unfortunately also
created a deceptive social myth about a corresponding increase in human intelligence.
The moral problem of ignorance obviously has to do with the quality of
knowledge. The wisdom a person shows in deciding what is important to know, or pay
attention to, at a given time is key. The amount of information or technical knowledge a
person has is incidental to the moral quality of the person's life, and indeed, too much of
the wrong kind of information can be a major barrier to achieving a dynamic ethic of
awareness and moral transformation. Swallowing a flood of data flowing over a
computer terminal hooked up to networks on the information highway can take on the
form of addictive behaviour not unlike heavy drinking of alcohol, disengaging individuals
from dynamic sociallife and interpersonal relationships.
Il takes the wisdom generated by faith in some moral or religious vision to

•

navigate the reams of information and sort out the most important truths and insights
needed to live a moral and peacefullife in community. One moral guide a person can use
to discern the degree of wisdom present in a given situation of human Imowillg is to ask
whether it is knowing that will better enable a person to live the ethicallife he or she
aspires to live. These qualities are more important than the quantity of knowledge one
has.
The quickest means to attain a good measure of wisdom is to ponder the fact that
we don't know a great deal more than we Imow about almost everything we c1aim to know
something about... and we know very litde of the sum total of what there is to be
known. Reflections on what we do not know should form a healthy attitude of caution
about existing actions and political trends in the world. Hans Jonas defines the need to
increase awareness of our ignorance a moral imperative; without such awareness il will
not be possible to recognize the potential negative consequences of denying or ignoring
the fact and extent of human ignorance in our knowledgable but perhaps unwise

•

information age:
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171e gap beMeen Ihe ability ta foretell and the power 10 acl creates a nove! moral
problem. With Ihe latler .1'0 superior 10 Ihe former, recognition ofignorance become.\· Ihe
obverse oflhe dUly to knolV and Ihus part oflhe ct/lies that musl govern Il:e evermore
necessary selfpoiicing ofour over"ized mighl. 6

Ta police ovl!rsized mighl. .. seems an appropiiate message for those with power.
But what of the rea! victims of social ignorance, those without political and economic
power? IdentifYing and overcoming social ignorance can also empower. Along with
awareness of how social psychological dynamics operate in human consciousness, which
are also supported and mediated by social institutions to produce social ignorance, comes
the moral obligation to discern the dynamics of social ignorance on a daily basis. Insight
into the presence of ignorance-producing dynamics can signal a fundamental shi ft in
consciousness and change in one's centrallife activities. A commitment to achieve one's
optimal moral vision in life obliges us to discover these transformative tools. Realizing
one's optimal moral vision requires more than simply being true to what is kllowlI to be
true. An ethics of awareness also calls for the continuous expansion of moral vision

•

through a commitment to prevelll elliry illIO, or, depending on circumstances, 10

overcome, the awareness-killing dynamics of social ignorance.
To discover the tools of critical thinking a person needs what C. Wright Mills
called a "sociological imagination;" a mind with, "... the capacity to shi ft from one
perspective to another - from the political to the psychological;"7 or, as psychologist
Edmund Sullivan prefers to call it, a "psychological imagination" which attempts to "...
provide a critical interpretation of what is happening within people in the context of wider
social structures. ,,8

6

Hans Jonas, The Imperalive ofResponsibllity: ln Searclt ofan Elltic.' for lite Teclm%gica/ Age (Chicugo,
Ill.: University orChieago Press, 1984), p. 8.
C. Wright Mills, The Soclologicallmagination (New York: The Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 7.

8
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Edmund V. Sullivan, A Cr/tical Psychology: [merprelatio"" ofthe Personal World, (Toronto: Plenum Press,
1984), p. x.
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3. Discerning the Origin and Forms of Social Ignorance
Discerning the possible causes for social ignorance provides the theoretical
framework for a more sophisticated investigation of human consciousness in
contemporary society. It is possible to discern three interrelated theoretical categories
which explain possible sources c.r underlying causes for social ignorance.

3.1 Ignorance: The Result ofa Restricted Capacity for Awareness

Human attention is limited. People are not normally able to give their attention to
more than one or two items at a time. This basic psychological fact not only means that
our capacity for awareness is quite restricted, it also means that a degree of social
ignorance is a consti/uelll component ofhuman consciousness.
This observation may seem elementary, however, an operating awareness of our

•

ignorance is not automatie; in fact, it can be quite difficult to attain. Human beings seem
to manifest a root insecurity about losing self-esteem, which fosters a tendency to bolster
the self to compensate for insecurity: we naturally tend to profess to others how much we

kI/oU', not how much we do not know. Candid-camera on-the-street interviews with
passers-by offer ample evidence of the extent to which individuals try to avoid being
judged ignorant. Succumbing to the pressure to bolster one's self-esteem by presenting a
làvourable image of oneself to others can great1y diminish our awareness of our ignorance.
More decidedly, the structural dynamics ofhuman knowing are prohibitive for
atiaining a conscious and operating sense of our ignorance. Whenever we focus our
attention on one thing, we are paying attention to the object the mind is set on, and we are
simply not inclined to be aware of that which we are ignorant. Becoming conscious of our
ignorance requires a rigorous effort to bring to the attention of the mind those things we
are not immediately attending to; and that requires use of a method with sorne buHt-in
mechanism designed to foster self-reflexive thinking in our daily lives.

•
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3.2 Ignorance as the Product of Self-Deception

Ignorance can be understood as the product of self-deception in ail those situations
where an individual either becomes, or chooses 10 remaÎlI, ignorant ofwhat was - or could
have been - known, as a direct result of evasive actions taken by the self This is not to
suggest that we deceive ourselves each time we chose to remain ignorant. We may have a
tacit awareness that we are ignorant of a great many things - and even consciously opt to
remain ignorant of those things - without engaging in the dynamics of self-deception. The
majority of decisions we make are arbitrary choices which simply reflect our personal
interests or preferences, i.e., a decision to watch the news on one television channel rather
than cartoons on another. Still, ail such decisions reflect aspects of an individual's way of
life, and have a formative influence on identity.
On other occasions, however, such choices have greater moral significance. In
making those decisions we are not only morally responsible for what we decide to think
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about and do, we are also, in part, responsible for what we decide to exclude l'rom
consciousness. The fact that humans have a restricted capacity to know is itself not a
defence for every particular case of social ignorance, in sorne cases there is a moral
obligation to find out what we do not know.
Self-deception involves an unwillingness or inability to bring into consciousness
aspects ofwhat we value as good or sense to be Ime. Individuals can engage in strategies
which lead to the repression, raliona/iza/ion or ignorance of knowledge in such a manner
as to leave themselves unaware of that which they know is true and morally significant,
but would rather not be aware. Within an interpretive framework of the self as slory we
can understand self-deception as a vague commi/menllo ignorance which enables the self
to resist personal transformation in the interest ofpreserving a partial or l'aise identity. We
engage in the dynamics of self-deception when we chose to become or remain unaware by
following a subtle strategy of knowledge evasion. Self-deception reflects a prior decision
to remain ignorant of threatening information for fear of what changes such knowledge

•

may demand of us. When we allow ignorance to serve a functional role in personal identity
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maintenance we risk becoming self-deceived and socially ignorant, depending on whether
the choice is purely arbitrary or morally-significant.
Ignorance which results from self-deception cornes trom either an 1Illwil/illgness
or inahilily to face painful truth; it does not always constitute personal morallàilure.
Nonetheless, self-deception does represent an impediment to human transformation and
responsible social change.

3.3 Ignorance as the Result of being Misinformed or Deceived

Ignorance can also result from being misinformed or deceived. Such deception can
take many forms: information may be withhcld, information may be given in a partial or
distorted manner, or individuals can be told or taught lies. People are routinely
misinformed by othe,'s, who have themsdves been deceived or misinformed by others,
who are also unaware of their ignorance. The propagation offalsehoods can easily take

•

on the character of a social epidemic when access to enlightening social and historical
truths is kept hidden or ignored. Regardless of the particular methods employed,
misir.formation or deception occur whenever truthful knowledge of ourselves or the world
is not made available,9 or deliberately excluded trom historical and social explanations.
These ideal categories explaining sources of ignorance demonstrate that il is
impossible to explain the origin of ail social ignorance. Common sense tells us that ail
three categories contribute to the sum total of a given individual's state of ignorance.
Ignorance can, however, take on a decidedly collective character, which raises an

,

•

ln July of 1992, as nregistered lobbyist for the Nationnl Fmmers Union (NFU), 1submitted a request ta the
Aecess to !nfonnntion department of Agriculture Canada for govermnent documents on the North Ameriean
Free Trade Agre;'mont. The requests were for poliey and impact studies undertnken by the federal govermnent
to measure lmd predict the likely effects of the NAFTA on Canadian Agriculture and fnmily fmms. At flfs!,
govcmment ollicia!s mled to exempt eve,y word ofevery doel/mellt, and refused to release anything. Arter
public prolest and considerable medin coverage of the issue, several hundred pnges of documentation were
rc1enscd, however, nll infonnntion was deleted other than chronologieal data about officiaIs meetings. and the
occnsionul :-;tatcmcnl suggesting that things \Vere oroceeding weil. After the Corrunissioner for Access to
Infomlation continned that the Inw did not require the govermnent to release the documents, nlong with dozens
of phone ealls ta govermnent ollices to get movement on the requests, it becnme clear that the federal
govemment hnd no intention of relensing this criticnl infonnation to the NFU.
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important question for ethics and the social sciences: is it possible to identity one of the
above three categories (restricted capacity, seiJ-deception, deception) as the principal
origin or cause of specifie expressions ofcollective social ignorance within the dominant
cultural ethos of contemporaQ' society? Sorne sociologists believe the origin of most
social ignorance in modem capitalist societies results trom the deception of the masses by
dominant elites. This theory has appropriately been dubbed the dominant ideolog)' thesis.

4. Social Coherence, Ignorance, & the Dominant Ideology Thesis
The dominant ideology thesis proposes that the reproduction of social relations
within capitalist societies is made possible by the presence and pervasive inlluence of a
dominant cultural ideology. This approach assumes the existence of a dominant system of
images and beliefs which creates a collectively-shared false consciousness. The dominant
ideology is comprised of erroneous political and economic social explanations, which

•

members of subordinate groups and classes incorporate uncritically, and claim as their
own essential world view. The key elements of the dominant ideology thesis are outIined
by the authors of a book by that tide:
The thesis argues that in 011 socielies based on class diVisions there is a dominant dms
which enjoys control ofboth the means ofmaterial production and the meam ofmental
production. Through ils control ofideological production, the dominant cI.ISS is ah/e /0
supervise the construction ofa set ofcoherent beliefs... [which] pene/rates and inJèct.l·
the consciousness ofthe working class. .. andjimclions /0 incorpora/e the working dass
wilhin a 'ystem which is, in fact, operating against the ma/erial in/eres/.I· oj'/abor. Jf)

This theory holds that collective false consciousness is created and re-created
through the control and manipulation of the media, the selective censoring of school
curricula, and the formative inlluence of pervasive beliefs, symbols, and values which are
perpetually mediated and reinforced by the political, judicial, educational, cultural, and
economic institutions of society. Dominant ideolOb'Y is seen to originate wit"in a power

10

•

Nicholas Abercrombie et al., The Dominant Ide%gy Thesis (London, England: George Allen & Unwin,
1980), p. 2.
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bloc, eco//omic elite, political elite, k//owledge elite or sorne combination of ail such

groups who cooperatively legitimize the status quo while benefitling personally from their
preferred place in capitalist society.
Dominant ideology theories hold that members of subordinate classes and groups
remain unaware that they intemalize the dominant ideology; that is, they are not aware
that they think and act in ways which contribute to the continuance of inequitable social
relations, and that they thereby unknowingly help to perpetuate structural social injustice.
Those who posit the existence of a dominant social ideology usually do so to
explain the observed quiescence of subordinate classes and marginal groups within class
societies. The fact that members of subordinate groups - even when subjected to extreme
exploitation and degradation - often accept their subordination, is olfered as evidence for
the existence of a dominant ideology. The operating assumption is that if subordinate
groups were aware of the cause oftheir subordination and oppression, they would not
olfer explanations for economic injustice and social ills which disguise the true source of

•

social injustice, nor would they continue to give their support to the real culprits. lI
He or she who has discovered and descrihed particular social evi/s andpointed ta their
causes must accountfor the apparent absence ofrebellion or the foi/ure ta hear the coll
ta revolution. Motivated as they ojien are by what is best in the species, at great effort
and danger ta their /ives, reformers are pressed 10 conclude that theirfoi/ures are due ta
sorne malevolent socia/izing enemy that has placedfalse ideas in the minds ofthe
people. 11

Social theorists who adopt the dominant ideology thesis olfer a relatively simple
and comprehensive explanation for social ignorance. The focus is on the superstructures
of an entire society, and the members of elites who own and/or control those structures.
There are problems with the dominant ideology thesis. As Nicolaus Abercrombie
et al., point out, dominant ideology theorists make a number of assumptions which are not

"

Wilhelm Reich cxprcsscd fuis viel' in his book, Se..-I'o/: essays 1924-1934 (New York: Vintage Press, 1972):
The J1lvblem Ès 110/ Ihat the l'u/illg c/ass dissemina/es and defends ils ideology; the problem is why the masses
accepl if.

•

"

Spcncc, 711e Polilics ofSocial Kl/olV/edge, p. 59.
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verified, many ofwhich are often not examined. They include: (a) the actual relation
between ideology and dominant classes are seldom considered, (b) the apparatus for the
transmission ofideology and values is not investigated in detail, and (c) and the
incorporation of subordinate groups and classes via ideology or integration by shared
valües is ail too often simply taken for granted. In other words, empirical research is not
provided to validate the c1aims made by many dominant ideology theorists. The theory's
attraction is that it offers a tenable explanation for the coherence of unjust society. ls it
possible to explain how societies cohere in the sense that they co,.

ue to function as a

relative whole - where groups and individuals each make their contribution to flll/cliol/al
coherence - without appealing to a dominant ideology theory?

The image of society as a coherent whole is largely an illusion. Notions of national
unity and statements about the homogeneous presence of human rights and freedoms
within society can act as an idealized cllltllral construct which camouflages social
tensions, and exaggerates the degree of cohesiveness which exists within society.

•

Historical and present-day examples of social protests, organized lobby groups, labour
strikes, critical social research, and the work of development education organizations and
the churches are but a few examples of CUITent social phenomena within Canada which
reflect a considerable degree of critical social analysis and intentional organized resistance
to the status quo. By their very existence, these countervailing trends challenge the
credibility of dominant ideology theories. Along with such living examples demonstrating
the existence of critically-informed social thinking and political resistance within Canada,
there are at least three theoretical arguments which offer alternative explanations for the
production of social coherence besides the dominant ideology thesis. It is only by utilizing
ail these theoretical models that concrete situations can be analyzed and morally evaluated.

4.1 Social Coherence as Forced Compliance

Social coherence through coercion can take various forms, ranging from a visible
(aven) military presence to a more disguised (covert), but equally powerful, mIe oflaw.

•
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Politically-defined conditions for a legal slrike, along with the ever-present threat of backlo-work legislation, define, for example, the limits oflabour protest within many

democratic countries, and otfer good examples ofhow the rule oflaw can work to
orchestrate social coherence. Demonstrations offorceful coercion by military or police
agencies are rarely required; the polenlial for such physical force is ail that is required to
maintain order. 13 Obedience and satisfactory role-performance is ail dominant groups
require of subordinates, not the intemalization of an ideology.
Forceful ideological indoctrination often accompanies military force, such as
occurred in China after the Tiananmen Square massacre. 14 This compliance from military
repression ditfers from the unconscious and volunlary incorporation of values and beliefs
which happens as a result of the subtle influence of a pervasive dominant ideology, as is
argued by dominant ideology theorists. Social ignorance in coercive societies often results
not so much from forceful indoctrination (deception) as from control over access to
critical and revealing information, combined with restricted opportunities to reflect upon,
and investigate, social experience, perhaps due to a highly regimented and harsh lifestyle,

•

or the refusaI by authorities to make social knowledge available. The suppression of
critical thinking need not be accompanied by overt physical force; it can result simply from
the structural forces and realities of capitalism which individuals believe they must adjust
to in order to survive.

•

Il

Tony Wilden reviews the ways in whieh the Canadian govemmenl ean use coereive force againsl its people and
suspend human rights in his book The ImaginOlY Canadian (Vancouver, B.C.: Pulp Press, 1980). As he
explains, Ole potenlial for coercive force againsl Canadians by the R.C.M.P. and Mililary is much grealer than
wc tend 10 realize. When the federal govemmenl invoked the war measure's ael againslthe people of Quebec
during the infamous October crisis of 1970-71 - or when it sanctioned an invasion of a Mohawk reserve in
Quebec during the summer of 1990 - Canadians were reminded ofjust how quickly Canadian citizens can lose
basic rights and lrcedoms.

14

Syslematic and extensive ideological training comprised an integral part ofthe daily routine ofthose
imprisoned alter the Tiananmen Square uprising was crushed by the Chinese Army on June 4, 1989. Betwecn
3 ·4 thousand unarmed and non·violent demonstrators were, in the words of Jaggi Singh, "...
uneeremoniously kiIIed by the People's Liberation Army (PLA) of China at Tiananmcn Square." Sec, Jaggi
Singh, "Global Amnesia," The World AJ/airs Canada Quarler/y, Fall 1993, pp. 23·25. See also, Timothy
Brook, Que//ing the People: The Mi/itary Suppression ofthe Beijing Democracy Movement, (Lester
Publishing L1d. 1992).
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4.2 Social Coherence as the Manipulation of Economie Need
Social coherence can also be assured from the economic compulsion experien'~ed
by workers; what Max Weber called the "dull compulsion of economic relations". Marx
also offered a theoretical analysis ofhow the dynamics of production under capitalism
continually reproduce the separation between labour-power and the means of production.
When workers neither own nor control the means of production they must repeatedly sell
their labour-power (and their attention) in order to live. They require wages. Without
wages they can not pay their bills. If they do not pay their bills, they will find themselves
hungry and homeless. This cyclical process whereby labourers work, to earn wages, to
buy from the owners of the means of production those goods which the workers
themselves produce, forces wage-earners to reproduce and perpetuate the very conditions
and structures of exploitation that entrap them. Workers deprived of control over the
means of production are compelled to submit to managerial authority in order to live. The

•

imperatives of everyday life (buying food, meeting monthly rent or mortgage payments,
etc.) constitute a powerful coherence factor within contemporary society.
Another factor which can cause quiescence in subordinate classes is the stream of
rewards which capitalism provides individuais. Often, the greater the degree of

compliance with the capitalist system, the greater the rewards. This is a powerful
coherence factor. Rewards can easily entice members of subordinate classes to
compromise moral values and social ideals to benefit personally from the competitive
economic system. In a more pragmatic sense, workers may, as Abercrombie suggests,
fear what a courageous commitment to higher principles may mean in terms of short-term
loss and suffering: "Radical transformation by revolutionary means would lead inevitably
to disruption, exchanging the hope ofbetter things to come in sorne moment in the future
for the almost certain loss in the short and medium terms of the benefits already
enjoyed. "15

•
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Reflecting on the all-too-familiar fact ofeconomic insecurity and worry for so
many people, and the quite understandable reluctance to trade existing benefits for the
uncertain hope ofbetter things to come, reveals how subordinates are pressured to accept
the dominant value system of a structurally-unjust society without necessarily believing
that dominant ideology is good or true.
The fact that many individuals reflect critically on economic and political
conditions within society offers a strong argument against the need for an abstract theory
which conjectures the uncritical internalization ofa pervasive domina.TJt ideology by
masses of individuals. Workers do resisl exploitation. However, these purposeful
collective actions often seek only to maximize worker benefits or minimize exploitation for
the members of particular interests groups or sectors of the workforce. This form of
collective social action may modifY - but never threaten to transform - the existing system.
There is no alternative vision or system proposed, only a reformed or negotiated version
of the status quo which leaves the essentials intact:

•

The class conflict ofearly capitalism is replaced in late capitalism by class
compromise. This important development, involving the loss ofclass identityand
the fragmentation ofclass consciollsness, has arisen from the manner in which
wages are negotiated Wage negotiations, particularly in the monopolistic and
pllblic sectors ofthe economy. are efjectively ''political'' compromises between
capital and labollr represented by IInions. 16

The motivation for negotiations is often directly determined by the economic
imperative to live. At other times, negotiations are driven by philosophies of individualism
and materialism, aimed at maximizing personal pleasure and security. Given these
conditions, social ignorance may at times result from personal strategies ofknowledge
evasion (self-deception) where the compromising of social ideals and moral values are
repressed or igr.ored in the interest of self-serving short-term goals.

•

"

Abercrombie ct al., 111e Dominalll /de%gy Thesis, p. 153. Hopelessness can interrupt moral transfonnation
and social change, as Paulo Freire points out, "Hope1essness is a fonn of silence, of denying the world and
llecing trom il." Pedagogy of/he Oppressed, p. 80.

16

Abercrombie et al., The Dominant Ide%gy Thesis, p. 17.
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Sorne argue that despite the fact that actions by individuals and groups actually
resisting exploitation show a degree of awareness concerning the injustice which affects
them, there rem'!Ïns a more fundamental structural form of social ignorance. They point
to the social igl)orance members of subordinate groups suffer as false cOlIsciouslless
caused by a basic lack of agency and power which defines their lifestyle. Subordinate
members must - it is argued - incorporate a dominant ideology because their Iife testifies
that they neither see clearly the extent to which the system deforms human existence, nor
challenge the oppressive source of their experience ofalienation and powerlessness,
notwithstanding periodic bouts of resistance against oppressive aspects of the system. Is
this a sound argument?
A distinction must be made between ideological illcorpora/ioll and legitima/ioll of
the social arder. As Jürgen Habermas exp!ains, the concept oflegitimation is not
equivalent to that ofideology indoctrination. Legitimation of the social order (social
hegemony) is often achieved by steadily increasing the leve1 ofmaterial rcwards. A

•

legitima/ion crisis becomes increasingly more Iikely with the growing inability of the
social system to deliver instrumental rewards. If Habermas is correct, individuals only
believe in the system in so far as the system is able to meet the personal needs or demands
of society's members. In other words, they may disagree with the basic values and
principles of society, but conditionally accept the system, as long as they are not
personally made to suffer too much.
In Canada, for example, it is obvious that the political struggle of labour has been

•
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channelled - at least until the present time l7 - into the maximization of economic rewards
through institutionalized wage bargaining. This economism need not be based on either
consciolls

or IInconsciolis adherence to a particular social philosophy or political ideology.

lndeed, a growing number of Canadians are consciously opposing numerous policies and
programs of the neo-liberal (also referred to as neo-conservative) corporate agenda of the
federal government.
The failure of the majority of citizens to insist on the dismantling of inequitable
structures and to work for a fundamental reorganization of society may be primarily
rooted in the workers' experience ofcapitalism. Workers may struggle to maximize
personal benefits while complying with the logic of the economic system simply because
they need to live. This is especially Iikely to be the case when people have no hope that
the fundamental structures of the system can be changed for want of practical or
economically-feasible alternatives. It would be foolish to draw the conclusion that
participation and compliance to unjust powers and structures with such a view is evidence

•

for the internalization of a dominant ideology.

17

•

There is a relatively new phenomenon within Canada social movements, with the emergence of a national
coalition of social groups and labour unions which unite many differoot sectors ofthe population together in
one umbrella organizalion: the Aclion Canada Network, an organization that came into being as a coalition of
groups fighting the unification of the BCNI and eonservative govemment agendas in a neo-conservative
program. This organization has a more radical agenda than has been evident in either collective bargaining
wiUlin labour unions or the lobby efforts ofvarious community-based interest groups. This coalition came
together to oppose the Canada-U.SA Free-Trade Agreement, continued to resist the implementation ofthe
N011h Ameriean Frce Trade Agrcement (NAFTA), and now works to maintain Canada's social safety net and
sovercignly ovcr its own alfairs. Having participated in the Action Canada Network Assemblies representing
sevcral organizalions (Rural Dignity of Canada, Cooper Institute and thc National Farmers Union) it has
bccome obvious to me that, despite the fact that no clear and unanimous consensus on ail issues exists among a
growing list ofmcmber organizalion and groups, the Action Canada Network, nonetheless, represents a viable
new social movement which has as a shared objective and long-term agenda to work for a more significant
transformation of society than has been evident witllin Canada during recent times. The recent signing ofthe
GATT agrcement (Dcc. 1993) and NAFTA (Jan. 1994) by the Liberal govemment has sent destabilizing shock
waves through the ACN as a national organization and its future seems more uncertain. The labour movement,
the backbone ofthe ACN, continues to sullèr severe selbaeks as commitrnents to collective bargaining are
broken and ignored with impunily.
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4.3 Social Coherence as the Result of not having Alternatives

In ms discussion ofideology and social cohesion in American society, I\Iichael Mann

makes a distinction between normative acceptance, where the individual internalizes the
moral expectations ofthe ruling class, and views ms or her own inferior position as legitimate;
and pragmatic acceptance, where the individual complies because he or she perceives no
realistic a1ternative. 18 Canadian social psychologist, Peter Archibald, considers the inability
to imagine or hope for practical social alternatives the primary reason for low participation
among workers in the political process during the 50's in Canada:
... if is ml/ch less ignorance than a sense of"fatalism " which leads to the low

participation by workers in interest grol/ps and the official polit/cal process. ln this
regard if is noteworthy thatfeelings ofpowerlessness have been shawn to limit
information seehng, political participation and within-.lystem protest activity (Gore and
Rotter 1963).19

The presence of coercive forces can make a significant contribution to the inability
of workers to imagine life-enhancing social alternatives and work towards the realization

•

of a new society. The economic imperative to live olten coexists with an ever-present
threat of forced social repression, and can quickly stifle the emergence of an alternative
political imagination.
Pursuing clearly-articulated social alternatives and sustaining organized opposition
to the status quo requires considerable organizational skill and effort. Compliance with
the status quo may come down to the pragmatic fact that people do not have the money,
time, or energy to accomplish such feats. There are many factors which mitigate against
progressive, organized social change. In capitalist societies, effective political education
and organization is crucially impeded by the division oflabour; the mobility and instability
of the work force; a structurally sustained high unemployment rate, which increases
competition and insecurity among workers; homelessness, poverty and alienation within

•

\8

Michael Mann, "The Social Cohesion of Liberal Democracy," American Sociological Review, vol. 35, no. 3,
1970, p. 425.

"

Peter W. Archibald. Social Psychology as Political Economy (Toronto, Ontario: McGraw-HiIl Ryerson
Limited, 1978), p. 147.
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urban centres; and families and communities coming apart in the continuing dissolution of
rural towns and villages.
The ability to imagine and decide to realize practical social alternatives - and then
to engage in an actual strategie action campaign to effect change in the direction ofgoals
we chose - becomes ever more difficult as transnational corporations and world financiers
rapidly increase their ownership and control of resources and economies throughout the
World. It appears that we are weil established in what Christopher Lasch referred to as
the Age ofDiminishing Expeclalions. Signs of a cultural shift from optimism to
pessimism are everywhere. The character ofnegotiations between owners and workers

within our Iiberal culture in decline has shifted from an attempt to maximize persona!
security by attaining increased benefits to an attempt to mitigate the further loss ofsame.
Private dreams are viewed as less realizable. Motivated by feelings ofuneasiness and fear,
the modem anxious mind finds itselfpondering images ofvarious worsl case scenarios to
be avoided, rather than developing strategies to attain one's dreams. With high

•

unemployment workers make fewer demands for fear ofbeing replaced; newlyweds soon
abandon their dream ofowning their own home, as they struggle to pay monthly rent; etc.
A social vision with positive goals - such as the equitable distribution of wealth
among ail members of society - may still be privately cherished by the majority of people,
but a sense of powerlessness and personal insecurity work to destroy the beliefthat such a
moral social vision is realizable under existing circumstances. With no creative praxis or
practical strategies to realize a more desirable social vision, social imagination tends to
become abstracted from the historical social process, and gradually becomes more like a
fantasy than a fundamental lire goal around which one orders thinking and central Iife
activities. It is painful to dream continually of a better world once hope in the possibility
ofbeing able to realize one's dream disappears.
Negative social visions embodying fatalistic outcomes are increasingly evident in
the culture and collective consciousness of people. Contemporary experience seems to
echoe Horkheimer and Adorno's pessimistic conclusion that the Enlightenment process

•

would culminate not in social emancipation and transcendent spirituality, but rather, in
ID3

•

mass culture, providing only empty entertainment, petty amusement, and a deceptive state

of social ignorance.
4.4 Noam Chomsky: Ideological Indoctrination as Manufacturing Consent
Linguist, media critic and activist, Noam Chomsky, has remarked that about 80%
of the population incorporate the values of the dominant culture, or in other words,
intemalize an ideology. Is he offering a variation on the Dominant Ideology thesis? ln his
book, Manufacturing Consent, Chomsky investigates the dynamics and mechanisms of
thought control in a democratic society. The key components ofhis extensive research on

the manipulation of consciousness by the media has recently been profiled in a tilm by
Necessary Illusions and the National Film Board ofCanada, with the same title as

Chomsky's book: Manufacturing Consent.
Chomsky borrowed the phrase from Walter Lippman's book, Public Opiflion

•

(1921), where Lippman uses the expression to describe how technological developments
were enabling the ruling elites to utilize new techniques of media and public information
control, representing a virtual revolution in control of the mass population. This echoed
the age-old political view of democratic society which says that ignorant masses are
incapable ofgrasping why certain social and politieal decisions need to be made, and that
it is often in their best interest to be lied to and kept ignorant. Members of the political
elite fear that if common citizens are given revealing social knowledge they would likely
become too arrogant to submit to a rule oflaw. They deem it better not to risk such
social disruptions, chosing rather to create the illusion of public consent, while, in truth, it
is on1y a handful of people belonging to the privileged c1ass who actually set the course for
social change. To ensure the continuance of the dominant society, this specialized c1ass
employ necessary il/usions to manufacture consent for the dominant view of things.
These illusions are communicated to the public through cultural mechanisms and media
institutions which regurgitate propaganda, and systematically divert the attention of people

•

away from social contradictions and activities which would, if they were known, cali into
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question the legitimacy and authority of the established leaders, and perhaps the moral
legitimacy of the established order.
Who are the targets of propaganda? Chomsky outlines how the dominant elites
need to package propaganda in two distinct ways to ensure social coherence and
ideological conformity. First, the political c1ass - about 20% of the population which plays
sorne role in public and politicallife - are provided information and propaganda which
appears to foster political debate. Politicians and business elites appear to take serious
note of their enlightened concems and ideas. In reality, the debate is highly constrained
and never directly challenges the ruling elites and the system they own and control.
The remaining 80% of the population are encouraged not to think and not to pay
attention to anything important. They are encouraged to trust the professionals,
bureaucrats and politicians who !mow. With the majority of the population, the main aim
is to subvert critical thinking by doling out a constant supply of diversions, among which
are sports, entertainment, tabloid information, romance novels, etc. In both targeted

•

groups, the aim of ideological propaganda is to quash investigation of the institutions and
authorities within society and to mobilize public support for the dominant syst~m.
Chomsky goes far beyond advocating a simple abstract theory of ideological
indoctrination; he exposes the mechanisms and structures by which information is filtered,
processed, censored or distorted to win public consent. He thereby encourages people to
think critically and become socially aware. He explains how the elite media, i.e., the New
York 1ïmes and major television networks, are beholden to the corporate elites who buy

advertising; approximately 60% of newspaper content is advertising. Not only does this
connection ensure that the elite media's true clis/amers (corporate - political elites) are not
fundamentally challenged, it can at times resu1t in explicit acts of complicity and cover-up
between the dominant media and the dominant corporate and political elites, where the
media deliberately suppress damaging social information.
Chomsky has provided powerful research into such a case of complicity with the
American involvement in the atrocities which the Indonesian govemment has inflicted on

•

the people of East Timore since the invasion in 1975. This ongoing campaign ofgenocide
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and mass displacement has resulted in the murder ofhundreds ofthousands ofTimorese
citizens. Chomsky claims that the U.S. has not only refused to push for action at the
United Nations on behalf of the Timorese, it has supplied approximately 90% of the amIs
to the Indonesian government to effect the slaughter. The Western media has given so
little attention to the atrocities against the Timorese that few Western citizens are even
aware of the reign of terror.
Chomsky and Edward S. Herman found that although the genocide which
occurred in East Timore under the Indonesians was equally as horrid as that which
occurred in Cambodia under the Pol Pot regime, the degree and type of media coverage
the two cases received in the Western press was quite different. Between 1975-1979, the

New York Times carried 70 column inches ofbiased coverage on the genocide of the East
Timorese, and an astounding 1,175 column inches of coverage on the Pol Pot genocide.
Chomsky and Edward draw two conclusions from their studies: 2t1 (a) the dominant elites
do nothing to prevent genocides unless there is sorne vested political, economic or military

•

interests to defend or serve; and, (b) the media elite can keep the vast majority of people
ignorant about the truth by distorting, or simply withholding, insightful information. The
local media, although not coercively forced to reproduce the distortions, do so as a matter
of routine each morning when the major news stories (Le., the New York 7ïmes daily news
lineup) come in on the wire.
Does Noam Chomsky support a Domi:lant Ideology thesis? As a critical thinker,
Chomsky is interested in challenging ail forms of social authority to test whether they are
legitimate. The structures of control in society prevent people l'rom having the kind of
information needed to investigate and demand moral accountability from authorities. If
people internalize the values of the system, il is only because they don't know the full
truth. Chomsky believes it is within the capacity of human beings to discover the truth
about the world by asking questions and working to attain a different perspective on

20
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Noam Chomsky & Edward S. Hcnnan, The Po/itica/ Ecollomy ofHumall l/ig/us: Va/ume J & 2 [Th"
Washington Conncclion and Third World Fascism; Aftcr the Cataclysm: Postwar Indochina and th"
Reconstruction of the Irnpcrialldcologyj, (Montréal, Qucbcc: Black Ros" Books, 1979).
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society than that presented by the dominant elites. His is a campaign of critical education
for social justice. If citizens incorporate the dominant ideology, they do so primarily
because they are being hood-winked into believing lies, not as ri result of actually believing

in the distorted and unfair system beneath the superficial ideological justifications.
In the final analysis it is not very helpful to think in terms of a pervasive
internalization of the existing dominant ideology to explain social ignorance or social

cohesiveness in c1ass societies. The existence oflegal, political, military and economic
structures and conditions which exert a coercive and stifling influence on society's
members offer valid alternative explanations for the presence of social cohesiveness and
collective ignorance. The organized response of the people following the elimination of
such coercive forces has, in numerous historical cases, demonstrated that subordinate
classes and marginal groups were neither as ideologically-incorporateù nor socially
ignorant as social theorists had suspected: changes in social structures and conditions
finally provided the historical opportunity for the effective awakening ofa repressed or
dormant knowledge, generating transformative awareness and dynamic moral praxis.

•

Individual members of society may not be free from the influence of a dominant
ideology. These general reflections on the dominant ideology thesis, and coercive social
forces, are meant to show how the character and functioning of a dominant ideology must
be identified, analyzed and explained in terms which make sense of the actual situation
within society. !Jthough dominant ideology theories offer attractive explanations for both
social ignorance and social cohesiveness, they remain abstract theories unsubstantiated by
the concrete historical experience of individuals, groups and classes within society. It is
important to remind ourselves that, "
in sorne abstract form, "21 and that,"

the people never experience dominant ideologies
the functional relation ofideology and economy is .

. . specifiable only at the level of concrete societies. There cannot be a general theory of
ideology. ,,22 The uncritical acceptance of any abstract theory prec1udes undertaking

"
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Richard Groncau, cd., PopularC,li/llres alld Political Prac/ices, (Toronto, Ontario: Garamond Press, 1988)
p.24.
Ahcrcrombic ct al., The Domilloll/ldeology Thesis, p. 185.
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critical social analysis, and can be the source of a fonn of social ignorance where the
entirety of one's life experience is founded on a distorted or false relationship with reality.
An ethical investigation of the social psychological structural dynamics of
ignorance tells us that social ignorance not only results from the uncritical acceptance of
an abstract social theory, such as sorne variation of the dominant ideology thesis, or sorne
over-arching cultural world view; it can also result from the reprodl/ction ofsocial
fragmelllation in hl/man cOllsciol/slless, encouraging individuals to regard abstract social

knowledge as concrete knowledge; a mental process which destroys the means whereby
the particulars of social knowledge can be properly assimilated into a dynamic and
critically-enlightened social analysis. This mental process produces a confusion from
shifting I/Ilcollsciol/sly from concrete (experiential) to abstract (fully human) knowing.
We may have reams ofinfonnation about society, but no way to integrate that information
into a revealing social theory which offers clear insight into what is occurring within
society. We remain at a loss to know what we need to do to respond to situations in an

•

enlightened moral way.
Political and economic structures within pluralist societies provide a social context
wherein social ignorance takes the fonn of highly dispersed social knowledge. The result
for individuals is a fragmented human consciousness which alienates people from the
historical facts and concrete dynamics of their social world. Members of society obtain
only an abstract understanding of - and relationship to - society, and suffer a diminished
capacity for transfonnative action.

5. Ideological Ignorance and Abstract Society
In his book, The Abstract Society, Anton Zijderveld offers an insightful cultural
analysis of modem pluralistic society. The thesis ofhis book is contained in the following
statement:

•
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Modern society is essenlial/y abslracl society which is increasingly IInable ta provide
man wilh a clear awareness ofhis [herJ identily and a concrete experience ofmeaning,
realityandfreedom. This abslracl nalllre ofsociety is callsedprimarily by its plllralism,
i.e., by ils segmentation ofils inslil';llionaf stmclllre."

What Zijderveld means by abstraet society is that society becomes increasingly
abstract in the experience and eonseiol/sness of society's members. Society is not a fixed
reality, or independently existing entity; it is, he tells us, "... nothing but a concept which
refers to the actions and interactions of countless individuals...24 Zijderveld believes that
theideas underpinning the process of modernization have not only changed the socioeconomic and socio-cultural structures of society, but have done so in a manner with
grave implications for the epistemological and psychological constitution ofhuman beings,
e.g., human consciousness.
Summarizing the key elements of Arnold Gehlen's influential philosophical
anthropology,25 Zijderveld explains how human consciousness underwent a qualitative
change during the transition from traditional (feudal) to modern (industrial) society.

•

Although he acknowledges that the pre-modem world view of medieval European society
was based on an highly idealized metaphysics, he suggests that rather than alienating
individuals from their lived-in social world, the medieval metaphysical world view
permeated the entire culture, and actually served to cement social relations in a typically

2.1

,.,
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Anton C. Zijderveld, The Ab..lmcl Society: A CI/III/raI Allaly..i.. of 01/1' Time (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, 1970), p. 48.
Zijderveld, 71,e Ab..tract Society, p. 49.
Like Zijdelveld, Wolfart Pannenberg, in his study,AlI/hl'opology ill Theological Per..pective, (philadephia:
The Westminster Press, 1985) bases his theorelieal approach on thc philosophical anthropology ofArnold
Gehlen. Gehlen furtllcr devcloped the theoretical positions of Max Scheler found in his grounè-breaking book,
Mali'" Place ill Nallll'e (Boston, 1961) as weil as the work ofHelmuth Plessner. The dominant orientation of
this anthropologieal approach holds that human bcings must be interpreted in terms of their behaviour and
social eondue!. Unlike behaviourism, however, this approach recognizes the special dignity and status of
hWllan bcings, evidcneed by the eapacity for self-transcendence, or, what Plessner called exocentricity, and
bOUl Scheler and Gehlen relèrred to as opelllle" ta the IVorld. Zijderveld speaks ofthis capacity in terms of
what he ealls the Homo DI/plex theorem. This eapacity to either transcend, i.c., go 01/1 of the self, or retreat
IVilhill the ego is central to both Pannenberg's and Zijderveld's anthropology and cultural analysis.
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community (Gemeillschafi'G) fashion:
Medieval man lived and thoughtzmder the spell ofabstract metaph)'sics. butthis
abstraction did not enter into his [ha1 consciousnes.l· as an alienating force. On the
contrary. sociallifê was firml)' rooted in a strict stratification pattern. which abstract
metaph)'sics helped ta explain and legitimale."

With the coming of the democratic and industrial revolutions - ushering in what is
referred to as modernity - the old political and economic order crumbled. Democratic
governments gradually replaced monarchies; capitalism quickly supplanted feudal
economies based on barter and trade mercantilism. These characteristic changes in social
order define the political and economic transition from feudalism to modern society and
have been detailed and c1arified by a number of sociologists. 2H Mapping the road from the
medieval to the modem world becomes somewhat more difficult when an attempt is made
to discern the impact of the political (democratic) and economic (industrial) revolutions on
human consciousness. Examining the historical consequences of these continuing social
processes on the development of human consciousness remains a key task for a critical

•

social psychology and ethics.
5.1 Pluralism: the Social Source of Fragmented Consciousness

What replaced the abstract homogeneous metaphysical world view of the
European feudal era? One inclination might be to respond promptly with the princip/es
and values of Iiberal democracy, but, upon more careful reflection, we can see that this

answer is far from satisfactory. Although the principles and values ofliberal democracy
may constitute a social philosophy which defines the fundamental character of the
dominant cultural ethos of Western industrialized nations, they do not signify a

•

"

This fonn of social organization will be defined and clarified in ehapter six.

"

Zijdcrveld, The Abslract Society, p. 64.

28

For an excellent soeiologieal analysis orthe impact orthe industrial and demoeratie revulutiuns un sociulogy
and politieal theory, read Robert A. Nisbet, The Sociological Tradition (New York: Basic Books, 1966),
especially chapter two, "The Two Revolutions."
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comprehensive and unified metaphysical or religious world view.
What then, replaced the abstract metaphysical world view which characterized
human consciousness during the feudal era? The most we can answer is religious and
metaphysical pluralism. This is truly one of the central and defining marks ofmodemity;

democratic societies reflect in their pluralist character the loss of the unifYing and sociallycementing force of a culturally-shared metaphysical world view. In many ways this has
been a liberating and positive change: it gave rise to the emergence of emancipatory
critical thinking, scientific and technical discovery, and - as a result of the plurality of
world views within society - continues to challenge human beings to become more
tolerant, open-minded and understanding of other religions, cultures and points ofview. It
has also, however, brought negative social consequences and human liabilities. These
unwanted effects have prompted key questions which have guided social psychological
inquiry for countless contemporary analysts and theorists such as Eric Erikson, Kenneth
Kenniston and Eric Fromm. Within an existentialist-psychoanalytic approach, such writers

•

speak of the philosophical paradox and psychological burden of modem freedom. More
is said on this cultural analysis in chapter six.
Regardless of whether this monumental change in consciousness is welcomed or
lamented, there is no question that the democratic and industrial social revolutions have
fundamentally altered how human beings think, act, and relate to one another:
We see thatthe process o[growing human [reedom has the same dialectic character that
we have noticed in the process o[individual growth. On the one hand il is a process o[
growing strength and integration, mastery o[nature, growing power o[human reason,
and growing solidarity wilh other human beings. On the other hand this growing
individuation means growing isolation, insecurity, and thereby growing doubt concerning
one~v own role in the universe, the meaning o[one's life, andwilh allthat a growing
feeling o[one's own powerlessness and significance as an individual. 29

In an attempt to c1arifY the transformation of human consciousness which occurred
with the transition from feudal to modem society, Zijderveld introduces a theory
developed by the Dutch historian Jan Romein. By means of a cross-cultural comparative
analysis, Romein formulated a theory of human consciousness which draws a sharp
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Eric Fromm, Escape From Freedom, (New York: Hait, Rinehart and Winston, 1976), pp. 35-36.
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contrast between members of industrial and non-industrial societies. Romein outlines the
basic characteristics of consciousness within non-industrial societies with the use of a
model he caUs the Common Hl/man Pattern (CHP). His thesis is that rather than
perceiving non-industrial peoples as having primitive consciousness (primitive understood
as underdeveloped or infantile) we should, instead, regard the character of consciousness
in members of industrial societies as a deviation trom the Common Human Pattern.
Romein attributed the following characteristics to the Common Human Pattern:
(a) a subjective attitude toward nature and the inability to objectitY the world, (b) a
conception oflife as part of a cosmic philosophy, (c) thinking patterns which are not
abstract in the formalistic and rational sense of the word, but concrete and pragmatic,
(d) life experience rooted in the here and now, where the stream oftime is neutralized in
the myth of the eternal return, and (e) an attitude which accepts and respects established
authority.
We can see that the type of social integration existing between members who share
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this Common Human Pattern is similar to what sociologist Emile Durkheim defined as
mechanical solidarity - as distinct trom the organic solidarity resulting trom the

interdependence ofmembers living in a pluralist and structurally-differentiated society.
With increased sensitivity in recent times to native culture and traditional aboriginal
lifestyle - many aspects of which echo the description of CHP oftèred by Romein Canadians are now in a better position to appreciate the insights of this form of
comparative cultural analysis. With the worsening environmental crises confronting the
world, important lessons can be learned about sustainable lifestyles from such inquiries.
We can also better comprehend the radical consequences which the industrial and
democratic revolutions have had for contemporary thinking and acting.
There is little doubt that the historical movement trom a c10sed (feudal) to an
open (modern) and undetennined world view has r'ldically altered the structure ofhuman

consciousness. Zijderveld and Romein believe that the Enlightenment gain!!d, by way of a
new sense of personal treedom and responsibility, but also fast, by way of a certain
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psychological and social security. The combination of modern science and technology,
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democratic pluralism and the structures and logic of capitalism have worked together to
create an increasingly complex and fragmented social reality, shaping human
consciousness and experience:
Wilhin Ihese seclors an increasing division oflabor (specializalion) became mandalory,
which again increased Ihe already eSlablished inslitulional complexity, In Ihis way, an
"inlernal pluralism" within inslilulional seclOrs accompanied Ihe "exlernal pluralism"
belween Ihese seclors. Seclors divide inlo sub-seclors, funclions inlo sub-funclions,
positions inlo sub-positions. The individual is required 10 consln/cl a more or less
coherenllife span in Ihis inslitulionallabyrinlh. 30

While the Enlightenment brought a new awareness and experience of personal
autonomy, it also gave each individual the burden of constructing personal identity and
finding meaning in a pluralistic, fragmented world. This was not always such a difficult
task with homogenous cultures and supporting social structures. Capitalism, however,
fosters competition and division, leaving individuals and families cut-offfrom - and
distrustful of - others. Social security support programs are waning from cuts in funding;
economic insecurity and poverty are increasing. People are increasingly being left to find
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their own way to survive by adjusting to a hostile social environment which lacks the
coherence of community and is fragmented in character:
... modern man seems la slay in an open universe with ils co-ordinales cn/mbling off. He
[shel often seems 10 be left alone with a deep feeling ofmeaninglessness, unreality and
absllrdity. He [.l'he} knows afrighlening awareness ofbeing compelled 10 realise freedom
and crealivity witholll or even againsllraditional sln/clures. JI

This poses a central problem for ethics: what is the appropriate moral and political
response for members of modern society to build social solidarity, and how are we to
transcend, through organized collective social action the complex and fragmented sources
of negative impacts and implement sustainable and democratic alternatives?

•
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Zijdcrvcld, The Abstracl Society, p. 74.

J\

Zijdcrvcld, The Abs/racr Society, p. 57.
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5.2 Constructing Identity in Modern Pluralistic Society

The process of identity fonnation necessarily involves meaningful interpersonal
relationships which make mutual disclosure and self-discovery possible. Social values and
cultural ideals always influence the character of identity: we construct identity with the
nonns, values and character ideals presented to us !Tom within our family, community
traditions and wider social culture.
A critical analysis of the impact of pluralist society on life experience and human
consciousness examines the connections between social and cultural changes, and changes
in thinking, habits, and lifestyles. The key to insightful analysis is making the root
connection between the type offormative social values and cultural ideals available in
modern !Tagmented society and the impact of those cultural models and symbols on
personal identity fonnation. The process wherein an individual continuously constructs
and refonnulates identity is not only influenced by the available coll/ent - comprising

•

principles, values and idealized images of particular character types present within culture- but even more fundamentally, by the structure of social relations. One's actual proce.\:v
ofengagement with the social world understood as praxis, social location (place), and
daily roufine operates as a primary detenninant of identity.

For those living in modern pluralist societies such as Canada, the increasing
fragmentation of society into sectors and sub-sectors tends to isolate individuais from one
another, encapsulating them in private and segregated worlds. This encourages the
development of an abstract consciousness of society, and frustrates the process of
integrating life experience into a coherent, meaningful, dynamic and narrative account of
identity:
The individual in this pluralistic society encolmlers considerable problems in
eSlablishing his [her] "idenlity". While Ihe CHI'-man has his idenlily ascrihed 10 him
[her] righl ajier birth, modern man caughl up in various partial allegiance.\· is faced hy
many choices ofidentity conslmclion."

•

"

Zijderveld, The Abslracl Society, p. 72.
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Living between various institutional sectors, each requiring a behaviour that conforms to
its autonomous norms and values, Zijderveld believes the individual will automatically
develop a pluralistic and malleable identity.
Marxian dualism ofconflicting classes has changed into a situation in which industrial
man !womanJ, from worker to manager, jeels threatened by an abstract reality, usually
called "the system ". Such an abstract and levelled society does not, ofcourse, have the
power to form the identity ofthe individual coherently. The modern individual wonders
what his [herJ place actually is within the still obvious inequalities ofincome, wealth,
status and power. The world becomes vague ID him [herJ.33

A specialized and fragmented set of social relations obviously tends to discourage
the ali-important cognitive and moral process whereby the multi-varied aspects of personal
experience are integrated into a coherent and intelligible whole. In abstract society we
become specialis/s ill ourfield by continuously attending to a relatively limited number of
items. We become increasingly ignorant ofeverything else to the degree to which we
selectively focus attention on fewer things, and do not spend time reflecting on the
connected meaning of things.

•

Not only is it extremely difficult to construct an integrated and meaninglùllife spall,
given the fragmented character of social experience, what is perhaps more important, from
the perspectives ofsocial psycholo/:,'Y and ethics, is the consummate effect such a lifestyle has
on the individual. Ifbody and mind is encapsulated in the world of a laboratory, factory,
university, or government department, trapped beneath increasingly constricting social forces,
then there is not likely to be either the time, means, nor inclination to obtain even a basic
awareness ofthe internai workings - and the cultural, economic and pulitical significance - of
other sec/ors and sub-sec/ors of society. The individual can, for numerous reasons, fail to
integrate insights trom different areas into a unified, comprehensive understanding of society.
Such a situation makes people subject to manipulation and exploitation.
This process whereby individuals become ellcapsllla/ed in a private microscopie

•

Zijderveld, 71le Abstract Society, p. 73. Alasdair Maelntyre says mueh the same thing while diseussing the
relation belwccn narrative and identily in After Virtlle: "... to think of a human life as a narrative nnity is to
tllink in a way alicn to the dominant individualist and bureaucratie modes ofmodem culture." p. 211.
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world connects with the psychologicallimitations of human attention discussed in chapter
one. The key sociological insight from a realization of the psychologicallimits of human
attention is that within a pluralistic. highly technological and fragmented social reality.
human autonomy no longer has a great deal offreedom to resist encapsulation in private
worlds dominated by an abstract social consciousness. The range of human choice has
become increasingly restricted to concems about what particular microscopic concrete
world we prefer, or have available to us, in which we will then live out our day-to-day
functional routine. The particular demands of a given c10sed routine establish a limited
range of life experiences, and determine the particular skills needed to function adequately
within that particular bl/real/craticjragmen/, work sector, or perhaps, ghetto of society.
In the vast majority of spaces within the system, the available and competing options
differ Iittle: they ail offer a life experience and human consciousness marked by
fragmentation. Like a house full of rooms full of oppressed people - separated from one
another only by structural walls - individuals encapsulated in a fragmented social world -
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in a system that forces individuals to compete against others - can easily fail to see the
bigger picture of social life, as weil as the degree of social solidary and power that could
come from a shared analysis, understanding and social vision uniting the people in the
different rooms in a common project of their own making.

5.3 Pluralism, Everyday Routine, and the Unity of Lire Experience
The concepts of daily rOl/tine and everyday life experience are insightful for an
ethical investigation of the social psychological dynamics of human consciousness and
moral awareness. What are the normal social explanations which guide citizens in their
day-to-day involvement with society? Is there a foundational pattern in human
consciousness which structures the discernment and moral evaluation of social
explanations? To fathom how people participate in the reproduction of social relations,
discovering what they actually do and think when they move from job to home to social
activities, leisure activities, associations and organizational involvements, etc., it is

•
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necessary to find a language which can report the observations on the day-to-day, weekin-week-out, lifestyle ofindividuals.
Arthur Brittan suggests in his book The Privatized Wor/d that it is not necessary to
formulate a theory of pluralism to guide us in social analysis; experience itse1fconfirms that
p/uralism constitutes the basic structure of everyday life in contemporary industrialized
capitalist nations:
Whether or not il was ever possible ta construct over-arching world views, the fact
remains Ihat pluralisation is the "normal" way in which participants live their lives today,
Everyday lifè,from this point ofview, is a mish-mash ofunrelated and encapsulated
routines, each ofwhich is taken for granted by participants. 34

Pluralist society constitutes the paramount reality in which we live our daily lives in
Canada. This social fact defining lived experience is so obvious that it is often completely
overlooked. Never attending to routine, or subjecting the ordinary to analysis and
reflection, can lead to a particular form ofblindness or subverted consciousness which
leaves us unaware of the subtle processes of social change taking place before our very

•

own eyes. This form of social ignorance cornes as a result ofa lack of sensitivity and
attention to the immediate world of daily experience, and is often a direct consequence of
abstract consciousness: "In so far as participants are not 'conscious' of the ordinariness of
everyday routine, they have no need to examine the typicality of the world they live in.
But, of course, the world does not stand still, routines are interrupted, personal and social
crises infiinge on the calm ofmundane reality.,,3s
By not attending to everyday life, individuals can fail to have a dynamic and
Immediate relationship with the world; they begin to view the world only indirect/y,
through a l'eificatiolt of the social world which presents itself as fragmented images and
unsubstantiated theories. The social meaning of an individual's life under these
circumstances becomes the particular, specialized, and localized, functional contribution
to fragmented society.

BriUan. The l'rivatised IVor/d (London, England: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1977), p. 22.
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BriUan, The l'rivat;zed IVar/d, p. 2 J.
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5.4 Abstraction and Social Location: The Significance for ldentity and Awareness
A number of authors have drawn attention to the importance of social location and
geography in identity formation. It was earlier noted that Jim Cheney's understanding of
ethics as bioregionalnarrative offers one means of grounding life narratives in geography
- rather than in sorne obscure linear notion of the self This approach can help us avoid
the danger of tola/izing or abstract discourse. What does this perspective have to say
about the significance of social location for identity in a society where fragmentation,
social uncertainty and abstraction are the characteristic and defining marks ofboth
personal conscïollsness and lived experience?
Ifselfand geography are bound together in a life narrative providing a sense of
identity, it is essential that we gain a c1earer understanding of the geography (!(
abstraction; or, to put it another way, how abstract consciousness interferes with our
ability to ground identity in whatever geo-political social reality we cali home. To relate

•

to the world through abstractions, rather than through the immediate experience of
concrete engagement in society, is to distance onestlffrom the narrative grounding which
underpins a sense of self. As Zijderveld notes, a small rural community presents a good
example ofhow abstraction increases with distance and size, with significant repercussions
for identity formation and the quality and style of community Iife:
Iflhis commllnity is nol affecled yel by Ihe emigration ofyollnger generalions 10 the
IIrban and indllslrial centres, Ihe vil/ager will experience his sodely as a concrete reality.
Social control, slrong as il may be in Ihis small Gemeinschaji-selling, can still he grasped
as being necessary and meaningfili. II is parI and parcel oflhe lakenfor granled world.
Since everybody knows his place in the local hierarchy ofstallls, power and prestige, one
has a clear experience and IInderslanding ofidentily!6

Unfortunately, the crises evident with the loss offamily farms and the rapid
dissolution of rural communities in nations throughout the world, has made the

•
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Zijderveld, The Abslracl Society, p. 52.
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Gemeinschaji characteristics of rural society less and less identifiable. 37
Ahstraction, as 1said hefore, also increases with size. Ifa mral community modernizes
and grows into a hig industrial metropolis, it will hecome ahstract. Face-ta-face
relationships will shrink inlD afew friendships hased on the individualistic principles of
privacy and will he difjicu/t ta maintain hecause ofsocial and geographic mohility."

Although the graduaI assimilation of rural communities into sprawling urban
centres is certainly a significant social trend happening on a global basis, urbanization
more fundamentally signifies a transformation of consciousness and lifestyle characterized
by the waning and supplanting ofhomogeneous values (which formerly served to cement
rural community lifestyle) with the values and principles of the urban ethos. The intrusion
of the urban ethos into human consciousness, and the displacement of traditional family
and community values and ideals, promotes the dissolution of thick bonds between people
characteristic of mechanica! social solidarity.
How - in an abstract society - are rural citizens to comprehend the forces and
trends which affect their daily life and threaten the stability and coherence upon which

•

personal identity is based? With great difficulty:
This sense ofahstraction grows with the increase ofsocial distance. High in the clouds of
ahstraction dwellthe p ,i·"icalleaders ofthe country: ahstractfigures, never seen hy
anyhody in the village in a face-to-face relation. Theil' ahstraction increases because of
thejr geographic remo/cnes.\'. 39

Social distance leads to abstract social knowledge. The further we live from those
who rule over us and actually dictate the conditions, terms, and direction of social change,
the more that social reality, which forms the ground ofidentity , becomes alienated from
our daily experience and consciousness. When the inherent human desire (and need) to
Cnnndu hus wilnessed the loss of ubout 1/2 of ail individl/al andfalllilyfanns sinee 1971. The rate offunn
IllSS is aeeclerating, Witil 26.24% or ull remuining individuul und fumily funns bcing lost in the lust live.year
eensus period (1986-91). The other side ofthis trend hus been the inerease in corporate funning: the number
or non-liullily eorporutions liuming hus grown from 911 in 1971 to 4,035 in 1991 [Source: Censl/s OVe/view of
Cml/ulian Agricl/l/IIre, Stulislies Cunuda, 1992]. A reeent book whieh exumilles reeenttrends ofdissolution in
llU'nl Cunllda is, Ruy D. Bollmun, Ed., RI/rai And SlIIall Town Canada (Toronto,On: Thompson Educational
l'ublishing, lne.), 1992.
Zijderveld, ï1,e Abstract Society, p. 55.
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Zijder"eld, 11,e Ab.•rract Society, p. 53.
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explain social change is frustrated by social ignorance, we are often left with no alternative
but to generate our own theories to explain social events through best-guessing
speculation; we end up with an imaginary picture of the social world which exists more in
our minds than in reality.
Social fragmentation and highly specialized living routines make us particularly
vulnerable to accepting, more-or-less uncritically, those theoretical social explanations
presented to us by others, usually professionals, who appear better equipped with time and
training to know. Whenever a restricted lifestyle prohibits critical social analysis and moral
reflection, there is often a corresponding tendency to leave social planning to the experts,
and to abdicate one's moral responsibility.
But what if the social knowledge produced by experts is unreliable due to the same
restrictive experience identified earlier as part and parce! of contemporary fragmented
society? Professionals may have sufficient time and intellectual skills to investigate social
reality theoretically, but lack knowledge-of-acqllainlance, which separates speculative

•

theory from authentic social knowledge - the only kind of knowledge which can identify
and clarify the dynamics and contradictions of social reality.
We need to recall insights from William James, Michael Polanyi, and Bernard
Lonergan, outlined in the opening chapter on how to attain revealing insights into the
social conditions and dynamics underlying the reproduction and continuous reformulation
of society to appreciate how authentic knowledge construction cornes only from a praxis
(intentional thinking and doing) which integrates experience and theory, personal and
social. When the vast majority of citizens accept social knowledge generated by a special
class of people IIncrilically, there is danger that such a social division of labour on the
basis of knowledge will effectively make transformative social praxis impossible by
sanctioning a social order where sorne think (theorize) while others do (labour). We need
to reflect further on the social psychological dynamics at play in the institutionalized world
of social knowledge production and use.

•
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6. Social Ignorance and the Pathology of the Abstract
Neurologists and social scientists have drawn attention to pathological disorders
where individuals become encapsulated in the world of the concrete, and lack the capacity
to complete tasks requiring other than behaviour govemed by specifie stimuli. 40
Considering what has already been written about the limitations of experiencing the world
through a fixated abstract mode of knowing, it should come as no surprise to discover that
encapsulation in the concrete world is not the only form of epistemological pathology,
Larry D. Spence points to the one-sided and class-based viewpoint of much
contemporary social science as the reason for a noticeable failure among physicians and social
scientists to investigate the equally inhibiting cognitive tendency he terms the pathology of

the ahstracl, Spence arh'lles that individuals encapsulated in the concrete, and those suffering
from the patholoh'Y ofthe abstract, are equally passive in certain ways, and neither can effect
necessary changes in their frame ofreference: "People a1tematc between abstract and concrete

•

attitudes according to the requirements of their situation and the task at hand. But if either
attitude becomes dominant, inappropriate behaviour will result. ,,41
Spence suggests that the palhology ofthe ahstract occurs when individuals are
deprived of, or deny themselves, access to direct knowledge-of-acquaintance with the
social and productive processes. What fills this gap? What takes the place of experiential
first-hand knowledge-of-acquaintance? This seems an appropriate place to discuss the
relation between abstract knowledge and false consciousness.

Km'l Goidslein,lllllllall Nal/lI'e illlhe Light a/PsyellOpath%gy (New York: Shocken, 1963), pp, 94-108.
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Spenee, The l'o/ities o/Socia/ KllolV/edge, p, 131,
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6.1 Social Abstraction and False Consciousness

The termfalse consciol/sness is ambiguous in meaning and is seldom detined
exactly the same way. Sorne see l'aise consciousness as the product of ideological
indoctrination or covert deception; others point to a pathologicaltendency within
individuals as the source:2 Despite the somewhat confusing and contlicting meanings
given to this term, the concept remains an insightful and useful ternI to describe how a
complete world vieil' and dynamic life process can be fundamentally flawed.
The basic distortion creating l'aise consciousness has less to do with the coll/ent of
our thinking than the type ofrelationship we have wilh the world. A tàilure to direct the
attention of the mind back and forth between the two modes ofknowing creates a fixation
either on concrete or abstract knowing. Characterizing false consciousness as either

pathological (personal) or ideological (social) simply indicates where the author of a
particular theory believes abstract consciousness originates, either l'rom within the

•

individual person or from within society. False consciol/sne,\~\' refers fundamentally to a
logical (or illogical) manipulation whereby abstract phenomena art' treated as ifthey were
real and concrete. This process is perhaps better explained by saying that in acquiring and
reflecting on social knowledge, we become confused and unable to clarify the distinction
between the objects and dynamics of social reality, and the ideas we have of those objects
and dynamics.
Marx applied the concept offalse consciousness in this fundamental way, as a
cognitive process of reification (i.e., perceiving abstract concepts as accurate
representations ofreal things). With his philosophical and economic socialtheory, he
applied the concept offalse consciousness to social and economic circumstances in
capitalist society. He believed that human beings are not sure what is real or true because
they are alienated from ownership and decision-making processes. False consciousness
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Joseph Gabet, for instance, in his sludy La Fallsse COllSeieee (1962, p. 51) argues lhallhe reilieuliun of
abstraet phenomena can be inlerpreled in p.yehiatrie lerms as schi7.0phreniu, tllUl is, as u kind of iogieu1 discuse
in which the individual constructs an abstract world but lrcal") il as if it were rcal and concrctc.
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reduces human beings to Ihings and commodifies, thereby perverting human freedom and
creating a form of slavery. He charac;,~,;zed false consciousness as a particular mode of
existence entirely entangled in an abstracted world, remote from everyday reality and
meaning. For the young Marx, false consciol/sness represents astate ofestrangement
and alienation that leaves human beings under the spell of abstract forces. We can build
on this fundamental insight to come to a c1earer understanding of how a fixation on one of
the two modes ofknowing, tends to coincide with a social division oflabour common to
hierarchically-structured societies.
Russel Jacoby, in his book Socia•. Jnmesia: A Crifiql/e ofConlemporary
P~ychology From

Adler la Laing, offers an insightful comment on the concept of

reification which he describes as a form of social anmesia: "What is often ignored in
expositions of the concept of reification is the psychological dimension: amnesia - a
forgelting and repression of the human and social activity that makes and can remake
society. The socialloss ofmemory is a type ofreification - belter: it is the primaI form of
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reification."" Jacoby believes that this generalloss ofmemory should not be explained
solely in psychological terms - often memory loss is the result of an historical dynamic that
is quite different from simply forgetting; rather the generalloss of memory is social
amnesia - memories and knowledge are driven from the mind's eye by the social and
economic dynamic operating within society. It is easy to see how a c1ass society which
encourages individuals to fixate on either an abstract or concrete mode of knowing can
facilitate this process of social amnesia. That which fills the void caused by the social
forgetting ofreality is what others have called reification.

"
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Ru"c1 Jaeoby, SocialAmllesia: A Crilique ofColllemporary Psychology From Adler 10 Laing, (Boston:
Beaeon Pre", 1975), p. 4. InteJTlreting false eonseiousness as reifieation, and defining reifieation as the loss of
collective memo!}' (espœially ofhistorieal sutlèring) was the view oftheodor Adorno and many social theorists
who shared Ule bcliefthat the 10ss ofhistorieal memo!}' was the preeondition for ail forros ofdomination. [Sec,
David W. Livingstone and Contributors, Critieal Pedagogy and Cultural Power, Garamond Press, Toronto,
Ontario, 1987, p. xL]
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6.2 Abstract and Concrete Fixation: A Class Analysis of Social Ignorance
Individuals can become engrossed in abstraction, or they can immerse themselves
in the material world of immediate experience. Ideally, as Polanyi and Lonergan explain,
healthy human knowing involves an ongoing process wherein the focus (attention) of the
human mind moves back and forth from an immediate experience of concrete particulars
to abstract theorizing within the context of intentional human activity. This process points
to a basic human need to understand - in ever greater clarity - the meaningful connections
between particulars encountered in our daily experience. The goal of this process is to
assimilate fragments of information into an evermore comprehensive synthesis which
offers an insightful or revealillg explanation of complex human and social phenomena.
If we accept the basic elements of Zijderveld's thesis - that the fragmentation and
complexity of modern pluralist societies make it increasingly difficult to integrate
knowledge of particulars into a unified picture of what is actually taking place within
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society - we begin to see how this alternating process ofacquiring and assimilating
knowledge can be stymied by structural impediments. Sorne critical theorists have argued
that with the enormous difficulty of this task, many individuals will find it easier to
abandon the process and become fixated in one of two ways - a tacit decision will be made
either to remain in (a) the cerebral world of abstract theory or, (b) the concrete world of
immediate uncritical experience and materiallabour. Regardless of what option is chosen,
or available, something fundamental to the healthy development of awareness and
transformative engagement in the world is lost, and in its place, a basic dependency
structure is established:
A persan who chom'es ta live in terms of an abstract aUilude requires people who are
capable ofthe concrete activilies ofproduction and maintenance. He t:~he} also must repress
awareness ofhis [her} own concrete behaviour. For, as [Kurt} Goldstein points out, ,tll
concrete behaviour takes place wilhin a frame ofreference or selected context conceived
abstractly and off behaviour is atthe same time concrete. No one con escape the concrete
any more thon anyone con escape the abstracto The choosing and living ofone or the other
ofthese allitudes thus represents a 10.1'.1' ofautonomy."

•
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Others have interpreted this symbiotic division along class lines, within a more
general critique of capitalism. They argue that the division of labour within class societies
makes the type of fixation response to this epistemological tension prectictable. Melvin L.
Kohn, for example, had this to say about blue-collar workers:
... Iheir occupalional conditions and Iheir limited educalion gear Iheir Ihinking
processes la Ihe concrele and Ihe habituai; Iheir inexperience in dealing with Ihe abslracl
may ill equip Ihem la cape with ambiguity, uncerlainty, and unprediclability; Iheir mental
processes are apI ta he 100 gross and rigid when jiexibility and subtlety are mosl
reqt~ired.

4j

Spence believes those in positions of power within hierarchical social systems
which institutionalize a split between thinkers and doers can paradoxically claim to
promote the development of the human species, while at the same time, holding to the idea
that such development requires the restriction of development. Even before the
emergence of capitalist class society, age-old hierarchical social and political structures
guaranteed that the knowingfew ruled over the ignoram many, and were set up to ensure
that the many remained ignorant. In Book II, ofPlato's Republic, Socrates maintains that

•

the most hated state of the soul is a state of untruth or ignorance that is not recognized that is, the ignorance of the human being who has been deceived. In Book III, however,
Socrates explicitly says that it isfillingfor the ntler~; iffor altyone.

10

lise liesfor the

good ofthe city, while condemning the right of any citizen to lie to rulers. Furthermore,

the Republic itself is founded on the noble fiction or caste-lie that the various classes are
genetically or socially determined to be superior or inferior. Spence draws our attention
to the deceitful irony of this philosophy:
Since Ihe majority oflhe citizenry will have been lied ta aboullheir own nature, Iheir pasl
cullure, and Ihe nature oflheir ntlers, and since poets and arlisls who seek new
descriptions and expressive wisdom aboullhe world are la be controlled or expelied, Ihe
eilizen.l· ofthe Republic will have been deceived, made ignorant, and thus put inlo a
halefil! .l'laIe ofSOli/. 46

"
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Melvin L. Kohn. "Soeinl Clnss and sehizophrenin: A Critienl Review," Jal/mal ofPsychiatrie Research 6
(Supplement 1) (Pergnmon Press Ltd, 1968) p. 166.
Spenee, The Polilics ofSocial KI/owledge, p. 61. How similor lies ore promnlgnted coneerning the erroneous
disease c'Oneept ofalcoholism and other addictions for the ro-ealledgood oflhe people will be diseussed in
ehapler live.
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Because true knowledge requires both concrete involvement in the social world
and abstract reflection about the concrete world, the hierarchical structuring of society
guarantees the continued production of social ignorance, with devastating consequences
for the health ofindividuals and society alike. With a structural division within society
between those who predominately Ihil/k, and those who mostly labol/r, the health and
development of citizens is necessarily compromised. Social survival, on the other hand, is
ensured through a symbiotic relationship between the kI/DIVers and the doers, where
members ofboth sides regard members of the other with a certain degree of suspicion or
disdain, quick to point out what the olher is lacking by way of experience and knowledge:
The worker ofthe hand tendl' to lose, or rather ta deny, his Iher] freedom by becoming
encapsulated in the concrete. He {l'he} aids this process becallse he {"he] wishes to avoid
the obvious limits ofa lijè governed by the pathologies ofthe abstracto He {,'he] sees the
worker ofthe head as a being ofwords andformulas, ignorant and helpless, yet
dangerous because ofthis lack ofrespect for materials and life. 47
The worker ofthe head is afraid ofsuccumbing ta a world ofcrude hedonism ,"ince his
{her} ignorance ofthe world ofmaterial production limits his Iher] awareness ofthe
nomymbolic aspects oflife ta simple but long-denied bodily needs. 4H

•

These reflections lead to an important debate taking place within a whole range of
disciplines in the social and human sciences revolving around one key question: what
constitutl's an adequate method for social inquiry? This question will be addressed in the
following chapter. Since it has fallen to the IVorker ofIhe head to make a living while
engaged in intellectual pursuits and social investigation, it is fitting to explore in more
detail the essential distortion of perception which accompanies a Iifestyle characterized by
non-engagement in the dynamics and circumstances of the concrete day-to-day social
world.
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Spcncc, The Polilies ofSocial Know/edge, p. 138.
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6.3 Critical Reflections on the Knowledge Elite

There is a tendency among members of the so-called knowledge elite (professional
knowers) to use concepts, symbols, theoretical models and social metaphors to consider
and interpret social phenomena, rather than acquiring more reliable information from
concrete experiential analysis. With a healthy process of information integration people

experience the world, collect information, and construct meaningful social knowledge;
those suffering from the pathology of the abstract impose symbolic definitions cnte the
world:
The social inves/iga/or. .. usually endl' by making il impossible for his /heories abou/
society /0 be falsified. An unfalsif/able /heory, however, is no/ capable ofproducing
injiJrmalion. The resul/ is social my/hs - elabora/e /hough/ structures cons/nlc/ed ou/ ofa
minimai mlmber ofcrude assumplions abou/ human lifè. 49

The Dominant Ideology thesis offers a good example of how theoretical
explanations which attempt to increase our knowledge and understanding of society can

•

work to conceal the circumstances and relations of particular social situations:
Theories do no/ and canna/ arder or reorder the world. People arder, or ra/her cons1nlc/
and recons/ruc/ poli/ical insli/u/ions. Wi/h any /ask ofcons/nic/ion, a /heory is a useful,
even necessary guide la such aclivilies. Bu/, being only guides, /heories are subjec/IO
revision as Ihey are /esled in praclice. Ta the exlen/lha/ we allemp/IO make a /heory
'reorder the world' we mus/ repress, annul, and deny reality."

T.W. Hutchinson explored the function ofknowledge and ignorance within the
theories and economic forecasts of British economists during the 60's and 70's. His
research led him to conclude that there is a crisis ofabstraction within the discipline. He
tinds the crisis particularly disturbing because it is happening at a time when economists
are being called upon to provide the social information and projections upon which social
policy decisions are made: "At the present juncture, a clearer understanding of what éan,
and what cannot, be obtained by abstraction is essential for obtaining a clearer and more
accurate view of the limits of economic knowledge and the extent of economic ignorance Sp"""".• 11ze l'olil;cs a/Social Kllowledge. p. 133.
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especia!ly with regard to the baffling problems of economic policy. ,," He daims that,
although an infinite number of economic models are being constructed by economists and
professors of economics teaching in colleges and universities, these model~ are not being
developed to explain particular historical and present-day problems. Consequently, such
models - or the basic assumptions on which they are built - tend to foster an attitude of
abstract fixation, which increases ignorance of the actual economic reality.
The negative impact of relying too much on professionals - who rely too much on
abstract models - is compounded by the fact that people tend to trust the dictates of
professionals as if the information had the accuracy and precision of the natural sciences.
Christopher Lasch views the widespread cultural tendency to accept uncritically the
opinions ofprofessionals as an expression of the deep sense ofinsecurity which marks
persona! consciousness in contemporary society: "The conversion of popular traditions of
self-reliance into esoteric knowledge administered by experts encourages a belief that
ordinary competence in almost any field, even the art of self-government, lies beyond the

•

reach of the layman."52
Do professional knowel's warrant such trust and acquiesence from the masses? No;
for two reasons: (a) when people relinquish control of their decision-making to so-called
experts, they can easily fall victim to negative patterns of dependency and social conformity,
and cease to be subjects of their own history; and (b) the daim to scientific exactitude ollen
made by knowledge experts can be entirely illusionary; the widespread beliefthat experts have
such precision can generate pervasive social myths which obscure social contradictions and
structural injustices.
Hutchinson demonstrated the unscielllific character of economic forecasts made by
British economists from 1963-1969 on the issue of devalualion. He found an intense
debate between university economic professors, where approximately 50% were in favour
of devaluation, while 50% were opposed. How can predictions and forecasts of the future
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T. W. Hutehinson, Knowledge and Ignorance in Economics (OxJàrd, England: Basil Blaekwell, 1977), p. 91.
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be science? An infinite number of not-yet-known variables need to be factored into the
predictive equation. Faith in the ability of experts to predict the future is, in part, a denial
of freedom, and can represent a mind-set akin to philosophical determinism.
Hutchinson declares that there is no kind of ignorance more dangerous than
ignorance regarding the limitations of one's knowledge. He argues that students of
economics are in danger offalling prey to just such ignorance:
The student is involved in a high degree ofabstraction from the very beginning of
economic analysis. As soon as he [sheJ confronts the curves sweeping elegantly and
impressivelyacross the blackboard or the pages ofa textbook, he [sheJ is liable to be
involved wilh the assumption ofan extent andprecision ofknowledge, or afreedom from
ignorance and uncertainty, which is, in fact, never possessed eilher by the real decisionmakers ill a market, or by the economist."

Eva Etzioni-Halevy offers support for Hutchinson's conclusions in a her book, The
Knowledge Elite and the Failllre ofProphecy: "Economists provide a prominent example
of intellectuals or members of the Knowledge Elite whose elegant and impressive
theoretical models recently have not been matched by impressive practical contributions to
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society. ,,54 Etzioni-Halevy offers a much broader study of professional knowledge systems
than Hutchinson by considering how the crisis ofabstraction affects ail branches of the
social sciences and humanities - in other '.'lords, those professional disciplines and
university departments which continually struggle to justi/)' their usefulness within
capitalist societies:
The recent squeeze on fimdingfor higher educ,III("z and research has made il more
important thon everfor the Knowledge Elite to legilimize ils endeavour by convincing the
public ofthe usefiliness ofknowledge. Hence the Knowledge Elite has become especially
persllasive concerning the beneficial ejfect ofknowledge for policies - precisely when it
has become evident thatthese policies are not as ejfective as was previously thought."

She explains how the creation of theory (abstract reflections) in the humanities and
social sciences, and the formation ofpolicy (practical initiatives) are structurally separated,

"

Hulchinson, K1Iowiedge a1ld Ig1l0ra1lce i1l Economics, p. 92.
Evn Etzioni-l-Iale"Y, rhe K1Iowiedge Elite a1ld ,he Failure ofProphecy, (London, Englnnd: George Ailer. &
Unwin, 1985), p. 92.
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and indeed, fundamentally diverge from each other; the criteria for their success are
entirely different, and their struggles for survival proceed along entirely different paths.
THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE

in the social sciences and humanities is comprised of

sets of cognitive statements about social reality and the human condition. To succeed,
theortical knowledge must prove its worth by being (a) innovative and original, (b)
plausible and convincing, and (c) internally consistent. It thrives on criticism and
controversy, but ultimately only survives as an intellectual c:olllrihutio//to kl/owledge ifit
stands the test of argumentation within the intellectual community. The reward for such
contributions to knowledge is recognition and attention for the author.
POLlCY,

on the other hand, is a series ofguidelines for action, and is accepted

when geared to the fulfilment of social goals. A policy must show promise of tangible
results, be economically feasible, cost effective and capable ofwinning the support of
powerful interest groups and/or widespread public approval. Its chances of survival
diminish with opposition, but ifit does survive on the agenda ofpolitical and/or

•

administrative decision-making bodies, the reward for the author of the policy is usually
political power.
The true test for the value of the Knowledge Elite is to calculate the benefits its
members have brought society. How have those who make their living from the
production, accumulation and dissemination of social knowledge fared in bridging the gap
between theory and concrete social policy in recent times? Although it is easy to discover
brilliance in an analysis of countiess social problems in numerous books, Etzioni-Halevy
concludes that uncertainty prevails:
The image ofWestern society that emerges today is more that ofa groping society which
is increasingly overwhelmed by the complexity ofits own prohlems and its ever more
pronolmced internai contradictions. And the Knowledge Class, and the intellectllals in
particular, may best he seen as groping together with the rest ofsoclety in the face of
those increasingly intractahle prohlems. J6

Etzioni-Halevy concluded that both the internaI demandl' and the environment within which
theoretical knowledge is produced is typically not conducive to emancipatory social change.
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7. Social Psychology: Legitimator of Social Ignorance
One would expect the branch ofinquiry best equipped to expose social contradictions
and their relationship to human disorders to be Social Psychology. Unfortunately this does
not appear to be the case. In his book Crilical Social Psychology, Philip Wexler argues that
Social Psycholob'Y as an entire tradition - with a few exceptions - has served as a cultural
defense against sociai knowledge by sublimating, repressing and denying social contradictions.
His research exposes how social psychology has consistently treated social organization as
if it takes place in a society without any organized pattern of social production: there is a
curious omission ofstructured social relations within their actual historic and c1ass contexts,
which amounts to a tacit denial of the operational dynamics of social reality. Professionais
speciaiizing in the study of social psychology can generate considerable social ignorance by
using a method of investigation which does not recognize the fact that human thinking and
acting happens in a dynamic social and political context: "The abstraction of human
interaction ITom the concrete sociohistorical situation has been the central blindspot of social
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psychology; the critics, very often, manifest the same blindspot. ,,57
Wexler c1aims that social psychology texts transcode the social into ideological,
con/radic/ion al'oidance ca/egories. Rather than developing theories which aid in the

investigation of social interaction, in relation to specific social and historical conditions,
many social psychologists produce a series of abstract theories which interpret changing
social conditions, while at the same time, ideologically distort the nature of interaction
under those very same conditions.
Wexler defines social psychology as a range of methods which effectively block
awareness of how society is formed, and obscure the relation of the individual to that
formation. It presents itself as a series of cultural defences which operate at a variety of
levels of abstraction. This cognitive structure selectively reinforces popular methods of
becoming, or remaining, socially ignorant, thereby contributing to con/radic/ion
cOlllainmen/. The exclusion of the concrete in accommodating and legitimating forms of
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social psychology can be seen in a number of recent theories: "Social interaction is
reduced to internai mental structures in cognitive attitude theory and ethnomethodology;
later, with changing production relations, person and process disappear in equity and
exchange theories. ","
The focus in these social psychological theories is on the social dimension of
individuals, or on interpersonal relationships in small groups; in both cases, however,

human subjectivity is viewed within a context that refuses to transcend conventional social
role theory. The actual process of social interaction is left untreated:
... revival ofindividllaltraittheories, allriblltion theory, revised versions o/cognitive
and altitllde theories are ail expressions a/a new idealism !abstraction! in social
psychology which relyon varioll,l' model" a/moral and cognitive devclopmenr which
ignore the entire process ofsocial interaction. JO

Equity theory, on the other hand, introduces the concept of the marketplace into
interpersonal relationships as an abstract melaphor in such a way as to theorize an
explanation for exchange, without ever making reference to relations and structures of
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production. In this way, equity theory objectifies social interaction without the slightest
reference to human exploitation and social injustice. The blinding capacity of social
psychology becomes greater as the actual structures and dynamics of the marketplace
which are ignored by many social psychologists, become increasingly powerful factors
defining the relationships between human beings.
Another example of how social psychologists tend to view social reality simply as
the laken-jor-granled world, with no critical historical analysis explaining how present-day
society has achieved its current form, can be found in the explanation given for the
phenomenon of social fragmentation in contemporary society. As Wexler explains, the
popular theory of roles, found in the majority of social psychological writings, uncritically
accepts social fragmentation, and then attempts to adapt the human person-in-relation to
the fragmented world as ifit was the only possible social arrangement:
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ln role theory, specialization is taken as a neutral, transhistorical social necessity and
nol as a specifie sociohistorical organizalion ofhuman aclivity, Indeed, raie theory
studies the forms ofalienated social being as socialfacts rather than as an historically
produced and socially organized limitalion on the expression and developmenl ofhuman
capacilies. (jQ

Wexler's critique of social psychological methods and lheories shows how ail
sociological theories which exclude reference to the actual contradictions of society can
obscure and distort the social psychological dynarnics operating in society.

7.1 Towards an Insightful Social Psychology

The production of ignorance by social psychological theories happens in the sarne
way as with other superstructural abstract theories: by excluding the dynarnics of social
production and interaction occurring within concrete social situations. Il is necessary to

concrelize theoretical reflections on social psychological dynarnics 10 overcome abstract
fixation. This is the essential task of a critical social psychology: to discover the reality

•

hidden by the ideological concepts of conventional psychology. "The task of a newer
critical social psychology is to redeem and articulate the increasingly repressed social
psychological dynamics that make possible the reproduction of the current organization of
sociallife. ".,
To gain practical insight into current social reality we must begin our reflection
with a theory which facilitates a concrete examination of historically specific
contradictions within social processes. Only through such a critically-informed approach
will it be possible to creale the awareness ofboth selfand society necessary for
responsible social praxis. The starting point for such an emancipatory ethical project must
be the conscious recognition of human suffering accompanied by a corresponding

commÎtmelll to identitY with people who are suffering, and to remove the causes oftheir
suffering: "Critical theory stresses that knowledge can contribute to emancipation and
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enlightenment - to critical, rational action, based on a self and social awareness. "62 The
desire for transfonnative praxis based on self and social awareness serves as a
foundationallink between social psychology and ethics. The principal task of a
transfonnative ethic of awareness is therefore to identifY and expIain the economic,
political, and ideological forces which shape the lives of individuals, and to otTer tools to
evaluate those dynamic forces from a moral point of view. The aim is to c1ari!)' strategies
and initiatives that can be taken to advance a collective liberation process: "The challenge
here is to win back our consciousness from the invading abstractions (knowler!~e) and
ideologies which distort our awareness of ourselves and of the social processes in which
we are implicated. ,,63
Social theories are maps to help us find our way as we search for insightful social
infonnation on the road to greater personal transformation and social change. The most
insightful theory will not itself bring us one step c10ser to the destination we seek without
the courage and force of personal commitments, and organized social action.
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To begin the task ofredeeming and articulating the repressed social psychological
dynamics of the CUITent organization of society within Canada, it is necessary to c1ari!)' the
functions ideology can serve within the various sectors of Canadian society. We need to
analyze how ideology is simultaneously misleading and socially effective. We will be
much c10ser to making the concept ofideology practical when we see it for what it is: an
elaborate system of ideas and symbols which create a cultural hegemony within our
society. This insight makes it possible for us to identifY and expose negative aspects of
social ideology.
Understanding ideology as cultural hegemony is to see how human consciousness
utilizes ideology to shore up real social relations necessary for the functioning of c1ass
societies, while at the same time concealing structures of human manipulation and social
inequality. Such an approach makes concepts such as collective deception and collective
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repression more intelligible. Property rights and civil freedoms, for example, are
necessary for the proper functioning of market capitalism; however, they do not operate
simply on the level of individual actions and beliefs. They are practices and lived
experiences which are nevertheless misleading, since they also help to conceal the
exploitative character of capitalist relations of production.
How exactly do individuals participate in unequal relationships in such a way as to
render impotent their cherished hopes and desires? Coercion does not explain everything,
as sorne social psychologists such as Peter Archibald seem to suggest. Wexler takes
Archibald to task for presenting what he believes to be a one-sided and misleading
explanation ofpsychological deformation resulting from coercion by the powerful:
The fai/I/re to rea/ize historie hl/man hopes is not simp/y, as cri/ica/ social psychologists
/ike Archibald sl/ggest (/978, p./ 2) the resl/lt ofcoercion by the powerjitl. Social
emancipation is inhibi/ed by the interna/ized selfrestraint and selfdeformation ofthe
power/ess and the oppressed.·'

Wexler does not suggest that Archibald is ail wrong, but rather that his beliefthat
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individualislic volunlarism should be supplemented by an analysis of coercive power in
social interaction mistakingly suggests that these two dimensions ofhuman life in society
alone tell the whole story. The reproduction of society is not accomplished simply by
individual choices in a rational market, or through coercive conformity, although these are
both powerful contributing factors; but rather, through the manipulation of human
consciousness which destroys or prevents the deve10pment of critical awareness. There is
need for a social psychology that can avoid the artificial split between choice and

coercion, and to describe, instead, the dynamics of the social relational processes. 65
Wexler explains how tr.e real aim of a critical social psychology is to discover the social
reality hidden by the ideological concepts of conventional social psychology.
In the opening chapter it was mentioned that the original interest in the dynamic
psycholob'Y ofhuman attention found in William James was ail but lost when Freud

Wcxlcr, Cri/ical Social Psychology, p. 26.
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supposedly discovered the unconscious. With the recent celebration of William James'
centennial, there has been a renewal of interest in his insights into the workings of the
human mind; the psychic power of human attention has once again regained its nghtlùl
place as the central power organizing and directing human expenence. Indeed, bourgeois
psychology operating as privatized psychology had already effected a shift in focus Ii'om
the id to the ego; the problem here being that bourgeois psychology failed to integrate the
self-directing individual into social and political reality.

7.2 Privatized Psychology and the Death of Criticallnsight

William Glasser has developed a extremely popular therapeutic approach to mental
health he caUs Rea/ity Therapy. This theory can be viewed as a variation on the
psychological developments populanzed by neo-Freudian revisionists such as Adler, who
developed what has been termed ego, or Individlla/, psychology. This approach rejects
the traditional psychoanalytic focus on the unconscious (id impulses) in favour of the
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conscious (ego). In light of earlier comments concerning the rightful place of the
consciolls as the primary director of psychic energy and life praxis, Adler's reaction against

Freud seems at first glance to be a positive advance. The problem with ego psychology is
that it fails to retain something fundamental in Freud: a critical self-reflective
understanding of the dynamic connection between person and society within
consciousness. As Jacoby explains of the neo-Freudian revisionists such as Adler and
William G1asser:
The inner dynamic ofindividua/ and sociely i.I' severed and rep/aced hy a mechanical
mode/ ofthe individual adjusting or ma/adjusting la values, norms, goa/s, and so on.
These 'values' and 'norms' are not examined as the coin ofa repress/ve society, hut are
traded and exchanged at face va/ue. 66

The foUowing statement from a work by Adler reflects the liberal ideology which like William G1asser, Victor Frankl and many others - throws the onus of responsibility
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onto the individual for rectifYing whatever psychological problems he or she may have:
The purpose ofthe book is to point out how the mistaken behaviour ofthe individual
affects the harmony ofour social and communallife; jimher to teach the individual to
recognize his {her] own mistakes, andjinally to show him [her] how he [.l'he] may effect a
harmonious adjustment to the communallife67

Harmonious adjustment - not social transformation - is the politically sound
therapeutic stratel,,'y offered in the mistakenly-dubbed tradition of humanislic psychology.
One of the most prominent and respected approaches among professional
psychologists is the research into moral development by Lawrence Kohlberg [a student of
Jean Piaget]. John Martin Rich situates Kohlberg's theory in the same tradition of
conformist psychology, an approach which fails to transcend the personal and private
world of the individual, which results in the same attribution ofblame against individuals
as G1asser and Adler. As Rich puts il:
1ïwy {certain critics} question the "theoretical egocentrism" ofFreudian and certain
post-Freudian paradigms, inclzlding that ofKohlberg. These dominant modelsfocus
primarilyon internai, individual, and differential measures ofman and morality which
cOm'tilute a set ofpreconceptions about the nature ofhuman beings, their morality, and
the possibilities (or impossibilities) ofsocio-educational change begins to emerge. These
jiJrmulations tend to "blame the victim" rather than the larger social order, for any
obstacle or difficulty that the individual cannot overcome!'

•

Others writing in the same liberal vein, such as Victor Frank! and Eric Fromm, are
more sensitive to the debilitating effects social conditions can have on individuals. These
writers engage in cultural analysis, and are critical of social conditions, which they believe
contribute directly to personal mental conflicts and psychological problems. These writers
often fail to incorporate the insights they obtain from reflections on such social conditions
into their therapeutic theories of human transformation. Rather than recognizing the
historical and malleable character of many oppressive social conditions - and how a project
aimed at transforming those conditions can constitute the appropriate historical meaning
ta fill the exis/enliai vacuum ofhuman experience ofwhich such writers speak - they tend,
rather, to focus on the universal tensions of human life, and thereby trivialize both history

"
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Adler, Ul/(lerstalldillg !ll/lIIall Na/ure (Greenwich. Connecticut:, 1969), p. ix.
Rich cl al. 11,eor;es ofMoral Developlllellt, p. 23.
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and politics. They make self-transcendence through idealism the only route for legitimate
healing: "The revisionists take what is a product of history and society - anxiety and
insecurity - and translate it into a universal element of man's being - into biology. They
gain existentialism and lose history. ,,69 Jacoby accuses the post-Freudian tradition of ego
and self-psychology of effectively removing individuals !Tom social and historical change:
This psychology is the ideology ofconformism and synchronization in the era oflate
capitalism. The reality ofviolence and destruction, ofp.IJ'chically and ph)'sicall)'
damaged people, is not merely glossed over, bllt bllried beneath the lingo ofself.
meaning, allthenticity, personality. The more these cease to exist, the more the)' are
invoked. ... The concepts are less than critical; they are blank checks that endorse the
prevailing malpractices with cheery advice on inner strength and selFactllalization. 71'

By restricting their focus to the private self-directing individual, such writers promote the
illusion that the individual has the power to transcend the negative influence of thesc
forces and conditions - despite the continued existence of those social conditions - as if
ignorance of society was the door to self-knowledge and freedom.
Although psychologists such as Gordon Allport, Carl Rogers, Eric Fromm,
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William Glasser and Victor Frankl recognize the need for meaningful relationships with
others for the process ofidentity formation and mental hea/th, they ail agree the primary

responsibilityfol' fulfllling these needs lies with the individual. They recognize that
individuals need help, but they suggest that it is entirely up to the individual to he/p

oneselfby seeking out means for self-improvement and social integration through sclf-help
organizations, ,l'mali encounter groups (Carl Rogers), a key persan (William Glasser) or
sorne such meaningful regular association with like-minded or libl-suffering others.
Jacoby sees this approach as the consequence ofprivatized conformist psychology:
One helps oneselfbecallse collective he/p is inadmissible; in rejecting the realm ofsocial and
political praxis, individllal he/plessness is redollbled and soothe,l' itselfthrollgh self-help,
hobbies, and how-to manliais. It is an oldformllia to keep bOllrgeois society on its trackl':
while bllsiness dominates mind and body, one is admonished ta mind one~~ own bll,l'iness. 7l
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Sociologists too have pointed to the need for intentional small communities as a means of
empowering or healing the iIIs they see resulting from capitalism and the fragmented
bureaucratic structures of mass society. On the other hand, such attempts at selfmaintenance can easily serve to support the very structures which cause much of the
psychological and physical suffering which exists in society, by fostering the illusion that
personal therapy offers an answer to the problem. Wherever the source of personal
suffering lies with unjust or oppressive social structures and conditions, and those social
forces remain intact or worsen, a conformist psychology may seem to be successful in
repairing certain individuals, but often not without those people first having to become
socially ignorant.
The polarization between social theorists, who analyze the structural iIIs of society,
and social p~ychologists, who focus on the solitary individual in deference to social
structures, makes it a formidable challenge for either grou? to grasp the social
psychological reality which makes a truly responsible ethical and politicallife praxis

•

possible. As Rowan suggests in his book, The Stnlctured Crowd, viewing responsibility as
an either-or is prohibitive for critical awareness and social transformation:
On the one hand we can see the world as from the "1" (the first person) and take
responsibility for our lives, owning our own experience and seeing any attempt to blame
others as a diversion and an avoidance ofthe real issue. This is the view taken up by
most forms oftherapy, counselling or personal growth. On the other hand we can see the
world as controlled by 'them' (the third person) and show how every detail ofour lives is
dominated by the structures, the Ideologies and the norms ofa hierarchial society based
on property, profit and class, seeing any attempt to tum the blame inwards as a diversion
and an avoidance ofthe real issue. This is the view taken up by most politically or
socially oriented groups. 72

Obviously what is needed is both human and social transformation, and this demands the
integration of psychoanalysis and social analysis in a single dynamic praxis aspiring to
personal and social goals, which are, at one and the same time, both ethical and political.
The search for meaning and understanding will only overcome the artificial split between
public (politics) and private (morality) when individuals embrace ethical ideals based on

•
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concern for the suffering of others. It is necessary, therefore, that one's search for
meaning and mental health take the form of a collective transformative praxis which
strives towards an ever-more perfect realization of an emancipatory, utopian and ethical
social vision.
Christians refer to this utopian vision (as Karl Mannheim used the word) as the
Reign ofGod Christians - like critical social scientists73 - recognize how utopian social

vision offers a map and direction for life praxis, and the final vision can not be attained
perfectly within history, given the limitations and practical shortcomings of material
existence. Utopian social imaginations are not, however, impractical. They creative
awareness of what the current situation demands through a sustained comparative contrast
with the data of experience and social analysis. Just as the ideal types and models of, for
example, Gesellschaft and Gemeinschaft, provided the intellectuai framework for
productive social inquiry, so too can a utopian social vision, and the actual circumstances
of contemporary society, provide the basis for productive, critically aware, and morally
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responsible social action. Utopian social imagination can aiso elicit strength and courage
to engage in meaningful social projects with others. Of course, living one's life based on
an emancipatory ideal social vision suggests that a person acts on certain fundamental
beliefs concerning what il means to be a human being. This brings us back to the need for
sorne narrative moral content for one's master story.
Richard Shaull has spelled out sorne of the assumptions and convictions which
form the foundation of Paulo Freire's theory ofhuman transformation and social change in

73
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Brian Fay diseusses various types ofhuman limils at great Iength in his book Crilical Social Sciellce:
Liberatioll alld ils Lill/ils. He argues that the following human limits make the full realizotion of an ideol soeiol
vision impossible, something which critieol theory must take into aeeount: limits ta the power. ofhumon
reason; lirnils and vuInerabilities resuIting l'rom the l'oct that human beings arc embodied creatures, embcddcd
in eornmunity, which makes the ideal realization ofautonomy impossible. Fay expresses U,e eflcel ofthese
lirnils on narrative understanding and life praxis as follows: "In the narratives wc use to eaplure our identities
there are no absolute beginnings and no absolute endings, and there is no absolute plol whieh eonneets them.
The narratives which we tell about ourselves never achieve finality, but arc inhercntly open ol1d ontieipolory.
This is the reason why we must be content with only partioI glimpsc'S of who wc arc, and must oeec'Pt rclotive
opacity as our lot." (Critical Social Sciellce: Liberatioll alld ils Lill/ils, p. 207). 1would quoli!y Fay's position
by adding that a religious world view can provide an absolute (although noll'ully delerminable) despile lhe foel
that such an end will ilselfspell the end ofboth history as weil as the various limit.. identificd by Fay.
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his forward to Freire's book Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed. Among these is Freire's belief
that human beings act upon and transform their world and thereby have the capacity to
realize a fuller and richer Iife. Freire assumes that every human being has the capacity to
engage in life with critical awareness effecting transformation:
Every human being, no malter how 'ignorant' or submerged in the 'culture afsilence' is
capable oflooking crilically atthe world in a dialogical encounter wilh others. Provided
wilh the proper tools for such encounter, he [she] can gradually perceive his [her]
personal and social reality as VIeil as the contradictions in il, become conscious ofhis
(herj own perception ofrealily, and deal crilically wilh il. 74

Summary

Social ignorance serves a functional role in ensuring the reproduction of social
relations and the relative coherence of society. There is, however, no simple nor single
explanation for either the origin or existence ofail social ignorance. We can understand

•

the origin of social ignorance as (a) the product of self-deception, (b) the result ofbeing
misinformed or deceived, or (c) the result of a restricted capacity for knowledge or
awareness. AIl three sources of ignorance must be taken into account in critical social
psychological analysis and ethical reflection.
Appeals to superstructural abstract sociological or cultural theories, such aE that
proposed by the dominant ideology thesis, deny or ignore the dynamics whereby
individuals participate and cooperate, either knowingly or unknowingly, in the
maintenance and reproduction of unjust social relations. Such abstract theories are serious
impediments to the development of critical awareness and transformative praxis.
Comprehending the social psychological dynamics and structural elements of social
coherence involves a complex social analysis.
We can deceive ourselves and chose to remain ignorant of significant truths;
tuming attention away from facts and factors which both challenge and threaten us. This
leads us back to those suggestions offered in chapter two for preventing or overcoming
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self-deception.
We can also be deceived by others. This points to the need for a pro-active,
investigative engagement in social reality where we Ihinkfor ourse/w,\' with a critical
attitude characterized by a healthy suspicion of unsubstantiated social information; a

hermeneu/ics ofsuspicion, as sorne authors have called il.
Attaining and maintaining a critical attitude means incorporating concrete
(experiential) and abstract (theoretical) modes ofknowing to avoid the dangers and pitfalls
of an excessively fixaled mode of relating to the world frustrating critical thinking and
blocking awareness. A cultural analysis of fragmented, industrial society and an
increasingly complex and specialized social division oflabour, must go hand-in-hand with
an analysis of contemporary human consciousness. Fragmentation and specialization have
negative consequences on the constitution and construction of identity, and seriously
impede the incorporation into comprehensive master stories ofboth moral and political
dimensions of human life.

•

The culture of pluralism - and the economy ofglobal capitablism - are changing the
way people relate to one another. Il also changes consciousness from one founded on a
coherent sense of society, and identity within that society, to the isolated and fragmented
world of the private person. Human 'autonomy' is sought only in the private world of the
individual, while society becomes to the individual more and more a foreign and
foreboding force, feared far more than it is understood.
Much modern psychology remains content to view personal sufferings from the
perspective of the individual's personal and family life. Such privatized psychologies do
not challenge the legitimacy of their own fragmented approach, and in so doing,
perpetuate a false understanding of suffering and the fragmentation of consciousness.
The following chapter builds on this foundational social psychological analysis of social
ignorance by examining factors influencing the reception and transmission ofsocia/

information which contribllte to social ignorance wilhin society.
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Chapter Four
Ideology and Scientific Knowledge

What exactly is Ideology? Ideology is often used in a strictly pejorative sense, in
the same way the young Marx used the word when talking about the particular ideology of
his day he characterized as a professorial mode ofknowing removed from historical and
social reality. The term ideology has also had a long history of use as a concept for
describing dilferent belief systems and world views. This chapter uses the term ideology in
its non-pejorative sense, as a useful concept to explore how beliefs and values shape one's
view of society, as weil as one's methods of sellecting, collecting and verifYing
information.
What are we to make of daims that sorne social knowledge is scientific
knowledge, knowledge completely tnte, free from ail ideological taint or bias? When
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people accept important social information as scienctific knowledge, powerful negative
cultural ideologies and determining social forces can captivate consciousness and act as
impediments to transformative awareness. Ideological influences and selective criteria are
always present in the acquisition and communication of social knowledge. An ethics of
awareness seeks to identiry the constraining elfects of ideological influences operating in
our personal and sociallife to enable people to decide freely what to believe and what to
do rather than to be blindly influenced by dangerous social myths posing as facts oflife.
Ideology is transmitted by social institutions, and sociology (the study of society)
is such an institution. It is therefore crucial to examine how sociological methods and
theories can create and transmit ideology. Before examining the long-standing and
important debate over the question of whether it is possible to obtain ideologicallyuntainted or value-free social knowledge, first it is important to dariry further how
ideology does not pertain to a thing, but adynamie aclivity ofhuman consciousness.
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1. Ideology as a Category of Human Consciousness

To understand the dynamics of social ignorance we must - as was discussed in the
preceding chapter - rescue the notion ofideology from sl/perstructl/ra/ sociological and
social psychological theories, and recognize how ideology always operates as a category
ofhl/man consciol/sness. We need to carry a continuous awareness that no mental

construction can reveal the actual and unique manner in which individuals receive and
respond to a dominant social ideology. Nor will an abstract theory indicate the degree of
awareness or moral responsibility which is guiding the actions of particular individuals ùi
groups at a given place and time in society.
Ideological ignorance always effects its work at the level of individual
consciousness. The daily personallives, routines, associations, occupations and
experiences of people are central to an ethical study of ideological impediments to moral

•

awareness. What count1ess observations from the social sciences reveal is that there is
obviously no one c1ass or grOI/P within society that constitutes the collective resevoir of
ideological ignorance. Individuals from ail walks of life can - as they go about their own
business - be quite unaware of how they may be making a personal contribution to sorne
positive social trend. Likewise, individuals can be unaware of their contribution to
systemic social evils. Individuals can participate in perpetrating social evils with a vague
awareness that is purposely kept vague due to its unpleasant consequences. It is also
possible to be painfully aware of one's reluctant and/or morally ambiguous adherence to
ideology, and yet, continue to comply with those social norms and rules which ensure the
survival of both a particular ideology, and the actual social practices and injustices
particular social ideologies support.
Individuals may internalize ideologies by basing their lives on them, but this itself
does not mean that human freedom or awareness is completely deadened, or that
individuals who comply with ideology necessarily are content with their situation. There
are likely other factors at play. The important point is that people may be quite aware, or
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could rcadily bccomc awarc, ofhow much thcy don't likc thc idcology and systcms they
reluctantly support. Idcologies are not so much believed as tolerated, and thcy are only
toleratcd as long as the systcm which they support continues to dclivcr the goods. This is
what Jürgen Habermas suggests by his usc of the concept Ideologicallegitimation.
Habcrmas bclicvcd that in dcveloped societies with markct cconomies and
democratic political govcrnments, there exists a core ideology-mediating process which
functionally encourages people to participate in the legitimation and reproduction of the
social system, including unjust structural aspects of society often resulting in immoral
crimes against humanity. Members of society can be aware of how they contribute to the
reproduction ofboth just and unjust aspects of society, or they can make their personal
contribution unknowingly.
Ideology need not lead to submerged (Freire), repressed (Freud) or false (Marx)
consciousness. With awareness ofideological influences cornes moral responsibility to
choose between competing values and possible lifestyles. The intellectual calm and
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security that can come with adherence to ar. ideology often goes hand in hand with the
emotional comfort offered iJy group conformity. Ideology pertains to the thinking
(abstract) side ofthis dynamic; social conformity primarily to the doing (concrete) side;
more will be said on this in chapter six.
What is the origin of ideology? Reflections on the social constitution of identity
make it clear that ideology does not originate in the autonomous human spirit. We
construct our knowledge from the materials available to us in the cultural and social world
in which we live. We are born into a particular society at a particular time and place. Not
a global society, but a village, or an urban street, or perhaps a farm. From the time of our
birth, we immediately begin to incorporate - quite uncritically - the language, cultural
symbols, moral ideals, and culturally-determined patterns ofbehaviour and social
mannerisms of our particular society. This essential relationship between the development
of human consciousness, language and society has been at the heart of the linguistic
studies of Claude Levi-Strauss, and the social psychology of numerous writers belonging
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to a cUITent of thinking known as Symbolic illleraclionism. 1
What is the historical origin of ideology? This is a philosophical question that can
only be answered by examining one's underlying metaphysical or religious world view.
Sorne point to the hierarchical structure of social organization as the source of a distorted
cultural social imagination, which makes social division and inequality seem necessary or
in sorne way acceptable. Thankful!y, the vast majority find this view to be moral!y
repugnant, falling far below the spiritual capacity of the human person for community with
others in relationships of mutual service and care. A theological world view might locate
the source ofideology in the spiritual deformation of human consciousness, portrayed
most succinctly in the biblical story of the Fal!. Regardless of the particular biblical
interpretations, theological anthropology from al! Christian churches accepts as
fundamental that the tendency to selfishness and sin is a universal mark of the human
condition. No purely historical or social revolution could bring about the transcendental
healing and promise of resuITection and eternallife which forms the heart of the Christian
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Creed. Emancipalory researchers from al! faiths and perspectives locate the source of
social ideology in political and economic elites who have the power to keep insightful
social information secret, and make lies and distortions publicly accepted truths.
The ethicist and critical social psychologist will discover and name symbols and
values prominent in culture, seek out the means whereby they are Iransmilled within
society, and identi!)' the agents generating and transmitting the messages. It is only by
engaging in the political and economic operations of society that these factors can be
detected and countered. Oruy after locating the source of social evil is it possible to
understand how distorted images and ideas operale in human consciousness as ideology,
have such a devastating impact on our lives, yet continue to be viewed as purely personal
problems with their source in personallife stories.
An even more urgent matter to resolve for the sake of practical moral action is

As Arthur Britain states in The Privalized World, Levi-Strauss's programmatic slogan, "... whoevcr says 'mlm'
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says 'language: and whoever says 'language' says 'society' sums up the currL'nt commitmenL. ofhundrcds of
practitioners in the social and human sciences." p. 15.
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how to uncover the dynamics which expIain Ilow and wlly intelligent people can be content
to justily their support for unjust systems and social actions with social explanations and
theories that are unproven, or simply mistaken, yet often cause enthusiastic involvement
and support for social movements and trends supportive of the dominant ideology and
elites. Such ideologically-induced states of moral blindness can only be healed with the
awakening of moral awareness and the individual becoming engaged in a self-determined
dynamic relationship with society. Ideology can easily stand in the way of such a process
of reflection and action. The moral approach best suited to respond to the captivating
experience of negative ideology is an ethic of awareness.
Critical social scientists speak of institutional vehicles within society as
transmitters ofideology. Ali social institutions are information exchange mechanisms

through which ideas, myths and symbols are passed on to other people: "Educational
institutions, churches, the mass media, the publishing industry, and other agents serve as
conduits of cultural reconstitution, by continually reproducing the language and symbolic
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universe of a society. ,,2 But such an insight is really not very enlightening. The question
posed by ethics and social psychology remains unanswered: why do individuals participate
in social institutions which ensure the reproduction of ideologies supporting injustice
within society? Answering this question concretely requires concrete analysis. However,
concrete analysis needs the guidance of a tlleoretical understanding of how individuals
ensure the reproduction of ideology and social structures thatl recognizes how the
acquisition of social knowledge can contain methodological errors and limitations that can

distort interpretations ofreality. It will also examine how the structural process whereby
both the acquisition and disseminalion ofknowledge within educational institutions can
work to discourage critical and integrative teaching methods, stifle critical thinking, and
block the development of an ethic of awareness. Consistent with ail types of abberations in
dynamic moral consciousness, ideological ignorance is an interruption, or distortion, in the
abstract-concrete dialectic needed in every sound research method.
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2. Unifying Concrete and Abstract Knowledge in Social Inquiry
Among the greatest barriers to insightful and emancipatory social knowledge are
sociological methods and research techniques which see no need for the social theorist or
researcher to be engaged in a responsible praxis geared toward the transformation of self
and society. Every person must make sense of experience to understand his or her place
in the world. The misguided search for objective, and so-called value-free, social
knowledge continues to perpetuate a pathological division between concrete and abstract
methods of obtaining social knowledge - as was discussed in general terms in the previous
chapter - and is largely responsible for the crisis ofabstraction existing within sorne
professional circ1es. Acquiring insightful social knowledge requires the integration of the
two modes ofknowing (i.e., concrete and abstract) into a single method of social inquiry
and learning theory.

•

2.1 Social Ignorance and the Misguided Quest for Value-Free Knowledge

Epistemology, or the stn/cture ofthe knowledge we accept, is grounded upon an ethical
decision.'
Epistemology is in itselfethics and ethics is epistemology,"

Social knowledge is always constructed by the activity of human consciousness in
a restricted social environment. Social knowledge is, therefore, always selective and
biased. The view that it is possible to investigate and interpret society and obtain a
complete1y objective and value-free knowledge is completely untenable. Deciding where
to assign time and attention reveals how the very act of making research choices has a
moral and political significance directly related to the approach the researcher takes when
gathering social data.

P. K. Feyer.bend, Kllowledge Wilhollt FOll/ldatlol/S (Oberlin, Ohio; Oberlin Prinling Company, 1952), p. 56.
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Herbert Marcuse, Olle Din/ellsiollal Mail (Boston; Bc.con Press, 1964), p. 127.
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Values enter into the search for social knowledge in two distinct, yet interrelated
ways: it impossible to ob/ain knowledge in an entirely neutral and objective manner, nor is
it possible to use knowledge without either an implicit or explicit reliance on values.
Values are explici/ when researchers consciously avow them and rely on them to guide
their research. Values are implicit when researchers deny their existence; by doing so,
they render themselves blind to the directing influence of values.
RefiJsing to acknowledge the influence of values in social research not only
diminishes the capacity for critical awareness, it can also encourage individuals to absolve
themselves from moral and political responsibility for the social knowledge they ob/ain, or
the particular social skills they exercise. This is made possible by the separation between
the process of acquiring knowledge, and the possible economic and political agencies or
agents through which the social uses of that knowledge are decided. This fragmentation
between knower and doer can lead to a breakdown in the dynamic moral process that
requires individuals to take moral responsibility for both /hinking and activity.
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No where has there been more dissension among sociologists than with the
question of the role of values and goals in social theory, a debate referred to by scholars
as the vaille con/roversy. Graham C. Kinloch has identified the boundaries of the dispute
in his book, Ideology and Con/emporary Sociological Theory:
Mainslream sacialagy,far Ihe mast part, continues ta insist that it is capable af
praducing scientific, abjective knawledge, relevant ta the salutian afmajar social
problems in cantemparary saciety. ... On the ather hand, there is grawing, thaugh still
limited. awareness ofthe extent ta which this and indeed ail "knawledge" is idealagical,
in that it represents the vested interests and viewpaints afparticular sacial graups in
specific situations. J

The outcome of this polemical debate has been deterrnined: those dinging to a value-free
epistemology for social research have lost by default. While sorne individuals still attempt
to repudiate arguments demonstrating the impossibility of a value-free acquisition of social
knowledge, most simply ignore the information, considering the facts as politicaliy
irrelevant. At no time has the daim that there is always an intrinsic and necessary link
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betweenfacts and values in social research been refuted in an intellectually-convincing
manner. Thankfully, as Daniel Caliahan and Bruce Jennings note: "... the notion that ail
social scientific inquiry contains certain normative or ideological biases is now virtually
universally acknowledged." 6 The majority of credible thinkers now recognize that làcts
and values are irrevocably linked, although they may not fully explore the radical
implications of this basic truth.
What is to be made of the daim that all knowledge is ideological? That social
knowledge necessarily represents the vested interests and viewpoints of particular social
groups is simply a testimony to human freedom. Having interests is not a bael thing. Just
as the realization that social knowledge is never completely !Tee l'rom elements of
ideological distortion should not diminish our efforts to achieve empirically veritiable
social information, neither should the realization that social knowledge always retlects
particular viewpoints, which serve certain social and political interests, be interpreted as an
indictment of the integrity or worth of the social sciences. Positive and lilè-enhancing
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ideologies (beliefsystems) deserve to be valued. If social knowledge is to be ofbenetit to
humankind, il is proper that it be sought and used to serve valued social goals. The
important thing is that the values and perspectives present within sociological theory and
research be made explicit, and defended on ethical grounds. It is also importantto
develop a criteria and !Tamework to show how the interests served by social researchers
can be shown to be legitimate on the basis of fundamental philosophical or religious truth
daims which are, albeit, aS~lImed to be true, but nonetheless both desirable and
intellectually defensihle as a foundation for morality.
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2.2 The Importance of Making Value-Orientations for Social Research Explicit

While many critical social researchers expose ideological elements they detect
within the social theory or research findings of other social researchers, according to
sociolo!,,\ist Derek L. Phi!lips, most sociologists continue to ignore important

epislemological questions raised by sociologists such as Karl Mannheim, C. Wright Mills
and Robert Merton: "Questions about what it is to 'know' something and about who are to
establish the criteria or standards for showing that one does know or that one :;roup
knows better than another, are simply ignored by most sociologists. ,,7
Not only have key cpisternological questions been largely ignored - despite the fact
that a growing nurnber of sociologists openly acknowledge that values do guide
sociological research - few sociologists have ventured to articulate an explicit valueorientation within their own research. As sociologist Dennis Foss states in bis study, The

Value Col1/roversy in Sociology: "Those who are most critical ofvalue-free sociology,
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and thus most disposed to an extraepistemic orientation, have been more concerned with
identilJing and justilJing value stands that are present in the field than with actually
presenting and justilJing their own value orientations. "S
Foss rnakes a case that sociologists must adopt a "... new orientation that would
provide a goal for the discipline, orienting the nurnerous decisions that must be made and
that demand reference to values in addition to expanding our knowledge. ,,9 His particular
orientation is based on the goal offreedom; a goal which he believes constitutes the

ullimale bel/eftl to which sociology should be directed. Foss is probably correct to say
that sociologists who are critical of other sociologists have shown little interest in
presenting and justilJing their own value orientations. David Lyon represents at least one

Dorok L. l'hillips, "Epis!omology and tho Sociology of Knowledge," (TheOlY and Society, Vol. l, 1974), p. 60.
DOllllis C. Foss, The value COII/roversy in Sociology (San Francisco, California: Jossey-Bass, lnc.), p. 92.
Foss rctèrs to the "cpistcmic" orientation of sociology 8S the accumulation ofknowledge. An extraepistemic"
orientation rc1crs to the \Vay in which social knowlcdge is used.
lI
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Foss, The Value Contl'oversy in Socia/ogy, p. 110.
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exception to the rule.

In his book Soci%gy and the HumanImage, David Lyon makes the case that
sociologists who are also Christians should allow their Christian beliefs and values to
deterrnine the goal oftheir sociological research, which, for him, is summed up in the
Hebrew concept of sha/om. It is not necessary to begin comparing and evaluating
different va/Ile orientations to recognize that some such moral or spiritual aim must serve,
either implicit!y or explicit!y, as the motivating and unifYing factor in every search for
social knowledge. To make such an orientation explicit is a mark of intellectual honesty.
. To argue that such a value orientation does not exist, or to deny that a value orientation
needs to be made explicit, is a dangerous forrn of ignorance; it is to deny ownership of
one's actions and to risk having one's skills, discoveries and accomplishments appropriated
and exploited by others; perhaps powerful individuals who may be only too eager to make

their value orientations known, but who may also use such accomplishments selfishly, or
for the purposes of evil and destruction. 10

•

•

10

Two well-known historieal examples of individuals who refused to lake responsibilily lor lheir teehnieal
expertise or scientific discovcrics rcsulting in atrocious social cvils arc, Albert Spcars and J. Robert
Oppenheimer. Spears served as the chief arehiteet for Hiller, and Oppenheimer was lhe leading seientisl onlhe
tcam which devcloped the a/omie fission bomb, and sorncwhat later, the thermomu:learfusÎo/J bomh. Spcars
has becn the subject ofnumerous studics on sclf·dcccplion, givcn his 0\V11 admission al war trials that his
commitment to his vocation of architecture kcpt him l'rom considcring the implications and consequences of
his actions.
Oppenheimer, on the other hand, eonsidered jully what he was doing, bul wns eommiUed 10 n vnluefree approaeh to science, whieh allowed him to absolve himself trom responsihilily for his netions nnd
diseoveries. In the days preeeding the dropping of the first atomie bomb on Japan, a number ofseienlists lried
to strike up a petition to submit to the U.S. President, urging him not to drop the atomie boml> on Japan, unless,
and until, U.S. surrender terms had been explained to the Japanese and rejeeled. There was nlso hope lhat a
benign demonstration orthe bomb's power would occasion such a sUlTcndcr. The scicntist who initiatcd the
petition approaehed one ofhis eolleagues, Edward Teller, and allhough Teller was sympathelie townrds signing
it, first deeided to confer with his authorily, Oppenheimer. lnlater teslimony, Teller reeounted lhnl
Oppenheimer lold him that he tllOUghl it improper for a seientist 10 Use his prestige as n plntform j')f politieal
pronouneemenls. At the time, Teller felt relieved with Oppenheimer's response, and deeided not to sign lhe
petition. With no petition, the bomb was dropped on two separate Japnnese eities, signalling one of tllC musl
bmtal aels of aggression by human beings against human beings in the 20th eentury. To his credit, four yenrs
after the bombing of Japan, Oppenheimer opposed the further development oftlle hydrogen bomb, lnrgely on,
politieal and moral grounds. Philip M. Stem, The Oppenheimer Case: SeclIrily 01/ Trial (New York: l,tnrpcr
and Row, 1969), p. 80.
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2.3 Value-Free Research and the Rationalization of Social Injustice
The notion that research should re!y on an emancipatory method and ethical vision
is based on the fundamental beliefthat every person should enjoy peace, equality and
justice. This viewpoint is not without its opponents. Sorne social theorists reject such a
vision, repudiate engaged research, and end up rationalizing or blindly supporting social
inequality. Much evil can result when these arguments become culturally-fashionable.
These rationalizations can be easily identified and exposed as forms ofhuman selfishness
and hatred.
Philip Green deals with two dominant types of arguments which rationalize social
inequality as either unavoidable or necessary.ll The first approach attempts to convince us
that it is pointless to pursue radical social change, arguing that social inequality has its
source in the the natural order of things, resulting from the different genetic make-up of
individuals and groups. From the sciences of genelics and eugenics to the political racism
of Apartheid, these systems ofthought speak of biological delerminism, or nalural

•

inferiority, or sorne other unfriendly characterization, which attempts to explain why sorne

people are poor and stupid, while others are brighter, and consequently, able to acquire
culture and appreciate things only more intelligent and civilized human beings can
appreciate.
The second type of argument is the neo-liberal worid view expressed as a political
phitosophy founded on an individualist ethic that rejecls Ihe use ofpublic power 10
achieve egalitarian social ends. Common to a whole spectrum of these neo-Iiberal

arguments is the belief that individual well-being must be the source, as weil as the
criterion, of social justice. Individual rights and freedoms are protected (especially
property, investment, and trade rights) white collective rights are virtually non-existent.
Missing from this approach is a tenable notion of the common good, expressed in social
and political terms. Neo-liberal arguments endorse libera\ values and human rights, yet

•

Il

Philip Grccn, The PIII"l/il offlleql/o/iry (New York: Pantheon Books, 1981).
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oppose extending them to those excluded !Tom the benefits of economic wealth.
Each type of argument, i.e., genelic and neo-liberal, as different as they are, both
arrive at the same conclusion:
ln both cases, intellectuals have discovered supposed grOlmcl. in ethical or political
principle tha! have the same practical ejJect as the biological arguments discussec/ in the
earlier essays: they make planned social change seem in some sense wrong. or against
nature,J2

If we rationalize human suffering as necessaty or meritorious, or otherwise
reconcile ourselves to social injustice and humim suffering, we block the development of a
transforrnative moral awareness !Tom the vety outset. Such theories destroy the reflective
and creative subjectivity of individuals in the interest of preserving a social arrangement
which makes possible a preferred way of life for the privileged and powerflllfew; a way of
life which depends on the subjugation or mistreatment of the disad\!antaged many. Such
are the social consequences of world views - systems of ideas and beliefs which offer
explanations for what it means to be human. When those explanations are premised on
fundamental falsehoods, the dynamic process whereby reflection and action would

•

norrna11y lead to critical awareness is either prevented from happening or brought to an
abrupt end. A central task for an emancipatoty ethic of awareness is to develop criteria
for deciding what values and goals should serve as an orientation for social research under
contemporaty social conditions.

3. A Model for Assessing Social Knowledge Clairns

Social knowledge claims always need to be validated. We are constantly being
challenged to give our sources, and to defend information as legitimate and trustworthy.
The fundamental and familiar who, what, when, whel'e, how, and why which guides our
daily human inquliY also forrns the basic structure of a theoretical model needed to
evaluate social knowledge claims. Of a11 the possible questions in these categories, which
are most important to ask? Answering this question is made easier with a review of the

•
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Philip Green, The Pursuit oflnequaliry, p. Il.
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key insights from two interre1ated traditions within sociology: critica/ soci%gy and the
sOCÎ%gy ofknow/edge.

Developing criteria for testing the validity of sociJl knowledge requires that the
thinking of the researcher be subjected to a process of critical questioning. This process

of critical self-examination constitutes the essential sociological approach known as the
SOCÎ%gy ofKnow/edge:
The soci%gy ofknow/edge requires, above ail, that the soci%gist's own thinking about
a distorted reality ,l'hould itselfbe constant/y questioned, for the thin~ing ofthe
soci%gist is not immune to the prevailing social conditions that shape human
c:onsciousness. 13

The sociology of knowledge approach recognizes that ail knowledge about social
reality carries with it certain ideological, political and evaluative convictions. This
approach is suspicious of ail social knowledge daims. It aims to uncover the roots feeding
personal and social experience, shaping consciousness, and explaining the dynamic
workings of the social base out of which knowledge emerges.
Knowledge of society is always the product of a dialogical exchange between the

•

social investigator and the social world in which the investigator lives. Distinctions
between the researcher (subject) and society (abject) can not be dearly delineated. Every
what question concerning the knowledge daims which the researcher presents must be

accompanied by a corresponding why question aimed directly at the researcher. These
why questions can be categorized roughly as (a) questions dealing with the perspective of

the sociologist, and, (b) questions dealing with the in/erests of the sociologist. Obviously,
these perspectives overlap and merge in the same lives.
Questions dealing with sociological perspective consider the sociologist's beliefs
and values about society and human nature (world view) as weil as the angle from which

the sociologist stands within society (social location). Sociologist Karl Mannheim made a
distinction between what he called particular ideologies and tata/ ideologies based on
these same two variables (i.e., soc/allocation and world view). Particular ideologies are

•
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G. Llewell)'l Walson, Social TheOlY alld Crilical Ullderstalldillg (Washington, D.C.: Universily Press of
Ameriell, 1982), p. xix.
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beliefs which express the interest of a particular social group, providing a partial and
distorted view of reaiity. Total ideologies, on the other hand, are beliefs which present a
distorted world view (Weltanschauung). Class or group interests can lead to ideological
distortions affecting a total world view.
Mannheim's important distinction draws attention to how the philosophical or
religious foundation of an individual's world view can have intellectual integrity as a belief
system, and yet serve ideological purposes by legitimating dass or group interests. There
is a certain affinity between per~pectives and interests within a unified body of social
knowledge. IdentifYing and exposing key interests can help to determine both the world
vieil' and social location perspectives of the social researcher or theorist (and vice-versa).
Although a critical and suspicious attitude must determine the general approach, or
method ofinquiry, required to formulate criteria for testing sociological knowledge, such
an attitude does not, in itself, constitute a criterion. The formative character of any
criteria will be determined by the information obtained from asking a specific set of

•

questions. An infinite number of questions could be raised, both about the character and
content of social knowledge daims, as weil as the beliefs, values, interests and intentions
of the social researcher. Many questions can only be formulated in dialogue with
particular social theories or research projects; still, it is nonetheless possible to outline a
core theoretical model comprising key questions appropriate to ask ofall social research.
There are essentially three aspects or categories ofinquiry with the model; Knowledge
about what?, How is Sociology Acquired!, and Who Benefitsfl'Om Social Knowledge?

3.1 KNOWLEDGE ABOUT WHAT?

AIl social researchers share a similar aim in their investigations: they seek accurate
knowledge of society. Knowledge ofsociety is obviously not an adequate answer to the
question knowledge about what? Because societies are complex phenomena, spreading
across boundaries of time and space - constituted by means of dynamic processes, and

•

influenced by innumerable variables - no body of social knowledge is definitive or
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complete: anthropological and historicallimits always make social knowledge partial. No
one can have complete social knowledge. Social researchers are subject to the very same
psychical and physicallimitations as are other human beings. To answer questions about
what, we need to shift from general (abstract) to particular (concrete) questions.

Social researchers must inevitably choose between many possibilities when
deciding what to research. Knowledge about what? A certain city; a certain group; a
certain issue; ail these choices (and many others) help to determine the content and limits
of a given body of social knowledge. Uncovering the social determinants and
psychological factors which influence how we decide these boundaries is the first step in
the process of evaluating the merits of sociological research and the knowledge claims
contained therein.

3.2

•

How 18 SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRED?

Various determinants define the limits of social knowledge. After the determinants
regarding what is being studied are identified and uncovered (Le., time-frame, geography,
etc.,) the next step in a value assessment of sociological knowledge is to investigate the
particular methods and techniques which are employed to obtain the sought-after
knowledge. Did the sociologist or social researcher do field studies? Were surveys taken?
If so, how significant were the sample sizes? How fair were the selection procedures?
What theories or models were used to select and then interpret social data? Was the
knowledge based on the interpretation of historical texts? If so, how reliable is the
knowledge contained in the texts? What hermeneutical method(s) or heuristic model(s)
were used to record and to interpret the information? Were important texts relevant to
the research subject matter overlooked or purposely ignored? AIl such questions (and
many others) test the integrity of social knowledge claims.
Obtaining social knowledge is not simply a technical task having to do with
interpretive methods. Knowledge abolit something (or someone, or sorne process) is

•

categorically distinct from knowledge of something, as it exists in itself Obtaining
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knowledge is first and foremost a subjective enterprise, dependent in part on the
potentialities and Iimits of the human mind. The most that can be hoped for is that social
knowledge daims approximale the tlUth about Ihillgs illlhemse/ves.
Sorne argue that the capacity to love and feel compassion are prerequisites for a
tlUthful understanding ofreality. Such was the understanding ofhistorical tlUth held by
theologian and sociologist Ernst Troeitsch. 14 Troeitsch argued that theological and
philosophical questions about the subjective process ofknowing cannot be exduded l'rom
an evaluation of knowledge daims made by sociologists. Philosopher Mary Rogers
expresses a similar conviction, stating that, "... the philosophy likely to benefit sociology
must. .. address the relationships between experience and knowledge."IS

3.3 WHO BENEFITS FROM SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE?

Why does the sociologist seek knowledge of a certain city; a certain group; a

•

certain issue? What are the ends for which such knowledge is intended? Who benefits
from social knowledge? Does social knowledge serve the interests of certain individuals
or groups and not others? Is the research project being funded by a large petro-chemical
corporation dedicated to maximizing corporate profits? Or, perhaps a non-profit
organization concerned with the growing problem of homelessness? These questions (and
many others) serve to uncover the fundamental beliefs, values, intentions and aims of the
sociologist.
Social research is never simply an arbitrary project: the individual or group
exerting time, effort and money to obtain information about society invariably must decidc
the boundaries of particular research endeavours, and the methods adopted to obtain
social knowledge. Asking questions which help to answer the thrce general questions
For a summary presentation of the writings of Ernst Troellseh on the subjeelive dimension orhisloriealtruth
and social knowlcdge read, Gregory Baum, "Science and Commitrnent: Historieal Truth /\eeurding lu Ernst
Trocllseh," found in The Social Imperative (Toronto: Paulist Press, 1979), pp. 231-254.
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Mary F. Rogers, Soci%gy, EthnometllOda/ogy, and Experience: A Phenomen%gica/ Critique (Cambridge
UniversityPress,1983),p.13.
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knowledge abou/ wha/? how is knowledge ob/ained? and, knowledge for wha/? offers a

framework within which the perspectives and interests of sociological theory and research
can be systematically laid out on the table to be assessed, criticized, modified, or if need
be, rejected as ineffective.
4. Social Engagement and Methods oflnquiry

Of the factors determining the limits of social knowledge, one of the most
significant is socialloca/ion. Where do we stand when we look at the social world? With
whom do we stand? These fundamental questions lead us into an investigation of how the
l'alue orien/a/ion within particular methods of social inquiry connects with the social
engageme11l and moral praxis of the researcher. This is not a new observation. Indeed

there are long-standing traditions within religious and secular ethics that incorporate into
their systems the same fundamental insight: that ethics and the search for social knowledge

•

fuse togethtlr in the integration of the value orientation (moral thinking) and praxis (moral
activity) of the researcher. A growing body of contemporary critical research, both
secular and theological, has taken a decidedly emancipatory and Iiberating turn.

4.1 The Importance of Location in Critical and Liberation Ethics

A central insight popularized by critical16 and Iiberation theologians and ethicists is
that the social knowledge we attain is largely determined by social location and the
particular character and dynamics of social praxis. With a prior commitment to justice and

•

Those who refer to themselves as crit/cal theologians or ethieists usually originate in Europe or North
America; tllOse who refer to themsclves as lib.ration theologians or ethieists usually write from the perspective
of Latin America, Asia or Arriea. Polit/cal theology and e!hies usually refer to a partieular development in
Europe. eritieal, politieal and liberation theologians and ethieists ail rely on eritieal methods of inquiry, and
aspire 10 foster social emaneipation and personalliberationlredemption.
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equality, the value orientation must necessarily be to aid the poor and oppressed. 17 We
cannot understand the structures and dynamics of poverty and oppression without first
looking at the social world !Tom the point of view of the pOOl' and oppressed. It is by
gazing at reality !Tom the perspective, experience and social location of those who suffer
!Tom injustice and exploitation that emancipatory insights are gained. These insights are
usually only attained by those individuals who are engaged in a collective emancipatory
struggle to transform society and improve the quality of alllife. Before clarifYing this
critical theological method further, it is wcrth exploring how this new teaching came
gradually out ofvirtual obscurity 18 to become the official teaching of the Canadian
Christian Churches over the last two decades.
Following the Second Vatican Council (1962-65) many Latin American Christians
struggling to cope with (and overcome) extreme poverty and exploitation, came together

17

Who are the poor and oppressed? The attempt to give a refined delinition ta this phrase is sclf-defeating.
Those who suifer the afllietions of social injustice will bear the unique marks ofoppression pllItieular 10 thdr
time and social eontexl. The phrase is most fruitfuIly used in a metaphorieal way, as an umbreIla eoneepl,
mueh Ils the Hebrew phrase 'widows and orphans' is used throughoul the Old and New Testament Seriptures.
Just Ils a eommitrnent 'ta come to the aid of those wbo arc poor and oppressed' forms the basis of a radical
reading of the Gospel by many eontemporary Chrislians, so tao did the New Teslument eommunity deline 'lrue
religion' in tenns of ane's response to ·widows and orphans': Pure and rmdefiled religion he/àre Gml the
father is thi:;; /0 visit orplla1ls and widows in their afflictions. and 10 keep cmeself lmspouedjrom ,he wor/d.
(Jumes: 1:27, King Jumes Il Version). For a more detailed discussion ofhow dilTerent dleologians have
interpreted the phrase 'poor and oppressed' within the eonlexl ortheir respective sodeties, sec Kevin J.
Arsenault, Liberatian/rolll Oppression inlhe Writings a/Johann BaplM-Melz and Gregory Balllll (Masters
Thesis: University of Windsor, Ontario, 1985).

lB

Recent researeh into the historieal origins of Canadian emaneipalory Chrislian teaehing and social dleory by
Roger Hutehinson has retrieved a little known tradition ofradical Christian soeialteaehing, whieh dillèred
considerably l'rom bath the early Canadian Social Gospel Movemenl and the social theolob'Y or proteslant
theologians, sueh as Reinhold Neibuhr. [For a summation and critique orthe Social Gospel Movement rcad,
Richard Allen, The Social Passion: Religion and Social Re/orlll in Canada, 1914-1928, 1971, and; Richard
Allen, cd., The Social Gospel in Canada (Ottawa: Nalional Museum of Canada, 1975)].
A book eontaining the core teaehing ofthis radical theologieal movement within Canada, Toward, Ihe
Christian RevollIIion, was first published in 1936 by members ol'dle FeIlowship for a Christian Sodal Order
(FCSO), (a group on whieh Roger Hutehinson wrote his doctoral dissertation) and has just reccntly bcen
republished (Kingston, Ontario: Ronald Frye & Company, 1989). This reprinl is aeeompanied by another book
eontaining 16 eritieal eommentaries ofthis Canadian Theologieal elassic tilled, A Long and Faith/III March,
Harold WeIls and Roger Hutehinson, cds., (Toronto: United Chureh Publishing House, 1989). For a brier
review of Towards Ihe Christian Revolution, sec, Gregory Bawn, "Radical Theolob'Y Filly Years Aga,"
Eculllenist, (Winter, 1991), pp. 5-7, where Bawn diseusses how this carly radical teaching anticipales the
liberation theology worked out in Latin America in the 1960's & 1970's.
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in thousands of small base communities. In these communities they experienced a renewal
of Christian Iife by praying and reading the Bible, and by involving themselves in joint
social action aimed at bettering the social situation in which they lived and died. A
number of trained theologians, who often joined or helped establish these base
communities, collected and systematized the simple but revealing interpretations of the
Gospel message that emerged in grassroots reflection. These written works (especially
Gustavo Gutiérrez's now famous A Theology ofLiberation) continue to have an enormous
impact on the Church's official teaching. The shift in method occurred primarily as a calI
for a shift in location, a shift that reconciled the abstract-concrete split, or dualistic mindset, Latin American theologians refer to as Christendom. As Robert McAffee Brown
writes in his biographical work on Gustavo Gutiérrez,
To 'do' Iheology in Ihis way means 10 appropriale some new 1001.1', particularly Ihe social
sciences, in order 10 undersland whalforces are al workperpeluating injustice, and how
Ihose forces can be challenged. We have already seen why Marx is imporlant in Ihis
lmderlaking. Buljusl as imporlanl, melhodologically, is a new way ofrelating rejlection
and action. Guslavo {Gutierrez] describes il as a recognition Ihal knowledge is linked 10
tram/ormation. True knowledge ofrealily leads us 10 change Ihal reality.19

•

In 1968, the Latin American Catholic Bishops held a conference in Medellin,
Columbia, where they incorporated the principal elements ofliberation theology. For the
first time, an official conference ofbishops accepted the analysis ofLatin American
poverty and dependency, and endorsed the struggle for economic and politicalliberation.
They acknowledged that socio-economic liberation is part of the wider redemptive process
promised in the Scriptures, and that the personal decision to follow Jesus Christ must
entail a commitment to a process of social emancipation.
The 1971 World Synod ofBishops held in Rome followed the lead of the Latin
American Bishops by declaring that: "The salvation which Jesus Christ has brought
includes the Iiberation of people trom oppression," and that "action on behalfofjustice
and participation in the transformation of the world is a constitutive dimension of the
preaching of the gospel or, in other words, of the Church's mission for the redemption of
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Robert MeMee Brown, Gustavo GII/iérrez (Atlanta, GA: John Knox Press, 1980), p. 46.
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the human race and its liberation trom every oppressive situation."
The radical commitment to look upon the world trom the viewpoint of the victims
of social injustice was formally adopted by the Latin American Bishop's Conference
convened in Puebla, Mexico in 1979. This teaching was termed the preferelltial optioll

for the poor. This option has two dimensions - as Gregory Baum and others have
clarified.'o The first dimension has to do with actioll, and refers to a commitment to acl in
solidarity with the poor and join in their struggle for justice; the second dimension has to
do with the method for attaining Imowledge, and asks that Christians interpret both society
and the bible trom the perspective of the people at the bottom and in the margin.
This approach acknowledges what a number of sociologists have been saying lbr
sorne time; namely, that social location necessarily restricts our experience of reality and
has, therefore, an ideological dimension. Where we stand in society - and who we stand
with - conditions both our analysis and our response; or, in other words our moral
awareness and praxis. This fundamental insight has subsequently altered the way in which

•

the Canadian Churches have sought to gain insight and knowledge of society prior to
making ethical pronouncements or teachings.
The 1976 Labour Day Message of the Canadian Conference ofCatholic Bishops
outlined this new orientation in detail. The bishops present a method of social
investigation which follows a series of steps, essentially the same as those practised by
many Latin Americans, and endorsed formally by the Latin American Bishops and the
Vatican. After discovering the cali to justice in a re-reading of Scripture from the point of
view of social victims, Canadian Christians are called to engage in praxis which aims at the
liberation of society's victims through solidarity and transformative social action. The
steps in this process as spelled out by the Bishops are:

•

Baum speaks of the Iwo dimensions of the oplion/or the poor as 'epislcmological bias and commilmcnl of
solidarity' in "Politieal Theology in Conflicl," The Ecumeni"I, 22:6, 1984, p. 85; and as a praxis which 'alTecL.
how realily is pereeivcd,' in Baum and Cameron, Ethic" and Economic" (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company,
1984), p. 41-42.
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a)

he present with and listen to the experiences ofthe poor, the marginalized and
oppressed within Canada;

h)

develop a critical analysis ofthe economic, political and social structures that
cause human sujfering;

c)

make judgments in the light ofthe Gospel principles concerning social values and
priorities;

d)

.\'timulate creative thought and action regarding alternative modelsfor social and
economic development; andfinally;

e)

act in solidarity with popular groups in their struggles to transform society.

This method marks a significant departure from simply attempting to promote the
personal moral conversion of each individual. This formerly dominant view mistakingly
believed that a significant degree of personal moral transformation would automatically
overcome structural injustice and social evil. The official teaching of the Churches now
proclaims that the social order will not be gradually reformed through the cumulative

•

elfects of personal virtue, now that the Children of God have become aware that evil can
take a structural form, wherein moral individuals can contribute to social evil through
ideological blindness and social ignorance. The Churches now insist that social analysis
must precede value analysis.
As a result, the focus of the social teaching of the Canadian Churches has recently
been on providing a structural analysis of the injustice and inequality produced by the
institutional structures within society. A similar trend has occurred in ail the major
churches, and has given rise to interchurch committees and official church involvement in
broad-based social coalitions aimed at identifYing, understanding and overcoming social
injustices of ail kinds.

4.2 The Importance of Social Locative in Critical Sociology

There is a strong tradition within sociology which recognizes the importance of

•

choosing an appropriate social location trom which to obtain social knowledge. Like
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critical and liberation theologians, critical sociologists reject the idea that a value-free
reading of society is possible. They rely on emancipatory goals to guide their social
analysis. Not ail sociologists define these emancipatory goals in exactly the same way. Il
is possible to detect different underlying metaphysics or political philosophies in the
particular goals which different sociologists chose. Ali agree on the central importance of

soda/location for sociology and sociological methods.
A number of prominent sociologists have - for different reasons - struggled with
the function of socia//oca/ion and ide%gy in research methods. They recognize that a
degree ofideological distortion (due to psychical and geographicallimits) is inevitable,
sorne sociologists seek to counteract these restrictions, and foster a more credible reading
of society, less tainted with ideological bias. They seek a pr~rerred social location that
would justi1}' the knowledge daims of sociological research. A leading proponent of the
sociology ofknowledge stream was Karl Mannheim.
Mannheim sought to deal systematically with the problems of social location and

•

methods of inquiry within sociological research. As Derek L. Phillips puts it, Mannheim
was, "... sensitive to the influence of people's social positions on what they can perceive,
what they define and accept as knowledge and truth, as weil as their vicws, opinions,
goals, and values. ,,21 He fully acknowledged that the social location of sociologists
affected the knowledge daims they put forth. For Mannheim, ail knowledge (cxccpt
knowledge obtained through logic, mathematics and natural science) is knowlcdge only in
relation to sorne observer standpoint. He believed that the natural sciences were immune
trom the influence of social factors, however, being "... largely detached l'rom the
historical-social perspective of the investigator."

22

How did Mannheim justi1}' his own knowledge daims while holding that ail
knowledge daims were ideologically-distorted l'rom historical and social location

"
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Derek L. Phillips, Epistem%gy and the Soci%gy ofKnow/edge: The Colllrihlllio/lS (if Monnheilll, MiI/."
and Merlon, p. 67.
Thomas Kuhn's work, The s//1/c/llre ofScielllific Revo/lllions shows lhe exlenllo which lhe naloml and
biological sciences arc l'ully social aelivilies and, lberefore, arc also always subjecllo lhe influence of
ideological faelors and dominanl cullural paradigms which arc biascd and reslricling.
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determinants? As Mary Hesse states in Theory and Value in the Social Sciences:
He (Mannheim) then asks: Which standpoint i.\· optimum for establishing truth? and goes
on to reject the two classical Marxist answers - the Proletariat. and the class-self
conscious l'arty subsection ofthe l'ruletariat - and to put forward the intelligentsia, who,
he daims, are power/en' and interest-free, and understand the sociology ofknowledge."

Not everyone would agree with Hesse that Mannheim made the claim that the so-caUed

free-j7oating intelligentsia were powerless and interest-free; however, it is true that he did
perceive the intelligentsia working within academic institutions as the group best disposed
to recognize and neutralize the ideological distortions resulting from situational
determinants.
Thomas Kuhn's contribution to the debate over the influence of values and world
views on natural and social science caUs into question Mannheim's choice of the university
as the preferred social location for testing social knowledge claims. The university can
restrict and seriously hamper social engagement, encouraging a division between public
and private, concrete and abstract, and usuaUy, urban and rural. Alvin Gouldner explains

•

why a sociologist is not simply doing ajob in sorne professional sense, but is also a citizen
of society responsible for what he or she thinks and does as a sociologist. Resisting any
strict l'Ole differentiation, Gouldner makes the foUowing claim:
11te sociologist /IIust be "reflexive-selfaware" ofhis [her} own place and his [her} own
standpoint - and must accept his [her} involvement in it in a manner that requires a new
praxis - a /lew lifeslyle in which there is no ultimate division as sociologist from hi/llself
[herselj] as citizen. J4

ft is important to extend the notion ofsociological praxis (here meaning the praxis of the
sociologist) to include a more detailed examination of the methods used to obtain
knowledge, keeping in mind that sorne type ofpraxis is inevitable, due to the dialectical
process between the sociologist and social reality under investigation.
C. Wright Mills is a sociologist sensitive to the need for appropriate research
methods relative to social location. His description of the techniques he employed to

Ml")' }-lcssc, "Theol'Y and Value in the Social Sciences,1I làund inAction and lnle1pretarioIJ, Christopher
Hookwa)' and Philip Pellil, cds., (London: England: CllIllbridge University Press, 1978), p. Il.

•

Mary Hesse, "Theory and Value in the Social Sciences," p. 12.
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obtain reliable social knowledge of the American elite is insightful:
1 also began ta use my observations and daUy experiences. 1 thought Jirst ofexperienees 1
had had \l'hieh hore upon elite problems, and then 1 \l'em and talked with those who, 1
thought, might have experienced or eonsidered the issues. As a malter oJjact, 1 M\I'
began ta alter the charaeter ofmy routine sa as to include in it 1) people who \l'cre among
those whom 1 wanted ta study, 2) people in close contact \l'ith them, and 3) people
interested in Them in some professional way. >J

This business ofaltering one's dailv routine to include sorne degree of identification with
the people who are the subject of concem and study would seem to force the sociologist
out of the university setting. This prevalent trend towards sorne form of parlieipalll

obsen'alioll is weil established in CUITent sociological research.
Sorne argue that sociologists ulUSt participate in sociallife in order to obtain
knowledge because of a growing distrust of professiollals among citizens. Sociologists
can not be sure that infoffi1ation they solicit from citizens in surveys and questionnaires is
accurate. To compensate for the possible dishonestly of the subjeels, sociologists
sometimes disguise their true identity as professional researchers while oui illlhefield:

•

In covert inquiry the seientist disgl/ises himself{herselfl as a citizen and interacts with
others as /fhe {.l'he] were merely one Iike themselves. They do not know at the time, and
indeed may never know that he {.l'he] is studying Them. This technique has been l/sed
where the seientist seeks information which he {.l'he] believes the citizell.l· \l'al/Id wish to
keep secret from an ol/tsider bl/I which they may he willing ta impart ta a new mmer who
identifies himself{herselfl with Ihem. 26

Others deliberately deceive individuals in order to either protect their identity as
researchers, or to convince the subjeel of something which is simply not true, in order to
gauge the person's response?' Other sociologists believe there is a way to overcome this

C. Wright Mills, The Saeialagical Imagination, (New York, N. Y.: Oxford University l'ress, 1959), p. 201.
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26

J. A. Barnes, Tize Elhics ofInql/iry in Social Science, (Delhi, India: Oxford University l'ress, 1977), p. Il.

"

Social Psyehologisl' are notorious for using this technique in eontrolled laboratory experimenls. Solomon
Asch's famous experiment to dctcnninc the strcngth of pressures towards confonnity is a gooL! case in point.
College students wcre told to judge the length oflines appcaring on a cardo In ract only one student was tree 10
chose; the others were confederates in the experiment, and had been instrucled to givc wrong answers. Stanley
Milgrarn condueted experiments ta detennine wbat cireumslances would lead individuals to excuse themsclves
for acting cruclly, by saying that they had only acled /mderarder... To investigale this topie humancly,
Milgrarn had to mislead volonteers into thinking that their actions were cruel, when in fael they were hannles<.
These studies will be examined more carefully in a study of confonnity in ehapter six.
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dilemma preferable to that of covert research - which, they argue, invariably leads to a
growing distrust of sociologists among citizens. Citizens, they suggest, need to be
convinced that their honest cooperation will be in sorne way rewarded. This should not be
difficult if it can be shown that the research aims to address legitimate human needs and
overcome injustices.
Another response to the problem of professional sociologists obtaining honest and
correct knowledge from social citizens can be found in the tradition of Ethnomethodology,
best represented by Harold Garfinkel and Erving Goffinan. What is Ethnomethodology?
Ethnomethodology is primarily a reaction against the professional imposition of rationality
upon individuaIs to serve as an interpretive device; that is, setting up controls and studying
people within predefined parameters and objectives. Ethnomethodologists believe that
sociologists should accept the individual's construction of reality as legitimate in its own
right. Graham Kinloch contrasts Garfinkel's view with the approach of
ethnomethodology:
Social scientist.l· in particlliar make hllman beings Ollt to be 'Jlldgmental dopes," atlempt
to "remedy" their behaviollr throllgh empirical and theoretical devices, and search for the
"invariant" and "calclliable" in their research. ln contrast, ethnomethodology takes the
individlla!'s "practical reasoning" seriollsly, viewing him or her as a competent
methodologist/practitioner to begin wilh, refllsing to evaillate or atlemptto correct the
person ~I' "common sense" interpretation ofeveryday Ilfe. 28

•

Kinloch believes that a major problem for ethnomethodologists is the manner in which
sociologists interfere with everyday common sense by evaluating it subjectively, and
transforming it into objective constructs for their own use to legitimate their theories.
Ethnomethodologists believe that by ignoring the interpretive processes ofgroups within
society, and by imposing formaI evaluative structures on social reality, sociologists are
effectively prevented from gaining insight into those very processes. One can appreciate
the efforts of ethnomethodologists to overcome certain problems inherent in professional
interpretive methods, with their broadened understanding of the dynamics and depth of
human action and lived experience.

•

"

OmhnIll C. Kinloch,/de%gy and Colllemporary Soci%gica/7'lleOlY, p. 139.
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Criticisms have also been launched against mainstream sociology by a school of
thought in American sociology known as radical sociology. This critical view focusses on
the discipline, practice, and social location of professional sociologists. ln the prelàce to
the book Radical Sociology: AII/mmdl/Clioll, editor David Horowitz notes,
... the indictment ofthe sociological establishment began with the charge that its mode/s.
which pictllred modern American society as basically harmoniol/s, pll/mlist, ami post"ideological" were hopelessly distant from the American reality and were irre/evant ta
America's tensions and conj7icts. This indictment was ql/ickly extended by the realizotioll
that the models and techniques which sociologists were developing (oflen on II/crative
government and corporation contmcts) were being placed in the service ofthe l'llling
powers ofthe social Slatlls quo, and that they were themselve.\· integral parts "l'the system
ofsocial oppression and inslitutional aggression which the radicals condemned."

The need to obtain funding to do research can pose serious living and moral
problems for sociologists committed to social emancipation. Sociologists must makc a
living from their trade, and with skill and university degrees largely for sale in the
marketplace, the old adage, he who pays Ihe piper calls Ihe II/Ile, is a fundamental
influence to be reckoned with. Hired social researchers may tind that the boundaries and

•

goals assigned to them for their research will make an emancipatory approach nearly
impossible. Foss reports that in the United States, in 1966, $3.2 billion were spent on
basic research, while $18.9 billion were spent on applied research and development,
adding tha!. ". , . there seems even now to be an increase in the number of research grants
that are requested or solicited by granting agencies (as opposed to those submitted
unsolicited by sociologists). ,,30 This suggests that sociologists may not have much say
about the type of research they do because of where they obtain funding to do research.
The extent to which sociologists must compromise their own values and research
interests in order to obtain funding, or a salary, depends, according to J. A. Barnes, on the
extent to which financial and political power is concentrated within society, which, in most
societies in today's world, is extreme:

•

"

David Horowitz, cd., Radical Soci%gy: AI/lntrodl/ction (New York, N. Y.: Harper & Ruw, 1971 J, p. 1.

JO

Foss, The Value Controversy in Soc/a/ogy, p. 25.
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The soc/alscientist is no longer the ellte gentleman ofprivate means but is a propertyless
professional dependent on support from a sponsor. Ifa private foundation or
independent minded University con support him [her], he [.l'he] may be able ta negotiate
terms .l'a Ihat he {she] canfidfil his [her] obligations ta the citizen.l· he {she] studies as
weil as ta his [her] sponsor. 111e less pluralist the society he [.l'he] works in, the harder it
isfor him {her] ta protect the interests ofthe cilizens as weil as ta defend his [her] own
interesls. JI

The danger ofimpotence and co-optation is, however, only one aspect of the
radical sociologist's critique of professional sociology. Radical sociologists have also
identified a limitedfleld of vision and restricted socialloca/ion to be the primary causes
for the most serious ideological biases and distortions in socioJogy. As Robert Snyder
notes in his article, Knowledge, Power and the University, "... it is the structure of the
academic system and its dependence upon the economic-political system that locks the
academic into his narrow field of specialty and prevents any venturing into the area of
social criticism. "32
Radical sociologist, Martin Nicolaus, believes sociologists must break their ties
with the status quo and serve the interests of social underdogs. According to Nicolaus,

•

this requires more than a shift in one's allegiance. Unless sociologists shift their location,
they will be unable to see the truth about society, on account of their Jack of concrete
engagement in the social world of which they speak, write, theorize, and teach. Nicolaus
. had this to say to a gathering of American sociologists:
lt ail depends on where YOl/lookfrom, where YOI/ stand. .. .JfYOI/ will look at the social
world throl/gh the eyes ofyol/r sl/bject papI/lotion (and ifyol/ will endow those eyes with
the .l'orne degree ofclearsightedness YOI/ profess"la encol/rage among YOl/rselve;), then
YOI/ will get a dijJerent conception ofthe social science ta which YOI/ are devoted."

The old saying, otll ofsigh/,

0/1/

ofmind, is an appropriate way to describe this

vlew. Such blindness results in part from the restrictive social location of sociologists. As

JI

.1. A. Ba01es, 11le ErMcs oflllqllily ill Social Sciellce, p.55.

Robert G. Snyder, "Knowledge, Power and the University," Guntcr W. Rcmmling cd., Tawards the Soc/ology
ofKllowledge: Origill ami Developmem ofa Saciologica! TllOlIght Style (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1973), p. 344.
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Horowitz, David, cd., Radical Sac/alogy: Alllntrodllcliall, p. 1-2. Emphasis mine.
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Nicolaus puts it, il ail depends on where YOI/ look/rom, where YOI/ stand. This is more
than a caution against the well-documented tendency among professional American
sociologists to endorse Parsonian functionalism, and to focus their research efforts on

micro-Ievel issues; more importantly, it is a caU to become aware of the sociological and
psychological factors which impact on moral awareness and action. It is also an invitation
to fellow sociologists to do responsible social research aimed at portraying the needs of
people honestly. Radical sociologists acknowledge that the possibility of doing good
sociology is not tied irrevocably to contemporary academic institutions, which is a
startling enough conclusion given the fact that, "... in a national survey of sociological
doctorates (received from 1934 to 1976), Wilkinson (1979) found that 85.7% of
sociologists were in academic settings. "34
Perhaps the greatest danger from doing sociological research solely within the
confines of a restricted social setting lies not so much with the conscious act of serving
grOI/P

•

or statl/s ql/o interests, but rather, offalling prey to the unwanted consequences of

pure unadulterated ignorance. Howard Becker believes this more aptly describes the
modem situation: "Many failures in sociological research result from simple ignorance,
having little to do with either ideological bias or utopian fanta.y. ,,35 The basis for much
ignorance seems explainable as many seemingly incidental consequences of a person's
associations and daily routine as much as from the force ofpersonal beliefand values.
Critical sociologists agree that an ongoing critical analysis of sociological research
undertaken in restricted locations is absolutely essential. Such an analysis " ... entails
exposing the myths by which the professor who makes the analysis supports his [her] own
privileged position of tenure and income, ,,36 and examiœs the limitations in the methods of
the sociologist.

Janet Bokenneier and Keith Carter, "Ethics in Sociological l'racticc: A survcy of Sociologists," Sociologicul
Prac/ice, Vol. 3, no. 2, Spring, 1980), p. 137.
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"

Howard Becker and 1. L. Horowitz, "Radical Politics in Sociological Rcscarch: Observations on Mcthodology
and Ideology," American Journal ofSacialogy, (Vol. 78, July, 1972), p. 51.

16

Becker, "Radical Polities in Soeiologieal Researeh," p. 55.
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There is a recent and interesting development in social science research which
signaIs efforts to initiate a dialogue between two major antithelical trends within
sociology. Along with an increased interest in policy analysis, with a focus on applied
social science research and social intervention, there is also a growing interest among
many social scientists in interpretalive social science, drawing on such diverse sources as
phenomenology, analytic philosophy of action, historiography, and literary criticism.
The interpretive approach has been criticized for its failure to provide explanations
of social change with hard social data obtained from an analysis of structural forces. Its
focus has been on the experiences of people within society, and tries "... to enable us to
see events through the eyes of those who lived in and through them... 37 Many see only the

conservative political implications of the interpretative approach, and fail to appreciate the
serious attempt the interpretive approach makes to find a replacement for positivistic
methods and rigid, analytical research techniques.
Sociologists using interpretative methods struggle with epistemological problems
related to the task of ohtaining reliable social knowledge, while sociologists who follow

•

the policy analysis approach tend to focus attention on structural analysis, and the use of
social knowledge. Policy analysts recognize the importance of using social knowledge to
address macro problems in society, and in this respect, accept that values inevitably enter
into the decisions affecting the application of social science research; however, vast
numbers of social scientists engaged in research with problem-solving applications in mind
continue to ding to mainstream sociological methods in the tradition ofPositivism, which
displaces or corrupts an emancipatory intention by blinding the researcher to the
distortions and unexamined aspects of the people, structures and themes under
investigation.
Sociologists from both the interpretalive and policy perspectives have much to
gain from mutual dialogue. In the words of Daniel Callahan and Bruce Jennings,

•

.n

Daniel CnllaltlUl and Bruce Jennings. Elhics. The Social Sciences. and Po/icy Ana/ys;s. p. 11.
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There is nothing inherent in the potential uses and purposes ofpolit)' analysis thatmakes
only social seientifie inquiry in the posilivist mode pertinent te> il; in jàet, there are good
reasons for thinking thar the interpretative approaeh is beller suiled ta the goals ofpolit)'
analysls than are the more mainstream, posilivistie approaehes, , , and there is nothing
inherent in the type ofknowledge oJJered by interpretive social science thatlimils it te>
purely academie or pedagogieal sellings or undermines ils l'elevance te> the broader
polilieal arena in which public policy isformulated, debated, and assessed,'s

An exciting and very promising dialogue appears underway, Perhaps a synthesis of
the best within these two traditions will be the fiuit of the growing awareness oftheir
interdependence, Such a merger would aim to integrate experiential knowledge-ol:
acquaintance with practical theoretical theories and models for alternative social change,
The fact that obtaining and using soci21 knowledge is essentially the task of elhics,
the overlap between these disciplines is transforming the work of sociologisls l'rom that of
a professional public profession, more or less separated l'rom one's personal and privale
sociallife, to a life praxis engaging the sociologist in the dynamic of social change, aligned
with the interests ofthose needing their political rights and economic needs lùlfilled. The

•

political consequences of these developments and discussions regarding social research
methods are sure to be significant, with repercussions for the lifestyle and praxis of
sociologists and various movements within society. The quality of outcome will - as Janet
Bokermeier concludes l'rom her survey of sociologists with Ph.D's in the field - depend on
the ethical choices made by individuals:
Ifsoeiologists are ta make a lasting, benejicial contribution ta social action and,wcial
polieyand, atthe ,l'Gme time, gain secure emp/oyment, the discipline ofsoci%gy should
eonfront the issues ofwhat is applied sociology, what are the educationa/ and
employment needs ofapplied soeiologists and what ethical prob/ems are they jilcing."

With the massive technology transfer l'rom public institutions to the private seclor
now underway in many industrialized nations, the need to gain .l'ecure employmetll will
continue to exert increasing pressure on social scientiststo sell their research labour to
transnational corporations, rapidly expanding their control ovcr technologies and being
Daniel Caliahan and Bruce Jennings, Elhics, l'Ize Social Sciences, and Policy Analy.,;s, p. 10.
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Janet Bokcnncier and Keith Carter, "Ethies in Sociologieal Practicc: A Survey uf Suciulugists," p. 130.
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assisted by nationallegislation, and international patent agreements extending corporate
control over research techniques and new discoveries. 4•
What new forms will the work and social engagement of sociologists committed to
social emancipation take in the future? Will universities continue to be the preferred social
location? Will current public-funding cutbacks to research and development (coupled with
privatization and technology transfers) transform sociologists into a c1ass ofhired
lechnocrals, collecting information for business? Will sociologists find themselves

commuting between social situations, university settings, and government policy boards?
Will others simply attach themselves to research institutes on the politicalleft? Or identify
with emancipatory movements committed to religious and/or social values and goals
which they share? These speculations recognize the many options open to trained
sociologists. Sociologists must make responsible decisions based on the values and
principles they cherish, and the social pressures and coercive conditions they face as they
examine the present social situation and praxis of their life and work..

•

An identification with the poor and the oppressed in an engaged and committed
lifestyle enhances and gives substantive value to social research. Investigating and
documenting injustices to create support for positive social change can be deeply
rewarding, and greatly appreciated by those who benefit from the rewards of effective
social knowledge and positive social change. The shared conclusion ofboth the Canadian
Churches and secular emancipatory social analysts is that sorne form of participation
and/or engaged identification with disadvantaged citizens and groups within society is a
moral imperative.

411

•

For n eritienlnssessment ofreeent (nnd proposed) ehnnges to notionnl pntentlegislntion nnd patent provisions
of various trade agreements, ineluding nn assessment of the social nnd eeonomie eosts of legislation extending
pntent protection to Pharmaeeutieals in Cnnada, read "Intelleetual l'roperly Rights in NAFTA: Implications for
HenlU, Cnre nnd Industrinl Poliey in Ontario, hy the Eeumenieal Coalition for Economie Justice, Toronto,
Ontario, 1993.
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5. Social Ignorance and the Structural Dynamics of Education
Having examined the central roles that values and investigative techniques and
methods play in the acquisition of social knowledge - pointing out how blindness to the
suffering of victims of social injustice can result trom a reading of society which excludes
victims trom one's field of vision - the focus now shifts to the dissemination of social
knowledge within society. How do value considerations enter into an analysis ofboth the

content and structures of public education?"
An examination of the social psychological dynamics generated by the structllres

of institutionalized education reveals how formai education may increase the degree of
social information, while discouraging human agency, and stifling the development of
moral and political awareness. No treatment of the dynamics of social ignorance as
ideology would be adequate which failed to point out how established teaching methods
and the structures of public education can teach students to become and remain socially

•

ignorant.

5.1 Learning Ignorance: Paulo Freire and the Critique of Education

Paulo Freire has clarified the essential aspects of the social psychological dynamics
of educational institutions in his now famous Pedagogy ofthe Oppre.\:\·ed. 42 He explains
how the reproduction of ideology in society is precipitated by structures of public
education which promote the banking concept ofeducation:
Canadian textbooks arc riddled with distortions and stereotypes, partial and misleading sueial explanations, or
falsehoods. Nmnerous reeent works have examined these distortions and falsehoods (espeeially lhose whieh
promote rueism and sexism) and arc immensely iIImninaling: Sec for example, Jane Gaskell ct al., Claiming
an Educatian: Feminism and Canadian Sc/wols (Toronlo: Our Sehools/Our Selves, 1989); Susan Wismer,
Women's Education and Training in Canada (Toronto: Canadinn Congrcss for Lcarning Opportunitics (br
Worncn, 1988)~ G.S. Tomkins.A Comma" Countenance: Stability and Change illlhe Canac/ian Curriculum
(Toronto: Prentiee-Hall, 1986).

"

•

Freire has publishcd nmnerous works sinee Pedagagy ofthe Oppressed including Educationfor Cri/ical
Cansciousness (New York: Seabuty l'ress, 1973), and The Politic.' ofEducation (South HadJey, Mass.:
Bergin and Garvey, 1985).
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ln the hanking concept ofeducation, knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who cOllsider
themselves knowledgeahle, upon those whom they consider to know nothing. Projecling
an ahsoll/te ignorance onto others, a characteristic ofthe ideology ofoppression, negates
edl/cation and knowledge as a process ofinql/iry. 43

Freire's critique of the banking style of education makes the distinction between learning
as a process of receiving information, and leaming as a process of critieal inquiry. The
more students work at storing the deposits entrusted to them, the less they develop the
critical consciousness needed for an active engagement in the world as transformers and
builders of a better world. The more completely students accept the passive role imposed
on them, the more they tend simply to adapt to the world as it is, and conform to the
fragmented view of reality deposited in them, the very same view mirrored in the
dependent and conformist structures ofunjust society.
An institutionalized educational process usually promotes a politically-conservative
social philosophy by presenting the world as a statie rather than dynamie reality. Such a

•

reificatio/l of reality tends to quash human agency, distancing children from reality and

encouraging them to objeetiJY reality, which is then expressed as a fragmented and
dualistic view of the world in adult life:
Implicit in the hanking concept is the assl/mption ofa dichotomy between man and the
world: man is merely "in" the world, not "with" the 1V0rld or with others; man is
spectator, not re-creator. In thi.\' view, man is not a eonseiol/s being; he {.l'he] is rather
the possessor of"a" consciol/sness: an empty "mind" passively open to the receplion of
deposits ofrealityfrom the world otllside."

The educator essentially plays a regulating role, conditioning the way the world enters the
minds of students within an operating - although often neither conscious nor explicit understanding of the human mind as a passive reeeptor ofinformation. Teachers may not
realize that they are teaching students to reinforce the dominant cultural beliefs and values
by the very techniques, gestures and structural methods of communication and teaching
that they use. As Freire points out, mny teachers are blind to falsehoods in education

Freire, l'edagogy ofthe 0ppl'essed, p. 58.
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Freire,l'edagogy ofthe 0ppl'essed, p. 62.
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curricula, as weil as distortions in the structures of the system which produce ignorance:
"Those who use the banking approach, knowingly or unknowingly (for there are
innumerable well-intentioned bank-clerk teachers who do not realize that they are serving
only to dehumanize), fail to perceive that the deposits themselves contain contradictions
about reality. ,,45 Contradictions about reality which are deposited in students remain
hidden within consciousness to the extent that students accept what they are toid, withollt
assessing the validity ofwhat is taught. The world is the world. History is history. If
nothing is questioned, information mistakingly viewed as knowledge becomes the
foundation for social ignorance. With the banking approach to education (Freire has more
recently used a slightly different analogy, the nutrition approach [eat this... it's good for
you]) students are implicitly taught that relating to the world means m(justillg to the

world, not acting upon and transforming the world. Years ofpassive experience in the
education system deforms the naturally inquisitive human mind. Educational methods
which elicit a critical awareness of the world, and a creative response to social reality, do

•

not hide from social contradictions... they seek them out:

Whereas banking education anaeslhetizes and inhibits creative power, prohlem-posing
education involves a constanlunveiling o/realily. The/ormel' al/empl.l·to main/ain Ihe
"submersion" ofconsciousness; the lal/er strivesfor the "emergence" oj'col1sciousncss
and "crilical intervention" in reality."
In several ofhis more recent works, Freire speaks ofreading the warld, and
reading the ward, in a discussion of critical interpretation and engaged activity. The
important insight he offers is that reading the world precedes a reading of the ward. As
Bernard Lonergan would express it, experiential knowledge precedes fully human
knowing in the dialectic of knowing. In the banking approach to education, this dialogue
between world and word is absent. Students are not encouraged to question, but to
accept.

Freire, Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed, p. 61.
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Freire, Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed, p. 68.
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In his critique, Educating Citizens: A Democratie Socialist Agendafor Canadian
Education, Ken Osborne believes that passive education (in the sense defined by Freire)

defines both the content ofcurricula, and the methods whereby curricula are
communicated to students within Canadian schools. The particular emphasis has been on
imbuing students with a sense of patriotism and civic duty by presenting a favourable and
largely statie image of Canadian society. Osborne calls for an approach which recognizes
the dynamic nature of individuals and society:
ln Ihe firsl place, Ihe schools must make it possible for sludenls to gain Ihe knowledge,
skills and dispositions that will make it possible to exercise their rights ofparticipation
and to acquire them when they are withheld or denied. This means treating citizenship
not as something slatic but as a contested, dynamic and ever-changing right which must
he stmggledfor and exercised ifit is 10 be realized!'

Without entering into a discussion of the suggestions and curricula changes
proposed by Osborne, it is possible to obtain a c1ear sense of what those changes entail by
reflecting on his important observation that:

•

... the curriculum must be organized to show students the world as it is, not a sanitized
or ideolog/cally bound view ofit; to show Ihem also how it might be, by giving Ihem a
sense ofalternatives; and 10 give them the skills thal will help 10 change it!8

The banking method of educating is a major impediment to the transformation of
individuals and society. It presents the world as an already completed entity, rather than a
project in the works. Students are encouraged to find their niche in life (and niche
market) and fill a functional role in the economy. They are told in a thousand different
messages that things will go much better for them if they do not raise too many
troublesome questions, or not to challenge authority. Social-ills and injustices are
accepted as permanent facts oflife in an imperfect world, or worse still, the unfortunate
consequences of immoral, lazy, or stupid individuals. Structures are given undue respect,
viewed as contributing only to harrnony and order. If something is wrong with society,
someone - or sorne group - often gets the blame.

Ken Osborne, Educatillg Citizells: A Democratic Socialist AgelldaforCalladiall Education (Toronto: Our
Sehools/Our Selves Education Foundation, 1988) p. 4.
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Ken Osborne, Educatillg Citizells.. p. 5.
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5.2 Education for Creative Transformation
Democratic governments have traditionally ensured that policy protected public
schools from undue influence from outside interests or financial pressure. More recently,
public schools are having to adapt themselves to market influences and the withdrawal of
government support. The private sector has been willing to compensate for government's
diminished role, but at a price. In their book, Class COl/flicl: 1he Assailli 01/ Cal/ada',,·
Schools, Maude Barlow and Heather-Jane Robertson provide co\;ntless examples ofhow

schools in the United States and Canada are undergoing change under these new
conditions. They offer as one example orthe impact ofalliances between schools and
corporations the example of schools using teaching materials with a coloured photograph
of a Big Mac hamburger to explain to children the four basic food groups required for
healthy living'9 The transformation of education under such circumstances prompts
consideration of the underlying patterns ofnegative dependency which corrupt
democracy.

•

Authentic liberation through educational institutions seems less likely with the
current drive to restructure education and curricula to meet the highly technological needs
of an advanced, deregulated, and very competitive capitalist economy. The thrust is now
on developing lechl/ical skil/s in students, not to teach them how to think critically.
Vaillable knowledge is being defined as knowledge that helps corporations increase their

profitability; the task of the educational system is becoming transformed into one of
equiping individuals with those specialized skills marketable in a deregulated global
economy. Despite the fact that critical inquiry is still evident within the educational
institutions in society, avenues within the dominant institutions for acquiring and
maintaining transformative knowledge are diminishing. In such a situation, even critical
pedagogy gets swallowed up in theory, failing to lead people to realize those ideas and
plans in the real world.
49
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Maude Barlow and Heather Jane-Robertson, C/a.... COliflic/: The A.,..au/t on Canada'., Sc/wo/", (Toronto, On',
Key-Porter, 1994).
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Summary

The concepts and insights of critical thinkers like Freire and Osborne may seem to be
widely-shared. Some believe such critical ideas actually serve to undermine their own stated
aims by presenting liberating options in a purely theoretical mode, disconnected trom the
cultural and economic reality. In their article, Popular Educatlonal Politles, Philip Wexler,
Rebecca Martusewicz, and June Kern write that: "At certain historical times, theories which
oppose a prevailing social regime unwittingly work on its behalf. The discourse of Critical
Pedagogy displays a tendency toward such incorporation. ,,50 They hold that, "Critical
consciousness in our o·..m historical time can be seen to rise lrom deep levels of personal and
social struggle unique to the conditions and situations within which we live. To be authentic,
demands for change must be heard in voices emanating from subjective life, and from
collective action and movements. "51 Critical pedagogy seldom carries such a voice:
"However much social critics have envisioned and desired a socially emancipatory pedagogy,

•

the cultural forms in which that desire has been expressed reveal that its fearsome character is
lodged safely in abstract language and esoteric knowledge. ,,52 The banking concept must be
rejected, adopting in its place a concept ofhuman beings as self-reflexive and morally
responsible citizens capable of forging a new and better society for the future: "Authentic
liberation - the process ofhumanization - is not another deposit to be made in human beings.
Liberation is a praxis: the action and reflection ofhuman beings upon their world in order to
transform il. ,,53 This task of transformation appears more formidable than ever. Political and
social institutions are now adapting rapidly to the global economy. This calls for an
investigation into the structural patterns of negative dependency which deaden awareness and
subvert the logical order of society, including control over schools and curricula.
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Philip Wex!er, Rebecca Martusewicz and June Kem, "Popular Education Polilics," in David W. Livingstone &
Conltibulors, Crilica/ Pedagogy alld Cil/tI/ra/ Power (Toronto, On.; Garamond Press, 1987) p. 227.
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Philip Wexler cl. al. "Popular Educational Polilies," p. 228·9.
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Philip Wex!er cl. al. "Popular Educational Polilics," p. 229.
Frcire, Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed, p. 66.
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Chapter Five
Moral Awareness and the Dynamics OfDependency
The social psychological dynamics of negalive dependency prevent the dynamic
construction of moral awareness, or deaden moral awareness present in human
consciousness. Il is important to qualifY the concept negalive dependency; not all
situations of dependency are morally reprehensible or even undesirable, although such an
understanding of the word seems dominant in Western culture. An imbalance of power in
human relationships is often unavoidable, and can be quite healthy and mutually beneficial.
In cases of legilimale authority (i.e., a parent and a new born baby), dependency is a
natural and meaningful way for human beings to express love and care for one another in
the dynamic context of family and community life. Those individuals who hold positions

•

ofauthority wil hin relationships and social arrangements in social democracks are morally
obligated to use their power to serve others and grow in selfless love and compassion for
those under their influence and care. Obviously, the moral ideal can be very distant from
the political, community and family realities. The social psychologicallanguage describing
negative dependency speaks of similar structures and dynamics in social relations and
relationships characterized by unequal power sharing, when power should be shared
equally.
Unequal relationships which foster dehumanization and social deforrnation are a
pervasive fact of contemporary sociallife. Battered individuals in relationships, child
abuse, crime, exploitation of workers, the relationship between poor nations and the
Wmld Bank; one could fill pages with frightening statistics and trends of social relations
which foster inequity, human deforrnation, abuse, injustice, and economic exclusion.
Pleas for help from the poor majority are heard in government committee, after
committee, after task force. Meanwhile, thanks to the political deceit in the so-called new
openness of the government (what is euphemistically called polilical inclusion), the

•

Canadian federal government has thrown a bureaucratic and legislative shroud of secrecy
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around itself, taking unilateral action expressly against the will of the majority in clear
attacks on cooperative social institutions established as a result of populist movements of
organization in campaigns against economic exploitation. 1
With the existence of so many types of human arrangements where there is not an
equal sharing of power between the parties, with sorne being predominantly positive and
healthy, and others negative and destructive, how are we to discern i/Iegilimale from

/egi/imale authority in dependency relationships?
A lifestyle marked by the psychological, physical, emotional and spiritual
consequences of negative dependencies is a life scarred with suffering, anxiety and
loneliness. These sufferings are inflicted on people by forces that can be named. The
practical ethical task is to discover ways and means whereby the debilitating patterns of
personal, interpersonal and economic and political dependency can be defined, concretely
identified, and overcome, leaving individuals free to pursue a just and enriching way of litè
A theoretical study can only point to the possibilities for action in the concrete

•

world. But theories themselves must rely on a concrete social analysis of the world to
inspire the creation of a new awareness capable ofgrasping the essential aspects and
dynamics in society. From that analysis it is possible to glimpse the basic social
psychological make-up ofnegative dependency. This awareness, in turn, empowers us to
evaluate other situations, by providing a particular framework for understanding the basic
rules and principles which define negative patterns of dependency. Only with such a

•

A reeent example was the deeision by the 1993 Conservative govemment to take away unilaterally grain
tàrmer's right to single-desk sell barley into the United States through the Canadian Wheal Board (CWI3),
while at the same time opening the border to Ameriean barley, even though there was wilh no obligation 10 do
so under terms of the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement. The Saskatchewan Wheat 1'001 and l'rairie l'ools
[ne. launehed a court challenge against the attaek on the CWB, arguing that to make sueh a liJndamental change
through an Order in Couneil while denying farmers a vote on the change is illegal. Members of the National
Farmers Union organized information pieket.. in defenee of the Canadian Wheall30ard July 7, 8, 9, 1993, as
weU as demonstrations at four Canada-U.S. border locations in the thrcc Western grain provinces with fanncrs
and farrn organization leaders l'rom the United States. The federal deeision not only represented an altaek on
farmers' right to orderly marketing ( a rightlong-proteeted by successive govemmenL.) it was also an attack on
demoeraey. Although the newly-eleeted Liberal Prime Minister has eommitted himsell'to giving farmers a
plebiscite to deeide sueh fundamental questions, the Alberta provincial govemment has launched a court
challenge to the "eonstitutionality" of single-desk selling on the basis thal il denies individual markeling
freedom.
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theoretical model is it possible to acquire suflicient insight into the phenomenon to make
ethical judgments upon which to base further action. This work requires that a central
aspect of one's master life story be to guide thinking and action to foster positive human
and social development thereby encouraging a collective project of community building.
An ethical investigation of the negative dynamics of dependency must discem the
factors which distinguish morally valid and morally reprehensible situations of
dependency. The normative moral keys with which to base a theoretical moral judgment
of negative dependency are the particular tell-tale signs of inequality and injustice which
can always be found in different forms of negative social relations, and interpersonal
relationships, where the reciprocating parties do not: (a) deriVfJ equal enjoyment and
benefits from the relationship; (b) recognize and respect the plllitical and human rights and
freedoms of each other; (c) share equally the material goods co:umonly produced; and (d)
make decisions democratically in a process of mutual dialogue and consensual agreement.
Wherever these conditions are absent in interpersonal or economic and political

•

relationships, there will be corresponding distortions in the social psychological dynamics,
with those distortions forming the essential structure of negative dependency. The
foundation of a theory of dependency can be found in how prominent theories of the self
have defined dependency. 2

1. Negative Dependency in Prominent Theories ofthe Self
What may be an injustice to one person may be regarded as a moral and reasonable
thing to do by others - depending on whether one regards human beings as creatures either
bom to compele or cooperale with one another - moral perspective always depends on a
prior understanding or view of the human condition. The ability to discem the negative
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H"gel and Freud arc being "xamined here only indireelly; that is, through the eyes of intelpreters. My interest
is, in lilet, willl 1I1" intelprelers, nnd their intelprelntions, ta gnrner the important insights those eomments often
r"wn\. Th"s" insights ollen cam" in the fOfIn of elnims ngainst bath Hegel and Freud, painting out something
whieb, il is relt, lIlese intelleetuul giants ignored or misunderstood. The integrity of sueh claims against Freud
lmd I-Iegel is not ll.o;sumed, however, 1leave matters regarding the ueeuraey of sueh intelpretations of Hegel and
Freud to 1I1e experts to decide.
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dynamics of dependency willlikewise depend on what theo!)' of the selfwe are using as a
guide. It will be helpful to examine what theorists have said concerning the psychology
and politics of human development - in terms of the fundamental conflict within humans
both ta differentiate themselvesfrom others, ami ta he dependent on others - and 10 note
what they have said concerning the consequences of negative dependency on
consciousness and moral awareness .

1.1 G.W.F. Hegel: A Phenomenological Reading of Depelldency

Virtually eve!)' author trom any discipline in the human sciences who discusses
dependency cites Hegel's now-famous master and slave dialectic. Most people have never
read Hegel, but they know what the words master and slave essentially mean: the phrase
has become entrenched in Western culture as'sYlIIholic ofnegative dependency. What
exactly Hegel intended others to understand from his discussions may not be what people
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see in his work. Few regard the lIIaster and slave dialectic as a theo!)' for the development
of Geist (human spirit); the tendency is to politicize the dialectic. Richard Berstein noIes,
We must he carefili, however, natta read this passage fLordship and Bandage} from on
exclusively social point ofview,for the phenomenology is a study ofthe stages ofthe
development oj'Geist'{spiril}, and "Lordl'hip and Bondage" is only one hriefmoment in
the realization of'Geist', As the subsequent sections in the Phenomenology ("Stoicism,"
"Scepticism, " and "Unhappy Consciousness") show, the dialect ofmaster and slave is not
exclusively a dialectic thattakes place between dijJerent individual se!fconsciousne,l's or
even between classes ofmen; il repeat,l' ilselfwilhin a single "Unhappy Consciousness"J

The dialectic of master and slave that takes place in human consciousness reflecls
where the self situates itself, in the act of self-reflection, when considering where it fits on
the continuum of selfand other, The collective images evoked by the phrase master and
slave can be viewed as a narrative understanding a person carries around in the mind to
help make sense of the world; a real social world which may, in fact, be structured by the
dynamics of dependency. A person with IInhapPY conscioltsness - which is the entrapment
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Richard Berslein, Praxis and Action: Contemporary Philosophies ofHuman Activity (Philadelphia:
University ofPennsylvunia Press, 1971), p. 28,
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of the self-reflexive attention in the repitition of the master/slave dialectic in consciousness
- sees him or herself within the abstract representation as identifYing with either the

mas/el' or the slave. So what defines a master and slave relationship?
The master perpetuates the relationship by continually consuming the things that
the slave produces. The slave exists for the master; everything the slave is and has is for
the master. Controlling the slave gives the master a feeling ofbeing affirmed as an

independen/ and politically-autonomous self-consciousness. The master above ail needs
to be recognized by the slave; humans need to love and to be loved, and to dialogue with
others and to be recognized by them. The master may succeed in subjecting the other to
the status of slave; however, in the act of subjugation, there is actually a transfer of power
from the master to the slave. The master becomes more and more dependent on the slave
for survival; although, on the surface, the master looks to be completely in control.
As it turns out, the slave is not unessential at ail, but constitutes the essential being
of the master. The mas/el' becomes dependent on the slave for recognition, and

•

affirmation, and suffers an increasing degree of personal deformation. The master's
dependence on the slave can extend beyond the need for mere recognition to an economic
dependence on the material goods which the slave produces. Judith Shklar, in her political
reading of Hegel, thinks the structure of dependency eventually leaves the master in astate
of arrested development:

The masler is also deluded in Ihinlông Ihis loi/ing parI ofhimselfinferior because il
works. The beUefIhal producing is a less Ihan human aclivity is wholly erroneous. Il
condemns Ihe masler 10 arresled development. Contemplalion wilhoul creation, Ihoughl
wilhoullearning, is pure passivity. As a pure consumer il is Ihe masler who becomes an
idle 'Ihing':
But just as the master cornes to realize his dependence on the slave, the slave can
suddenly - by reflection on his or her activity of work - become aware of his or her
capacity for independence: "... the bondsman feels self-existence to be something
external, an objective fact; in fear, self-existence is present within himself; in fashioning the
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JudiUl N. Shklnr, Freedom alld llldepelldellce: A SUlCly ofthe Poiilicalldeas ofHegel's Phellomellology of
Milld (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1976), p.61.
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thing, self-existence cornes to be felt explicitly as his own proper being, and he attains the
consciousness that he himself exists in its own right and on its own account. ,,'
What are we to make ofthis theoretical dialectic? Caroline Whitbeck believes that
Hegel's dialectical philosophy fails to take into account human reciprocity; that the master
and slave dialectic portrays a distorted view of human development as excessively

conflictual, neglecting to talk about the nicer side ofhuman nature and lilè experience.
She accuses Hegel of distorting what normal healthy human development entails. She
believes his philosophy errs, "... by taking the self-other relation to be a master-slave
relation, ,,6 founded on the erroneous belief that "... the relation of the two sell:consciolls
individuals is such that they prove themselves and each other through a life and death
struggle. ,,7

1.2 Sigmund Freud: A Psychoanalytic Reading of Dependency

•

Freud seems to have held the view that dependency is both a sign and a ,Iymp/om
of infantilism. He apparently believed that the helplessness of the newborn intànt provided
the initial impetus for lifelong dependencies. Much ofhis therapeutic work was geared to
helping people overcome feelings ofhelplessness and passivity. Jay and Julian Gurian
believe, "He [Freud] perceived the human condition as a continuaI struggle to break the
psychological bonds of parents, repressed fear and subconscious hostilities. In short, a
person's neuroses result from the ego's atlempt to cope with helplessness. "S
Here Freud is being interpreted as portraying a theory of human development

Hegel, G. W. F. Phenomenology o/Splrit. Translaled by A. V. Miller. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977
edilion) p. 149.
6

Caroline Wbitbeck, "A Difl"rcnl Rcality: Feminist Ontology," lound in Carol C. Gould, cd., /Jeym,,/
Domination (Tolowa, N.l: Rowman & Allanbeld, 19841'.69.

Hegel, Phenomenology o/Spirit, 1'.113·114.
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Jay l'. & Julian M. Gurian, The Dependeney Tendeney: Retllrning 10 Eaeh Olher in America (New York:
University Press of America, 1983).
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which entails breaking free from ail human ties which restrict personal autonomy. Normal
development is seen to occur when the individual avoids negative dependencies, thereby
achieving a c1earer differentiation from others. This theory, and the models it contains,
can easily distort what normal human development should also entail, e.g., mutual support
and obligations to one another in family and community.
The implication ofthe oversimplified vieil' is that if the insect, bird, fish, mammalor
human infant atthe moment ofbirth could obtain ils ownfood and protect ilself, the
infant would not express dependency. Thus,the argument runs, there is no instinct for
mutuai support and obligation that extend,· heyond primai survival {and perhap'J sexual

needs,9
Those writing in this vein insist that in the relational dynamic with family members, the
desire for autonomy is accompanied by a corresponding increase in discontinuity and
separation. They believe that Freud's excessively intrap~ychic focus led him to embrace a
theoretical explanation for the development of the self which tended to ignore the

illlersuhjeclive dynamics happening in the relationship bet!l'een the mother or father and
baby: "The element in dependency which Freud does not conceptualize is reciprocity...

•

dependency should function as reciprocal bonding from the moment of conception
onward." ll1

John Martin Rich believes that by making the overriding human motivator the wish

lo/ulfl/ human desires (the p/easure princip/e) Freud made repression and contra/ of
basic desires a positive mark of human development. In Freud's opinion, the autonomous
ideal self - toward which the individual moves to allain maturity - requires the repression
of basic human desires. "Freud... contends that a substantial measure ofrepression is
necessary to balance man's psychic apparatus, especially id impulses, with the demands of
culture. Freud thus employs the concept of 'repression' to regulate the seemingly
irreconcilable conflict between individual autonomy and cultural restraint. "11

Gurian, 7ïlt! Depenc/ency l'endency, p. 28.
10
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GUl'iUIl,

The J)epende11cy Tendellcy, p. 17.

John Mm1in Rich cl al. Theol;e.. ofMoral Developmellt (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C Thomas, Publisher,
19X5), p. 19.
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Freud viewed culture as the product of the sublimation or redirection ofreprcsscd
desire.

But such a theOlY does not encourage a dynamic praxis aimed at personal and

social change to bring about the healthy reali=a/ion or fu(filmem ofthose same desil·es.
Freud appears to have overlooked that human beings long for equality and l'recdom,
experienced as voluntary exchange between people on the basis of kindness and respect.
Mutual recognition cannot be achieved through blind obedience, through constant
identification with, and subservience to, other's power, or through repressiC'lI. Il requires
direct contact with others; an experience of presence and spirituality. Jessica Benjamin
believes that in the search for a balance between differelllia/ing from others by asscrting
one's autonomy and depending on others to achieve reciprocal human relationships, Hcgel
and Freud's bias for differentia/ion produced a distorted conception of self:
... Ihe overvailling ofseparalion is a slrong bias in Ihe Iheory. This is Ihe resldl ofa
conception oflhe individllal as a closed syslem. Wilhin Ihis closed .IJ'Slem, Ihe e~o invesls
objecls wilh his [her} desire and lakes in Ihese objeel.l· 10 fill'1her his Iherl aliionomyJi'om
Ihem. This conception oflhe individllal cannaI explain Ihe eonJhmlation wilh an
independem olher as a real condition ofdevelopmenl and change. Il doe.I' nol
comprehend Ihe simllftaneolls process oflramforming and being Iramji)/,//led by Ihe
olher. J,

•

Many philosophical and psychoanalytic theories of human development tend to
emphasize the goal ofhuman au/onomy over human rela/ionships, leaving unexplorcd the
area ofinquiry where human beings meet. Writers believe Hegel and Freud wrongly
viewed the human condition as too one-sidedly based on the confrontation with an
independent a/he/'; that alone does not constitute the central problem for the dcvelopmcnt
of the self. Benjamin sees a liberal ideology of the autonomous and separate selfat the
source of this dominant orientation:
Now we can see how Hegel',I'uolion oflhe conJlicl belween independence and dependenœ
meshes wilh Ihe p.vychoanalylic view. Hegel posils a selflhal has no inlrinsic needJi}/' Ihe
olher, bill lises Ihe olher only as a vehicle for selj:cerlaimy. This monadic, selj:inleresled
ego is essentially Ihe one posiled in classical psychoanalytic Iheory.IJ
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Jessica Benjamin, The Bonds ofLove: P.\ychoanaIY.'iis, FemillislIJ, and Ihe Prohlem ofDomina/ùm. (New
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Benjamin, The Bonds ofLove, p. 33.

York: Pantheon Books, 1988) p.49.
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Freud provided valuable insights into the human condition; there is no need to
adopt his entire theory.14 Il is possible to be selective in reading Freud. This is what neoFreudian's Bruno Bettleheim and Eric Erikson have done. Neither individual embraces the
entire Freudian system; however both address important questions raised by Freud, and
rely heavily on his techniques of observation.
While imprisoned in Nazi concentration camps at Dachau and Buchenwald,
Bettleheim came to question Freud's psychoanalytic system. He later cited his
observations of the altruistic behaviour of the prisoners as the reason why he rejected
Freud's central theoretical explanations for human motivation and behaviour:
/(iust would not do under conditions prevailing in the camps ta view courageous, lifeendangering actions as an outgrowth ofthe death instinct, aggression turned against the
self, testing the indestnlCtibiiity ofthe body, megalomaniac denial ofdanger, histrionic
feeding ofonà narcissism or whatever other category the action would have ta be
viewed/rom in psychoanalysis. fj

Bettleheim came to the conclusion trom his experience in the camps that Freud
gave too little attention to the normal and the altruistic in his approach. Freud was almost

•

always concerned with the pathological, with behaviour disorders, negative instincts, pain
and suffering. Many ofFreud's critics argue that it was his constant association with
abnormal human conditions which may explain why bis theory ofthe self made little
provision for the dynamics ofinterdependence and human reciprocity.
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Alusdnir Mnclntyrc poinls to threc distinct levels in Freud's psychoanalytic theory: "First of al!, Freud drew our
attcntion to hitllCrto unnoticed types ofepisodes. He reclassified and redescribed our behaviour. He made us
lIware ofwhat needed to be explnined. Secondly, hc suggested a correlation between adult episodes and trails
lUld lhe plissions and aclions of the world ofearly childhood. Thirdly, he produced a theory to explain that
cOlTclation; or mther he produccd a range oftheoretical notions, ofwhich the earlier account of the distribution
lilld transformations oflibido and the later trinity of id, superego, and ego are the most important." Alasdair
MlIclntyre, Aguillstthe Self/mages ofthe Age (New York: Shocken Books, 1971), p. 28.
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Bnmo Bettlchcim, The b!formed fleart (New York: Free Press, 1961).
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1.3 Jessica Benjamin: An Intersubjective Reading of Dependency

There has been a recent development within the psychoanalytic school of thinking
known as intersubjective p.'ychology. The ilIIersubjective view of the selfhas emerged in
part as a corrective to Freud. The insights came from both empirical data obtainted fi'om
studies ofindividuals who have suffered deformatioll from a lack c!fhuman recognition,
as weil as observation studies of infants who actively re.'1iond to. and differelltiate
themselves from others.

Jessica Benjamin is an articulate spokesperson for this dynamic relational
approach. She discusses the dynamics of human development in her book 7he

BOlld~

c!f

Love. Her point of departure for a study of domination and dependency diITers markedly

from the theories of both Hegel and Freud, which, she argues, rely too exclusively on an
intrapsychic model for human development:
The intrapsychic model thus missed what 1consider the essence ofcliJJerel1liation: the
paradoxical balance between recognition ofthe other and assertion ofself It al.<o mis,ml
thefact that we have ta get beyond il1lernalization theory ifwe are to break out ofthe
solipsistcc omnipotence ofthe single psyche. 16

•

Whereas sorne theorists view the paramount problem in the development of self to
be the struggle to differentiate seif from other, Benjamin explains how the struggle for
independence is not the ollly challenge facing the newborn child. The eITort to achieve
autonomy through diITerentiation is but one dimension of the dialectical and dialogical
process healthy human development requires:
Once we accept the idea that infants do not begin lijê as part ofan undiffirel1liateclunity,
the issue is not only how we separate from oneness, bill al.vo how we connect to and
recognize others; the issue is not how we become ;ree ofthe other, but how we actively
engage and make ourselves known in relationship to the other. 17

The newborn begins a journey which takes him or her through continuous stages
of differentiation and independence from others; which is also a process of relatillg with
others, which deepens an initial positive bond with parents and siblir.gs through means of
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Benjamin, The Bonds ofLove, p. 46.
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Benjamin, The Bonds ofLove, p. 18.
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active engagements characterized by dialogue and love: "What we see in early infancy is
not symbiosis, or complete undifferentiation, but, rather, an interest in extemality
alternating with absorption in internai rhythms; later, there is altemation betwecn the
oneness ofharmonious attunement and the 'two-ness' of disengagement. ,,"
This movement From an interest in externa/ity altemating with absorption in

illlerna/ rhythm.l· represents another way of speaking about the basic dynamic process of
knowing discussed in chapter one. This fluctuating intemal/external shifti!lg of attention
constitutes the essential structure ofhuman experience. This dynamic is expressed by
theologian Wolthart Pannenberg as a distinction between the exocentrie and egoeentrie
movement of the human spirit. Pannenberg - adopting philosophical anthropological
concepts from Max Sheler, Helmuth Plessner, J.G.Herder and Arnold Gehlen - speaks of

exocelllrieity as openness to the \l'or/d, and egoeentrieity as nareissistie regression, where
individuaIs close themselves off and withdraw into their ego." The intersubjective
psychoanalytic theory of the self adopts a similar approach.

•

The inlel'slIhjective vieil' maintains Ihallhe individllal gl'O\l'S in and throllgh the
relationship ta other sllhjecls. Mosi impol'tanl. Ihis perspective ohserves Ihallhe olhel'
wllOm Ihe selfmeets is also a self, a sllhjecl in his or hel' own l'ighl. .. .Thlls Ihe idea of
il1ler.\·II~jectivilyreorienls the conception ofthe psychic worldfrom a sllhject's l'elalions
10 ils o~jeclloward a sllhject meeting anolher slIbjecl. 'O
By recognizing the alternating egocentric-exocentric movement within the
dynal'lic of human consciousness, the intersubjective view of the self offers a valuable
corrective to excessively intrap~yehie development theories. The intersubjective view
validates the observations of social psychologists who have c1arified h ')w identity is
socially constructeù, who always view the self in re/ationship, even when describing the

intrapsyehic activity of individuals. A/onelless is never viewed as the originalnatura/
state of the individual. The self and othe/' is the essential structure for ail discussions on
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Bcnjmnin. 'l'he Bonds a/Love. p. 50.
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Wllllhari Pllnllenberg, AlIlhmpolo},.:v ill l1,e%gica/ Perspective (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1985).
The egocenlIic-exllcentric theme is central 10 Panneberg's entire theol0gical sludy of anthropology.
l3e'\imnin, The 130llds ofLove, p. 20.
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distillcl but always illierre/aied human beings. Il is in this sense that we can understand
how illlrap~ychic theory and illiersllbjeclive theory are not at allmutually exclusive. They
are simply different ways oflooking at human development and existence. lntersubjcctivc
theory attributes ail agency neither to the subject with his or her innate capacities or
impulses, nor to the object which impresses its influence upon the psyche. Il argues that
other people play an active part in the struggle of the individual to discovcr and acceptthc
reality of the self and wider society.
The concept that unifies intersubjective theories of self development is the esscntial
human need for recognition. As was argued in the discussion of the relational charactcr of
narrative master life stories in chapter one, the intersubjective theory of the selfholds that
the development of self-awareness is not possible outside the context and interpersonal
dynamics ofhuman relationship. Self-assertion through agency, and recognition of the
independent agency of others, defines the essential dynamic of human experiencc as weil
as the process of human development:

A persan cames la feel Ihal "1 am Ihe doer who does, 1 amlhe alllhor ofmy acls, " hy hein):
with anolher persan who recognizes her acls, her jeelings, her intenlions, her exislenee,
her independence. Recognition is Ihe essenlial response, Ihe conslanl companlOn (!/
asserlion. The sllbjecl dec/ares, "1 am, 1 do," and Ihen waits jill'Ihe response, ''yOIl are,
you have done, " Recognition is, Ihus, rejlexive; it inc/udes nol only Ihe otller~' conj/rmin):
respo,.se, bul also how wc find ourselves in Ihal response."

•

The dynamics of reciprocal relationship involve an immediate expcricnce of the
presence of another human being whom we recognize as independent and separatc Irom
ourselves. Because human beings have the capacity to correlate and compare their personal
experience with the experience of another human being, il is thus possible to share human
experience through direct kllow/edge ofacqua/Illallce and the experience of human presence:

This conscious pleasure in sharing afreling inlroduces a new level ofmulualily - a ,'ense
Ihal inner experience con be joined, Ihallwo mindl' con cooperale in one inlenlion. 'l'his
conceplion ofemerging inlersuhjeclivity emphasizes how Ihe awareness oflhe separale
olher enhances Ihe felt conneclion with him: Ihis 'olher' mind con shore my jeeling 12

"

•

Benjamin, The Bonds ofLove, p. 21.
Benjamin, n,e Bonds ofLove, p. 30.
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1.4 The Cognitive Structure of Dependency: A Distorted View of Self

The development of the self requires an ongoing process of self-affirmation and
mutual recognition, always operating within the context ofinterpersonal relationships. To
discover the origin and dynamic structure of negative dependency, we need to analyze
how this normal human give-and-take can be flawed. This can occur in one of two ways:
an individual can either lInderestimate or overestimate his or her degree of power in
relationships. If an individualllnderestimates his or her power, the cognitive tendency will
be to .\1/hmit to another; ifan individual exaggerates his or her degree of power, the
tendency will be to dominate the other. Being unable or unwilling to acknowledge or
accept our need for recognition and encouragement can lead to manipulative and
subjugating tactics designed to force another person to give recognition, possibly without
our having to recognize that person in return. An inability or unwillingness to reconcile
the fact of dependence with a desire for independence is the transformation of one's need

•

for the other, into domination of the other: "Domination begins with the attempt to deny
dependency. No one can truly extricate himselffrom dependency on others, from the need
for recognition. ,,23
As a corol1ary to this argument, we can also say that negative dependency begins
with the attempt to deny or forfeit a sense of responsibility for self and alltonomolls

power. Here the need to be recognized as independent and unique is transformed into
submission and an other-directed consciousness. A breakdown in the fundamental tension
between assertion of the self and recognition ofthe other is the best point of entry for an
understanding of the psycho!ogy of domination and negative dependency. Dominant and
submissive roles in unequal re!ationships need not be the resu!t of conscious reflection and
choice of individuals. Family and social context is crucial. A good examp!e of how these
negative dynamics can be the result of circllmstance as wel1 as choice is that of the childadult relationship. This is where the adoption of a subordinate or dominant identity
usual1y begins. If either the child or parent suffers from a lack of recognition by the other,
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Bcnjmnin. The Bonds ofLove. p. 52.
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either can engage in aggressive tactics in a desperate attempt to gain the recognition they
naturally need:
The mother who jiggles. pokes. looms. an shollts "look at me"to her Imresponsive baby
creates a negative cycle ofrecognition Ollt ofher own despair al not being recognized.
Here in the earliest social interaction we see how the search for recognition con become a
power stmggle: how assertion becomes aggression."

When the natural search for recognition and affirmation becomes a power struggle, the
essential interpersonal dynamics take on a decisively different character. A normal and
healthy situation exists when recognition is given freely, out ofa sense ofhuman care and
love. A destructive situation exists when recognition is given as a response to
manipulation or force. In language reminiscent of Hegel, Benjamin clarifies the
intersubjective dynamics of domination and negative dependency:
Wc might callthis the dialectic ofcontrol: If1 completely control the other. then the
other ceases ta exist. and if the other completely contrais me, then 1 cease to exist. A
condition ofollr own independent existence is recognizing the other. 1'rlle independence
means sllstaining the essentialtension ofthese contradictory imp"lses: that is, bath
asserting the seifand recognizing the other. Domination is the conseqllence ofrejilsing
this condition. 25

•

Negative dependency can likewise be the consequence of refusing to asserl the
self Il is misleading to understand the parent's recognition of the child's feelings and
accomplishments as maternai or paternal mirroring. The recognition a child seeks is
something a mother or father is able to give only by virtue of their own experience of
independent identity. Likewise, the child not only sees him or herself (the mistaken view
of self-p~ycholog;?6) the child also sees and recognizes the independently existing other.
Obviously, the very young child does not reflect consciously on the distinct existence of
the other - but he or she does indeed /mOlY - in an immediate experience of human
presence - that the unpredictable, spontaneous human agency which the child delights in
Benjamin. The Bonds ofLove, p. 28.
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Benjamin, The Bonds ofLove, p. 53.
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In the 1970's, Heinz Kohut founded a new direction in Arncrican psyehoanalysis called "self psyehology." This

approach reinte'l'reted psychie development in terms of the selfs need to find cohesion and mirroring in the
other.
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does not originate from within, but in a living other.
Negative dependency becomes established where one person relates to the other
from a position of! am independent - J do not needyou, which is a lie, because, to be
healthy, everyone needs recognition and affirmation from other people who are significant
others in his or her life. The person who assumes the subordinate identity role relates to

the other from a position of! am dependent - J desperately needyou, and anxiously
focuses his or her consciousness and life decisions on the dominant person, constantly
striving to gain approval or security or sorne other such benefit. In the ideal balance, a
person is able to be fully self-absorbed or fully receptive to the other. He or she is able to
be alone or together. In a negative cycle of recognition, a person feels that aloneness is
only possible by obliterating the intrusive other and that attllnement is only possible by
unquestioning surrender to the other.
With the above philosophical and psychological reflections, the essential
psychological structure ofdependency can now be delineated more carefully. If the
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primary deformation happens at the level of human consciollsness, then situations of one
type of negative dependency will negatively affect ail the relationships that the individual
has with others. Concrete manifestations of negative dependency operating in personal
and sociallife will be easier to detect and name once the meaning ofvarious terms and
concepts found in the literature on dependency is clarified.

2. Defining and Discerning Forms of Negative Dependency
The concept dependency has been used in numerous contexts with significant1y
different applications and intended meanings. In its broadest sense, dependency - as can
be seen from the above discussion - is an invaluable concept for probing the social
psychological dynamics ofvarious types ofrelationships. As Albert Memmi states in his
book Dependence, "1 am thoroughly persuaded that dependence is both a fact oflife so

•

common that it is almost a part of the individual and collective psyche and an operational
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concept so efficacious that it furnishes an invaluable key to the understanding of people
and groups and of their various works, forrns of expression, and patterns ofbehaviour. ,,27
But what does it mean to say that an individual or group is dependent? Memmi
distinguishes two kinds ofunequal interpersonal relationships: subjectioll and domillation
on the one hand, and dependence andproviding on the other. Although both sets of
concepts say something about the dynamics within unequal relationships, as Memmi
explains, these paired concepts do not share exactly the same meaning:

... dependence and subjection are not equivalent; although the dependent persan and the
dominated persan are bath alienated, they're not alienated in the same way. . ./Ù'.\·entially.
the dependent persan more or less consents ta her [his} alienation; the dominated persan
does not. The reason is clear: the dependent persan gets something out ofbeing
alienated; the dominated does not. 1t's possible, ofcourse, ta be simultaneously
dependent and dominated, but that is neither automatic nor necessary.'"
Defining these terrns in this way draws attention to how it is possible to give taci/

consent to the status of dependency within relationships. Even where consent is lacking,
however, dependent status can exist by virtue of circumstance, as in the case of a new-
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born baby. Others have defined domination in a manner virtually opposite to that of
Memmi, suggesting that the dominated are not the victims of tyranny, but have their
power slowly appropriated through a systemic, structural process of which they are not
aware. Such is the culturally-conditioned reading of the tenn given by Alkis Kontos is his
article, Domination: Metaphor and Political Reality:

Domination is not habituation which can be mechanically repeated. Nor is it
overpowering others. The dominated are not deftated in the contest for power. The
novelty ofthe concept rests precisely in its psychopolitical connotation, which indicates
the oblivious acceptance ofthe disproportionate accumulation ofpower and consequent
exercise ofcontrol in society. Domination is not rooted in the presence ofpower as such
but in the monopolization ofpower in a context which obscures thisfact as weil as its
purpose. The powerless do not ftel their impotence."

Albert Memmi, Dependency: A sketch for a Portrait ofthe Dependent, (Boston, Muss.: Beucon Hill, 1984),
p.12.
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Menurri,Dependence,p.5-6.

"

A1kis Kontos, "Dominution: Metupbor und Politicul Rculity" found in cd. A1kis Kontos Domination (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1975), p. 219-220.
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This attempt to clarifY the meaning ofthese tenns is confusing. It is wrong to state
that domination is not overpowering others, for often, it is exactly that. It is also
misleading to say that the powerless do not fee1 their impotence. An individual, or entire
people, may be - to a greater or lesser degree - unaware ofwhat truly causes their social
miseries and personal sufferings, but the inevitable consequences ofdomination
nonetheless fonn the matrix of their life experience, and give rise to any number of
sufferings which they most certainly feel.
Appealing to general definitions is insightful, but efforts to expIain concrete
situations, using theoretical definitions and/or metaphorical explanations (a contradiction
in tenns), can easily serve to obscure the actual circumstances in relationships fuel1ed by
the dynamics ofnegative dependency. Memmi's assumption that the dependent person
willingly, and with foreknowledge, pursues a course of action and way of Iife structured
by the core dynamics of negative dependency is dangerous. The dependent status of the
descendants of a colonized and brutally-tyrannized people may give the appearance of
voluntary participation in unequal relationships, however, their acceptance ofinferiority
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and dependence is often the result of social amnesia caused by the destruction of a
people's cultural identity.
The structural relationship Memmi denotes with his use of the word dependency
points to the central defining characteristic ofthe tenn: the fol1owing structural e1ements
are, by descriptive definition, common to al1 cases of dependency:
Ordinarily there are three e/ements that come together to establish an equation of
dependence: the person who hopes to gain somethingfrom il; the object the person
covets; and the person who procures the object. 1t is best to remember that dependence is
a trinilarian re/ationship: IWo partners and an object. 1 will call them, respective/y, the
dependent, the provider, and the object provided And il will a/ways be instructive to ask
three questions: Who is dependent? On whom? andfor what?"

The key to understanding the dynamics of negative dependency is to recognize that at the
heart of every kind of dependency is an authentic human need. Unravelling the complex
dynamics of the various fonns which negative dependencies can take in personal,
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Mcmmi, Depende/lee, p. 17-18.
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interpersonal and politicallife requires that we identity the underlying needs which are not
being met in a life-enhancing manner, and propose alternative ways to meet those needs.
Without authentic responses to human needs, we are left with unauthentic pseudoresponses which bring ethically-objectionable human and social consequences. 31
To have a relationship defined by dependency is simply to say that a particular
need (object ofdesire) experienced by one person (the dependent) is supplied by another
(the provider). Such defines in the simplest sense the essential structure ofboth positive
and negative dependency. Memmi's three-fold structural definition of dependency needs
to be modified to include experiences of dependency where the object upon which an
individual or group is dependent is provided by (a) a thing, (b) a person, or (c) a structural
system of relations. This important distinction forms the basi~ of the following study of
the social psychological dynamics ofvarious types ofnegative dependency.
The remainder ofthis chapter examines the social psychological dynamics of
dependency ofthree structural forms ofnegative dependency, beginning with dependency
on things (addictions), then moving to an examination of dependency in interpersonal
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relationships (symbiosis), and finally, a discussion of economic and political dependency
(colonialism, neo-colonialism, globalism). Proceeding successively from a method of
inquiry with a focus on the intra-personal dynamics of consciousness in a study of
addiction, to the interpersonal dynamics of symbiotic relationships, to the social
psychological dynamics ofgeo-political dependency, enables us to see how different

disciplinary perspectives (psychology, social psychology, sociology, political science)
detect similar patterns in their interpretations of human experience.
(a) Negative Dependency on things: Addiction
An individual may be dependent on a thing which serves as both the object which

addresses a certain need, as weil as be the provider of that need. Such a pattern of
negative dependency can be defined as addiction. It is confusing to suggest, as sorne

•
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More will he said coneeming !his in the ethieal investigation of the negative dynamies of social conformily
found in the following ehapter.
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authors do, that it is possible to be addicted to people. There is a great deal of difference
in the social psychological dynamics operating in the case of an addiction (i.e, a
relationship between a person and a thinglexperience) and those operating in a
relationship between two people.

(b) Negative Dependence on People: Symbiotic Relationship
This category of dependency involves an analysis of the dynamics of dependency
within the structure of an interpersonal relationship. In symbiotic relationships, each
individual is, in a sense, dependent on the negative dependency structure oftheir unequal
relationship. Still, the structure of this inequality takes a definite political form, where one
person becomes the dependent (subordinate) while the other becomes the provider
(dominant). Il is a distorted whole, comprised oftwo unequal parts, where the identity of
one person (the dominant provider) serves as the unifying point ofreference in defining
the relationship.

•

(c) Economic and Political Dependence: Colonialism and Neo-colonialism
An ethical inquiry into the dynamics of economi-:: and political ùependence moves

beyond the boundaries of interpersonal relationships to the structural ties between groups
and geo-political regions. Assessing the particular needs underlying the dynamics of such
relationships involves a complex integration ofhistorical, economic, political, cultural and
social psychological analysis. Like the other forms ofdependency, the dynamic movement
of consciousness, and the direction which human activity takes, is towards the more
powerful party in the relationship, with damaging social psychological consequences for
economically-impoverished and/or politically repressed peoples.

•
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3. The Dynamics of Dependency as Addiction
It is possible to consider the concept addictioll in a lIarrow or bl'Oad sense. A

narrow use of the concept (i.e., as a way oftalking about the addict) reveals little or
nothing of the social psychological dynamics of addiction. A broader use views addiction
as a useful metaphor for understanding certain types of destructive or self-defeating
patterns of thinking and acting. This broader use of the term approaches a study of the
underlying dynamics of negative depelldellcy ollthillgS to iIIustrate how those dynamics
are not confined to individuals, but are also about the dynamics oflife in a fragmented and
abstract social world, tied together by the dynamic of international capitalism, certainly
the most life- threatening form ofmodern dependency.
3.1 The Danger in Classifying Addictions as Diseases

•

If a person is dependent on a sense-gratifying thillg, it is probably fair to say that
the individual is dis-eased in that he or she lacks ease or contentment in life. This is not
the same as regarding addictions as diseases having a bio-chemical etiology available to
medical or psychoanalytical diagnosis.
It is insightful to consider how dependency on alcohol or other mood-altering

substances came to be labelled a disease. Alcoholism understood as disease currently
serves as the dominant cultural model to explain dependency on things (addictions). Il
makes this determination without necessarily having to probe the social psychological
dynamics of the individual's life. When a person regards himself or herself as an Alcoholic,
it is due to an indentification the person makes between aspects of their experience of
addiction with aspects of a model defining addiction to alcoholism as a disease. Certain
tell-tale signs and symptoms are defined as the common marks of the disease, central of
which is the inability to control one's drinking. Whenever individuals find themselves
having difficulty controlling alcoholic drinking, they may also soon find pressure to begin
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to see uncontrolled drinking as an amoral symptom of a disease, rather than a central
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activity defining the character of social engagement and the dynamic of one's life, a
process over which human beings should remain responsible. By remaining in control of
one's life, a person can continuously chose to increase bis or her awareness and power for
positive change.
The disease model can pose a serious impediment to removing obstacles to critical
awareness and transformation. Ifalcoholism (one of the most physically-debilitating forms
of addiction) is not a disease, then neither are other forms of addictions. Ifaddictions are
not medical diseases, what are they? What are the causes that bring about addictive
thinking and patterns ofliving? What forces and influences perpetuate negative patterns
of dependency on things, perhaps even long after the individual becomes aware ofhis or
her condition? These questions establish a point of entry into a contentious debate
currently taking place between those either supportive or opposed to the disease concept
and model for explaining and treating heavy, debilitating and repeated drinking of alcohol.
Those adhering to the disease model rely on a simple explanation for heavy drinking: the

•

individual fits the pattern of the disease. Others (both professionals and addicts) reject
this system-approach to interpreting dynamic personal and sociallife, and embark on an
active mental journey into the past, present and future of their life, usually in dialogue with
others travelling similar roads, in a search for understanding of and relief from addictive
thinking and compulsive behaviour. The A.A. model calls for compliance to the twelve
recovery steps; the dynamic approach is guided by critical reflection on human experience
which strives to obtain a deeper understanding ofail the social psychological dynamics at
play in addiction.
The view that a1coholism is a medically diagnosable disease, with a scientific
explanation, is a relatively recent one. Il emerged gradually during the middle of the
twentieth century with a cultural change in attitude toward heavy drinkers, especially
during the late 40's and early 50's, with the advent of the movement A1coholics
Anonymous. A number ofprominent A.A. spokespersons won admiration and respect for
their rigorous honesty and sincere efforts to live a decent life free from the grip of a
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progressive addiction to alcohol over which they believed they had, untilliving in
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accordance with the 12 step program of A.A... little or no control. With repeated patterns
of destructive heavy drinking by such individuais, it is easy to understand how the public
came to view such unfortunates as not responsible for acting immorally because of the
disease. '\. A. gradually became a catalyst for a cultural shift in thinking from Alcoholism
as a state of moral degeneration to Alcoholism as a disease. This view was made available
to the North American population through alcoholism research published by an American
physician, Dr. Paul Jellinek. A. A. both popularized Jellinek's research, and spread
support for a point ofview (disease concept) which Jellinek actually never advanced. The
historical birth of the myth of alcoholism as a disease is a fascinating study into how
political, economic, and cultural factors can generate social myths which shape human
attitudes and actions.
A.A. members were the first to develop and popularize the notion that heavy and
debilitating alcohol drinking was a disease. As Dr. Ohms, a leading proponent ofthe
disease concept ofalcoholism states:
The firsllhing we noliced was Ihal Alcoholics Anonymou.\· people were saying Ihal
alcoholism is a primary disease. Il is its own disease. Il causes its own symplo/lls - it is
nol itselfa symplom ofsome olher disease - and AA Irealed it Ihm way. And medical
science finally had 10 admit Ihal AA was righll"

•

The notion that alcoholism is a disease, characterized by uncontrolled drinking, soon
became widely established in modem society. The American Medical Association (AMA)
accepted the notion in 1956, paving the way for the proliferation of alcoholism treatment
centres throughout North America. Why did medical science finally have to admit that
Alcoholism is a disease? The truth is that medical science never actually did admit that
Alcoholism is a disease: in fact, scientific data has seriously challenged the validity of the
definition of disease promoted by the disease concept model.
Jellinek published two landmark articles in 1946 and 1952 which proposed a
scientific understanding of alcoholism. This research seemed to confirm major elements of
the A.A. view. He argued that drinking tended to progress along a certain uniform path,
passing through determinable stages, and culminated in chronic pervasive drinking
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David 1. Olùms, "The Disease Concept of AlcohoIism," found in Model.• ofDepelldellcy, p. 2.
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resulting in increasing deterioration, and finally death. Jellinek systematized his findings in
his highly influential The Disease Concept ofAIcoholism, published in 1960, which
remains the basic textbook cited to explain the still prominent c1assical disease concept.
Jellinek cautioned that his findings did not prove a disease of alcoholism; however, his
research was extensively relied on by members of A1coholic Anonymous as an explanation
for what their members were suffering in their lives from a dependency on alcohol. The
successive phases outlined in Jellinek's research tended to confirm the A.A. ideology,
however this may be due to the fact that the information upon which Jellinek based his
structural diagnosis of drinking patterns came exclusively from A.A. members 33

Clinical

studies show that so-called alcoholics, allegedly suffering from a disease characterized in
the first instance by loss ofcolllrol, can, and often do, limit or abandon their drinking.
Many treatment establishments require that the alcoholic quit drinking before they are
granted admission. 34 How could they do this if they had a disease manifesting the single
symptom of lIncontro/led drinking? Research has c1early shown that it is often possible to
return to moderate and controlled drinking even after long periods where alcohol was
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consumed in an excessive and dt>oilitating manner. 3S Studies also show no significant
difference in abstinence success rates in long-term rehabilitation programs and much
shorter forms of treatment. In one case, a leading authority on alcoholism conducted an
experiment in conjunction with an alcohol-addiction c1inic. Half of the group followed the
rigorous program of the centre for many months; the other half received a half hour
session per week, where a physician talked informally and offered sorne sensible advice.

Fingurelle,lieavy Drillkillg, 1'.21. The questionnaire Jellinek used was designed by AA members and
appeared in thcir monthly newsleller the Grapeville. Jellinek used data obtained from 98 male members of
11..11..; he appurently excluded the responses ofwomen, because, according ta Fingurelle, their answers did not
tit the sume pattern as the men's.
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Fingarelle, lieavy J)rillkillg, 1'.74.
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Fingarclle cites numcrous studies whicb confirm that moderate controlled drinking has been possible for many
so-ealled alcoholies. Indeed, many treatmenl programs ure not abstinence-oriented, but have cOIl/rolled
drillkillg as a goal. For detailed information concerning these reseurch studies read the section in Fingarelle's
book titled, COII/rolled Drillkillg, pp. 124-128.
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The rates of improvement in the two groups were the same.'"
If science has disproved the disease concept of alcoholism, why is the notion still
so prevalent, forming the dominant basis for treatment of alcoholism in society?
Unfortllnately, the wealth ofnew anrl better stl/dies that have sOl/ndly rejiaed the classic
disease concept have sa far had little injll/ence on the general pl/blic. Almost everyone
ol/tside the scientific comml/nity .I·till takes it for gospel that there is a scientiJically
proven, l/niql/ely patterned drin/..ing history pecl/liar to a disease called a/coholism. And
despite the scientific evidence, the c1assic disease concept has been assidl/ol/s/y promoted
bya variety ofinterest grol/ps in the pl/blic and private ,I·ectors."

How are we to understand such widespread acceptance of an unsubstantiated
theory which prnhibits an investigation into the actual social psychological dynamics of
addiction, and thereby contributes to the suppression of critical awareness? Why has new
empirical research refuting the classic disease concept of alcoholism been largely rejected
by the public, and fiercely resisted by addiction counsel1ors? Il is worth taking the time to
summarize Herbert Fingarette's response to these questions in order to grasp how the
promulgation of the disease-concept ideology can lead to the repression or denial of

•

critical awareness, while at the same time serving certain valued political and

.~ocial

functions for powerful economic and political interests.
Fingarette believes that scientists often mislead the public for what they believe to
be the public's own good. They believe that without an alternative explanation to the
disease model, the individual is likely to revert back to a moralistic condemnation of him
or herself with debilitating consequences: "The essence of this rationale is that if chronic
drinkers are told that there is no disease of alcoholism, they will see their drinking as a
personal failing; out of guilt and shame, they will tend to hide or deny their problems, ,,"
Others justify reliance on the disease model, and rationalize the deception, because
by so doing they are able to access medical help for heavy drinkers by classifying alcohol
abuse as a medical disease:
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Herbert Fillgarette, "A1coholism: Neithc-r Sin Nor Disease," The Celllre magazine, March, 1986 (The Cenlre
for the Siudy of Democralic Inslilulions), p. 184.
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Fingarette, Heavy Drinking, p. 22.
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Fingarette, Heavy Drinking, p. 25.
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Calling alcoholism a disease, ralher Ihan a behaviour disorder, is a useful device bolh la
persuade Ihe alcoholic la admit his alcoholism and la provide a lickel for admission into
Ihe heallh core .Iys/em. 1 willingly concede, however, Iha/ alcohol dependence lies on a
continuum 'and Ihal in scienlijic lerms behaviour disorder will ojien be a happier
semantic choice Ihan diseose. 39

People are apt to look to science and technology for a quick and simple cure which will
solve the complex living problems causing negative patterns of dependency and addiction.
The media feeds this trend with periodic reports of research which seems on the verge of
exciting breakthroughs in medical treatments for alcoholism and other types of addictions

viewed as medical diseases. This is a viewpoint which reduces complex human
phenomenon to simple explanations, creating the occasion for confusion and ignorance.
What Fingarette and many others confirm in the area of addictions has already
been noted in earlier discussions of self-deception and social ignorance: it is far easier to
attach labels to individuals than to understand the social psychological dynamics oftheir
daily thinking and acting. A narrative understanding ofindividual existence and identity
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formation forces us to ask about the entire situation: past, present, and future. Judging
oneselfto be a member of a stigmatized social group is to adopt a certain selfunderstanding and social practice which has ethical and political consequence. Viewing
people as permanently diseased and setting them apart iTom others without grounds for
doing so can be unethical and cruel. Erving Goffinan's book S/igma provides considerable
insight into the contradictions and dangers in making such judgments, and the sufferings
they can cause others. As Fingarette also points out, labelling sorne heavy drinkers as
diseased can easily serve as a rationalization for those with serious drinking problems,

who do not lit the established pattern of symptoms suggested by AA and Dr. Jellinek.
Fingarette offers an alternative to this tunnel-vision analysis:
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George Vaillanl. The Naul/'alliistOlY ofAlcoholism (CllIllbridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1983) p.
20. 1'0 read similar statements by others who claim that alcoholism is not a disease, but a socially usefil! public
deception worth promoting, sec: Mnnsell E. Pattison, "The selection of Treatment Modalities for the Alcoholic
Patient," in Mendelson, Jack 1-1. nnd Mello, Nnncy K. (cds.) Alcohol: Use and Abuse in America (Boston:
Little, Brown, 1985) p. 192; Griffith Edwards, "The Status of Alcoholism as a Disease," in R. V. Phillipson,
cd., Modem Trends in Dl1lg Dependence and Alcoholism, 1: 119-163 (London: Bulterworths, 1970), p. 161;
and Edwards ct al., Alcohat-related Disabi/ilies, WHO Offset Pnblication no. 32. (Geneva: World Health
Orgnnization, 1977), p. 9.
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... the disease concept mistakenlyfocl/ses allention on medical intervention as the key 10
treatment; evidence abolit the raie ofsocial. psycllOlogical, and other nonllledicaijàelOrs
is largely ignored. ln 1lIrn, this medical approach redllees the drinking behaviollr (~(the
chronic drinker ta a physical symptom. thereby both encollraging the heavy drinker 10
evade responsibilityfor drinl.ing and 01.1'0 eneollraging the drinker and others 10 inter!'ret
the drinl.ing as a rej/exive 'ymptolll imposed by a disease. rather thon to llllderstand the
drinl.ing as a meaningfii/ thollgh maladaptive act/vity.40

To attempt to understand addictive behaviour as II/eanil/glul though II/aladaptil'e
is to strive for that deeper insight and moral awareness which can open up new roads to
healing and transformation within the lives of those sutfering from addictions. Any
proposed treatment which fails to bring the individual to a deeper and more coherent sell:
understanding may succeed in interrupting or preventing addictive patterns of behaviour;
but such may come at the cost of surrendering critical thinking and independent moral
judgment, and thereby throwing away keys needed to unlock other doors to awareness
and spiritual transformation.
Stereotypes and labels serve as information and analysis sill/plifiers that also
provide a psychological means of maintaining or boosting one's own self-esteem. They
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are both logically and morally unacceptable in that they interrupt the natural human
process of seeking true insight and understanding, and constitute false judgments againsl
others.
The use oflabels, unsubstantiated II/edical models, and theories ofmelllal illne,\:\' is
now completely rejected by many professionals working in the field of social psychology,
although these views remain virtual1y taboo in popular culture, as noted by Rowan in his
book, The Siruciured Crowd:
lt is already clear that we have rejected the medical model. ln this we are on common
grollnd with most psychologists, and the overwhelming majority of.l·ocial psychologists.
The cllrrent edition ofthe Handbook o(Sociall'sychology describes the lIIedical model as
'ent/rely irrelevant and handicapping' and as 'IInreliable or meaningless'. 41

Rowan also believes that we must reject ail judgments based on unsubstantiated
psychological theories:

•
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We are 01.1'0 rejecling Ihe psychologizing model, which merelysubstilules 'normal and
abnormal'for 'weil and sick'. This is iiI/le more Ihan an aI/empila do in psychological
lerms whallhe psychialrisls have been doing in medicallerms. /1 still pUis alllhe faull
imide Ihe persan, and it still labels Ihe persan in a way Ihal can easily be damaging. 42

Rowan also rejects ail fonns of socia! detenninism where living conditions are seen
to drive people crazy. He claims that this approach seems very enlightened, but offers
only a variation on the same old medical model approach which unduly exaggerates the
responsibility of the individual, and obscures the need for social andpolitical change:
/1 [social-delerminisl view} seems alfirsl ta be very enlighlened andpolilically

challenging - gel l'id ofbad living conditions and improve Ihe loi oflhe paal' - bul infaci
it leaves inlacllhe medical model, and merely uses il in a differenlway. The persan slill
gels labelledjusllhe same as before, only now it is Ihe faull ofsociety, or living
conditions, or Ihe class syslem, or whalever. From Ihe point ofview oflhe individual
involved, Ihis doesn '1 make much difJerence - neXI year's polilical manifeslo doesn '1 gel
Ihe persan oui ofhospital now. 43

But certainly there is sorne progress toward understanding with an explicit
awareness of the possible social sources of persona! suffering. This is the essential

•

impetus for a social imagination of emancipatory moral and social alternatives.

3.2 Addiction as a Misguided Search for Love and Power

Contemporary society is marked by stress, noise, anxiety, excessive individua!ism,
tierce economic competition and a culture of entertainment and consumerism. In such a
social world, everyone is prone to addictive thinking and acting to one degree or another.
Everyone feels the need to cover up pain by using things outside themselves to make them
feel better. As Charlotte D. Kasl states in her book Women, Sex and Addiction: "... the
concept of addiction has become increasingly important to me, to the point where 1 now

•
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find in it a basic model for understanding humari suffering and spirituality. ".. The essential
drive underlying all forms of addiction is part of the struggle of life and familiar to
everyone: "Ifyou have ever violated your values and ignored responsibilities to pursue an
overpowering desire, then you understand the feeling of addiction. ,,45
It is this tendency to violate values and ignore responsibilities which constitutes

the basic psychological experience and moral dilemma ofaddiction. What are we
searching for when we pursue engagements which conflict with moral values, and lead to
feelings of guilt or shame? Underlying addiction compulsions is an authentic but
misdirected search for love and power. It is a spiritual quest without a c1ear awareness of
what would in fact constitute a healing and emotiona11y rewarding experience of human
love and power within the context of the individual's life. To view addictive thinking and
action as a misguided search for love and spiritual fulfilment underscores a basic
anthropological belief in the essential goodness of human beings. Human beings want to
be loved and they want to love. Addictions point to the fact that people are either not able
to love, or for definite reasons, have become unwilling to love more fu11y and be more

•

fu11y loved: natural human desires and basic needs become frustrated.
Regardless of what is preventing the fulfilment of human desire for love and an
authentic sense of human power, the result is an experience characterized by pain and
anguish; which in turn gives rise to the urge to que11 this suffering, wr.;<;h can perpetuate
addictive thinking and acting in one's daily-weekly-yearly routine.
The pathetic dimension of this misguided attempt to find meaning and joy in one's
life is that addictions tend to progress in a way that transforms and subverts the initial
search for authentic love and power by the increased desire and need for the quelling of
pain and confusion through immediate sensory gratification. Addiction can bring its own
pain and confusion - the initial hope that sorne substance would fi11 the inner void and
displace negative emotions gives way to despair as core problems remain and intensifY,

44
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magnifying human suffering: "On a continuum, the motivation for acting addictively
progresses trom pleasure, to relief of pain and tension, to maintenance Gust getting
through the day), to a desire for oblivion. ,,46 This is both the irony and tragedy of many
addictions: the initial desire to eliminate emotional pain invariably leads the person on a
course which magnifies living problems and generates a steadily increasing degree of
suffering. Still, addictions do initially provide experiences of pleasure and treedom trom
anxiety, and can serve functional purposes under threatening or abusive situations.

3.3 Addiction as Central Activity in Identity Formation
Herbert Fingarette describes addiction to alcohol by characterizing heavy drinkers
as people for whom drinking has become a central aclivlty in their way oflife. He
interprets the meaning of central actlvilles as patterns of thinking and acting which
contribute substantially to the formation and maintenance of identity: "By 'central activity'

•

1mean any hub of activity Gob, religious practice, serious hobby, family or community
raIe) that in part defines and inspires a person's identity, values, conduct and life
choices. ,,47 In a manner reminiscent of his study of self-deception, Fingarette explains that
while sorne people catch themselves in the act ofdodging their problems and difficu1ties,
and calI a hait to their evasive tactics, at other times we ail find it easier to avoid a problem
than to face it square1y. Addictions emerge with the repeated engagement in avoidance
strategies; such strategies become defining characteristics of identity:
We jind ourselves repeating the avoidance activities to maintain the evasion, and slowly
the avoidance activities take on a momenlllm oftheir own. Eventually the avoidance
pattern becomes easier and easier, more and more spontaneouslyfavoured in response to
a wide variety ofthreatening or anxiery-producing situations. Over lime, an avoidance
re~'P0nse like overealing or gambling or drinking may in itselfbecome afocal activiry for
a small number ofpeople. 48

Kasl, WOlllen, Sex, and Addiction, p. 21.
Fingnreltc, fleavy Drinking, p. 100.
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The repeated use of evasive strategies deaden painful feelings and give short-term
gratification. Viewing addictions as diseases obscures the motivation in personal
strategies whereby individuals chose, on a repeated basis, to evade suffering. Given
Fingarette's interpretation of addicted behaviour, the addict's conduct is - at each point in
the progression of the addiction - intelligible, and reflects normal cognitive activity:
But the obstacle is not in truth an alien power. It is our deeply rooted habit-bound self
opposing the fragile reed ofa new desire to be other than who or what we have been. And
the more genuine our desire to change. the more tense and intense the conflict. 11, others,
our difficulty in ma~ing the decision to change may seem puzzling. for why would wc not
want to commit to a change that we say is attractive and that has obviol/s advantages
over our present situation?"

Making a commitment to embark on a new road can involve substantial changes in
lifestyle and routine. We are creatures of habit and to simply abandon central activities, no
matter how debilitating they may be, calls for a reconstruction of identity, perhaps
requiring a radical change in lifestyle. To speak of changing daily and weekly routine,
one's leisure activities and living patterns, and most likely one's circle of acquaintances - or

•

lack of acquaintances - connected to the central activity of pursuing an addiction, is to call
for a major reconstruction of one's way of life. Such changes may require opportunities or
resources which are not readily available. As well, the source of the pain and confusion
initially giving rise to repeated patterns of escape through addictive behaviour willlikely
emerge in consciousness as a force to be reckoned with, and will need to be consciously
avowed and addressed by the individual. One cannot, as Fingarelte notes, simply, and
without consequence, forsake a central activity, abandon a preferred coping strategy, or
disable a defense mechanism without sorne means of understanding and dealing with core
problems.
There are also strong psychological bonds established with addiction. Kasl
discusses the difficu1ty women with addictions can have in making radical changes.
Havi,lg engaged repeatedly in destructive behaviour which conflicts with cherished values
and ideals, often the individual has formed an identity based on a core foundation of

•
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shame. Without significant help and affirmation trom others, reconstructing identity a10ng
more positive lines is virtually impossible. Love and support trom others is often not
sufficient in itself. Without c1early identif}·ing core problems which operate as the
foundational source of negative feelings which lead to addicted behaviour, an individual
will tend to feel personally responsible for failures: "The vicious cycle of addictions
continues until we throw a monkey wrench into the system and change the patterns. We
are jolted into awareness when we get to the source of our pain and recognize our
feelings; only then can we satis/Y our hungers in a positive, self-affirming way. ,,50
Uncovering and acknowledging negative core feelings often reveals the true source
ofboth those feelings and the negative core beliefs to which they often give rise. The
genesis of addiction can olten be found in failed relationships with others; others who had
the responsibility to affirm and love the person, especially as a child, and did not do so.
3.4 Addiction: Escape from Pain - Flight from Self-Awareness

•

Behind every desire is a legitimate human need which must be discovered before
one can make sense of addictive thinking and acting. Often, needs exists as a consequence
of human deprivation. A root analysis of addiction attempts to answer the fundamental
question of how people are damaged or denied the fulfilment of certain basic human
needs, which in turn leave the person dissatisfied with Iife.
The particular character of dissatisfaction within the Iife of an addicted person is
actually comprised oftwo distinct components: one emotional (bad or negative feelings)
and one intellectual (mental confusion, or sorne form ofself-condemning awareness).
With such a pattern it is appropriate to speak of compulsive desiring and obsessive
thinking. The compulsion is to feel better, the obsession is the mental preoccupation with
escaping mental anxiety. With both the emotional experience ofloneliness (feelings) and
the intellectual experience of anxiety (awareness) it is appropriate that those who escape
into things would have to do so over and over again, or face the full reality of their

•
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persona! and socia! situation.
Implicit in the compulsion and obsession characterizing addictions is the two-fold
desire: to avoid pain and to experience gratification or pleasure. A negative pattern of
dependency to mood-altering or mind-changing substances or processes (i.e., an addiction
to Harlequin romance novels and escape into mental fantasies) can be viewed as a way of
life characterized by successive periods of temporary escape from the experience of pain
or a sense of meaninglessness.
The immediate experience ofgratification can alter the physical and emotional
state of an individual, and thereby temporarily relieve emotional and physical pain. Il is the
process of escaping explicit awareness which is central to the dynamics of addiction. The

particular object or addictive agent serving as a vehicle for escape can take virtually any
form:
Because addiction is the p~yche'.I· way ofseel.ing escape j'rom hurie"feeling.l· an" easing
the inner strife, the addictive agent can he most anything - alcohol, .I·ex, cigarettes,
religion, cafJeine, TV, anger, depression, shopping, c/eaning, eating, not eating, work, or
an ever-changing comhination ofthese. JJ

•

The intensity of the felt need to escape pain or confusion, or irreconcilable pieces of
information, differs from person to person.
The flight from pain and awareness which characterizes addictive thinking and
acting is at the same time a flight toward something which becomes the positivelyperceived object of (Jur attention and desire. This shift in focus does not open up feelings,
but is carried out in an attempt to hide them - it is a flight of the spirit into sorne object in
a retreat from self-knowledge. When is it morally wrong to seek gratification? It is not
possible to make moral judgments before understanding each situation in the concrete.
Those interested in freeing individuals from addictions will want to keep in mind the
essential experience offrustrated human needs and the need for love.
As was noted earlier, the individual suffering from an addiction may need the love,
care and understanding of others, but also needs an exp/ana/ion of the dynamics which
define compulsive thinking, acting and positive identity formation. Without such

•
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understanding, they may not discover who they really are. They may end up settling for
someone else's explanation based on sorne abstract and unsubstantiated theory:
fou can't do much to stop peoplefrom smoking or drinking unless youfind out why the
smoker smokes and the drinker drinks, that is, why they are dependent in the way they are.
That is why most campaigns against smoking or drinking are relatively unsuccessful: they
prohibi/ and dissuade, but they don'f explain; they don't give the dependent what she {he}
needs; they don't really help her [him} to replace, or even to control and master, her {his}
object provided. J2

There is growing awareness among addiction researchers that the origin of addictive
thinking can often be found in either the socioeconomic experiences of poverty and
oppression, or in çhildhood experiences of physical, emotional and sexuai abuse.
Obviously these two categories can be overlapping aspects of the same individual's life.

3.5 The Connection between Child Abuse and Dependency on Things
After years of research and counselling, Dr. Kasl came to the conclusion that 95

•

percent of the people who came to her for help would never have needed an hour of
therapy had they been loved and cared for as children. 53
... childhood abuse, along wi/h poverty and oppression, underlie numerous addictions,
addictions which may operate alternately or simultaneously. In many instances, misuse
offood, sex, alcohol, work, and money ei/her occur together or interchangeably as an
individual desperately tries 10 quell an inner empliness created by some form of
childhood abuse or negleci."

Children are usually powerless to recognize or escape the dysfunction and
victimization caused by oppressive or abusive adults. Abuse interrupts positive identity
formation, and the emerging sense of self-understanding which healthy human
developmenc requires. Abuse can entail any number of damaging attitudes and actions,
but is always marked by the absence of a sensitive and unselfish concem for the child. The
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severity of abuse can range !Tom simple neglect, to a brutal violation of the identity
boundaries of the child. When children are denied an attentive caring adult in their daily
lives, or suffer dehumanization in sorne other more tangible form, such as physical or
sexual abuse, identity boundaries can be seriously damaged, leaving the child unable to
develop a positive sense of self Abused children feellittle joy in life or self worth. They
spend their time proving themselves. Robbed of a positive sense of self, they do not come
to know themselves:
Like oppressed people, chi/dren in dysjimctional families are .1'0 hl/sy trying to "dance" in
the world oftheir parents, their oppressors, thatthey don't have the opportl/nity to look
inside and getto know themselves. When their appealsfor love and efforts to he noticed
repeatedly fai/, they retreat in/O a secret world /0 forget, for a moment, the terror and
lack oflove that permeates their /ives. Chi/dren find salace in fan/asies, .l'ex play,
masturhation, food, heing Cl/te, or other behaviour thal brings release /rom the harsh
rea/ities oflife. This is how addictions take rool."

One of the most telling consequences of childhood abuse for the development of a self
image is the identity confusion which results !Tom an intrusion or violation of identity

•

boundaries: an awareness ofwhere we stop and other people begin. The other-directed
focus of children dancing to other people's tUiles is usuaUy accompanied by uncertainty
concerning ownership and responsibility for oneself When children are not given
recognition and respect as unique and distinct human beings, but are treated as property
(things), psychological confusion over boundaries - or even multiple personality disorders
- can later become manifest in adult Iife: "It is characteristic of- and prerequisite for mental health both that our own ego boundaries should be c1ear and that we should c1early
recognize the boundaries of others. 1156 Concepts such as identity boundaries draw
attention to how the normal sense ofgive-and-take between people can become distorted,
and the subordinate party can b<;; so damaged in the relationship to have difficulty
differentiating between self and other, as a result of sorne violation of his or her identity
boundaries.
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Achieving a differentiated self awareness is a challenge and arduous task for ail
children, given the fact that their status of subordinate is a defining characteristic of
childhood. This task is made especially difficult where respect for the rights of children,
or recognition oftheir special needs, is absent. Children who grow up in abusive
environments are constantly trying to be loved and to avoid shame and abuse. As a result,
they do not learn to see themselves in a positive and healthy way. As Scott Peck notes:
"Whenever there is a major deficit in parental love, the child will, in alllikelihood, respond
to that deficit by assuming itself[sic]to be the cause of the deficit, thereby developing an
unrealistically negative self-image. "S7
The response of the adult is crucial in determining the direction and quality of
identity development in the child. Each denial or fulfilment could make a child feel either
confirmed or thwarted in his or her sense of agency and self-esteem. When children spend
their childhood years seeking, and never getting, the affirmation and love of their parents
(or primary care-givers), which they need and rightfully deserve, they are likely to fall
victim to various forms ofbehavioral disorders and addictions, as they succumb to

•

pseudo-solutions to deal with pain to escape anxious thinking and painful emotions, and
the condemning notion that they are not worthy of affirmation and love. Once they reach
the age of adulthood they are predisposed to seek out partners who share sirnilar traits as
those adults under whom they suffered abuse, and by doing so, perpetuate patterns of
negative dependency in their personal and sociallife with devastating consequences: S8
"For people who come trom dysfunctional families, the underlying goal ofthe psyche in

choosing partners is often 10 address unfinished business left from childhood. We pick
people like our parents and try to change them. "S9

•
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A critical inquiry into the dynamics of addiction reveals a direct connection
between personal troubles and suffering on the one hand, and social and political problems
on the other. The dominant cultural ideology providing a theory of addictions attempts to
explain addiction with little or no reference to politics or social ethics. This approach
disproportionately shifts the focus from the cultural and economic situation onto
individuals, thereby creating impediments to liberating awareness.
3.6 The Politics of Addiction: A Socio-Cultural Perspective
Understanding addiction as a misguided search for authentic love and power helps
to make sense of addictive behaviour as a meaningful, but maladaptil'e. course of action
pursued by individuals. Abuse and neglect of children can cause much emotional pain and
joylessness, as was mentioned above; but this alone can not explain why so many adults,
even those who suffered abuse as children, neglect and abuse children. The social and

•

cultural context in which adults strive to find meaning and joy in their own lives needs
examination. Considering addiction as an escape from painful emotional and psychic pain
gives insight into the essential meaning of addiction. Socio-economic and cultural
determinants also cause pain and joylessness, and can thereby create a predisposition to
addiction among a disadvantaged sector of the population. Demographic sociological
studies have raised important questions for ethics about the politics and economics of
addiction.
If the desire for authentic love and power explains the initial inclination in addictive
thinking and acting, we can easily understarld how economic principles and cultural values
which undermine a legitimate search for authentic love and power may help to explain the
3enesis of addiction for many citizens. The parallels between the structures of addiction
manife~ted

in human experience, and the structures ofinstitutional relationships in society,

are far too striking to dismiss as coincidental:
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Sl/ch basic aspects ofcapitalism asfree enterprise, consl/merism, competition,
imperia/ism, individl/alism, and militarism have sorne essential paral/els with addiction
and codependency. Sorne ofthe concepts that go hand in hand are dl/alistic thinking,
encol/raging people to crave possessions and statl/s, to believe that bigger is better, and
l/sing external measl/resfor self-worth and self-gratification at the expense ofothers"O

The failure of home and sociallife to meet the basic needs which ail human beings have for
nurture and love seems to be at the root of many addictions. When individua!s have not
been given the ingredients necessary for the development of a healthy identity, when they
have not been encouraged to develop skills that would make life meaningful and worth
living, and when they are forced to function in a harsh social world where competition and
distrust of others are basic tools of survival, then the tendency to escape suffering and the
painful awareness of meaninglessness is far from perplexing, it is predictable. Such
psychological tendencies and coping techniques describe the social psychology of
oppression and alter-dependency.
The language and diagnostic techniques of psychoanalysis and dynamic psychiatry

•

have tended to focus on the individua!, which has had the effect of obscuring and
disguising social problems by identifYing them with symptom effects, as merely persona!
problems. In as much as psychoanalysis and popular addiction therapies have emerged
from a branch of psychology especially concerned with the intrapersonal dimensions of
human problems, it has fallen to other branches of the human and social sciences to
consider the sociohistorical background in which the personal phenomena studied are
embedded. Given that the consequences ofaddictions are made manifest through
personally-experienced human suffering, it has been relatively easy for medical and
political professionals to rest comfortably with a superficial analysis of addition as a purely
pril'ate problem, requiring pril'ate and professional treatment. Those suffering from

addictions become the problem, rather than a collective social symptom exposing
disparity, inequality, and abuse perpetuated by the structures of social institutions.
IdentifYing what needs to be changed within society requires a critical social
analysis which makes explicit the connections between personal sufferings, (Le.,
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addictions), and social contradictions and deficiencies. In his article, Mallagillg Social
eOll/radic/iolls /hrollgh Drllgs, Jim Harding argues that "... as a country we are largely

ignorant of the social foundations of the drug-related problems growing in our midst, ,,6'
and undertakes a class ana1ysis of the rates ofincidence of alcoholism among diiferent
sectors of the population in Saskatchewan as a model experiment to see what
demographic addiction studies reveal. He believes such a comprehensive approach is
required because, as he puts it, "... a diiferent pattern of drug-related problems exists
from working-class people, people ofNative ancestry, women working in the home, and
senior citizens. ,,62 This correlates directly with a lack of security and well-being caused by
damaging social conditions. Gathering concrete information to test for correla/iolls
between the personal experience of suifering, sociological data on rates, types and
expressions of addiction, to uncover possible social determinants explaining untùlfilled
human needs underlying individual addictions:
The specific findings actuaUy challenge many stereotypes. The average age ofthose
arrested was thirty-one, which is ten to fifieen years lower th an in past Canadian sludies.
This downward shifi in age paraUeis the changing trendv in "skid rows." /t interrelates in
particular, wilh rising rates ofunempioyment among the young. 6'

•

Kasl also incorporates sociological and cultural factors into her analysis of
addiction. She abhors the implication of those treatment or therapeutic strategies which
place the full responsibility for healing from sex addictions on the shoulders of individuais.
As she puts it: "To heal from addiction in an addictive society is a little like an alcoholic
trying to recover in a bar. To heal from sex addiction in a culture that routinely sees
bodies without seeing souls is just as difficult. "...
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According to Christopher Lasch, Kasl's phrase, the culture that routinely sees,
actually signifies the experience of modem human consciousness. Lasch believes that
human beings have evolved - largely due to the systemic evolution of capitalism and
liberalism in Western pluralist societies - into the final product of bourgeois individualism;
what he terms psychological human heings. Here the orientation of the individual is still
very much an expression of privatized consciousness and a philosophy ofliberalism or
individualism, but not rugged, authoritarian and dogmatic individualism; it is, rather, being
forced to decide for oneself, feeling cut-off and alone, unsure of oneself, easily intimidated
and made to feel shame (Richard Sennett), uncertain and fearful for the future, caught in a
largely private, bureaucratic, impersonal world, constantly searching for a resting place or
home (Peter Berger) and, of course, constantly asking questions and looking for sorne
ultimate meaning to life (Victor Frankl, Eric Fromm).
According to Lasch, individualism and privacy are no longer what they once were
for modern psychologized human beings:

•

Acquisitive in the sense that his [her] cravings have no limits, he [she] does not
accumuiate goods and provisions againstthe fil/ure, in the manner ofthe acquisitive
individualist oflhe nineteenth-century political economy, but demands immediate
gratification and lives in asiate ofrestless, perpelually unsatisfied desire!'

What is the source of this unsatisfied desire? There are many analyses and accompanying
theoretical explanations for human dissatisfaction in modem society. Many theologians
point to the lack of spirituality evident in a secular society; ethicists and sociologists draw
our attention to the absence of any homogeneous moral authority for social norms within
fTagmented and pluralist culture (what Emile Durkheim called anomie, representing the
psychology of the breakdown of Gemeinshaft which occurs when the glue of social and
moral norms cornes undone).GG Other theorists appeal to Marx's theory ofalienation
which blames capitalism for the pervasive feeling of aloneness underlying addictions. Ali
these theories offer valid routes for social psychological inquiry, but without analyzing and

Christopher Lasch, CII/lure ofNarcissi,m: Americall Life ill ail Age ofDimillishillg Expecla/iolls (New York:
Wlll11er Books, 1979), p. 23.
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discovering aU the factors conceming widely shared experiences of dissatisfaction. the
most that general theories can offer are possible explanations. or perhaps. partial
explanations.
Il is also possible to tie an analysis of the social psychological dynamics of
addiction into the sociological analysis ofmodem society (developed in chapter three)
where the focus was the effects offragmented and sociaUy c1assified categorizations and
levels of experience within both social institutions and human consciousness. Abstract
consciousness and fragmented lifestyle foster personal patterns ofliving which are
functional and beneficial to a fragmented capitalist society, yet have devastating results on
personal health and happiness. As Philip Wexler suggests, the chaUenge to experience joy
in life has been made far more difficult by the logic and structures of modern society. The
pervasiveness of addicitons of aU kinds points to the spiritual and humanitarian void
created by fragmented sociallife:
As abstracted accumulation becomes the preoccupation and standard ofselF
organization, the capacity to be gratified by the intense specijicityofthe immedillte
situation declines. It is replaced by an addictive obsession which lIims ta capture the
gratification ofspecific sensuousness by pursuing those praducts ofcommodijied sociol
relations which are the very source ofthe deprivation. Addiction. not desire, hecomes the
mode or organism-environment relation when connection to the Immediate enviranment is
replaced by pursuit ofa decontextualized ahstraction!'

•

This explanation makes a fundamental connection between the dynamics of addictive
thinking and acting and contemporary characteristics ofhuman knowing and doing within

society. In other words, this theoretical explanation points to the separation between
human consciousness and the world of immediate knowing. In a fragmented social and
psychological world, people are not free to be truly present to what is happening, but must
constantly (a) adopt what they have no time to understand criticaUy, so they can (b) lIdapt
themselves to sociallife in a functionaUy acceptable manner. Such adaption may take two
decisive forms - not entirely unlike those forms characteristic of symbiotic interpersonal
relationships - with both forms quashing the dynamics of critical thinking by adopting a
polarized conceptualization (others say reijication or abstraction). Within which the
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individual defines him or herselfby assuming either a lifestyle based on knowing and
experiencing the world eonerete/y (without critical thinking) or abstraet/y (without
knowledge ofacquaintance). The outcome in either instance is a lack ofcritical awareness
and transformative praxis.
Making the important connections between the deadening of moral awareness
which can easily accompany addictions - and the promulgation of ignorance concerning
the social factors which contribute to addiction - suggests that a truly responsible
approach to the social problem of excessive consumerism and social systems which deny
and frustrate legitimate human needs will rely on a unified personal-social praxis which
aims at both the transformation of self and society. Many who overcome addictions do so
through intentional transformation, involving the discovery of power through commitment
to a new or renewed master story and engagement in community.

4. The Dynamics of Dependency in Symbiotic Relationship

•

Psychologists and family therapists define the concept of symbiotie relationship as
a way of describing a specific pattern of negative dependency within a relationship oftwo
people:
"Symhiosis" - as we lise the term in psychiatry - is not a mlltllaUy henejicial state of
interdependency. lnstead il reftrs ta a mlltllaUy parasilic and destrllctive cOllp/ing. ln
the ~J'mhiotic relationship neilher partner will separate from the other even thollgh il
wOllld ohviollsly he henejicial ta each if they cOIlId. 68

Separation is, of course, only one positive response to symbiotic relationship. A
transformation of the structure of the relationship fol1owing mutual awareness of its
negative dynamics is also a viable - and perhaps healthier - approach ifboth individuals
together work at changing the dynamics of the relationship.
Whereas Peck uses the phrase mllflla/ly parasitic to define symbiotic relationship,
Memmi makes a distinction between parasitie dependence and symbiolic dependence,
suggesting that it is possible to have a relationship defined by dependency where only one
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personfeeds of the other person: "... let us distinguish between parasitic dependence,
which is ail to the advantage of the dependent, and symbiotic dependence, in which there
is sorne advantage for the provider as weil. ,,69 The understanding of negative dependency
in relationships adopted in this research is that of symbiotic relationships understood as a

mlltllally parasilic and distorted relationship characterized by anllneqllal sharing of
power betweentwo people. Within a symbiotic relationship the consciousness of one
individual is essentially that of dependell/ (regardless ofwhether the individual suffers
from an active addiction to a particular thing) and alter-dependell/. It may seem
confusing to characterize the person with more power as dependell/, and the subordinate
person as alter-dependent, but as we come to a deeper understanding of the dynamics at
play in symbiotic relationships we see that the person with more political power has, to
sorne extent, removed him or herselffrom the production and maintenance processes
which are necessary for a more independent lifestyle - both in a material and spiritual
manner. The alter-dependent, on the other hand, usually has more options and power than

•

he or she realizes, as a result of the repressed consciousness which accompanies
subordinate status in symbiotic relationships; the key to effecting transformation and
liberation from debilitating patterns of dependency is by gaining awareness of the
possibilities, as weil as costs, of pursuing freedom.

4.1 The Distinction between Dependent and Alter-Dependent

Researchers and therapists working in the field of addictions make a basic
distinction between addict and codependenl. The term codependell/, although it signifies
accurately how two people can logelher become dependent on the same negative and
unequal dynamics within a single relationship, suggests a greater degree of cooperation in
the joint-project than is usually the case. Dependency often involves exploitation, force,
threat of force, as weil as more subtle social psychological manipulations and tactics. The
fundamental structural nature of the other-direcled consciousness of the subordinate is
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better grasped using the term alter-dependent, although the term codependent is the term
now widely used.
The alter-dependent person adjusts to dysfunction by accommodating the person
with addiction. The example which best typifies this analysis is the c1assic case of the wife
who lies to her alcoholic husband's friends and boss to protect his job and good standing in
the community. Sometimes willingly, other times more reluctantly, and many more times
without any explicit awareness at ail, alter-dependent parties in relationships will modify
their thinking and acting to accommodate or adjust to the other, rather than investigate
their own life and assume their subjectivity as human agents responsible for self-dir'~cted
thinking and acting.
. The term co-dependency has emerged in self-help groups and counselling centres
which deal with the living problems of those close to other people who suifer from
addiction. The addict is the powerful one in the symbiotic relationship, however, the basis
of the relationship is defined by the addict's dependency. The other person is a

•

codependent because she or he remains with the dependent person. But what of situations

where both individuals suifer from active addiction? Who is the alter-dependent? What
about symbiotic relationships where neither suifer from addictions? Alter-dependent
consciousness is not simply a common feature of relationships involving addiction; alterdependent consciousness is the psychological consequence of oppression of ail kinds.
The tension between self-affirmation and mutual recognition operates within each
person in the relationship, and must be kept balanced if power is to be distributed equally
between the two people. If this does not happen, a sense ofidentity by both individuals in
the relationship will not be grounded in authentic self-awareness and honest mutual
disclosure of self-to-other. As with abstract and concrete fixations, individuals can adapt a
fixated dependent or dominant identity role in the relationship which takes the place of a
dynamic process of reflection: "When the conflict between dependence and independence
becomes too intense, the psyche gives up the paradox in favor of an opposition. Polarity,
the conflict of opposites, replaces the balance within the self. This polarity sets the stage

•
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for defining the self in terms ofa movement away from dependency."711
ln symbiotic relationship, fixed and differentiated roles are adopted where one
person grounds his or her identity either on beillgfor Ihe olher (alter-dependent), or on
beingfor olleself(dependent) rather than beillgfor each olher. Both terms depelldelll and
aller-dependenl are ideal types, or models, reflecting the two extremes of cO/llplele /lni(1'

and absolule differentialion in relationship.
The emotional numbing and ilIu3ions of power which tend to accompany active
addictions often determine the way in which this tension between self-affirmation and
mutuai recognition finds resolution within the life of one individual in symbiotic
relationship. While the active addict will tend to assume the mie of the powerful and
independent person, denying his or her emotional need for the olher, such need not be the
case. As Kasl explains, the outcome will depend on the kind of options the individual
picks, or has available, to reduce emotional pain and anxiety: "Negative core beliefs create
internai devastation and hopelessness along with tremendous fear, anxiety, and depression.
. . .The beliefs she [he] adopts to reduce anxiety will be fundamental in whether she [he]
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moves toward a primary role as codependent or addict." The dependent person responds
to negative core beliefs about self by generating an illusory sense of independence and
power. This is the response of the dependell1: 1 don't need anyone; l'm tough, 1 can do it
myself; 1 refuse to risk getting hurt again; 1 don't need to risk disdosing my true feelings
and ideas to others. The aller-dependenl responds to abuse or neglect quite differently:
l'm no good; l'm unlovable; if! make myselfbeautiful, suffer in silence, work tirelessly,
accommodate the needs of the other, then he or she will love me, and 1 will become
lovable. Until then l'm not lovable.
The person who separates from others as a security measure against being rejected
or hurt, will invariably seek power in Ihings to deaden emotions and cope with isolation:
the essential dynamics of addiction. The person who seeks constant approval and
affirmation from another person will centre his or her sense of power in that other person the alter-dependent's sense of personal power is conditional upon receiving the recognition
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and affirmation ofa dominant other.
In symbiotic relationships both the dependent and alter-dependent deny
themselves fulfilment of a basic need: the dependent denies his or her awareness of
dependence on the other while pursuing autonomous power, the alter-dependent denies
awareness ofa core fear ofacting independent/y, and compensates with a false sense of

power obtained from security ties to another person. There can be no liberation as long as
these fears are not acknowledged and faced daily in the dependent's and alter-dependent's
life praxis.
The mutual construction of identity in the reciprocal relationship of people who
truly care for one another - recognizing and affirming each other in mutual dialogue and
encounter - is corrupted by the psychosocial dynamics ofnegative dependency. With
dependency, the relationship becomes polarized and unequal. Kasl's definition of
codependent identity is instructive:
/ describe a codcpendent person as someone whose core identity is underdeveloped or
unknown, and who mainlains afalse identity buill/rom dependenl allachments 10 exlernal
sources - a par/ner, a spouse, family, appearances, work, or nlles. These allachments
creale bolh Ihe illusion ofa "self' and aform from which 10 operale. Codependency is a
disease {sic} ofinequa/ity in Ihal any minority persan who has 10 survive in a world
dejined by olhers will know more aboul/hose in power Ihan aboul himselfor herself71

•

Despite the suggestion in the tide of Robin Norwood's popular book Women Who Love
7'00

MI/ch, Kasl believes that, "... codependency is not about loving too much, it is about

being extremely dependent on another person, about women who control too much, seek
their identity through others, and pay for care with self-sacrifice. "n
The particular identity traits and defining characteristics of the a/ter-dependent and
depelldellt become especially manifest in sexual relations. As Kasl notes: "The addicted

woman uses sex to feel in control, to feel attached to someone, and to hide her pain. The
codependent woman allows herself to be used sexually to maintain a relationship that
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brings the illusion of security and provides structure in her life.,,73 Both dependent and
alter-dependent individuals praject an image ofthemselves to others that hides significant
parts ofthemse1ves. Alter-dependents tend to let their dependent, fiightened side show,
and deny or submerge their powerful side. The addict or dependent reflects a facade of
independence which hides the fiightened, tender side. Such relationships can become
rigidly entrenched in the routine lifestyle of the two people, remaining stuck in the same
essential pattern indefinitely, however, the negative effects on both parties tend to worsen
over time, and may eventually become too intolerable to bear for one or both people.
Scott Peck discusses how the negative dynamics within symbiosis are logically
self-perpetuating. In one particular case, where a husband had assumed the status of alterdependent to his more domineering wife, the relationship steadily deteriorated: "Once the
relationship was established, it became a vicious circle, naturally intensitying the sickness
of each. Rer domination further encouraged his submissiveness, and his weakness further
nourished her desire for power over someone."" It is interesting that in this particular
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case it is a man who has assumed the identity and status of alter-dependell/, and not the
woman. Usually it is women. The unequal distribution of power between men and
women in interpersonal relationships mirrors the structural inequality and logic of
patriarchy in Western democratic societies.

4.2 Patriarchy: The Politics of Symbiotic Relationships

Statistics show that women are far more likely to adopt the identity raie of alter-

dependent than men. If symbiotic relationships are indeed influenced by the dominant
cultural ethos ofgender inequality, and the dominant political paradigm of patriarchy in
virtually ail social institutions, it should not be surprising to discover that in capitalist
countries such as Canada, women are economically exploited and are relegated to
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subordinate social raies and positions more than men. This structural fact of social reality
forms the backdrap for the unequal distribution of power and faimess played out within
interpersonal relationships: "... traits of codependency are usually associated with those
who have less power in the system - women - and have to figure out how to live in
someone else's - men's - world. ,,7S This is a key insight. Without control over one's
immediate environment and daily life, accommodation and adaptation to those who dictate
and decide may often be the only available option. When people are not accorded equal
status, or given the dignity and respect they deserve, they will tend to explain such
treatment as the result of personal unworthiness, until such time as they gain a more
truthful and comprehensive analysis of the factors which explain their being treated
unequally. Anne Patrick spells out some of the social psychological factors which explain
why adopting a alter-dependent raIe in relationships is the typical response ofwomen:
For given the disparate social experiences ofthe IWO sexes, the "temptations ofwomen
are different from those ofmen." Instead ofpride being the greatest danger, for women
the chieftemptation is ta fai! ta have a centered self, ta yield IIp responsibilityfor one's
identity and actions ta other persans and environmental factors. Whereas men are
tempted /0 ablise their power, women tend ta abdicate their possibilities for IIsing power
properly by sllrrendering it for the sake ofapproval and secllrity. 7'

•

Alter-dependency essentially represents an unhealthy fixation and mental
preoccupation with things conceming someone other than oneself. The alter-dependent
state of consciousness is marked by a deficit in self-knowledge, and an uncritical, passive
state ofJ\vJreness. Because the alter-dependent state of other-directed consciousness
. ,-'

rellects a political structure which discourages mutual affirmation and recognition within
relationships, how social structures and cultural influence encourage men and women to
establish identity within society becomes a key area for investigation. For example, in
Western culture, men have traditionally been encouraged to find their life's meaning and
identity in the public domain. This cao have potentially devastating consequences for
interpersonal !L'Id sexual relationships:
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In Weslern society men are lal/ghl ta find Iheir lift's meaning and idell/il)' IlmJllgh work.
They are encol/raged 10 be independell/, isolaled, and goal oriell/ed and to hide their
vl/lnerability, which makes bonding wilh a woman difficl/il al besl. 711is carries over in/a
.l'ex, which often becomes performance orien/ed or a means ofcontrol ralher Ihan a
SOl/rce ofmeaningfil! hl/man conlacl. 77

The nonns and unspoken mores of our culture have deemed certain behaviour
acceptable for men and unacceptable for women. Likewise, other behaviours are
acceptable for women but are discouraged in men. A careful analysis of what detennines
acceptability in such cases reveals that those actions which express power are usually
acceptable for men and not for women, and those actions which express the basic human
need for tenderness and consolation are acceptable and encouraged in women, while
socially taboo for men. Kasl notes how it is quite acceptable and even expected that men
playing together on a football team will caress each other in jubilation after a win, but will
walk to the dressing room in stoic isolation with a 1055: "For the losing team members to
hug and stroke one another would mean admitting to neediness, which is Iike admitting to
dependency on others, and that, of course, is something our culture discourages in men. ,,"
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On the other hand, women are consistendy and pervasively portrayed in a subordinate and
passive role: "The 'sexy' woman - an image that intimidates women whether or not they
strive to confonn to it - is sexy, but as object, not as subject. She expresses not

50

much

'her' desire as her pleasure in being desired; what she enjoys is her capacity to evoke desire
in the other, to attract. ,,79 Il is this basic gender-based role division within our culture
which equates masculinity with desire (the one acting and in control), and femininity with
the object of desire (the one passive and powerless), which largely explains the prevalencc
ofrelationships where women with an olher-direcled consciollsness are linked up in
symbiotic relationships with alllhorilarian and oppressive partners. "Women's sexual
agency is often inhibited and her desire is often expressed by choosing subordination. But
this situation is not inevitable; it has come into being through forces that we intend to
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understand and counteract. "so
Kasl explains that it is because culture encourages women to be submissive and
sexually available for men that problems of sex addiction are often not perceived as the
source ofunhappiness: "Gerri knew that something was wrong, but without a label, a
diagnosis, she was powerless to embark on a path of recovery. This reflects our blindness
to sex addiction and codependency. Because such behaviour is essentially the norm of the
culture, few people see it as a problem. "S\ Personal problems? Yes; but also reflections of
a political and cultural social reality desperately in need of transformation.
There is no simple explanation or solution for the unequal distribution of power
within a given relationship. We can identify both personal and social dimensions which
make authentic human communication possible. Identifying these factors opens up
possible avenues for change. Despite the offensive nature of cultural portrayals of women
and men in a stigmatizing role differentiation, there is reason to believe that our increasing
awareness of the social psychological dynamics of sexual inequality and arrested human
growth will result in these problems being addressed and overcome. With such an analysis

•

we come to see how our culture and the structure of social relations may have brought us
to where we are now, but need determine our future no longer. With awareness cornes the
opportunity to transform personal relationships and the structures and culture of society.

5. The Dynamics of Economie & Political Dependency
What happens between two individuals in a symbiotic relationship can also occur
between groups of people living in different countries. Nations have trade agreements,
loan agreements, diplomatic ties and other forms of political relations. The economic
power and influence ofintemational financial institutions such as the International
MO/Mary Ftmd, the World Bank; and various alliances between countries, such as the
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Group ofSevell and the Gelleral Agreement 011 Tariffs alld Trade (GA 17), and the North

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) exert a tremendously powerful shaping force
on societies throughout the world.
There are also a series of relations operating within countries. In Canada there are
political and economic relations within and between provinces, between each province and
the federal govemment, and between regions. What are the structural dynamics which
define and characterize such relations? An adequate answer requires that many other
more concrete questions are first answered. Who formulates and dictates political
policies? Who formulates and implements economic strategies? Who benefits from
political and economic policies and programs? Are some countries or regions dependell/
on other countries for their wealth such that they dominate the other and, through one
mechanism or another, transform the other country into an alter-depelldell/ population?
An other-directed (or more accurately, directed-by-another) exploited country or region

overwhelmed by social forces the people neither fully understand nor control?
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Entire groups, regions, and indeed, whole countries can bear a collectively shared
alter-depelldellt self-understanding within a system of socio-economic relations with

outside parasitic powers which have become intemally entrenched in the hast country or
region. Like most parasites, they try to remain disguised and hidden. The dynamics are
not at all unlike those which operate between two people in a symbiotic relationship. Just
as an alter-dependent person suffers from low self-esteem and a lack of personal power or
autonomy, so too can the majority population of countries and regions find themselves
under the control and direction offoreign and unfriendly powers. This psychological state
lacking critical social awareness or serious self-reflection is often the result offactors
which effectively control human life and dictate the direction ofboth one's attention and
physical movement: forced inferiorization and dehumanization which have accompanied
political oppression and economic domination offer ample historicaltestimony to this
tragic fact.
Uncovering the social psychological dynamics ofpolitical dependency involves an
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investigation ofhow the powerfulfew, who control and direct the lives of the powerless
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many, establish social and cultural constraints which radically alter the personal and
collective identity of people. Overcoming such identifY-deformation and material
impoverishment requires critical insight into the structures and processes which ensure the
continuation of political and economic dependency.
The following two sections examine an increasingly popular sociological theory of
dependency, tirst developed in Latin America, then moditied and adapted to Canadian
social conditions. The psycholOh'Y of subordination in political and economic dependency
reiationships will be discussed ITom the perspective of the oppressed, exploited, passive
and other-directed consciousness of the alter-dependent.
5.1 Latin American Dependency Theory as Soci%gy of Oppression

Social theorists ITom Latin American have developed critical theories which guide
their investigation in their social situations of powerlessness, oppression and poverty to
better analyze the structures controlling and perpetuating the system of exploitation.
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During the last 25 years, these theories have had an increasingly important impact on the
formulation ofCanadian social theory, as insightful tools for understanding the forces
dictating world development and underdevelopment trends. Dependency theory emerged
in Latin American in conjunction with literacy campaigns using a critical method, and the
formation ofthousands ofbase Christian communities, based on a critical reading ofboth
the bible and society. Dependency theorists sought to explain the reproduction of
economic and political oppression happening within their countries.
There is no need to enter into an extensive historical analysis of colonialism,
slavery and political domination in this study. There are many excellent historical writings
which depict in vivid detail the events which chronicled the colonial period. 82 We need
only reactivate our awareness by calling to mind the graphic and disturbing images which
chronicled the brutal uprooting and enslavement of the peoples of Afiica portrayed in the
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book and television series Rools. The era of colonial expansion resulted in various
European countries enslaving, uprooting and displacing, and subjugating entire peoples in
African and Latin America.
What causes the continuation of dependence on outside forces and powers?
Dependency theorists do not regard dependency as an unfortunate consequence of some
other primary process - dependency is itself something which is actively promoted, can be
identified, named and defined with access to social information and the acquisition of
democratic political power: "The dependency theorists understand development as the
active socioeconomic and political process of promoting d~pendence, which in turn leads
to the establishment of structures and institutions that preempt development. ""3
Dependency theorists see developmell/ and lInderdevelopmenl as interrelaled in a
structured economic and political dependency relationship. On an international scale, the
world system of capitalism, with powerful transnationals determining and deciding trade,
finance and development matters for the subordinate countries, perpetuate relations
between a few developed and dominant countries on the cenlre pole of the geo-political

•

relationship, and the many underdeveloped and subordinate or enslaved countries on the
periphery. Historically, the centre exploits the resources of the periphery first through

coercion and enslavement (colonialism) then by acquiring and/or controlling local
resources through debt bondage (neo-colonialism). This active intrusion and manipulation
oflocal politicai economy by outside power interests succeeds in transforming the
character ofregions and countries, and establishing permanent dependency lies:
By tailoring their economies to meeting the need~ ofthe advanced ones, peripheral
countries become dependent on the advancedfor supplies ofcapital, credit, technology,
expertise, and the very market demand thal makes possible continued production. Hence
local needs and local markets tend to be neglectedJor the belter part ofall economlc
activity is directed toward external markets and consumers."'

The actual situation is far more complex than a two-unit analysis, where one
country is defined as oppressor and the other as underdeveloped or dependent.
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Dependency theorists also point to elites which exist within peripheral countries or
regions; elites who have the ambivalent status ofbeing both wealthy and powerful, yet are
still direcled by foreign powers having even more power:
ln Latin America, for example, we have oppressors and oppressed. But many ehte groups
are themselves dominated hy foreign powers. So the domestic dominator may in tum he
dominated hyforeign oppressors. In short, there are difTerent grades and stages of
oppression in the whole dialectic ofelite and masses."

There if. an interconnected hierarchy of political and economic levels which extends from
the local region right up to the board of directors of the !MF and World Ban1e
Dependency theorists pursue emancipatory goals and view the human persan as a
thinking agent capable of cooperating with other human beings to bring about social
transformation. They believe that human beings have both the power and right to
determine their own collective social reality. Dependency theorists view the paverty and
oppression of subjugated peoples as an imposed aberration which cripples the natural
creative aspirations of people, and ignores legitimate human needs. People were not
always politically and economically dependent; they were made dependent. The dynamics

•

of oppression and de-development can be explained and overcome. This requires an
understanding of the negative psychological impacts on human consciousness and moral
awareness that result from economic and political dependency.

5.2 The Impact of Dependency TheOJ'Y on Canadian Social Analysis

Just as sorne countries act as centres to other peripheral countries suffering
perpetuaI underdevelopment, there also exists within those centre countries - such as
Canada - an internai expression of economically and politically-structured inequality.
Here the movement is from peripheral regions to sorne metropolis centre within the
country. The peripheral region experiences a different degree of the very same unequal
economic and political relations with a centre or metropolis city or area, as do third world
counlnes vis-a-vis firsl world countries.
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Whereas sorne regions of the world were conquered by means of slavery and
subjugation of native peoples, other historical acquisitions of territory established colonies
of emigrants from the Old World. Canada is such a country. The native peoples were
manipulated and exploited from the time of the tirst settlers; however they did not stand in
the way of white expansionism. Nor did they ever constitute a serious barrier to the
motherland's (Great Britain, France) goals of acquiring and controlling virtually the entire
land mass we now cali Canada. The native population of Canada were - depending on the
region of the country - brutalized and murdered, displaced, exploited, and denigrated, as
their land was taken frorn them, either displaced into poverty-stricken isolated
communities in the North, or assimilated into the lowest class of citizens in the dominant
white society. This represents a markedly dilferent style of expansionism than that of other
regions of the world, such as Latin America.
Canada has, nonetheless, from the very beginning been a seeolldwy world power,
subordinate to, and always serving the economic interests of more powerful outside
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powers. From the very beginning, the development of infrastructure and resource
industries within Canada were decided by outside powers interested in receiving cheap
exports of raw materials. A1though the most powerful outside controlling influence in
Canada has long-since shifted from Great Britain to the United States, the internai design
of Canadian economy remains that of a colony upon which outside powers feed. Canadian
social theorists have given much attention to the utility of Latin American dependency
theory to explain the historical and current workings of Canadian society:
In reeent years a massive literatllre has grown arollnd the themes ofdependeney,
regionalism, eolonialism, and internai e%nialism in Canada. Using the ha.l·ie
dependeney mode/ of"centre " and "periphery" (Gat/lIng, 197/), "metmpoli.I·" and
"satellite" (Gunder Frank 1973) and "Metropolis" and "hinterland" (Davis, /971)
Canadian seholars have attempted to exp/ain the pattern ofdependent IIneven
deve/opment 'within Canada'. .. 86

The rich dialogue among Canadian social theorists concerning the usefulness of third
world dependency theory has retined an approach which better reçognizes the dilferences
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in each situation and locale. As A1lahar suggests, a move trom abstract superstructural
social theory to ever more concrete analysis has been the direction the discussion has
taken: "... in a country as vast and diverse as Canada with its 25 million inhabitants, it
makes little sense to use the entire country as a unit of analysis when investigating the
phenomena of development and underdevelopment. ,," Statistical studies on ownership,
trade relations, government policy, and many other factors are indispensable for an
analysis of economic and political dependency within Canada. Recent studies in Canadian
political economy have traced and documented the movement of capital and the
acquisition of resources in great detail.""
The Canadian Churches have also provided a wealth of social analysis and ethical
commentary during the last number of years. They have investigated and analyzed
international issues ofjustice,,. studied economic and political inequalities within
Canada;u and they have repeatedly called for a new economic order founded on principles
ofjustice, peace and sustainability.

•

Anxiety and concern over the Americanization of Canada has sharply increased
since the Federal government signed the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement in 1989. On
the other hand, the economic elite withill Canada continue to extend their corporate

Allnl1lu', Sodology alld Ihe PeriphelY, p. 102
For n somewhnl dnled, bul e,cellcnt discussion of the involvement ofU.S. Multinational Corporations in
Calluda read Kari Levitt, Silelll SlIrrellder: The Mullillaliollal CO/poralioll ill Callada (Toronto: Macmillan of
Cnnuda, 1970)~ For a morc rcccnt discussion on this subject read Jorge Niosi, Canadian Multinationals
(Toronto: Garamond l'ress, 1985).
Some e,nmples of ChU/ch Documents which hnve focused on intcrnational issues ofjustice are: Super-Stales
alld Mulli-Natiollal CO/poratiolls ill a Developillg World Commullity (Canadian Catholic Conference To the
Third International Synod of Catholic Bishops in Rome, 1971), Developmelll Demallds Juslice (Canadian
Church Leaders 10 Canadians, 1973), Justice Demallds Actioll (A Slatement ofConcern to the l'rime Minister
Imd Cabinet by tlle Canadian ChU/ch Leaders, 1976), Towards a New llliemaliollai Ecollomic Order (A
Message 10 tlle l'lime Minister, Catholic Episcopal Commission for Social Alfairs, 1981).
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Some e,amples of Calludian Church documents which offer a social analysis and Christinn ethical commentary
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interests into third world countries. 9I Also of central concern is Canada's growing
indebtedness to sources ofwealth outside the country, and the way in which this serious
problem is being obscured by the exaggerated concern over the public debt"
How are we to situate Canada within a dependency theory? From the perspective
ofCanadian economic interests we see a country which can, as Jorge Niosi notes, be
viewed as a major imperialist country whose multinational corporations have extensive
control of banking and industry in peripheral countries such as the Caribbean:-'
The local Canadian economic and political elite is also allied internationally with
other capitalist classes. Together these trans-national capitalists are responsible for much
of the underdevelopment that characterizes large regions of Canada and the Third World.
Recognition of this modern world fact has served as the basis for solidarity among peoples
working for social justice around the world, and has laid the foundation for a global
macroanalysis of economic and political dependency. This recent research into the
international system of capitalism has resulted in new information of central importance to

•

a social psychological study of impediments to dynamic moral awareness.

5.3 Structural Adjustment Programs and International Dependency

In Recolonization or Liberation: The BondI' ofStructural Adjustmcllt and

struggles for Emancipation, the Ecumenical Coalition for Economie Justice (ECEJ)
describes the current trends being encouraged by the International Monetary Fund (IMF),
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Read for example Robcrt Chodos, The Caribbean Conneelioll (Toronto: James Lorimer & Co, 1977); (l' to get
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(Toronto: MeClelland & Stewart, 1975).
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the World Bank and the international elite. These trends are the result of the imposition of
what are called Structural Adjllstment Programs (SAP's). The primary aims of SAP's are
described as follows:
The goals ofthis new colonialism are, in part, the same as the old. Thanks ta SAPs,
transnational corporations enjoy greater access to cheap raw materials, cheap labour
andforeign markets. Butthere is an additional element: the contemporary recolonization
also involves an annual collection oftribute in the form ofinterest payments on debts
that, under terms presently being imposed by creditors, can never be paid off. Thanks to
the ~l"lIccess' ofSAPs, debt bondage is becoming permaner.' 94

The bonds ofdebt keep people continually working and producing for others who are
already very wealthy and hold the reins of economic, and increasingly, polil/cal power.
Who were the originators of Structural Adjustment Programs?
When internationally high interest rates created a crisis for debtor countries in the
early 80's, the !MF stepped in to police terms of repayment. When stabilization programs
imposed by the !MF failed to deal adequately with the debt crisis, the V.S. Treasury
Secretary, James Baker, came up with a new strategy to deal with the unworkable debt
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situation, called, not surprisingly, the Baker Plan. This plan was introduced at annual
meetings of the IMF and World Bank in 1985. The World Bank imposed more severe
conditions in the form of adjustments to the structures and operations of debtor countries.
Recognizing the blatant unfairness of the terms outlined in the Baker Plan, the new
Treasury Secretary Nicolas Brady announced a new debt crisis initiative in March, 1989.
More recently (June, 1990) President Bush announced his Enterprise for the Americas
Initiative seeking to have a Western Hemisphere Free Trade Zone, which represents a
further implementation of the trade liberalizing, privatizing and deregulatory dynamics of
structural adjustment programs.
Structural Adjustment Programs release laissez-faire capitalism from national
policy constraints which, until recently, enjoyed the status of sacred trust in many
countries, and were safeguarded by governments as a matter of national security. Public
policy and regulatory measures based on ethical and political values help to keep the
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corporate aim of maximizing profit somewhat restrained, with performance requirements,
corporate taxes, anti-combines and anti-collusion legislation, etc. The power more
recently granted to transnationals a1lows them to circunwent nation states in their global
economic networks, and pit nation against nation in a competitive search for the cheapest
resources and labour.
SAPs give corporations and banks incredible power to dictate and control the
direction of social change. The outcome of this social change has been permanent debt
bondage for countless countries throughout the world. These adjustments have taken the
form of (1) Currency devaluation, leading to lower commodity prices as more exporters
compete for the same markets which seriously damage import-dependent economies; (2)

High interest rate policies, which discourage investment in production for the home
market, encourages speculation, reduces small business from obtaining credit, and fuels
inflation; (3) Restrictions in money sl/pply, which depress the local economy, raise
unemployment, and lead to the deterioration ofinfTastructure; (4) Governmell/ _Viending
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cuts, which represent a loss of service in education, health, sanitation, water and irrigation,
electric power supply, and roads and transportation; (5) Lower tariffs and import ql/otas,
which undermine local industries, discourage food self-reliance and encourage high prices
luxury imports, and therefore benefit the wealthy; (6) Privatization ofpublic corporatio/ls

and the sel/ing ofpublic resources, which turns over social control to the competitive law
operating in the private sector, which demands that making profits must supersede human
welfare to ensure success; and (7) Promotion ofr.xports, which replaces food crops with
export crops while at the same time as increasing dependence on foreign food imports,
creating ecological damage from monoculture farming, over-fishing stocks, and clear-cut
forestry practices. These policies collectively work to increase the debt, unemployment,
insecurity and poverty ofalready poor and suffering people.
Reputable International organizations have condemned SAPs as, in the words of a
UNICEF document, "... an outrage against a large section ofhumanity."9S Structural
adjustment programs are not weil known or understood. Vast numbers of people feel the
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effects of SAPs in a very real and oppressive manner, without having an accompanying
social explanation for why Iife is getting so much harder. SAPs have resulted from
decisions implemented by faceless members of the international economic and political
elites. These decisions are made privately, and usually kept from public scrutiny. The
language of GATT, monetary policy and macro-analysis are far too esoteric for untrained
minds, and most people don't even bother to try and figure out whether budgetary
projections, couched in technical mumbo-jumbo and double-talk, have any basis in fact.
Many people vaguely sense that there are particular purposes and interests being served by
so-called helt-tightening or tough decisions. Such policies are no longer, however,
temporary measures taken to correct or realign an economic system gone slightly off
course... they are decisions designed and implemented to benefit the owners of
international capital, as a quick glance at the years most profitable world corporations
profit margins clearly demonstrates.
Repeated concern in Ottawa over the question of Canada's national deficit seems

•

to suggest that no amount of human suffering should stand in the way of eliminating the
deficit. The real problem in Canadian finances is not, however, the Canadian national
deficit; it is the very much larger foreign debt. This foreign debt is the debt of colonies.
Il's the same debt that comes under the SAP programs, in a slightly modified way, as the
debt of third world countries. Il has been the presence of tbis debt which is currently
allowing outside interests to influence the direction of the political economy within
Canada:'
Due to Canada's status as a second order first world power, a growing number of
Canadians are feeling the underdeveloping and oppressive effects of their own forrn of
structural adjustment. Many of the above-stated policies mapped out for tbird world
countries which are unable to service their massive foreign debts are now familiar to
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One c,ample ofhow extensive this contra! actually has become occurred January (1990), when fonner Bank of
Canada Govemor John Crow lowcred the Bank rate Irom 12.43% ta 12.14%, what seemed like a very caulious
drop. Whcn Foreign eredilors irnrnediately withdrew short-tenn loans trom Canada, they in tllm prompted
eurrency traders to lower the value of the Canadian dollar to 84.6 cents, which in tum prompted Govcmor
Crow ta change his mind and pllt the interest rate back up to where it was.
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Canadian experience. The most noticeable are government spending cuts (reduced
transfer payments and the elimination of subsidy and funding programs); efforts to
privatize (Canada Post, Via Rail, Air Canada, etc); and lower tariffs and import quotas
(Free Trade with United State and Mexico, the GATT) and export promotion (replacing
Federal Sales Tax with the Goods and Service Tax).
When outside forces demand political and economic policies which further
impoverish people - and the national government accommodates such demands with major
readjustments - then we have a situation of economic and political dependency. The
destabilization of national governments throughout the world through debt bondage and
imposed structural adjustments is perhaps the best macroanalytical characterization of the

New World Order. Debt is one side of the international economic and political
dependency equation; the other, is the increasing loss of people control over capital
investment, the economy, and social change at the local, regional and nationallt:vels of
democratic government.

•

5.4 Globalization and the Transfer of Political Power to Transnationals

The long imagined one world power variously described in futuristic writings and
eschatological teachings of religions appears to be coming closer to realization under the
cUITent international dynamics and trends of global capitalism. It is not, however, a political
or militaI)' process which is bringing this concentrated power into being: it is an economic
process. Under the new terms of the global economy, it is the transnationals, not national
govemments, who now decide where and when economic b'l"owth will occur in the world, and
what shape that growth will take.
The United Nations 1993 World 1nvestment Report reports that the biggest
transnational companies now control one-third of the world's private sector assets, and
privatization and deregulation trends in countries throughout the world are rapidly
increasing this global consolidation of power. The report clarifies how transnationals are
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creating global production systems in which individual countries form just one link in the
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corporate chain. Corporations no longer need to establish branch plants and create jobs in
order to obtain cheap resources from the world's nations. National govemments
throughout the world are complying with the new economic order, delivering heavy
ideological messages to their populations that to compete successfully in the unregulated
global marketplace is the sole social objective by which all other govemment policy must
be judged and made subservient. A1though the tone of the message is "yes, we can outcompete the rest," it actually represents what many cali a competitive, international race 10
Ihe bol/am as national political power is forfeited to banks, transnational corporations, and

non-elected trade dispute panels.
National policy decisions no longer emerge from the population as the articulation,
or partial articulation, of pragmatic steps toward the realization of a positive social vision;
they represent reluctant compliance to the dictates of those holding the directing power of
international capital. No country has escaped the effects of the concentration of power
and wealth among transnational corporations. According to the UN World Investment
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Report, "International production has become a central structural characteristic of the
world economy," adding that "TNCs... encroach on areas over which sovereignty and
responsibilities have traditionally been reserved for national governments. "97 As the UN
report states, global concentration of economic power has achieved a stage of
development where national governments and workers are easily blackmailed into
concessions:
VirtllaUy every corporate jimclion can be located anywhere and carried Ollt in an
integrated mannerfor a corporate system as a whole. As foreign affiliates become
integrated parts ofregional and global corporale ~yslems, they may lose alllonomy over
both managerial and operations aspects. 98

The concentration of managerial and operational decisions at the globallevel renders
national governments weaker and far more dependent, powerless, and increasingly

.,
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World InvcsUTIcnt Report, 1993: Transnational Corporations and Integrated International Production. United
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vulnerable to the tenns of investment and production dictated by transnational
corporations, the International Monctary Fund and World Bank. Local performance

requiremenls and other obligations fonnerly demanded from foreign investors and traders
are not required under the North American Free Trade Agreement. Perhaps not
surprising, the nature of virtually ail foreign investment in recent years has been buy-outs
of Canadian companies:' Transnational corporations are not only benefitting from
recently passed trade agreements and expanding their holdings in Canada, the same is true
for virtually every country in the world. Another 1993 UN report states that transnational
corporations now control one-third oftil'~ world's privately-owned productive assets, yet
the largest 400 TNCs employ only 23.4 million people - 16.6 million fewer than in the
1970s. lO'
Such is the shape of the future taking form under the auspices of what has been
referred to as the New World Order. Il is also the paramount social reality which forrns
the basis of an authentic and revealing analysis of ail other forms and manifestations of

•

dependency. These powerful social trends are directing the shape of the present and the
future, without the vast majority of people either participating politically in directing social
change, or even being aware of who is planning the future, and what that future will look
like. Without awareness among the populations and alternative social initiatives,
individuals continue to fuel these transforming and olten destructive trends - while never
consciously deciding to do so - with their very own labour (like subordinates in ail
dependent relationships).
We need to increase our awareness ofhow particular economic forces and trends
represent the single greatest threat to global survival, and constitute, without question, the
greatest dependency with which ail citizens must somehow contend. We need to develop
an awareness of the illusion ofunlimitedpower which creates a psychology of submission,
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unquestioning obedience and compliance to transnational corporations. The reality is that
these economic giants are completely dependent on the labour, natural reSOUi"ces, and
political cooperation ofgovernments, none of which they have a right to exploit without
concern for the common good. Alternative economic models to overcome the economic
dependency currendy gripping masses of peoples throughout the world remain possible.
The consolidation of wealth in private hands at a globallevel represents a powerful new
form of economic and political slavery based on international trade agreements and
monetary and bank lending policies which favour the wealthy. This process of
international wealth consolidation through non-democratic commercial structures can only
be arrested, and gradually displaced, through alternative economic systems which are
based on sustainable development strategies, managed trade agreements with other
countries, disaffiliation from petro-chemical based economies, and domestic social policies
which ensure national food security, health and shelter for ail people.

•

5.5 Inferiorization: The Psychology ofPolitical & Economie Dependency

Describing the inferiorization of subjugated peoples requires substantial
knowledge ofacquainlance or experiential knowledge: one has to discover the dynamic
','

workings of human psychology (knowing and consciousness) under oppressive social
conditions; conditions which may include (a) long and burdensome work routines,
(b) extreme poverty and deprivation of needs, (c) the virtual annihilation ofindigenous
culture, and (d) the superimposition of an alien cultural ethos which redetines history and
social reality. The inferiorization of people happens from their being transforrned,
deformed and scarred by dehumanizing political and economic forces. This dependency
process causing human deforrnation begins from the very tirst moment of enslavement, the
tirst brutal act establishing quiescence and reluctant cooperation in a conquered people.
What happens at the political, economic and territoriallevel also happens at the
level of human consciousness and group dynamics. It is impossible to overlook the very
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same excessive other-directed orientation - and the accompanying denial of one's own
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needs - between the underdeveloped country and the developed country on the one hand,
and between the alter-dependent and dependent in symbiotic relationships on the other. In
Toward a New P~ychology of Womell, Jean Baker Miller gives an insightful analysis of

these initial unfolding dynamics defining sorne groups as subordinate, which are also
insightful for political and economic cases of subjugation:
Once a group is dejined as injèrior, the superiors tend to label it as dejèctivc or
substandard in various ways. ... It follows that sl/bordinates are described in tenlls oj:
and encouraged ta develop, personal psychological characleristics that are pleasin!: ta
the dominanl grol/p, .. sl/bmissiveness, passivity, docility, dependency, lack ofinitiative,
inability ta aCI, ta decide, ta think, and Ihe Iike. , , ql/alities more characteristic 0/
children , Ifsubordinates adopt these characteristics Ihey are considered welladjusted
It is perhaps unllecessary to add that Ihe daminant grol/p l/sl/ally Iwld,· ail
ofthe open power and al/thority and determines the ways in which power may he
acceptahly l/sed. lOI

Franz Fanon speaks of the systematic derogation of native culture which
accompanies enforced economic dependence in his book, Wretched ofthe Earth. He
believes the primary derogation of a people by an oppressive system changes people's self-
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understanding and leads native peoples to derogate themselves, leading to repression of
negative feelings and wasted energy. Repressed negative energy is eventually expressed
irrationally either in the form offiustrations directed at themselves (masochism) or at their
native brothers and sisters (sadism), rather than at the social source oftheir problems - the
colonialist powers and structures. Recalling how lifestyle and daily routine affect identity
makes it easier to understand how dependent consciousness cornes after the fact, as a
direct consequence of forceful domination. Barry Adam explores this phenomenon in, 'lhe
Survival ofDomination:
Infèriorized people discover themselves as symbols manipl/lated in the transmission o/Ihe
dominant cultl/re. Their "objective" identity lives heyond Iheir control; the image a/self,
institutionalized by Cl/Ill/rai agents, exists alien 10 Iheir own experience and self
expression. The ongoing, emergenllives o/a people are con/ronted hy a "represenlation"
which exists only as an objectfor the other. i . '
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With the reproduction of such negative representations through generations, Adam
tells us that each inferiorized individual will at sorne point see him or herself as a devalued
other. Seeing oneself as without value can result trom internalizing a negative
stereotypical characteriation or image presented within the media and culture; it can also
be, more concretely, a refJection of the accommodations which are made to adjust to the
actual reality of oppression in daily life. As Adam correctly points out, giving attention to
the daily thinking and acting of those exploited or oppressed has often escaped the
attention of social theorists: "Behaviour which is mundane, routine, and taken for granted
tends to escape the notice of the more dramatic macrohistories.... To understand the
production and maintenance of social order necessitates focus upon the social
accomplishment of inferiority in everyday life. ,,103
Probing the social accomplishment of inferiority in everyday life involves a
complex study. Adam suggests adopting a language and method to detect the way in
which domination is accomplished as a received structure of access to social goods. This
manner of speaking of domination helps to unite, within the same theory, daily routine and

•

the boundaries and conditions imposed by social structures and cultural forces. It also
illustrates how domination operates psychologically in the daily lives ofthose who are
directed by alien forces and illegitimate authorities. Uniting the political with everyday
life is critical for an understanding of the dynamics of negative political and economic
dependency. From this connection cornes the awareness that, as subjugated people, the
majority has much more power than they tend to realize due to the ideological social
constructs of the dominant cultural ethos generated by elites. This is the juncture between
psychology, ethics and politics, where Hegel's master and slave dialectic serves as an
insightful reflection.
Paulo Freire cites Hegel's model to explain the functicin of master and slave
consciousness within negative dependency. "Ifwhat characterizes the oppressed is their
subordination to the consciousness of the master, as Hegel affirms, true solidarity with the
oppressed means fighting at their side to transform the objective reality which has made
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these 'beings for another'." 10. In the stifling world of political and economic subjugation,
the oppressor consciousness tends to transform everything into an object of its
domination. Nothing escapes being defined as an object to manipulate and control. It is
the control exercised by the established economic and political power elites who are
dependent on the resources and labour of those without control over their own attention
or praxis, which makes it extremely difficult for people's participation in society to be
guided by critical thinking and transformative practice.
Freire uses the expression the cultllre of silence (!f the di.\]}()ssessed to convey the
notion that oppressed people's ignorance and lethargy are the direct product of a situation
of economic, social and political domination - and of paternalism - of which they are
victims. Rather than being equipped to know and respond to the concrete realities oftheir
world, they are kept submerged in a situation where attaining critical awareness and is
practically impossible. Freire believed - as was discussed in chapter four - that one of the
major instruments for the maintenance ofthis culture of silence was through educational

•

social institutions which foster unauthentic views of reality, and discourage critical
reflection. With the banking approach, the world is static and permanent:
The activity ofthe sllbjectturns upon itselfas itturns away from the con.~lrainl struclllre
accepled as given. The dialectic belween Ihe sllbject and the qllasiobjective environment
is, in Ihis mode.jrozen: the social constraint struCll/re is reifled inlo ajixed, inevitahle
~yslem. The subject falls into the masochistic orientation, lurning upon him.l·elfor herselj'
10 cope with domination. IDS

Submerged consciousness, a lack of critical awareness, inferiorized or alterdependent identity; these are but a few of the concepts which help to explain a particular
form of social ignorance caused primarily by economic and political dependency. When
individuals do not gain awareness of the central reality of unequal sharing of economic
wealth and political power, neither they nor the system can undergo fundamental positive
change. Unable to answer the question why, people are also unable to answer the question
how: "As long as the oppressed remain unaware of the causes of their condition, they
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fatalistically 'accept' their exploitation.nID•
What happens when the oppressed begin to gain an awareness ofthe causes of
their condition? This is the critical juncture for ail cases of moral transformation: to
pursue justice and liberation, or to adapt to inequality and oppression? This question
cornes on the heels of the first inkling of awareness, and can easily constitute an anxietyridden identity crisis, where the consequences of allowing critical awareness to shape one's
future are viewed as too severe to bear.
5.6 The Political Culture of Dependency

In the previous chapter, one of the theories proposed the absence ofviable
alternatives as an explanation for why subordinate members of society perpetuate unjust

stmctures within the existing social order. With our preceding discussion ofhow
inferiorization accompanies economic and political dependency, we gain additional insight
into why those living in the peripheral mral regions of a country are Iikely to have a
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decreased sense of political power and social autonomy. Research into this area of
Canadian Social Studies seems to confirm what dependency theory suggests. As Elisabeth
Gidengil notes in her article Centres and Peripheries: the Political Culture of
Depende/lcy: nIn Canada's peripheral regions, the lack of autonomy that is the hallmark of

dependency is retlected in residents' perceptions that little can be done to intluence the
political process. n107 Not surprisingly, those enjoying a better way oflife while living in
those regions which are the major beneficiaries of the centre-periphery system were found
to be the most likely to have favourable perceptions of govemment responsiveness.
What these studies define as a lack offaith in existing political strategies may look
like political apathy, or passive compliance, when in fact, just below the cautious and
reserved surface, seeds of social change are germinating, waiting for the right opportunity

106
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to spring forth in organized political action. Il is important to keep in mind how coercive
political structures produce conditions which make the transition to alternatives
enormously difficult.
Dependency reftrs, jimdamentally. to ineqlla/ities in the capacifies for alltonomolls
growth while centre regions are capable ofalltonomolls expansion, peripheral regions
con grow only as a conseqllence of/hot expansion. The distortions that resllit when the
peripheral economy is stmctllred to meet the needs ofthe centre are integral component.'·
ofthe dependency syndrome. lOB

People suffering from regional disparity do not own the land, control the markets,
or necessarily have their will expressed in political decisions, notwithstanding the
appearances of participatory democracy. When both economic and political processes are
controlled and directed by foreign and virtually untouchable powers, then apathy may
simply be the reflection of concrete powerlessness, rather than a definitive statement about
the lack of interest in change... people are being kept functionally incomplete:
"Functional incompleteness is not simply a matter of having to rely on others for the
provision of goods. More fundamentally, it entails a reliance on external actors for the

•

completion of basic economic processes. ,,10' Overcoming the injustice and damaging
effects of political and economic dependency, in their manifold manifestations, requires
collective organized action aimed at regaining control of the economic decision-making
levers and processes needed for social development.

6. From Negative Dependency to Faith and Justice
The forms ofhuman consciousness common to symbiotic relationships have a
number of similar elements with the forms of human consciousness in colonial or neocolonial economic and political relations of negative dependency: an unequal sharing of
power; the submergence or displacement ofautonomous identity, and the subsequent
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psychological insecurity of the alter-dependent; a basic lack ofawareness of the
fundamental inequality of the relationship; a tendency to avoid an explicit awareness of
the real situation; a failure to engage in critical self-searching, and; the internalization of
the inferior sense of self, perpetuated by the other or provider.
How are these debilitating conditions to be identified and overcome by the
oppressed, abused, or otherwise subjugated person affected by negative patterns of
dependency? Discovering insights !Tom social analysis can create critical awareness.
Acting on this awareness, however, requires that individual~ first overcome their fear of
freedom.

6.1 The Joys and Sorrows of Liberating Awareness

Just as the alter-dependent person (symbiosis) or people (economic and political
dependency) share debilitating characteristics which go together to define the state of
dependency, they also share the same fears and doubts concerning the possibility of

•

restructuring identity in a more truthful and positive fashion, and engaging in a liberation
process with the aim of escaping or overcoming dependency. "Fear of!Teedom, ofwhich
its possessor is not necessarily aware, makes him see ghosts. Such an individual is actually
taking refuge in an attempt to achieve security, which he prefers to risks ofliberty."llo
The reluctance to give up security is a common theme among theorists who have analyzed
dependency. Whether it is Freire speaking of oppressed peoples living with a submerged
consciousness under the ruling powers of dominant others, or Kasl speaking of a woman
living under the abusive rule of an authoritarian man, the psychological phenomenon
remains virtually the same. What differs !Tom situation to situation is the degree to which
the person (people) are trapped (due to a lack ofpractical and material means) or are kept
trapped (through manipulation, coercion or deception) or engage in escapist strategies
which deaden or prevent the development of critical awareness and liberating praxis (selfdeception).
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Critical awareness is necessary for transformative praxis, but awareness without
imaginable alternatives, or the practical means to embark on a new road, can lead to a
tormented life. Social psychological research has tended to overlook the s/l1Iclllral
impediments to change, perhaps because researchers into the psychology of colonization
and dependency have focused on the self-defeating psychological strategies which keep
people in subordinate and oppressive relationships.
Those suffering the debilitating and distorting effects of alter-dependent identity
status have usually sought to find someone who they can in turn dominate or oppress as a
basic denial oftheir own experience of dependency. As Paulo Freire explains, this fear of
!Teedom can legitimate oppression and negative dependence, as weil as encourage new
forms of unequal relationships: "The 'fear of !Teedom' which amicts the oppressed, a fear
which may equally welllead them to desire the role of oppressor or bind them to the role
ofoppressed, should be cxarnined."lll Philip Wexler and Barry Adam have examined this
fear, and have made interesting connections in their analysis of different level.\ of
oppression. The same individual can act at different times, under different circumstances,

•

as both the vic/im, and the perpetra/or, of oppression and abuse to a foundational
hierarchical world view, and the hierarchical structure of social institutions: "Hierarchyas
we have seen, provides a self-perpetuating dynamic. The unequal distribution of status
allows the dominated to 'console' themselves through comparison with yet more degraded
people. Domination constructs its own underpinning with this 'pOOl' man's snobbery'." 112
Those who have observed manifestations of the fear offreedom describe concrete
examples !Torn the daily experience of, for example, blue-collaI' working men who allow
themselves to be insulted or treated badly at work, then upon arriving home, suddenly shift
rules and roles and begin to view themselves as lord and mas/er. In turn, a woman may
be made to feel inferior to her apparently more powerful and domineering husband, while
at the samt: time, rule over and subdue her children with undue force and insensitivity.
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It is very difficult to give what is not first received. Ifa person can not, or does
not, receive the affirmation, love, or respect they need and deserve, it is not likely that
those who look to that person for affirmation, love, or respect will receive it. There is
nothing mechanical or absolute about this chain reaction elfect. Being abused or
oppressed doesn't automatically or inevitably lead to transformation into an abusing
person. Still, it is a commonly observed human relations phenomenon with the dynamics
of dependency.'13
This breakdown in the chain of social relationships explains how oppression can
lead to a transformation ofhuman consciousness; a radical change ofboth selflInderstanding and world view. The worId experienced as unjust and oppressive becomes

the only world of consciousness. In the words ofFreire:
But almost always, during the initial stage ofthe struggle, the oppressed, instead of
strivingfor liberation, tend themselves ta become oppressors, or ·sub-oppressors'. The
very structure oftheir thought has been conditioned by the contradictions ofthe concrete,
existential situation by which they were shaped." 4

We hear an echo of this reciprocal transmission of negativity in the abused child-become-

•

adult. Ifthose who suifer ITom alter-dependent status (with ail its accompanying psychosocial aberrations) actually live with a se1f-understanding that legitimates and supports
such an identity construction, then we can understand how difficult it is to change the
concrete, existential conditions which perpetuate negative dependency. If the dependent
person, or people, have indeed intemalized the self-condemning image of themselves
which legitimizes their concrete situation, then to emerge ITom such a situation requires
both a liberating awareness ofthe actual conditions of their society, and a sense of
dignified and positive identity. As Enrique Dussel puts it,

For a series ofrevealing examples ofhow negative feelings and distorted patterns ofthinking often result from
inferiorization or expcricnees ofpoweriessness in the workplaee, rcad Richard Sennett & Jona!han Cobb, The
fljdden bYlIries ofClass (New York: Vintage Books, 1973).
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Ifwe want to use the term 'liberation' in a meaningfilf way. we must be cognizant ofthe
concrete oppression that weighs down upon us. We must realize that sin and its power is
oppressing us andforcing us to /ive in a situation ofinjustice. Startingfrom that
awareness, we can begin the process - the concrete process - of/iberation. lU

The process or praxis of identity reconstruction and social emancipation is never
an easy task. Especially with major reconstructions. Embarking on a road based on
transformative praxis is made even more difficult when those upon whom we depend for
our sense of worth have convinced us that we are unable to make il Olt our 0I1'1t. or that
the only worth we have cornes from fultilling sorne role or function.
The risks involved with a transformation process seem so great to the alterdependent that the initial awareness of negative dependency often tends to be repressed,
redirected or denied so that the anxiety and fear of change which invariably accompany the
tirst seeds ofliberating awareness need not be endured. Freire speaks of the
apprehensions of oppressed people to embark on such a road requiring major changes in
thinking and acting: "However the oppressed, who have adapted to the structure of
domination in which they are immersed, and have become resigned to it, are inhibited from

•

waging the struggle for freedom so long as they feel incapable of running the risks it
requires. ,,116 These risks are often many and great. Sorne risks are undertaken with often
fatal results, as in those countries where oppressive military regimes stand in the way of
freedom. But even where brutal oppression is absent, it is often possible to detect a
collective reluctance to attain independence and a greater degree of self-reliance. Albert
Memmi cites repeated examples of colonized people who were more than a !ittle reluctant
to give up the security of not having to be responsible for monumental social change:
We encounter again the distinction between subjection and dependence: the former slaves
in Barbados, like the former colonial subjects, regrelled Ihe termination oftheir
dependence, which brought them peace and whatever Ihey needed 10 live, even ifthey had
10 payfor it with Iheir subjeclion. 117

•
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As Memmi suggests, "Ifthe end ofcolonization is the end ofsubjection, it is not always
the end ofdependence. ,,118 In his study, Prospero and Caliban: The Psych%gy of
C%nization, O. Mannoni bases his entire theoretical focus on the psychological passivity

of the colonized people, citing examples from his personal experience with the people of
Madagascar. Jay and Julian Gurian cite Mannoni's observations and conclusions. They
found support for his conclusions with their observations ofcertain groups of American.
native peoples. The problem with Mannoni and Memmi's approach is that it draws
conclusions from observation of psychological phenomena too quickly. They see the
reluctance of people to embrace freedom as originating too exclusively in psychology.
Why should the reluctance of exploited and dispossessed people to embrace
freedom surprise us when the exploitation, poverty and oppression of third world peoples
continues to this day, thereby testifYing to the fact that far more is responsible for this
situation than a childish fear ofbecoming an adult psychologically, as Mannomi and
Memmi's discourse frequently suggest. This is not to say that Memmi's observation

•

conceming a fear of change is mistaken.
Jessica Benjamin and Richard Sennett both refer to Dostoevsky's c1assic discussion
ofauthority, The Grand Inquisitor, as a dramatic expression of the psychological force of
domination. What is intriguing about the position of the Inquisitor is his beliefthat the
people did not want freedom and truth - which only cause deprivation and suffering - they
wanted miracle, mystery, and authority. As Benjamin puts it, "... the pain that
accompanies compliance is preferable to the pain that attends freedOln."lI9 This idea
brings us very close to the theme of the following chapter on social conformity. With the
tirst inklings of critical awareness come doubts and uncertainties. There can be either a
retreat from such threatening awareness or a further exploration of the situation to
uncover a greater degree of truth. This is a moral decision upon which rests the question
of whether the individual will experience shame or positive self-esteem - when we tum
away from what we believe to be true as a result offear, we will almost always feel a loss
of self-esteem: "Yet, although they desire authentic existence, they fear il. They are at
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one and the same time themselves and the oppressor whose consciousness they have
internalized. "120 In bis book, Aulhority, Richard Sennett has explored the social
psychological dynamics of this process whereby consciousness of the oppressor is
internalized. Because negalive bonds are established between workers and individuals in
the context of a group or c1ass, 1 have chosen to consider Sennett's analysis of dependency
in the following chapter on social conformity. What is important to note here is that the
internalization of the oppressor can occur even - and perhaps especially - where
resentments or other injuries caused by oppression continue to dominate the consciousness
of the subordinate person even after Ihe original source ofoppression no longer exercises
aclual power over Ihe individual.

Summary
Being the subordinate participant in a relationship characterized by inequality can
easily lead to the submergence of critical consciousness, or a flight from self-awareness.

•

Subordinate consciousness is essentially an olher-direcled consciousness and a direcled-byanolher lifestyle and daily routine. The consciousness of the subordinate party is Iimited in

awareness by virtue of the identity-forming habits of thinking and acting associated with the
subordinate raie and daily life under the shadow of sorne olher in a dominant position. Such
core distortions in thinking and doing constitute aspects of a Iife lacking critical awareness

and a dynamic of creative translormation. Where such distortions exist, the dynamics of
negative conformity can usually be found as weil. Achieving transforming awareness involves
discovering the truth about one's personal and social situation, which means finding out about
who and/or what contrais the levers of the social system which direct our lives:
/1 is only when Ihe oppressedfind Ihe oppressor ouI and becomc involved in Ihe organized

slruggle for Iheir liberalion Ihallhey begin 10 believe in Ihemselvcs. This disco very
cannaI be purely intel/eclual bul musl involve action; nor can il be limiled 10 mere
aClivism, bul musl include serious rej/eclion: only Ihen will il be a praxis. 111

Like economic oppression, an absence of critical moral awareness and an
insightful knowledge of selfand society is nol a normal or healthy slale for human

•
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heings. Humans have a natural inclination to be creative and participate in the

transformation of the world. Human beings are meant to be the subjects oftheir lives, not
to have their lives controlled by forces they can bare1y detect or comprehend. To direct
one's life, correct information and equitable and supportive human relationships are
needed. The dynamics of ail forms of dependency captivate and stifle human beings.
Having obligations toward oneself and toward others defines an ethics of
awareness as an ethic of hl/man re/ationships. Our responsibilities towards other people

(and their responsibilities towards us) always constitute a foundational and defining
characteristic of moral reflection and activity. As Enrique Dussell explains in his book
Ethics and the The%gy ofLiberation, all"moral wrongdoing or Sill can be interpreted as

sin against an other. 122 To experience liberation from negative patterns of dependency we
need to be summoned to a new lifestyle determined in part by a liberating and redeeming
process which creates and sustains moral awareness. Canadian churches have adopted the
approach expressed in the following statement by the Catholic Bishops:
lt is increasingly evident that changes in style ofliving depend on a change ofattitudes.
Such an awakening ofconscience, "conscientization, " demands a renewed emphasis on
social education, adapted ta the particular time andplace. .. There is corresponding
needfor more social research. . .into the ways in which society's stnlctures shape our
thinking and acting. 123

•

Whether the invitation summoning people to seek liberation from debilitating
patterns of dependency cornes as a divine Sl/mmons or felt moral Imperative, the challenge
in either case to meet the fear offreedom head-on and to embark on adynamie journey of
faith and solidarity with others remains the same.

l2l

Enrique Dussell, Ethies and the The%gy ofLiberation (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1974).
Canadim Conference of Catholie Bishops, "Social Justice in the Church," April 21, 1972, round in, Do
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Jllstiee!: The Social Teaehing ofthe Canadiall Callrolie Bishops, ed., E.F. Sheridan, S.J., (Toronto, ON:
Jesuit Ccntrc tor Social Faith and Justice), 1987, pp. 227-228.
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Chapter Six
Moral Awareness and the Dynamics of Social Conformity
The preceding analysis of negative dependency considered three structural types of
human relationships or social relations ail characterized by inequitable power sharing and
distorted identity construction: addictions, symbiotic relationship, and economic and
political dependency. At the centre of ail these dynamic human phenomena are individuals
struggling to find worth and understanding in their daily lives through meaninglul personal
relationships and just social organizations. With a shift in focus from reciprocal
relationship involving two parties, to the dynamics operating between individuals and
larger groups of people, the language describing the negative social psychological
dynamics ofhuman relationships also shifts trom dependellcy to cOllformity. These

•

concepts are obviously interrelated and often represent two perspectives on the same
human and social experiences.
An ethical investigation of negative patterns of social conformity is also an

extension of earlier discussions of how negative social psychoiogical dynamics represent a
distortion of the basic tension found within individuals to achieve both autonomy (power)
and communion with others (love). The illtrapersollal distortion manifests itselfin
various ways in daily life in the person's illterpersollal relationships as either an excessive
fixation on oneself(dependent) or others (alter-dependent). The task for an ethics of
awareness is to examine the distinctively political and sociological structure of human and
social arrangements based on conforrnity, and the attending deformation of critical
awareness and moral living caused by Ilegative conforrnity.
This inquiry is interested in examining: (a) the dynamics ofnegative group
conformity and unquestioning submission to authority which give rise to atrocious
collective human acts of crueity against other human beings; (b) social psychological
phenomena and group dynamics characterized by a lack of critical awareness, (c) factors

•

relating to the abdication of moral responsibility and/or the corruption of consciousness,
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and (d) the inescapable fact ofhuman conformity, and the need to become aware of
patterns ofconformity operating in one's life.
The moral task is first to raise awareness about the powerful and subtle dynamics
of social conformity by defining the term, and then to explain how negative social
conformity operates. To reflect on the psychosocial factors explaning social conformity
challenges us to re-evaluate what motivates us to make decisions concerning our social
engagements, group associations, political alignments, and the degree of support we either
throw or don't throw behind different social movements. The aim is to identitY, and make
explicit, the moral choices still available to us in contemporary society with respect to
where we turn our attention, ener!,'Y andlife praxis; i.e., in supporting social movements
and trends which further our personal moral objectives for a good life.
Like the concept of dependency, social conformity can take both negative and
positive forms. As Walker and Heyns note in their book An Anatomyfor Conformity:
"Thus no particular degree of conformity is inherently bad. How much is good and how

•

much is bad is a value judgment which will depend on the time, the place, the culture, the
behaviour and the person who is making the judgment." 1
The appropriate alternative to negative dependency is a balance of power in
personal relationships based on mutuallove and trust, where each person or party respects
the rights and needs of the other, and strives to foster a dynamic of authentic
communication and interdependence. The same tension between strivingfor autonomous
power and control, and the felt need to belong and exist in communion with others, can be
found operating at the centre of the dynamics of social conformity. It is often not nearly
as c1ear what form a balance of power would look like beyond the relationship oftwo
people. With social conformity, we enter into a discussion offoundational world views,
social ethics, group and cultural ethos, and the impact of economic and political ideology
on human consciousness, alliances and social organization. Social conformity points to
the essentially political choices individuals make, and the social actions they take, as they
pursue a way of life based on particular ethical values, social ideals and political goals. A
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discussion of social conformity and awareness situates the person in society and
community by attending to the social aspects of individuallife.
One ethical task for sociological, political and social psychological analysis is to
determine what human beings do voluntarily, or do as a result ofmanipulative influence
or coerciveforce. Thl';e are many things we do voluntarily, but without full awareness,
sometimes as a resu/t ofunreflective routine or force of habit. There are also things we do
voluntarily with explicit awareness and purpose. In many life experiences there is a degree
ofawareness, a degree of coercive influence and a degree of social ignorance caused by
either a lack of access to correct information, self-deception or deception. Social
conformity is morally ambiguous under these dynarnics, and can only be assessed
concretely. Still, a theoretical study will detect and uncover the attractive and/or coercivc
forces which underlie the dynarnic structures and forces of negative patterns of social
conformity.
What motivates an individual to change foundational beliefs or an established

•

course of action? Obviously, answers to this question are as varied as the particular
individuals and situations which exist. Beyond the particulars of each instance of a person
conforming, many dynarnic factors are operating which motivate, prompt, attract, tempt or
in sorne way engage human beings in negative patterns of social conformity. Consistent
with the previous discussions ofthe negative dynamics of self-deception, social ignorance,
and dependency, the purpose in exarnining these relational dynamics is to come to
understand the circumstances and factors that give rise to negative patterns of social
conformity. How exactly does social conformity cause individuals to abandon critical
moral awareness and forfeit opportunities for transformative praxis, perhaps unwittingly
helping tc perpetuate social evils? Analyzing the social psychological dynamics of
negative conformity will sharpen awareness of what is required to prevent or overcome
such entrapments.

•
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1. The Language and Anatomy of Social Conformity
What is social confonnity? The following five sections provide a meaningful
definition of the concept by describing the common features of the dynamics of social
confonnity.
1.1 Defining the Concept of Social Conformity

Social psychologists who have studied the dynamics of conformity in small groups
have given the tenn a broad technical meaning. Charles and Sara Kiesler, for example,
offer the following definition in their book Conformity: "Whether we are discussing the
'true believer,' ourselves, or the man [woman] in the street, conformity is defined in the
same way: a change in behavior or belieftoward a group as a result of real or imagined
group pressure. ,,2 Confonnity involves changes in belief(ideology, world view) and

•

changes in behaviour (central activities, lifestyle) that individuals undergo as a result of the
influence ofgroup pressure.
Pressures to confonn can have their source in a wider cultural ethos mediated to
individuals through social institutions over generations. Still, groups with an organized
existence in society tend to exert the most powerful influence to confonn. There is often a
strong affinity between pressures to confonn coming from a dominant cultural ethos,
which does not originate with any particular organization or group, and the pressures
exerted by particular groups. More will be said conceming these two primary fonns of
confonnity in contemporary society in a later section ofthis chapter.
Social psychologists make a further distinction between confonnity involving a
change in both belief and behavior (private acceptance), and simply a change in behaviour
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(compliance).' Compliance refers to overt activity which becomes more like that which
the group wishes its members to follow; conformity in this case is defined by outward
actions, without consideration of the private convictions of the individual. Private
acceptance, on the other hand, means a change in a/litude or beliefin the direction of
group attitudes and beliefs. Here the person not only acts as the group wishes, but comes
to believe as the group believes.
This distinction is virtually identical to the distinction Michael Mann makes
between the normative and pragmalic acceptance of ideology discussed in chapter three.
Both conformity as compliance and the pragmatic acceptance ofideology suggest that an
individual can go along with or conform to the actions and ideology of sorne group or
c1?ss simply because he or she sees no alternative but to do so, or perhaps because sorne
vested personal interest is being served by complying.
Il is only with confcrmity as private acceptanc:e, or with the normative acceptance
ofideology, that the values and beliefs of the group (Kiesler), or dominant ideology
(Mann), are adopted, internalized, and viewed by the individual as a constituent part of his

•

or her self-understanding and identity.
The difference between the conscious acceptance of an ideology and reluctant
compliance to an ideology is an important distinction for ethics. Il points to the political
significance ofwhat people chose to believe and do in their daily lives in society. The
groups we join or refuse to join, our daily work, what we do in our spare time, what we
say or chose not to say to a news reporter at a public meeting; ail such activities tell others
a great deal about what interests we represent and who we are. They express elements of
our social vision, our alliances, our political philosophy, moral values and beliefs, and even
the force of our convictions and moral courage.

3.
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Most Social Psychologists recognize csscntially thc same distinction, each using their own tcnns. Hans Toch,
for example makcs a distinction betwcen inslrnmenlal bcliever and/ully commil/ed and dedicated belicvc'I', in
The Social Psychology a/Social Movemenls, p. 194; whilc Kelman and Hamilton contrast the concc-pts of
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Like ail ethical investigations, concrete knowledge is essential to assess the
dynamics of social conformity in modem society. We also need an adequate theoretical
understanding of the structures and dynamics of conformity if we are to know the right
questions to ask when undertaking concrete analysis. It is possible to establish a theory of
social conformity simply because we can speak generally about certain aspects of
conformity which are, by definition, common to ail particular cases.

1.2 Social Conformity and the Fulfilment of Human

Ne~ds

Driving the dynamics of social conformity are legitimate human needs. The key to
understanding social conformity lies within a common anthropological understanding
delineating legitimate human instincts, needs and drives. The power of attractive
influences or pressures to conform cornes from the promise of satisfied needs wbich the
act of succumbing to the influence (by conforming to a particular way of thinking and

•

acting) promises to fulfil. As Walker and Heyns suggest, "Conformity and non-conformity
are instrumental acts, means to ends, ways of achieving goals to satisfy needs. ,,4
Human beings manifest a wide range ofneeds, any one ofwhich can serve as a
primary motivating force to conform. Obviously, meeting physical needs for food, water,
shelter, meaningful work and social engagement are significant motivating factors for ail
human beings. Conformity - at least in the form of compliance - is Iikely to occur with
little resistance or deliberation whenever receiving basic necessities of Iife demands
compliance with the lived norms, expressed values, or desired actions of a particular group
or political authority. With a social norm such as, ifyoll don't workYOIi don't eat,
conformity is pretty much assured iffood cannot be easily found elsewhere.
There are, of course, other human needs besides those of the body; such as the
need to construct identity and experience trustworthy relationships with others. The basic
desires to belong, to be Iiked, appreciated and accepted by others are very strong. The
manipulation of these psychological and spiritual human needs can exert powerful
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influences on individuals to succumb to negative patterns of confonnity. When a group
offers a person the opportunity to establish a c1earer sense of identity (perhaps not readily
found elsewhere) the tendency to confonn to the beliefs and desired course of action
demanded by a group may be hard to resist. 5
Central to the quest for self-knowledge and knowledge of the world is the search
for answers to difficult questions concerning the meaning of life. Human beings strive for
a comprehensive and intelligible understanding of the world. When we are confused, or
unsure of ourselves, answers offered by a particular group or ideology can seem more
attractive, and will tend to exert greater influence on the direction of our thinking and
action. UnfulfiIled needs preoccupy the mind, restrict the scope and control of attention,
and generaIly increase susceptibility to being strongly influenced or manipulated by
pressures to confonn. The susceptibility factor, although always detectible in the
dynamics of confonnity, varies greatly in magnitude from one person in a given situation
to someone else in another situation. Il is directly linked to the intensity of the unfilled

•

needs and the ways and means offulfiIling those needs which are available.

1.3 Conformity as the Resolution of Ambiguity over Feil Needs

Basic human needs often conflict with one another. The need to make choices
over what to think and do leaves individuals with an unending series of conflicts to
resolve. An endless stream of decisions causing constant anxiety about what to do or
think is avoided by confonning to a daily and weekly routine. Ambiguity over conflicting
needs - as weIl as the decisions we need to make in establishing a meaningrlll, and not
simply mundane routine - make us especiaIly vulnerable to influences to conform to the
thinking and will of others through obedience, compliance, or imitation, without
questioning the morallegitimacy ofwhat we do and say. The source of the problem?
Uncertainty about preferences and conflict over priorities: "More often than not the
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chapter, in a review of sociological and cultural analyse, ofmodem capitalist society.
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individual can be characterized as possessing a variety of needs, as having available to him
[her1a variety of instrumental acts which might satisfy a number ofgoals in various
combinations and in various degrees. Most reallife situations are characterized by
conflict. "r,
Studies have verified what seems a matter of common sense: the more ambiguous
a situation, the more intense the conflict between felt needs, the more likely individuals are
to conform under social pressure. Depending on the capacity of the individual to answer
puzzling questions, solve problems, or meet the demands offelt needs, conformity will
appear at different times to be either an attractive or unattractive option. With the
strenh>th of the felt pressure to conform being primarily determined by the degree of
ambiguity and uncertainty, it is obvious that the education and the development of a
capacity to become critically aware of subtle influences and pressures to conform
constitutes the principal solution to the problem. As Walker and Heyns note, "... the
better the education, the more independent and self-determined the behavior, the less the
conformity under social pressure. ,,'

•

Given the basic needs of human beings to belong and to achieve a greater degree
of autonomy and a stronger sense of independence, the unavoidable tension in daily life
becomes whether to think and act on the basis of one's own values and beliefs, or follow
the values, norms and beliefs of sorne group or dominant cultural ethos. Critical
awareness empowers the individual to discem whether conformity and belonging is lifegiving (based on legitimate beliefs and values), or whether it is death-dealing, (based on
negative emotions, and fears over not being able to fulfil one's needs).
Ambiguity would seem to increase proportionately with the number of available
options open to the individual. Imagine, for example, that an individuallikes ail f1avours
oficecream equally. He or she enters a store which sells just two f1avours; the decision is
an either-or, and is usually made in short order. But what ifthere are thirty f1avours?

,
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Clinical experiments have demonstrated that individuals will be more apt to conform to
influencing factors in ambiguous situations; perhaps, to use the previous example, an
overheard comment ±rom a total stranger that the rl/m and bllllerjlavollr tastes good:
Conformity behaviollr can be expected ta vary as ajimction ofthe degree ofstimllius
ambiguity in a social situation as it is seen by a given persan. /fhe [she} sees the
situation as one in which the alternative behaviors open ta him Iher} arejèw in mlmber
and we//-dejined, social pressure is un/ikely ta produce much change in his 1herl
attitudes. /fhowever, he [she} sees the situation as permitting many alternative
behaviors, and ifhe [she} is uncertain about the appropriateness ofthe alternatives.
social pressure can be expected ta prodllce considerable conformity:

This explanation seems straightforward and reasonable. The greater the confusion about
what to think or do, the greater the tendency to succumb to pressures to conform. This
points to the central significance of an alternative social vision for critical awareness. If a
feeling ofpessimism dominates consciousness, astate Joe Bailey describes as the
"pathology of cynicism,"9 long-term positive options may be perceived as non-existent,
and the individual may become predisposed to conform to any number of existing social

•

influences which olfer the promise of sorne immediate gratification, or at least to deaden
awareness of unfulfilled needs. These are the dynamics and factors which can give birth to
fascism or violent anarchy. When social cOiltradictions and ideological subterfuges within
social culture begin to reveal themselves, such so.:ddent insights can be very threatening. ln
the absence of sufficient1y powerful countervailing social movements which make social
alternatives possible, anxiety and negative emotional energy can find a positive channel
only with great difficulty... people instinctively sense that the situation of social decay
and destruction represents an urgent cali for a people's social movement of restoration and
reclaimation, the absense of which is deeply disconcerting.
By way of a general definition, we can view conformity as the movement of an
individual toward either compliance or full acceptance of the norms, values, beliefs and
actions ofa class, group or ideological point ofview, in the interest offulfilling felt needs.

Walker and Heyns, An Anatomy For Confonnity, p. 23.
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When will conformity occur? This cannot be answered definitively. Conflicts between
needs increases the power of influences to confOlm; however, it is not possible to
construct a theory which explains the dynamics of social conformity in the realm ofthe
concrete and particular.
1.4 The Dynamics of Conformity and Situational Context
Much of the social psychologicalliterature on conformity reveals an unmistakable
bias towards small group dynamics and sociological role theory. It was earlier noted that
such distorted theories can ignore - and effectively obscure - the dynamics of social
,
productive relations and cause social ignorance. There is an unmistakable tendency in

mlst social psychological research to promote a static, dualistic and politicallyconservative world view. There is likewise a tendency to view the person as a fixed and
permanent entity. Given the fact that the conservative world view is itselffounded on an
,
organic social vision, it is not surprising that a theme like conformity would be attractive

•

to conservative-minded thinkers.
Rather than adopting adynamie understanding of social conformity, sorne social
psychologists attempt to expIain social conformity as a phenomenon associated with a
particular personality type, i.e, a certain class of individuais characteristically prone to
conform. "In a given situation it is frequent1y the case that sorne individuals will conform
and others will not. It is a common beliefthat sorne individuals can be characterized as
being conformists and others as non-~onformis\s.

,,10

Although Walkerman and Heyns

themselves argue that most cases of conformity can be explained in situational terms, they
nonetheless reflcct the same bias of their times with the beliefthat conformity can he a
defining characteristic of certain personality types. Il This theoretical point ofview must
be rejected in favour of a dynamic and situational analysis of social conformity. The act of
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identifYing the negative dynamics of social conformity presupposes the ability to situate
present actions within the context of a life story. Conformity must be viewed within the
framework of a person's life, as he or she moves from one thing to another to meet needs,
and to satisJ:Y desires, by achieving envisioned goals. Those goals should be situated
within an imagined life project, containing ultimate and foundational goals. The present
behaviour of a particular individual may be more or Jess conformist, depending entirely on
the prior identity and life situation of the individual. Conformity is, by definition, a
dynamic human phenomenon, as Walker and Heyns note,
Conformity and non-conformity aiways involve movement or change. 1ïlis is true even
when only a single observation is possible and change is nal directly observable. 1é>
describe a person or a group as conformist on the basis ofa single observation implie.,
an earlier .l'tale in which the degree ofagreement wilh the norm was not .1'0 greal."

This echoes A1isdair Maclntyre's foundational maxim that il is not possible to take an
isolated act, interpret the meaning of that act, and judge correctly the individual
performing the act. Kiesler's statement that, ". .. for the long-range goal of finding out

•

why people conform, labels are not profitable," 13 is something of an understatement. As a
label, the term cOl!formist inflicts the same damage as every other metaphor used to offer
a simplified and largely fictional explanation for human behaviour. Metaphors used as
labels do not reveal the factors and forces which actually identiJ:Y and explain the dynamics
of change. Conformist, used as a character label has no place in the language of critical
social psychology or ethics. If certain individuals appear more prone to conformity than
others, it is for reasons relating to the basic needs and desires of those individuals, their
past and present experience, and the limitations and opportunities which they helieve their
situation either makes or does not make available to them. Il is possible, however, to
discem occasions where individuals have acquired the habit of conforming; or, where
conformity takes the form of submission to authority, the "Habit of unquestioning
obedience. ,,14

•

"

Walker and Heyns, An Analomyfor Conformi/y, p. 5.

"

Kies1er, COllfonlli/y, p. 12.
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Conforming - like heavy drinking - can lead to a debilitating way of life, but such is
not permanently written into the identity of the individual. To assert that central habits are
constituent components of a person's being is to deny human freedom. With awareness

and transformative praxis, individuals can change their negative central activities, distorted
core beliefs, and unhealthy living patterns. If anyone is to be labelled a conformer, then ail
must be so labelled - for we ail conform to sorne degree or another by virtue of our
participation in political culture. Il is the task of ethics to evaluate the moral foundation of
social conformity.
Conformity also has a meaning very similar to the concept of socializalion. The
child learns almost exclusively by conforming and adopting the attitudes, habits, and
symbols ofhis or her social environment. This has been discussed earlier in terms of how
idllntity is initially culturally-based, until the emergence of critical awareness and moral
responsibility. Everything from cultural conventions about eating to religious rituals exist
prior to the newborn child, and establish the cultural milieu into which the child is born
and is engaged. With the emergence ofawareness, and a sense of personal responsibility,

•

come new ethical and political choices. These choices can attempt to resolve the tension
between the individual and his or her society through involvement in the dynamics of
groups and social movements.

1.5 Conformity and the Tension Between Self and Other

The negative dynamics of social conformity are often generated by the experience
of ambiguity and confusiC'n over two basic, conflicting desires: the need for human
interaction and belonging, and the felt need to be independent. As with the dynamics of
negative dependency, conflict between these two strongly felt needs increases

"

•

Kdman and Hamilton refer to the habit ofunquestioning obedience in their study, Crillles ofObedience:
Toward a Social Psychology ofAI/chority and Responsibility (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989). As
weil, Walker and Heyns state the following: "That conformity as an instnunental aet might beeome a habit
independent of the need involved is also a possibility. As sueh it might be specifie in a limited class of
situations, or if it has praved to be instnunental in a wide variety of situations in the past, it might become a
general habit," Ali AllalolllY For Confonllity, p. II.
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susceptibility to influences to conform. This is especially the case when the dominant
cultural ethos of society fosters social contradictions which individuais internalize by
participation in the dominant culture. No where is this more obvious than with our selfcontradictory understanding and evaluation ofindividual autonomy: "The private
individual in western society, then, is a compound of contradictions. On the one hand,
autonomy is positively evaluated as a moral principle, and on the other hand it is equated
with 'alienation' and 'possessive individualism'.""
Walker and Heyns draw our attention to this essential human tension when they
tell us that, "We might distinguish a need for acceptance by others and, in conflict with
that, a need to 'achieve' in an abstract sense."'6 This echoes the intersubjective view of the
need for recognition trom others, and the desire for personal power and self-sufficiency.
How individuals attempt to resolve this basic human tension can result in an excessive
movement in çme of two

dire~tions:

as with different forms of dependency, individuals can

become more self-centred, denying a need for other human beings (dependent); or

•

individuals can become increasingly other-centred, denying the self (alter-dependent).
Barry Adam has linked the concepts ofambiguous idenlily, negalive social
conformity and domination in his social psychological study ofinferiorization, The
.Survival ofDomination: "Ambiguous identity appears to be a social location highly
amenable to choice of the acquiescent or conforming mode of coping with domination." 17
. Through the dynamics of negative conformity, these same two options of excessive
autonomy and excessive dependency can lead to either social protest or social conformity.
Drawing'trom the writings of Angyal, Martin Rich explains the essential connection
between negative dependency and negative conformity:

•

"
"
"

Brittan, The Privotized Worid, p. 50.
Walker and Heyns, An Anotomy For Confonnity, p. 9.
Adam, The Survivol ofDominotion, p. 61 .
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Angyal suggesls Ihallhere can he nol only a lack ofaulonomy (one oflhe characleristics
ofneurolic living) hui an excess ofaulonvmous slriving. A lack ofaulonomy is
manifesled in excessive conformism, inahility 10 form independentjudgmenls or disagree
wilh anyone, and dependence upon olhers far in excess ofnecessity.'8

The affinity in this descriptive analysis of social confonnity with that of
dcpendency is remarkable. The victims ofboth types of manipulation or oppression
become locked in relationships of dependency and confonnity with others, with their
consciousness focused on what olhers do and say, and what others want Ihem to do and
say. What is lacking is a sense ofpersonal power and freedom.
Rather than approaching the study of social confonnity from the point ofview of
psychological profiles and personality types, or the degree to which individuals comply
with (or deviate from) social norms,l' a critical analysis ofnegative social conformity must
be situated within a broader ethical and political discussion of community and social
relationships. Structures and processes within society affect the manner in which personal
attitudes and actions are shaped. The limitations of those structures and processes can

•

stand in the way of more life-enhancing fonns of social confonnity.
A brief overview of a number of empirical studies of social confonnity shows the
strength of a shared human tendency to succumb to pressures to confonn, both in cases of

coverl influence by members of a group, as weil as obedience to the overt commands of
authority.

"

•

Rich, Theories ofMoral Developmell/, p. 10.
This is n lypiclIllIpprollch Inkcn by mosl sociologislS, inc1uding Canndian sociologisl Vincenl F. Sncco in his
book, Deviallce: Deviallce allc/ COli/roI ill Callac/iall Society (Scarborough, Ontario: Prenlice-Hall Cannda
lnc., 1988). Such sociologicnl studies ofconformity are primarily bnsed on the slniislicalllssessment of
compliance or Ilon.compliance with Inws, rules of conducl, elc., which are inslilulionally-eslablished ns
nommlive within sociely. Sacco denls with the following themes in his book: slreet prostitulion, homosexuality,
legal and illcgnl drug use, intc'1'ersonnl criminal violence, commercial crime, political deviance and youlhful
dcviwlCC.
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2. Empirical Studies of the Social Psychology of Conformity
There was a heightened interest in confonnity studies among American social
psychologists in the post-world war II era, especially during the 50's and 60's. The
increasing interest with the dynamics of social confonnity was congruent with similar
research trends of the same era, such as a fascination with functional sociological theory, a
commitment to the ideology of role theory, a preoccupation with behaviour modification
and socialization (i.e., Taylorism20), social planning, hypnosis and mind control
experiments (especiaUy within the military21), and perhaps most pervasive of ail, the
manipulative advertising strategies developed and employed by the corporate elite.
Notwithstanding the many biases and limitations of the research interest and approach
taken with confonnity experiments, the clinical studies nonetheless offer valuable insights
into the structure and dynamics of conformity.
Few social psychologists have written books without referring to a number of now
famous experiments analyzing and measuring the psychological dynamics of conformity.

•

What can clinical experiments investigating social conformity teach us about the ethical
and political dynamics of individual involvement in contemporary society? The findings of
three classic experiments measuring either social conformity or unquestioning obedience
to authority are examined below to show how the results of these studies support what
common sense and life experience already tell us about the powerful tendency in human
beings to confonn. The inclination to go along with group or crowd behaviour is familiar:
most of us have had sorne type of experience which has exposed the tension and ambiguity
of individual response with the context of group dynamics; for example, everyone in a

•

"

The behaviourist Frederick Winslow Taylor, attemptcd to dcsign work 'scicntilically'. Richard Scnnelt argues
that thc Taylorite movement was responsible for broadcning the horizons ofAmeriean business schools, whieh
previously had only taugbt such technical subjects as aecounting and inveslment. He views Taylorism as
having the goal of creating a new image of the authority of employers. As he states in AUlllOrily: "This image is
not based on threatening the employee but rathcr on p''Ychologically gratifying thc cmployce. The employer
appears as the 'facilitator' ofimpersonal policy, the 'coordinator' ofwork tasks, and sa on; he influences rather
than orders," p. 109.

"

The best known cases of such manipulation (known thanks to investigations and inquiries, television
documentaries aod legal cases by surviving victims) involvcd LSD mind control cxpcrimenL' which took place
in a Montreal hospital in a collaborativc research cffort betwecn thc hospital's rcscarch scicntists, the Canadian
governmcnt aod the United States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).
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classroom or church is afmosl 100 percent certain a particular cue means it is time to sil or
stand. Yet, because no one individual moves tirst, no one moves until the teacher or
minister tells the to group to sit or stand. The most astounding conclusion from the
clinical studies into group and crowd behaviour is that the tendency to conform wilhoul
queslioning is apparently even stronger, and potentially more dangerous to the common

good, than most suspect.
2.1 Solomon Asch's Experiment with Lines
Solomon Asch undertook a series of experiments to test levels of social conformity
under certain predetermined conditions. 22 He showed small groups ofindividuals a thick
eight-inch line drawn on one piece ofcard and asked each person to say which ofthree
other lines on another piece of card was the same length as the tirst. The other card
showed a line that was obviously fonger than the tirst, a line that was unmistakably

•

shorler, and a line that was clearly idenlicaf. With no prior manipulation or influence,

subjects consistently guessed the longer, shorter and identicallines correctly.
Asch designed his conformity experiment to involve several individuals at once,
but only one person was genuinely being tested. The others were in on the experiment
with Asch, ail agreeing to give the same wrong answers on eue. Asch observed that the
individual being tested would often forego independent judgement and side with the others
to avoid being the odd-one-out. He did not penalize the participants for being wrong, so
it is possible to infer that in a situation where there might be sorne form of disapproval
shown to a dissenter, incident rates of conformity would be even higher. Conformity was
found to occur only if there was more than one confederate giving wrong answers.
Similarly, when one of several confederates gave the correct answer, thus dissenting from
his or her pcers, the subject reverted to his or her own judgement and also gave the

•

Solomon E. Asch, "EllècL, of group pressurc upon the modification and distortion ofjudgroents," found in
Guctzkow, cd., Grollps, Leadership, alld Meil (pittsburgh: Carnegie Press, 1951), pp. 177-190; Sec a1so,
Asch, "Studics of indcpcndencc and Conlbrmily: A Minority of one Against a Unanimous Majority,"
Psyclwlogical MOllographs, 70 (9, Whole No. 416,1956).
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correct answer. Having one supporter was sufficient to eliminate the strong pressure to
give in to group pressure and conform to the perspective of the majority.
2.2 Maurice Temerlin's Experiment on Mental Diagnosis

Maurice Temerlin conducted an experiment to investigate the degree of ambiguity
in the diagnosis of mental ilIness. Temerlin was curious about how open medical
professionals were to influence when making mental diagnosis. He studied whether
pressures 10 con/orm would persuade individuais to override their personal judgments in
making a diagnosis in favour of the view of another physician.
Temerlin produced a video recording of an individual being interviewed by a
psychiatrist. The script was designed to portray a person as normal and average as couId
possibly be shown. The tape was then played to three experimental groups and four
control groups. The three experimental groups were: psychiatrists, practising c1inical

•

psychologists and graduate students in c1inical psychology. Three of the control groups
consisted of similar people, stratified for professional identity, and the fourth consisted of
a group of people working as lay jurors who were told that they were attending a .l'C/nily
heC/ring.
Sorne of the groups were told that a well-known and respected psychiatrist had
viewed the video and had drawn a certain diagnosis on the individual's mental condition,
the idea being to see whether the influence would affect the other viewer's diagnosis. No
matter what they were told was the famed psychiatrist's diagnosis, the influence was
equally significant. The second control group, who were told that the candidate was
healthy, voted 100 per cent that he was so, no votes for neurosis, and none for psychosis.
With the respected psychiatrist giving a negative diagnosis, 60 per cent of the first
experimental group (the psychiatrists) voted that he was psychotic; the rest voted him
neurotic. The other two subgroups were less affected: the practising c1inical psychologists
voted 28 per cent for psychosis, 60 per cent for neurosis and 12 percent for sanity; and the

•

graduate students voted Il percent for psychosis, 78 per cent for neurosis and Il percent
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for sanity. The experiment showed that a single-sentence suggestion from someone
thought to be important can - at least with something as ambiguous as psychological
diagnosis - powerfully affect the judgement of others. As Temerlin concluded, the
unfortunate candidate is liable to be put away even if everything he says is perfectly
normal - as long as a person deemed an expert has pronounced him or her a problem. 23

2.3 Latané and Darley's Studies on the Unresponsive Bystander
A series of experiments studying conformity were sparked by media coverage of the
murder of Kitty Genovese in New York City. The unfortunate woman was stabbed to death
in the doorway to her apartment building. Thirty-eight of her neighbours stood at their
windows witnessing the killing. None came to the woman's assistance. No one called for an
ambulance or the police, despite the murder taking more than a half hour to occur. In The

Social Animal, Elliot Aronson tells of a similar incident. Eleanor Bradley was shopping in
a well-visited area when she fell and broke her leg. She lay in shock for 40 minutes as

•

hundreds of passersby paused momentarily to gawk a few seconds, then continue on their
way.2' Why do people in bystander crowds fail to assist in emergencies? Bibb Latané and
John Darley undertook to investigate this question with a series of staged experiments, the
results of which they published in a book titled The Unresponsive Byslander.
Latané and Darley, alter conducting a large number of experiments to measure the
influence of others on individual attitudes and behaviour, concluded that individual
responses were affected by the number of people involved in the situation. They found
that 70 percent of people will respond when alone; only 20% will offer help if other
people are present. Being the only option for another person to receive help compelled
people to act, simply because there was no one else to take responsibility: "These
investigators [John Darley, Bibb Latané, and their colleagues] hypothesized that the very

"

•

Rowun, The Sll1Ictl/l'ed Crowd, p. 131-32.
Elliot Aronson, The Social Allimal (Sun Fruncisco: W.H. Freemun und Compuny, 1960), p. 36.
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number of people witnessing these tragedies mitigated against anyone helping - that is, a
victim is less likely to get help if there are a large number of people watching his [her]
distress. Thus, nonintervention can be viewed as an act of conformity. ,,2' Latané and
Darnley concluded that onlookers at crimes like that of the murder of Kitty Genovese are
neither caUous nor indifferent; they are merely caught up in a condition caUed cl'Owd

behaviour, where the presence of other people makes moral responsibility seem diffuse,
and obligations to respond ambiguous. 26

2.4 Summary Comments on Conformity Experiments

There are remarkable similarities in the dynamics of conformity in aU three of the
above-described experiments; there are also significant differences worth noting. In the
first experiment, movement takes the form of conformity to the group through imitation of
response: fear of dissenting from the majority position appears to be a key motivating
factor. In the second experiment, conformity happens as compliance to the viewpoint of a

•

legitimately-perceived aulhority. In the third experiment, conformity takes the form of 110

movemenl due to ambiguity over moral responsibility.
People conform to the wishes or directives of authorities who are '/iewed as

legitimale even when conformity leads to immoral actions and crimes of obedience.
People also submit to authorities they view as iIIegitima:e, leading to an uncritical state of
awareness and arrested moral development. Both type~ of conformity will be examined
below, beginning with legitimately-perceived authorities.

Aronson, The Social Animal, p. 36-37.

"

•

A reeent incident involving the drowning death of a 14 year old boy, Joseph Ingola, in Ihe st. Lawrence River
in Cornwall, Ontario, appears la manifest similar dynamics. Mal)' Roaeh, a 13 year old girl wh" tried to suve
the boy, reported that there "... were three adults and a leenager whu slood on sh"re watching und luughing."
Slar Phoenix, September 2, 1993.
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3. Conforming to Legitimate Authority and Crimes of Obedience
Numerous studies of authority have been undertaken since Theodor Adomo's
landmark work, 7he AlIthorifarian Personality. In the present ethical inquiry into the
social psychological dynamics of social conformity, the theme of authority is approached
from a limited and clearly-defined perspective. My interest is not with the so-called

allthoritarian persona/ity,27 but rather, with submission to authority as an occasion for
engagement in the negative dynamics of social conformity.
In an insightful study, Crimes of Obedience: Toward a Social Psych%gy of

AlIthority and Responsibility, Herbert Kelman and Lee Hamilton define a crime of
obedience as, "... an iIlegal or immoral act committed in response to orders or directive
from authority." Their research deals with obedience to authorities perceived to be
legitimate by subordinates. They clarifJ three levels which establish legitimate authority in
the eyes of the subordinates: the legitimacy of the ~ystem; the legitimacy of the particular

•

al/thorities operating within the sys,em; and the legitimacy of the particular demands or
commandl·. Obedience can take the form of either comp/iance or internalization, the two
essential types of social conformity. Obedience to authority can, therefore, be viewed as a
specifie type of social conformity, given the attendant movement which takes place when
individuals concur with and/or act upon the commands or wishes of sorne authority.

"

•

Theodor Adomo published n,e Alllhol'i/al'iall Pel~ollalily in the United States aller World War II. His study
of personality e,amined the psyehologieal meehanisms by whieh ehildish images of strength persist into adu!t
lil'c. lu partieular, Adomo uied to clarily Ille social conditions whieh encourage or retard the persistenee of
Il,ese inlimtile pllttems. Adomo's theoretielll study addressed the question ofhow psychologicalfOl'ces whieh
lead li person to l'ccl desperately in need of strength, and historiea! and socialfol'ces wrueh shllpe how
individulIIs express those needs, come together to form the authOlitarian personality. Many authors hllve found
prohlems will, Adomo's study. Sueh problems have been systematieally e,plored in two books, R. Christie and
M. Jahodll, cds., Sir/dies ill the Seope alld Melhod ofthe AIII/IOI'i/al'ian Pel~ollalily (Gleneoe, 111.: Free Press,
1954); lmd J. P. Kirseht & R. C. Dillehay, Dimensiolls ofAlllhori/ariallism: A Review ofResearch and Theory
(Le,ington: University of Kentuek'Y Press, 1967). Richard Sennett has reeognized the rnethodologieal
delieieneies of Adomo's resellreh, but argues thllt the value of the effort, "... lies in the very questions it has
provoked. lt put in question the assumption that Weber aud others had made. What people arc willing to
helieve is not simply a matter of eredibility or legitimaey of the ideas, rules, and persons oll.red them. !t is a!so
li matter of Il,eir ownneed to bclieve. What they want l'rom an authority is as important as what the authority
has to oll'c... And, Il,e point made more strongly in the [subsequent] work by Max Horkheimer, the very need
Illl' lIulllOI1ty is shaped by history lmd culture, as weil as psyehologiea! predisposition," Allt/lOrily, p. 25.
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3.1 Investigations of Crimes of Obedience
Kelman's and Hamilton's interest in crimes of obedience stems from personal
experience. 28 Of particular interest to both men is the military crime of obedience which
occurred during the Vietnam war in the Vietnamese village of My Lai. A picture of the
My Lai massacre can be sketched by reviewing a few historical facts.
In the early moming hours ofMarch 16, 1968, under the command ofLt. Col.
Frank Barker, the troops with Charlie Company landed by helicopter near the subhamlet
of My Lai 4. They were expecting to engage the Viet Cong Forty-eighth Battalion. When
they entered the village, there were no Viet Cong soldiers. The only people they found
were elderly men, women and children - ail unarmed. The American soldiers proceeded to
massacre the entire village. By the end of the day the soldiers had hacked and brutally
murdered hundreds. Final tallies ofthose killed were as high as five hundred.
Despite the systematic year-long coverup ofthis incident by the American army,
the truth about this horrifie event was finally made known to the international community.

•

Life magazine put a picture of a stack of at least 20 My Lai victims, mutilated and piled
for burial on the coyer of their magazine. There were subsequent legal charges, and over
thirty soldiers stood trial, but only one individual, Lieutenant Calley, was found guilty of
war crimes and was actually punished. Calley originally received a sentence of life
imprisonment, which was subsequently reduced to twenty years, then to ten. When ail
was said and done, he servcd three years under house arrest, then was released on bond.
Independent studies in the form of a national Gallup telephone poli registcred an
unbelievable 79% disapproval rate for Calley being judged guilty at ail, with only 9%
approving. It was this broad consensus of opinion which actually motivated Kelman and
Hami:ton to undertake their own social psychological study into public views of
unquestioning obedience to authorities and the massacre of My Lai.

"

•

Herbert Kelman spent a year under Nazi rule and anolher year as a relugee in Anlwerp bel,,,e he eseaped wilh
his family la the Uniled Slales. The alroeilies in the Nazi death camps prompled Kelman 10 become a social
psyehologist with a partieular interest in authority, orders, responsibilily and aclions rcsuhing Irom
unqueslioning obedience versus prineipled resislanee ta unjusI aUlhority. Lce Hamilloll was bom in lhe
Americall South, and became sensilizcd la the moral dilemmas and social psychological dynamics of social
confonnity and submission to obedience as a rcsult ofhis cxpcricncc ofracism in the South, and the Viclmlln
War.
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What they discovered shocked them: given the very same c.ircumstances of My
Lai,

67~~,

ofthose surveyed believed that most people would have ùone the same as the

soldiers when given orders to kill innocent civilians during wartime. When asked what
they themselves would have done, 51 % said they too would have killed the villagers if
ordered to do so,
Although the most telling examples of crimes of obedience are those of massacres
sanc,tioned by military authorities during wartime, there are many other types of crimes of
obedience exhibiting similar social psychological dynamics, Kelman and Hamilton explore
a number oÎ such crimes including the Watergate scandai, the Iran-Contra scandaI and the
Chrysler Odometer case. 29
Historical examples of crimes of obedience confirm the startling findings from a
whole series of social-psychological experiments carried out by Stanley Milgram, the
results ofwhich he published in Obedience /0 Au/hari/y. Milgram undertook his
ohedience studies in a laboratory setting while at the Department of Psychology at Yale

•

University trom 1960-63. Milgram explains in the opening chapter of his book that, "...
the aim of this investigation wa: to find when and how people would detY authority in the
face of clear moral imperative. ,,30
The structural aspects of the experiment were relatively simple. Ads were placed
in local newspapers soliciting volunteers for what was described as an experiment in
learning and memory. The advertisements noted that each volunteer would be paid $4
(plus 50 cents bus fare) for one hour oftheir time, with no subsequent follow-up

00

commitment.
Volunteers of ail ages and professions were told that they were participating in an
experiment on the effects of punishment on learning. ln actual fact the learner was a
confederate with Milgram; the experiment had nothing whatsoever to do with the effects

•

"

The Chrys!er Odometer case resultec! in the indictmL'Ilt of Chrys!cr Corporation by a fcdcral grand jury for
sclling sixty thousand cars and trucks as ncw cvcn though they had been driVL'Il by company cxeeulives. Similar
cases cited as crimes of obedience arc the seIling of Ford cars with known defeetive gas tanks, und the
premature launching of the space shutUe challenger (resulting in a tragic explosion and several deaths) despite
knowledge of defeetive O-rings eausing the explosion prior to launch.

JO

Stanley Milgrarn, Obediellce la Al/lharity: Ail Experimelllal View (New York: Harper & Row, 19G~), p. 4.
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of punishment on leaming. Milgram's interest was only with the volunteers who adopted
the role of leacher. The volunteer-turned-teacher was instructed to shock electrically
another individual acting as the leamer whenever the person answered wrongly. The
learner was instructed to act stupid and be wrong a lot.
ln most of the experiments, the leamer remained out ofeyesight of the teacher in
an adjacent room. Each time the leamer gave a wrong answer the teacher was instructed
to administer an electric shock - or 50 the teacher believed. In actual fact the perslln
received no shocks, but feigned being in extreme pain by screaming, banging the wall, and,
at a certain point, begging the teacher to stop the experiment. Whenever the teacher
hesitated to give another shock, he or she was formally instructed to ignore the pleas of
the student, and calmly asked to continue with the experiment. The shocks began at 15
volts and increased each time the individual made a mistake, up to a maximum of 450
volts. Each teacher got a sample dose of 15 volts to grasp better the level of pain they
would be inflicting. About 300,000 volunteers participated in the experiment.

•

Psychiatrists were asked to predict how far people would go in shocking the
patients. The consensus was that only the !unalic frlnge would go beyond 150 volts. To
the complete amazement ofboth Milgram and the psychiatrists, no less than 62 pet cent of
people tested continued to give shocks right up to the lethal dose of 450 volts. Most
suffered extreme stress while inflicting the punishment, sorne remarking aftelwards that
they could hardly believe themselves capable of doing such a thing, often adding that they
certainly would not have done what they did ifthey had not been told to do

50.

As

Milgram notes: "This is perhaps the most fundamentallesson of our study: ordinary people
simply doing their jobs and without any particular hostility on thdr part can become agents
in a terrible destructive process. ,,31 In interviews with the leachers after the experiment,
Milgram found that politeness, a wish to keep their promise to help the experimenter, and
embarrassment at backing out were sorne of the reasons given why they chose to remain
obedient and continue administering shocks.
Milgram identified other factors in the dynamic process of the experiment which

•

JI

Milgram, Obediellce 10 AlltllOrity, p. 6.
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help to explain the actions ofhis teacher-subjects. Ofparticular interest was the eftèct
which the physical proximity to the victim had on the teacher. The teacher would refuse to
administer high voltage shocks much sooner when the leamer was physically doser. This
finding supports Kelman and Hamilton's belief that individuals perforrning immoral actions
under orders trom legitimately-perceived authorities tend to dehumanize and neutralize the
humanity ofvictims to lesson anxiety, feelings ofguilt and regret, and to block out
positive feelings of sympathy and compassion for their victims. 32 This deadening process
is more difficult to engage in when the designated victim is physically proximate.
Beyond the excuses and superficial attempts to explain the actions of the
individuals doing the shocking, the bottom line was that individuals were able to perform
sadistic acts on innocent participants only because they did Ilot feel morally respollsihle

for their actiolls. Milgrarn tells us that the studies convinced him of one unescapable facl:
The mosl common adjuslment oflilOughl in Ihe obedienl subjecl isfor him Iherl la see
himself{herse/j] as nol responsiblefor his [her} own actions. He divesls himself
[herse/j] ofresponsibility by allribufing ail initiative la Ihe experimenter, a Jegitimale
aulhorily. ... The disappearance ofa sense ofresponsibilily is Ihe 11/0.1'1 far-reaching
consequence ofsubmission 10 aUlhorily. J3

•

Milgram's findings on how individuals participate in social evils by unquestioning
obedience to authority echo observations recorded by Hannah Arendt on Eichmann's role
in the Nazi atrocities unde.r Hitler, in Eichmanll ill Jerusalem: A Report 011 the Balla/ity of
Evil. Arendt argues that the prosecution's attempt to characterize Eichmann as a hideous

monster was wrong. She believed it was more accurate to view Eichmann as a lalented
technocrat who simply focused his energies and attention on doing a good job. He

•
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obviously sensed that something was wrong with rus approach, but rus obsession to excel
as an architect led him to engage in self-deceptive strategies to avoid exploring and taking
responsibility for the consequences ofhis participation in the bureaucratie machinery of
human destruction. Eichmann had neither the explicit awareness nor malevolent intention
ofa monster. The evil outcome ofhis actions was not the result ofaggression and hatred;
his significant contribution to evil was banal and mllndane.
Milgram was obviously disturbed with the findings from his experiments. He
sought sorne explanation why such a large proportion of the people tested behaved in such
a sadistic manner with so little incentive to do so, beyond being paid a few dollars and

given orders. Milgram expresses pessimism about the future prospects for humanity:
The capacity for man la abandon his {her] humanity, indeed, Ihe inevitability Ihal he
{she] does sa, as he (she] merges his [her] unique personality inlo /arger inslilUtiona/
slruclures. This is afa/a/ j/aw na/ure has designed inlo us, and which in the long run
gives our species on/y a modes/ chance ofsurvival. 34

On the last page of his book, Milgram seems to attribute crimes of obedience to the social

•

ellvironmen/, rather than to human na/ure, thereby holding out sorne hope that social
transformation may yet eliminate the conditions a.,d forces which lead to atrocities such as
the Holocaust, My Lai, or, more recently, the unnecessary elimination of 100,000 alreadydefeated Iraqi soldiers in the deserts of Southem Iraq with self-targeting Smar/bombs:
The resuits, as seen andfeit in Ihe /abora/ory, are la Ihis aulhor dislurbing. They raise
Ihe possibility Iha/ human nalure, or - more specifically -Ihe kind ofcharacler produced
in American democratic society, cannai be cOlmled on la insu/ote its citizens[rom
bru/alily and inhumane Irealment al/he direclion ofma/evo/enl aUlhority.35

What kind of society produces citizens with a moral consciousness formed to commit
crimes of obedience?

•
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3.2 Probing the Psychosocial Dynamics of Crimes of Obedience

How are we to fathom the social psychological dynamics of submission to
authority leading to crimes of obedience? Kelman and Hamilton explain how legitimate
authority creates the obligation to follow mies, regardless of personal preferences or
interests. Crimes of obedience occur, they tell us, when "... individuals abandon personal
responsibility for actions taken under superior orders,.. 36 a definition identical to the
conclusion drawn by Milgram. Although Kelman and Hamilton are aware that the concept
oflegitimate authority is redundant, speaking techllica/ly, since authority itself irnplies the
right to make demands and give orders, they also recognize that no established human
authority is without limits:
Subordinates, on their part, have a duty to ohey, hut a corresponding right to expect that
the authorities will take responsihility for any IIntoward olltcomes ofactions perfimlled
IInder superior order,l'. BlIt lIeither the sllhordinates' right to he ahsolved of
responsibility nor the allthorities' right to make demandl' or give commands is IInlimited 37

•

Treating authority - and submission to authority - as social psychological concepts which
give cognitive expression to the dynamic perceptions and relations between subordinates
and superiors, gives additional significance to the concept of i/legitimate authority:
From ollr point ofview, however, the lack oflegitimacy as perceived by grollp memhers is
ofprimary importance, since we treat legitimacy as a social p.lychological concept
referring to members' acceptance ofthe allthority~v right to make demands IIpon them. ..
We con .l'peak ofallthority when ojj'iceholders claim the right to give orders hy virtlle of
their positions; this allthority is legitimate insofar as memhers accept that claim."

From a social-psychological perspective, the use of authority is one form of social
influence. The greater the perceived legitimacy of the authority, the higher the probability
that group members will obey.

•
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3.3 J)enying or As.~erting Responsibility for Obedience Crimes

Milgram argues that the dynamics operiüing in crimes of obedience differ
considerably ITom the dynamics ofgroup conformity, as explored by Solomon Asch. With
group conformity, individuals tend to deny that they succumb to pressures to conform,
and assert that they act voluntarily and responsibly. With obedience to legitimatelyperceived authority exactly the opposite is the case: individuals assert that they lire indeed
succumbing to pressures to conform, and deny personal responsibility. Why is this so?
Milgram offers the following answer:
Because conformity is a response la pressures Ihal are implicit, Ihe subjecl inlerprels his
Iher} own behavioras volunlary. He {.l'he} cannolpinpoinl a legitimale reasonfor
yielding la his {her} peers, sa he {.l'he} denies Ihal he {.l'he} has done sa, nol only la Ihe
experimenler bill 10 himseif{herself] as weil. In obedience Ihe opposite is lrue. The
situation is publicly defined as one devoid ofvolunlarismJor Ihere is an explicit
command Ihal he bhe} is expecled la obey. The subjecl falls bock on Ihis public
dejinition oflhe situation as Ihejidl explanation ofhis {her} aclion. 39

•

Kelman and Hamilton argue that subordinates do not always assert responsibility for their
participation in immoral acts or political crimes under orders ITom authorities: different
individuais may react by either denying or asserling responsibility for the crimes. Sorne
protest that they had no choice but to obey; others argue that they did in fact have a
choice, but felt constrained to obey, given that the authority was perceived as legitimate.
Usually there is a conflict between sorne religious and moral authority cherished by the
individual, and the nature of the act commanded to be done by the authority giving orders.
With the support of statistical evidence, Kelman and Hamilton offer a c1ass analysis
concerning the denial of responsibility in crimes of obedience. They make an important
distinction between denial of responsibility on the basis of either a nile or raIe orientation.
They argue that denial on the basis ofrule orientation is most evident \Vith suhardinales in
a hierarchy - among those who are powerless:

•
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We continue 10 assign a central place in our ana/ysis (0 powerlessness: wc vicw il as a
key element in mie orientation. one ofthe IWO bases ofresponsibility denial. Overcoming
the ejfects ofpowerlessness - through empowerment and the redistribution ofpower - is
therefore one ofthe important jeatures ofour recommendations below for cOImteroeting
the habit ofunquestioning obedience. '0

In other cases, where individuals derive a sense of power ITom their role in the
system, the denial of responsibility in crimes of obedience olten stems l'rom a sense of
loyalty or citizen-duty. This recognition of a second potential cause for the denial of
responsibility corrects the common tendency to view wrongly the abdication of moral
responsibility as a lower-class phenomenon, and caUs for a quite different set of
recommendations:
Responsibility denial based on l'ole orientation, therefore, suggests a dijj'el'ent set of
recommendationsfor counteracting the habit ofunquestioning obedience thon does
l'esponsibility based on rule orientation: recommendations that j;Jeus on hol\' to
deglamorize power, rather thon how ta overcome powerlessness. and that are direeted at
allieveis ofthe organizational hierarchy and the social stl'llcture. 41

The concept oflegitimate authority has its origin in the threefold typology of

•

authority offered by sociologist Max Weber. The first category of authority, Charlsmalle
aulhorlty rests upon the extraordinary character and message of sorne exemplary

individual such as Jesus or the Buddha, Here power is glamorized in a personified way.
The second type ofauthority Weber caUs Tradi/lonal aulhori/y, This form typicaUy finds
expression in social organizations or institutions where authority is transmitted through
definite mIes of inheritance, Traditional authority invested in religious and civil authority
figures represents an attempt by those who follow the teachings of sorne past charismatic
individual authority to keep that authority alive; a historical and social process Weber
described as the roulinizalion ofeharisma, The final category of authority discussed by
Weber is legal-ralional aulhority, a form ofauthority based on the legal interpretation of
mIes oflaw, and on the right ofthose who occupy social positions of power to issue
commands. Legal or rational-bureaucratic authority is the type ext:mplified by modern
political states and economic entities, and is founded on a set of abstract normative social

•
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rules which take the form of implicit or explicit contracts.
Contemporary authors such as Talcott Parsons, Peter Blau and Richard Sennett
speak of a forth type of authority, bureaucratic and professional authority. Professional
authorities obtain their legitimacy from their superior knowledge and competence in
providing a service or skill (i.e., doctors), but they are careful to point out that people do
not generally view professional authorities as having the right to make legitimate demands,
only legitimate requests. Subordinates are not completely powerless, they usually pay
dearly for the advice and directives ofprofessional authorities (i.e., lawyers).
Subordinates will only follow the directives ofprofessional authorities ifthey believe it is
in their own best interest to do

50.

However, this can be problematic, since the client

usually does not have the means or knowledge to evaluate independently the merits of
professional advice without going to another professional for a second opinion.
Professionals can often wield considerable power in relationships as revered and
prestigious members of the knowledge elite.

•

4. The Dynamics of Conforming to IlIegitimate Authority
It is easy to understand how people can be obedient to corrupt authority, i.e., in

situations of military dictatorships. Obedience here takes the form of forced compliance,
where the individual conforms to avoid punishment, brutal torture, or even death. How,
though, are we to understand the seemingly voluntary submission to authorities not
viewed as legitimate? Weber really made no provision within his typology of authority for
such a situation, believing that people would not - unless forced to do so - give their
allegiance to authorities they perceive was iIIegitimate.
Marx held a similar view. He predicted that capitalism would bring a widening gap
between the owners and workers, and as the disparity worsened, the workers would more
easily recognize the inequality and injustice of the system, and rise up against their

•

oppressive masters. This would happen, he argued, once enough people identified the
authority upon which the masters based their influential power to be illegitimate.
283
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It can be argl!ed that most citizens do not view members of the CUITent political
and economic elites as legitimale authorities, notwithstanding a recognition of the
legitimacy of sorne of the social means whereby these individuals came to power (i.e.,
democratic elections). Is Marx's prediction coming true in contemporary capitalist
society? Are people rising up against their ilIegitimate rulers and masters? There is
certainly increasing dissatisfaclion and protest in many forms, but nothing approaching the
revolution Marx predicted. Why is this the case?
In his intriguing social psychological study Aulhorily, Richard Sennett argues that
the logic underlying optimistic theories predicting rebellion against ilIegitimately-perceived
authorities (such as that of Marx) failed to take into accountjust how seriously atTected
people are by the influence and strength of other people, regardless of whether their power
is viewed as legitimate or not. He believes that the paradoxical phenomenon of authority
in contemporary capitalist society is that we "... feel attracted to strong tigures we do not
believe to be legitimate. ,,42 Sennett believes that there is a psychological fallout from being

•

subject to authority, regardless of whether that authority is justified morally:
The rebound in modern society has been Ihal people féel ashamed about being weak.
They lise Ihe 1001.1' ofnegation la ward offlhese feelings of,l·hame. and la defend
Ihemselves againsllhe impacl ofstrong people who seem malign. The slIb}ecls defend
themselves by declaring the il/egilimacy oflhe maslers. 43

The curiolis effect of defending one's sense of worth or identity by pointing to the
ilIegitimacy of sorne authority is that the continued presence of that authority may become
necessary for the social psychological maintenance of identity. The negative rebound of
ilIegitimately-perceived authority on individuals is particularly pCJwerful in contemporary
society, with each and every person feeling personally responsible to make somelhillg ouI
ofhim or herself. This modern identity burden was discussed briefly in the previous

chapter, and will be examined below from the perspective of social conformity.
Sennett's theoretical analysis provides an essential corrective to those
superstructural cultural theories which speak excessively of the impersonal and

•
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technological dimensions of modern bureaucratie society. Consider for example, the
following statement from Zijderveld:
Through an ever enlarging process ofdifferentiation, modern society acquired a rather
autonomolls and abstract nature confronting the individual with strong but strange forms
ofcontrol. ft demandv the attitudes ofobedient fimctionariesfrom its inhabitants who
experience its control as an unfamiliar kind ofauthority. That means societal control is
no longer characterized by afamilylike authority but dominated by bureaucratic

neutra/Uy and unresponsiveness. 44

Certainly thereis a good deal of truth in this statement. According to Sennett,
however, the bureaucratie neu!ra/ity and tl/lre~ponsivenesswhich Zjiderveld and many
others describe as characterizing contemporary forms of societal control are not nearly as
static and unresponsive as they may first appear. There is a network ofintense
relationships established among workers, as weil as between the workers and their
superiors. There are similarly strong relationships between the unemployed and economic
and political authorities. Even tlltresponsiveness elicits strong feeling-responses which can

•

serve the interests ofillegitimate authorities. This powerful and damaging psychological
rebound results primarily from the sociological and cultural conditions of modern
industrial society which isolate individuais and punish the weak. Such was not the case in
pre-industrial society.
In the aristocratie order of the feudal age, weakness was not reason enough to feel
shame. Weakness was mostly inherited, and was not equated with being dependent on
others. Modern industrial society on the other hand - with the ideology of equal
opportunity - fosters the illusory belief that each and every individual can be Prime
Minister, with enough good will and hard work. To be weaker or less effective than
others is often - on account of this sense of personal responsibility for making something
of one's life - viewed as personal failure. Even insightful structural and systemic social
analysis explaining personal situations is often not sufficient to counteract this strongly felt
feeling ofbeing less-than or ofhavingfailed. These feelings ofbeing weak or ignorant
are usually kept secret, for part of the liberal burden is the onus on each individual (or
family unit) to make il financially on one's own. Individuals keep information about

•
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financial hardship to themselves not out ofa sense ofbravado or pride (in the c1assical
liberal tradition of rugged illdividllalislII), but rather, trom a false sense of shame."
Authorities exploit negative emotional predispositions and psychological dynamics
in an attempt to increase the effectiveness oftheir power and control over subordinates,
thereby reaffirming and strengthening their authurity. Individuals become trapped in a
submissive role within relationships with negative authority by the constant attention and
process of negation which dominates the conscious litè of the individual. The social
psychological dynamics ofthese types of relations are based on negative conformity, and
are essentially the same as those described in the previous study of symbiotic relationship
and political and economic dependency. They represent a form of mental fascination with
individuals who hold a superior and more powerful and directing role within society.

4.1 Social Metaphors and the Suppression ofCritical Awareness

•

One of the technical means whereby negative bonds are fostered between the
socially powerful and the economically and politically weak is through the use of powerful
social metaphors which evoke strong positive emotions that obscure the reality of
exploitation and negative dependency. These metaphors help to explain the dynamics of
social conformity by illustrating how negative patterns can be established on positivelyimagined foundations. Citing Paul Ricouer's research on metaphor, Sennett explains how
metaphors fuse dissonant meanings with one another so that each is changed by the other.
This /ingllistic action ofmetaphor has conseqllences in how people feel and hehave
taward one another. Most imporlant ofthese conseqllences is thallhe jèar ofa person in
power may he magnified. Formai control over a thom'and people isjoined 10 experiences
offace-ta-face control each persan has feit deeply in Ihe family. /1 i.\· awesome to think of
a persan afJecting many people in an intimale way. /1 is Ihe work ofmetaphor which
makes thal awesome jllnctllre. 46

•

Canadian fanners, for example, oflen refuse la talk about personal and linaneial hardships for tcar thatthey will
be judged as 'poor fanners and bad managers' • whieh is, unfortunately, too ollen how lhey arc portrayed in the
media - despite reams of saUd evidenee that the fmm erisis affeeling thousands of farrn tamilies is eaused by
high input eosls, high debt servieing, international agrieulturnl trade wars, and 100 small a portion of the
consumer food doUar going ta farmers.
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Again we see the power of metaphors to simplity and mis!ead. As Sennett puts it, "...
these restrictions make it possible for metaphors to brutalize the intelligent understanding
people have of the conditions of power which rule their lives. ,,47 Describing negative
situations with positive metaphors is a method of deception, often mass decejJtion. Il can
be found at the heart of the persuasive influence which draws people into bonds of social
conformity. Members of the economic elite have long employed such metaphors to
increase their influence and control of overs.

4.2 An Analysis of Two Ideal Types of IIIegitirnate Authority

The two perceived character ideals of love and power define the attractive features
ofillegitimate authority, and correspond to Sennett's distinction between two ideal types
ofillegitimately-perceived authority; patemalism (love) and autonomy (power). Present in
both types is the subtle but powerful influence of positive metaphors attached to

•

iIlegitimate-perceived authority. This strange combination of attraction and negation is
effective only because of the current cultural ethos where power elicits shame:

What wc nccd to understand about the larger social dimensions ofthis bond is the
strengths which have come to bc seen in the dominant figures ofauthority, the
paternalisfic and autonomous figures. What kind ofshame has their strength elicited
among those who are dependent upon them? What acts ofnegalion have tightened the
knot between the IWo sides?"
Sennett discusses two types of positive images attached to ilIegitimate authoritics:

palernalism and aulonomy. The palernal metaphor of authority appeals to subordinates
asking for trust and loyalty, as one would trust a caring father. The attraction with the
autonomous authority figures is that such individuals show no concem for others. Despite
the remarkable difference in these two types ofillegitimate authority, according to
Sennett, ".. .- both types of authority are malignant, both are based on iIlegitimate forrns of
social control, and both trap those who negate them. "
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Linking the image ofa caring father to the position of capitalist owner and boss (or
politician) pe/'sona/izes an illusion and creates com:'orting feelings. As Sennett states
using the terminology of Max Black, "The magnification of father provided the 'frame' for
the metaphar within which 'boss' becomes the focal ward. "'9 The basic human necd for
parental approval can carry over to boss approval. Although the boss may not bc liked,
the boss can still elicit respect and admiration when viewed through the emotionally-Iaden
and confusing metaphor ofla/he/'.
At the other extreme from patemalism lies the metaphor of authClrity as the
autonomous, strong and self-sufficient individual. Here illegitimate authority does not
pretend to have concem for others. The dominant cultural view tends to regard ail forms
of dependency as bad, or at least undesirable, driving a large proportion of people in
contemporary Western society to desire becoming more autonomous and self-sufficient.
Whereas patemalism represents a false profession of care, authority based on autonomy
involves another kind ofmetaphorical illusion and extreme point ofview, orthe self-

•

sufficiency/individualistic kind. This attractive but illusory goal distorts our legitimate
need for reciprocity and human love, and can easily become the basis for manipulation in
interpersonal relationships, producing stigmatization and feelings of shame: "One person
is needed by others more than he or she needs them. They need something which he or
she has learned to be rather than something the person owns... a doctor or a skilled
bureaucrat has trained and developed himself; his very nature is what he possesses, and
what other people need. "50
Daniel Hell's argument that technical expertise and innovation have become the
modem forms of capital follows a similar line ofthinking. He likens technical expertise to
the cash of the 19th Century entrepreneur, whoever has it can be independent. This view
creates the illusion that human worth is measured in terms of utilitarian value and one's
economic productive capacity. The development of a coherent and autonomous identity
can stigmatize other people by communicating strong emotional and non-verbal messages

•
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to other individuals without autollomy that they are Jess thall, due to their need for others:
"Autonomy is about someone who has developed a talent, a personality, a style which is
also not normal - but here the better word is 'ordinary.' for what 'ordinary' implies is a
state of being which is shapeless, unremarkable, bland - in a word, an amorphous
condition of life. "SI People separate themselves from cithers on the basis of these
personally-developed talents. They pursue the ideal of autonomy and remain emotionally
aloof from others. Indifference to ordinary people has a definite shaming effect; it makes
other people feel they don't count. But people need recognition from others. This is the
heart of what Sennett describes as the negative ties that bind subordinates to iIlegitimatelyperceived authorities: subordinates lack autonomy, feel a greater degree of shame, and
therefore tend to feel a greater need to be recognized. Illegitimate authorities - on the
basis of their autonomous power - control the means of recognition: "This play between
recognition and indifference is how the knot tightens. The superior remains in control of
the apparatus of recognition; his or her attention is the prize of disruption. "S2 There are

•

different ways in which the knot tightens, ail of which bind subordinates to iIlegitimatelyperceived authority. Groups protesting bad government legislation may be ignored for
months by political officiais, then, when they are granted a meeting with the minister, they
feel uplifted. The positive change in the mood of the protesters came from being
recognized - and having their attention diverted - not from achieving the desired political
and social ends - i.e., the bad legislation remains firmly intact.

4.3 Ties which Bind Subordinates to Dlegitimate Authority

Bonds of rejection come into being in three distinct ways: "The first concerns the
fear of an authority's strength; it is a bond 1 shall cali 'disobedient dependence'. The
second is printing a positive, ideal image of authority from the negative which exists. The

•
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third is built on a fantasy about the disappearance of authority. ,," In each case we have a
conscious explanation or interpretation of the situation by the subordinate which serves as
the basis for thoughts and actions. Sennett gives an example of disobedient dependence
where a teenage daughter rebels against her parents in choosing a particular course of
action. The irony is that the choices made in the rebellion do not reflect what the young
woman actually wants, and would personally benefit trom, but rather serve to negate the
will ofher parents which no longer has formai control over her:

Whatthey [her parents} would like, she negates; she has chosen two men whom she knows
they will disapprove of Whatthey would like is, however, the control/ingfac/or. S'lie is
more surely bonded /0 /hem than a young person who can make erotic decisions witJlOlIt
worrying compulsively about what his or her parents would say. The very act of
disobeying, with ail its confrontations, anxie/ies, and conjlic/s, knits people /oge/her."
This negative bonding is based on a compulsive focusing of attention aimed at trying to
figure what the illegitimate authority likes or wants, so the person can than proceed to
negate those likes and wants. Such compulsive disobedience reflects the same alter-

•

dependent fascination with the will and wishes of another which was discussed earlier; it
has little to do with genuine independence or autonomy.
With idealized substitution, constant reference is made to an i1/egitimale authority
figure as a comparative reference point in the idealization of legitimale authority. Here
the illegitimate authority is used as a negative mode!. This too can be a form of
dependency. The experience of dependency enables the individual to sustain a sense of
what is preferable on the basis of an analysis of what is disdained. There is also the selfsame dynamics of conformity which operate in the workplace as a cohesive force in
identity formation:

The fear which operates in idealized subslilution is afear ofheing cu/loose, ofhaving no
moorings, no point ofreference to say why one is working, serving, or dependent. Ifthe
master is bad, weak, /hen an image appears ofwha/ is good. 1'0 print this positive, il is
ojien necessary to exaggerate the dejéc/s of/he actual superior, to give the superior a
kind of'negative potency. '"

"
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There is a prevalent trend emerging on a global basis wherein individual human
beings are becoming told that they are increasingly dispensable. Surviving demands that
individuals are willing to accept the lowest offer in a race-to-the-bottom game of
competitive poverty. This is a global variation on the theme conquer and divide which
obscures for people the extent of their individual and collective power. People are far
from dispensable; indeed, economic and political elites are completely dependent on the
labour and cooperation of people to operate the dominant system. Those who have
political power in interpersonal relationships - or within economic and political relations present themselves as not needing the very people upon whom they are dependent. This is
one of the most powerful and crippling illusions disguising blatant social injustice and
oppression in the world today.
A third way in which a bond between masters and servants can be built beneath the
surface of rejections is through the fantasy of disappearance. "The authority figure is
feared, but even more the subject fears he [she] will go away. The result of this process is

•

that language of contingency in which everything wrong is the fault of the presence of an
authority, and it matters desperately that the authority be present. ,,'6 Regardless ofthe
particular character of the negation ofauthority, as Sennett points out, none ofthese three
responses effect transformation, so the relationship remains unequal and the authority
remains illegitimate: "The negation ofauthority does not transcend the ethos of capitalism:
'possession' is the ruling term. The vision of a better social order, or a more truly
responsive and nurturing authority, of 'better' authority, is not germinated by this
resistance. "'1
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Summary

The social psychological dynamics which keep individuals under the spell and
control of others supplants critical awareness. By identifYing and rejecting i1/egililllale
authorities, on the basis of an alternative social vision and concept of /egililllale authority,
critical awareness and responsible life praxis overcome negative conformity.
There are many factors which influence moral choices. Strong influences can be
found in the situational determinants exerting pressure to conform to, or to obey, what
people do not naturally need or desire. Conformity can take decisive forms, depending on
whether people regard themselves as morally responsible to act, and numerous factors can
influence the extent that people are willing to take responsibility for their actions.
Awareness of the psychological depth ofpersonal and social oppression is difficult
to attain, and when attained, difficult to remain attentive to. Il can be frightening and
threatening to reflect on the full reality of situations of domination and abuse. Il can be

•

equally as difficult to pass up the lure of political and social forces inviting individuals to
belong by conforming and being a part of a tealll. Surrendering moral judgement by
comforming to what others want us to think and do represents the antithesis to dynamic
moral awareness.
It is ultimately the social and political arena ofassociations and organizations

where the moral dynamic of one's life finds expression in concrete engagement. In is in
such engagements that individuals define self-understanding and find personal meaning in
their lives. Understanding the impediments to moral awareness and self·determination
inherent in the negative social psychological dynamics of social conformity makes
authentic social organization possible.

•
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Conclusion
A commitment to alleviate unnecessary human suffering and oppression through
liberating change - simultaneously moral change (psychological and spiritual) and political
change (sociological and cultural) - calls members of society to attain awareness ofwhat
the social situation requires them to know and do to advance a personal and collective
liberation process. Once the impediments to growth are identified - when we can expIain
the originating causes of unnecessary human suffering - we are then able to identitY what
needs to be changed in our personal and social lives, and to take action to effect change.
This study offers support for the beliefthat the search for human moral fulfilment
always has both moral and political elements woven into a single life praxis. Embarking
on such a journey means responding to a summons to act to improve our lives and serve
others. The search for human fulfilment also involves becoming aware of what needs to

•

be encouraged and promoted within ourselves and witbin society. Numerous social
psychological factors constitute impediments to tbis process. An etbics of awareness
seeks to identitY and overcome these barriers to growth; it also seeks a social consensus
on the practical requirements for a just and sustainable economic and politicallife. The
objective of this study was accomplished: a range of concepts, ideas, anecdotes and
insights were taken trom a range of social scientists to c1aritY structural patterns that
impede the development of moral awareness. A multi-disciplinary method was used to
ill/egra/e insights into a single dynamic understanding of ethics. It is important to

discover and use these insights and analytical tools to detect and neutralize negative
patterns which may be operating in personal and sociallife.
In the first chapter, a theory of knowledge was developed trom the dynamic
psychology of William James, Michael Polanyi and Bernard Lonergan. A focus on the
function of attention as the regulator of the flow ofhuman consciousness is not a common
approach taken in contemporary ethics, however il is an extremely revealing one. Using

•

the psychological concept of atten/ion throughout the study kept the focus on how human
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consciousness can either al/aill, or 1101 al/aill, transformative awareness. Human attention
- which is inclined naturally toward moral awareness and understanding - can be
distracted, manipulated, or otherwise prevented from attaining revealing insights and
correct information about selfand society; information which is needed to make moral
evaluations and to plan rational and moral change. Whatever captures the attention
decides what happens in human consciousness. When people are denied, or deny
themselves, access to information and insights leading to transformative awareness, moral
and spirituallife becomes frustrated. People in such situations are not inclined to act to
improve self or society. The key to healthy moral development lies in being able to satislY
the basic needs common to ail human beings, the main ingredients ofwhich (along with
basic economic requirements) are a meallillgjul masler life slory and lruslworlhy
relaliollships in which self-disclosure and common projects unite people in community.

Chapter two explored the ambiguous nature of moral awareness under the theme

•

of self-deception - a process of limiting awareness. We can give tacit consent to processes
which exclude aspects ofpersonal and social reality from consciousness. Situations may
cali a person to desensitize or turn attention away from certain things for morallylegitimate reasons. The dynamics of self-deception require that we understand and
overcome root fears, insecurities and emotional pain before facing the full truth in a way
that does not cause unnecessary suffering, harm or psychological aberrations. Being able
to spel/ ouI threatening truths that evoke emotional pain and mental anxiety (and being
able to SIIslaill an awareness ofthose truths) is often simply not possible until we have first
been accepted, affirmed and loved by others. In the experience of affirmation and love,
we find strength to envision a positive future, and to commit to a life of moral and spiritual
improvement.
Common elements found in several distinct moral approaches to self-deception
reveal that we need to learn to be conscious - or, to learn to control and direct
consciousness morally. Self-deception, in the first instance, is people engaging in various

•

activities to evade painful truths. To face the truths that are being avoided using strategies
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of self-deception is to reclaim or forge an identity. Our self-understanding is in fact a
master life story. In self-deception, we participate in the misperformance of consciousness
by not avowing aspects ofwho we believe we have been, who we believe we are, and who
we believe we can become. To gain the moral courage and motivation to act in
accordance with one's beliefs and values it is necessary to have a meaningful master life
story and trustworthy human relationships within which mutual self-disclosure can take
place.
Chapter three turned to the dynamics of social ignorance to see how the mind is
formed, informed and deformed by social structures and social information. Social
ignorance and ideoloh'Y are not accidentai, but opportunistic and functional, serving
particular interests ofboth subordinate and dominant members of society. These interests
need to be identified and explained. Overcoming ignorance through access to revealing
social information can empower people to change. However, ideological and structural

•

social circumstances present barriers to transformative awareness by producing ignorance
to guarantee social coherence and the continuance of unjust social situations. Our
awareness of the limitation ofhuman attention, and the attendant consequences for moral
consciousness, is itself restricted, causing a particular kind of social ignorance.
Becoming aware of our ignorance is the first step to overcoming social
ignorance. Il frees us to explore the source of other areas of social ignorance that impede
personal and social development. Understanding the dynarnics of social ignorance as
manifested in human consciousness requires that we consider the possible sources of social
ignorance: we can deceive ourseives about society or we can be misinformed or deceived
by others, or we can be kept from seeing the truth through structural patterns which
restrict human attention from obtaining insightful social information. Abstract theories,
such as the dominant ideology thesis, are intriguing, but concrete analysis of the reception
and perpetuation offalse or distorted ideas is required to understand how social ideology
can block the development of dynamic moral awareness and transformation.

•

The impact of the structural fragmentation of society on human consciousness can
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itselflead to ignorance by causing people to regard abstract knowledge as cO/lcrete
knowledge. This experience of !Tagmented society in consciousness emerges !Tom lived
experience. Cultural and religious pluralism, and the globalization of economic activity,
lead to the loss of a unified social world view. These social trends and forces change
human consciousness, !Tagmenting a sense of identily and social place in individuals, and
disintegrating the bonds ofmoral human community. Fragmentation and competition
isolate people !Tom one another, giving them only an abstract consciousness of society, a
mish-mash of disconnected information about social relationships which lacks unified
meaning and a sense of collective purpose. Human autol/omy is severed from political
community under !Tagmented society - people no longer feel part of a common social
project.
When cultural, economic and political conditions are such that facing certain truths
results in emotional pain and anxiety for many people, it is necessary to undertake a
broader analysis of the dynamics of social ignorance to identify the social and ideological

•

sources of personal suffering. Gaining insight into the connections between social reality
and personal consciousness requires what C.W. Mills called a sociological imagi/latio/l the capacity to shift !Tom the political to the psychological. By not understanding the
connections between consciousness and society, many psychologies have wrongly
interpreted psychological experiel/ce as the source ofhuman sllffering rather than
symptoms of structural and institlltional realities that damage people: Le., psychological
expressiol/s of social malaise.

Patterns of personal sllffering today are primarily the result of social factors, such
as economic exploitation on an international scale, and the rise of privately-owned
Transnational Corporations as the dominant force dictating the direction of future change
for the entire world. Social circllmstances and trends now seem to be working against
humanity. People are being encouraged to compete with each other, not to cooperate in
collective projects. These destabilizing social forces make the task ofbuilding community
a challenging one. Social contradictions that have been disguised and hidden from

•

awareness are now revealing themselves through deteriorating social change. With the
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increasingly broad scope of social consciousness (global) the danger is that social change
at the locallevel will be preempted by abstract consciousness - astate whereby people are
disempowered by the inability to make sense of, or find meaning in, fragmented social
information while cut offfrom the dynamic social processes which are deciding the very
changes that affect their lives. Masses of people throughout the worId are becoming
poorer while wealth and economic power becomes more concentrated in the international
economic elite.
Chapter four examined how ideology always operates as a category ofhuman
consciousness. This realization calls for a careful examination of the processes by which
information is received and transmitted to discover the function ideology serves for
people. Social information is always limited and biased, and those limitations are decided
by how values are either implicily or explicitly empIoyed in both the collection and use of
that information. This is true for science as it is for all modes of social inquiry.

•

Sociological research methods must, therefore, always take cognizance of the way in
which social inquiry is influenced and affected by values. Another key determinant
affecting the type and quality of information available to the social investigator is social
location Our place in society, where we stand, and who we stand with, affects

consciousness. Choosing to identitY with those who experience unnecessary suffering and
social injustices can generate dynamic moral awareness by exposing the social sources of
personal problems.
Education in fragmented capitalist society imposes structural constraints on
consciousness which tend to form the mind to view reality as a static rather than dynamic
reality. Students are not encouraged to question authority, nor are they taught to see
themselves as transformers of society. They view the world as something oui there,
knowledge of society is to be received as deposils made in passive and receptive minds.
Educational systems are accomodating market forces by shifting the emphasis to training
people to adapt themselves to the technical and technological requirements of business.

•

This poses a serious threat to democratic institutions and the development of dynarnic
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moral awareness.
Authentic education for liberation teaches people to COI/struct their own
knowledge of self and society by actively investigating reality and testing social
knowledge claims. Such a process dignifies the human capacity to understand and
transform both self and society. Dynamic teaching methods and practices are needed to
counteract CUITent educational and cultural trends which diminish the capacity for critical
self-reflection and creative self-directed action.
Chapter five moved to a consideration of impediments to dynamic moral
awareness under the robrics of dependency. Not ail forms of dependency are negative.
People need to be in relationship with others. We are interdependent. We need to love
others just as we need to be loved by others. The structure of negative dependency

represents a distortion of the moral ideal ofan equal sharing of power. This distortion
manifests itself in various types of relationships people experience, both individually and

•

collectively, in their daily lives.
In the study of addictions, symbiotic relationships, and political and economic
dependency, attention was drawn to the danger of regarding models and cOl/cepts as
explanations for dynamic aclivily. Theoretical models - such as the disease cOl/cept - can

interrupt the process of obtaining insight into the underlying causes of addiction.
Addiction was characterized as maladaptive behaviour - a misguided search for love and
power. At the heart of the daily routines and experiences of addictions are central
activities which operate as coping mechanisms offering pseudo-protection from emotional
pain and mental anxiety. The genesis of many addictions lies with the absence ofloving
relationships (especially in childhood), as weil as the concrete factors which cause
suffering and stress in contemporary society. Central activities characterized by addictive
patterns of negative dependency on things can be changed through insight into the
underlying causes for unfulfilled legitimate needs, the identification of the reasons for
emotional pain and anxiety, and by pursuing a meaningful master life story in the context

•

ofloving relationships with others.
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In symbiotic relationships two people share in patterns of denial and awareness
deadening to their mutual detriment, for reasons similar to those of people addicted to
things: to protect themselves from negative emotions and anxieties over identity. A
corruption of consciousness happens with both people involved in a symbiotic
relationship. The structure of consciousness for the subordinate person is one ofbeing
alter-dependent. with the focus of attention on satisfYing, or complying with, the will of

the dominant, yet dependent, other party in the relationship. The same essential
understanding of dependency applies to a social psychological analysis of the impact of
economic and political dependency. The subjugated people are made to feel inferior, and
are robbed of the material and cultural means to escape the negative economic and
political relationship established and maintained by outside powers. Critical awareness of
what is enslaving or oppressing people is the first step in a liberation process.
The key to understanding ail types of dependency is to recognize the character of
the basic distortion in powersharing in the relationship. Overcoming negative dependency

•

also requires an awareness of the social psychological impediments to freedom operating
in the consciousness of dominated and oppressed people, then action to rise above the fear
ofbeing II/l~l/CCes~flll in a struggle for freedom

Chapter six examined the dynamics of negative conformity. The language of social
conformity considers the workings ofindividual consciousness and action from the
perspective of people's participation in society. The way in which people participate in
relationships with others, and engage in social institutions, has much to do with the ways
and means they believe they have available to them to fulfil basic human needs. These
influences and factors can lead people to deaden awareness and to abdicate moral
responsibility. Clinical studies measuring conformity suggest that, under certain
conditions, people tend to gauge their views, and base their decisions, on the expected
reaction of other people - especially people viewed as legitimate allthorilies. This
situation in contemporary fragmented society can easily result in atrocious crimes against

•

humanity and the continuation of social injustices: these conditions pose a significant
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threat to human freedom and social security.
Moral human community demands that people, as individuals. are the subjects of
their own lives as they cooperate with others to build a better world. We are called to be
responsible for our thinking and acting. The frustration of legitimate human needs
produces impediments to the development of dynamic moral awareness for many people.
To resist the powerful forces encouraging us to engage in - or to remain stuck in - patterns
of negative dependency and negative conformity is to seek life-giving means to fulfil basic
human needs, chief of which are trustworthy relationships and a meaningful master life
story.
The moral challenge to live an improved life will feellike a burden to those who
think that they can achieve transformation and growth on their own. The dynamics of
human morality are the dynamics ofhuman spirituality and community. Beyond the
negative dynamics of dependency lie the positive dynamics of mutuallove and trust.
Beyond the dynamics of negalive social conformity lie the positive dynamics of caring for

•

•

one another in the security ofloving interpersonal relationships and moral communities.
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